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Abstract

In this thesis I explore the efforts by a group of young Indonesian hardcore 

punks to establish an autonomous community based on participatory 'Do It Yourself' 

principles, as they strive to avoid the reduction of their cultural production to an 

assemblage of commodities for sale. I position my thesis as a critical engagement with 

the social theory and political practices of the anak DIY themselves. My argument 

draws primarily on the participant observation fieldwork I carried out with the Bandung 

DIY community, and particularly the DIY activists organised around the Kolektif Balai 

Kota (City Hall Collective), in 2004 and early 2005.

Drawing on global anarcho-punk and DIY hardcore currents, these 'DIY kids' 

(anak DIY) position themselves as critics of Bandung's thriving underground music 

scene, which they perceive as having 'sold out' to the commercial cultural industries. 

Indeed, while this scene has maintained a degree of independence from direct corporate 

ownership and control, it has increasingly been drawn into the capitalist logic of 

accumulation. More specifically, as the scene has developed into a small but significant 

youth-oriented fashion industry, the subcultural forms of independence, distinction, and 

resistance which characterise the underground have been transformed into a neoliberal 

form of competitive entrepreneurialism based on precarious cultural labour.

Breaking with the spectacular subcultural transgression of the commercial 

underground, the anak DIY promote the values of kemandirian (autonomy) and 

komunitas (community) as a positive alternative to capitalist alienation. They seek to 

express and realise their values through their performances of DIY hardcore. DIY 

hardcore performances establish a positive synthesis between community participation 

and political critique and collapse the divide between performers and audience. 

However, the aesthetics of DIY hardcore display a degree of tension between sincere 

expression and ironic performance. I also identify an unresolved conflict between 

hardcore as a specific music genre and DIY as an ethic of practice. The specific 

aesthetics of hardcore serve as a vital vector for affective investment and identification, 

yet this renders the political practices of DIY production vulnerable to aestheticisation 

and commodification.

I further analyse DIY hardcore as an autonomous practice of cultural production 

and exchange. The Bandung community is part of a global network of DIY enterprises, 

a system of social and economic relationships mediated through DIY hardcore products. 
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Like other DIY punks, the anak DIY stress the authenticity of their products—their use 

value as forms of aesthetic expression and social communication—against their 

economic exchange value (Thompson 2004). The DIY economy is, in part, a system of 

petty commodity production, but it also has many features of a gift economy. The anak 

DIY consciously assert the social value of their DIY activities against commodity 

fetishism, and DIY production is largely free from immediate entanglement in capital 

accumulation and the commodification of labour. At its most collective, the DIY 

economy produces a cultural commons of shared means, knowledge, and value.

Like the anak DIY, I consider DIY hardcore to be a politics of praxis. If value is 

a measure of the importance attached to human action (Graeber 2001), DIY hardcore 

constitutes an alternative value system to that based on capital accumulation. The anak 

DIY seek autonomy from capital, but in doing so they are bound up in an antagonistic 

relationship with its ongoing processes of expansion, enclosure, and exploitation. I thus 

consider DIY hardcore to be a form of value struggle, located neither entirely outside 

nor entirely within capitalist circuits of value (De Angelis 2007).

Through their practices of cultural production, and the associated forms of social 

organisation, the anak DIY are attempting to overcome or escape from—as well as 

critique—capitalist alienation, motivated by a utopian desire for a better world. The 

anak DIY themselves are divided over whether to emphasise the immediate experience 

of DIY autonomy, or to position the DIY community as a staging ground in a broader 

struggle against capitalist hegemony. I also consider DIY autonomy in terms of 'self-

valorisation', the production of values outside of the circuits of capital, and the 

associated political strategy of refusal or exodus (Cleaver 1992; Hardt and Negri 2005; 

Tronti 1980; Virno 1996).

The anak DIY have been remarkably successful at maintaining a degree of 

autonomy from the cultural industries and resisting commodification. However, their 

attempt to construct a community of critical and authentic cultural production is marked 

by its own contradictions, and remains a partial and transient alternative to the capitalist 

system, largely contained within a limited sphere of 'subcultural' activity. Yet the values 

expressed and, to an extent, realised through DIY hardcore do point towards another 

way of living, starkly at odds with the authoritarian capitalism that dominates social life 

in Indonesia and around the world.
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Glossary

acara Indonesian for 'show' or 'program of events'; it is commonly used 
to refer to underground music performances featuring several 
different bands. Also called show or gigs. Larger music festivals 
are called pesta or fest.

anak DIY 'DIY kids'. A collective term for the people involved in the DIY 
('Do It Yourself') hardcore community. They may also be called 
anak hardcore or, more specifically, anak BalKot.

anak gaul 'Trendy kids'. Young people who display a modern, fashionable, 
and affluent identity through the conspicuous consumption of 
globally-oriented pop culture and fashion and the use of a 
distinctive urban dialect (bahasa gaul).

anak underground 'Underground kids' (or 'underground youth'). A collective term for 
young people involved in the production and/or consumption of 
underground music who have adopted underground styles and 
identities. More specific terms are often used as well, such as anak 
punk, anak metal, anak hardcore.

anarcho-punk Both a music-based subculture and a political movement, anarcho-
punk refers to punk or hardcore music that promotes anarchism.

BalKot The Kolektif Balai Kota or 'City Hall Collective'. A DIY organising 
collective that meets weekly on the steps outside Bandung's city 
hall (Balai Kota). Sometimes called the 'Reclaim the Stairs D.I.Y. 
Collective'.

Berandalan Bandung ('Bandung Banditry'). A prominent underground 'event organiser' 
(EO) group in Bandung, focusing on major events such as tours by 
international bands, album launches, and music festivals.

circle pit A form of hardcore punk dancing where audience members run and 
skip in a large anticlockwise circle, usually in the 'mosh pit' area in 
front of the stage. Particularly associated with DIY hardcore.

crust A style of hardcore punk music with significant influences from 
extreme metal and anarcho-punk. Musically, crust is typified by 
heavy bass, distorted guitars, and alternating fast and slow sections. 
Typical crust fashion includes black or dirty denim with patches 
and studs, dreadlocks, body piercing and tattoos. Crust is closely 
associated with anarchist politics and DIY production.

distro A distribution service for records, zines, or other merchandise. In 
Bandung, the term has also come to be applied to retail outlets 
specialising in youth-oriented alternative fashion.

DIY ('Do It Yourself') A contested term referring to independent underground production; 
minimally defined as maintaining a degree of autonomy from the 
major record labels and other parts of the corporate cultural 
industries. In the Bandung DIY hardcore scene, this has been 
developed further into an explicitly anti-capitalist ethic (etika DIY).
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emo 'Emotional hardcore'. A popular music genre descended from 
hardcore punk, characterised by a more melodic sound, personal 
lyrical themes, and highly emotional vocal delivery. Emo is also 
used as a more general term of contempt for 'inauthentic' 
commercial subcultural forms, especially as adopted by 
stereotypically angst-ridden teenagers.

etika DIY 'The DIY ethic'; an anti-capitalist value system based on the 
principles of autonomy (kemandirian) and community (komunitas), 
especially as they are expressed and applied through DIY hardcore 
production.

extreme metal A range of interrelated underground music genres that developed 
from heavy metal, typically with a heavier, darker, and more 
transgressive style. More specific genres include death metal 
(distorted and low-tuned guitars, 'death growl' vocals, horror 
themes) and black metal (rapid and high-pitched guitars, shrieking 
vocals, Satanic themes).

Food Not Bombs (FNB) A loosely-organised global activist network that distributes free 
vegetarian food as a means of promoting social and environmental 
sustainability in opposition to militarism and corporate power. 
FNB is closely associated with anarchist politics and DIY punk, 
and the Bandung FNB group draws most of its participants from 
the local DIY hardcore scene. 

garage rock A raw, lo-fi style of rock music. A self-consciously 'retro' revival in 
the early 2000s was commercially successful on a global scale, and 
this had a significant impact on the Bandung alternative rock or 
'indie' scene.

grindcore A music genre that draws on hardcore punk (and especially crust), 
death metal, noise, and industrial music; characterised by a fast 
tempo, heavy bass, distorted and low-pitched guitars, very fast 
'blast beat' drumming, and screamed or growled vocals. Grindcore 
is typically associated with grotesque horror themes and a tongue-
in-cheek attitude.

hardcore (hc) Also called hardcore punk, a punk-derived music genre and 
subculture with aesthetic influences from extreme metal, with a 
heavier, faster, and more aggressive sound than classic punk rock. 
'Hardcore' can also refer to a more stringent commitment to punk 
independence.

Harder A prominent distro, record label, and clothing brand in Bandung, 
particularly associated with hardcore.

indie Refers to bands, record labels, and other enterprises producing and 
performing music independent from the major labels and other 
institutions of the corporate music industry. Indie can also refer to 
the specific styles of rock and pop that emerged in association with 
indie music scenes. 

kemandirian Indonesian for 'independence' or 'autonomy'. In the DIY hardcore 
scene, this term is used to refer to individual and collective 
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autonomy from capital, the state, and other authoritarian systems.

komunitas A recently adopted Indonesian word for 'community'. In the DIY 
hardcore scene, this term is used to refer to a value and practice of 
collective solidarity based on cooperative activity, elective affinity, 
and free association.

lapak Informally selling (and/or trading) cassettes, zines, and other 
underground merchandise, typically laid out on a mat or blanket.

metalcore A music genre combining elements of extreme metal with hardcore 
punk. In the 2000s, a melodic style of metalcore became a 
prominent genre in the Bandung underground scene, following a 
global trend.

moshing In Indonesian punk and hardcore, moshing (also called pogo) refers 
to an aggressive and chaotic form of pit dancing, with much 
flailing of limbs and crashing of bodies.

New Order (Orde Baru) The authoritarian, militarised regime headed by President Suharto, 
which governed Indonesia from 1966 until the overthrow of 
Suharto in 1998. The New Order came to power following a 
military-orchestrated massacre of members of the Indonesian 
Communist Party and other leftists in 1965-1966.

pahlawan underground 'Underground heroes'; veteran scenesters who are seen to have 
made a significant contribution to the development of the 
underground music scene. Also carries some connotations of 
having been part of the Reformasi generation of street-fighting 
activist punks.

punk A style of fast, simple, aggressive music that tends to emphasise 
energy and attitude over musicianship. In addition to punk rock 
music, its descendant genres such as hardcore, and their associated 
subcultural styles and lifestyles, punk may also refer to the anti-
authoritarian philosophy of independence that is often expressed 
through these forms.

Reformasi The period of liberal political and economic reform in Indonesia 
following the forced resignation of President Suharto in 1998. The 
term may also refer to the popular protest movement that won 
these reforms. While the Reformasi process cannot be said to have 
a definitive end point, it wound down with the start of the 
Megawati Presidency in 2001.

Riotic A prominent punk distro in Bandung, which played a key role in 
the development of the local underground music scene. During the 
Reformasi era, Riotic was closely associated with political punk 
activism.

scenester Someone who is deeply involved in the underground music scene, 
especially if they are actively engaged in an underground enterprise 
such as a band, label, or distro.

straight edge (sXe) A hardcore punk lifestyle based on strict abstinence from alcohol, 
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drugs, and casual sex. Many of the anak DIY in the Bandung scene 
are straight edge, or influenced by straight edge.

thrash A particularly fast style of hardcore. In Indonesia it is frequently 
spelled (and even more frequently pronounced) trash. Hardcore is 
sometimes referred to as hardcore/thrash or hc/thrash. 

Tumbakerology According to Ari 'Ernesto MamaYukero' Purnama, vocalist for the 
Bandung-based DIY hardcore band Domestik Doktrin, 
'Tumbakerology is a critical theory based on “foolishness” that 
refuses to be defined as a mere cycle in a terminological series 
which will ultimately restrain its essence and substance.'

underground scene The social networks, institutions, and practices associated with the 
local production, performance, and consumption of underground 
music in Bandung. This scene incorporates a range of Western-
derived music genres and subcultural styles, including punk, 
hardcore, death metal, black metal, and oi! (skinhead punk). It is 
often referred to in English, or with the Indonesianised terms scene 
underground or scene bawah tanah.

youth crew A hardcore punk subculture closely associated with straight edge. 
Youth crew hardcore music is typically extremely fast ('fastcore'), 
with thrashy guitars and screamed vocals. Youth crew lyrics tend 
towards the earnest expression of themes such as friendship, 
positive living, and commitment to straight edge, as well as 
addressing environmental, animal rights, and anti-capitalist 
political issues. Youth crew fashion is rather casual and 
conventional compared to other underground styles.

zine A non-professional photocopied publication. Zines can cover a 
range of issues, such as music, politics, literature, art, media 
fandom, and personal stories. Music and political zines have a 
prominent role in the DIY hardcore scene.
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Note on translation
Except where otherwise noted, all interview transcripts, song lyrics, and extracts 

from scene publications have been translated from Indonesian. In doing so, I have 

attempted to retain the idiosyncratic modes of expression of the originals as much as 

possible, and I have tended to privilege the explanations provided by my English-

speaking respondents over strict dictionary definitions. However, where poetic 

expression has clashed with comprehensibility—as has often been the case in my 

translations of song lyrics—I have somewhat reluctantly decided in favour of the latter.

English words and phrases used within primarily Indonesian speech and texts 

have been rendered in italics; given the large number of scene terms which have been 

partially Indonesianised, this distinction required a degree of judgement on my part. 

Where the original text or speech was entirely in English, I have retained the original 

grammatical structure, as well as punctuation and spelling in the case of written texts 

such as zine articles and emails. Where interviewees have responded in a fairly even 

blend of English and Indonesian, I have represented it in non-italicised English, relying 

on the shifts in grammar to mark transitions between the languages. Where the local 

Sundanese language has been used, most often blended with Indonesian, I have treated 

it as Indonesian, with an additional note indicating the use of Sundanese.

Note on naming practices
I have sought to acknowledge and recognise my research participants as fellow 

social theorists, and thus have used their real names where they have given me specific 

permission to do so or where they have used that name in their own publications, 

performances, and other public activities. However, it is a common practice in DIY 

hardcore to adopt resonant 'underground' nicknames, particularly for their creative 

activities, and some of my informants have chosen to be referred to by these in place of 

their legal names. These nicknames tend to be less about anonymity than they are part 

of adopting a performative underground persona, and they rarely serve to effectively 

conceal their personal identity within the local scene or DIY community. Therefore, 

where full anonymity was requested or otherwise deemed appropriate, I have used 

invented pseudonyms inspired by scene naming practices. In cases where I need to refer 

to both anonymous interview material and the public scene activities of a single person, 

I have used different names in order to protect their confidentiality.
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Note on music, recorded and performed
The Bandung DIY hardcore scene is focused on the live performance of 

music, though cassettes and other forms of recorded music also have a prominent 

role. Many of the songs that I reference in this thesis were unrecorded at the time of 

my fieldwork, and I have obtained the lyrics and explanatory notes directly from 

band members, band websites, or from lyrics sheets distributed at shows. However, 

where a recorded version of the song does exist, I have also referenced that 

recording; where I have access to multiple recordings of the same song, I have 

referenced the recording that I deem most representative.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

Rockin' with Kropotkin

On Saturday night, April 3, 2004, I caught an ojek (motorcycle taxi) to the 

Universitas Islam Nusantara campus, on the outskirts of Bandung, in order to see the 

Philadelphia hardcore band R.A.M.B.O. perform alongside a few local bands. The show 

was organised by the Kolektif Balai Kota (BalKot), a small collective that met weekly 

on the steps of Bandung's city hall (Balai Kota). . A few weeks earlier, my friend Ari 

Purnama (vocalist for the band Domestik Doktrin) had invited me to my first BalKot 

meeting, where they were discussing the final details of the show. R.A.M.B.O. had 

agreed to work with the collective because of their shared commitment to non-

commercial DIY ('Do It Yourself') principles. However, the 'DIY kids' (anak DIY) from 

BalKot were facing some major obstacles in getting the show off the ground—in 

addition to shaky finances, difficulties in securing a venue, and rather disorganised 

publicity, there was some hostility from Berandalan Bandung ('Bandung Banditry'), a 

more professional underground organisation which had expected to get the job. The 

anak DIY were rather nervous with the responsibility, but were committed to proving 

that they could organise a successful show without relying on commercial sponsorship.

When I arrived at the show, around an hour after the advertised 7 pm starting 

time, it was not yet under way. Around a hundred young men—and a few young women

—were hanging out in and around the UNINUS student auditorium. Most were dressed 

in the standard underground clothing of jeans and black band t-shirts, with a few 

sporting more spectacular punk and metal fashions (tattoos, piercings, dyed spiked hair 

or dreadlocks). The entry fee was a quite reasonable Rp. 5 0001—BalKot is committed 

to keeping their shows affordable for local youth, and R.A.M.B.O. were not expecting 

to make money from their tour. As the first band was setting up, I browsed the 

merchandise tables, which were selling a range of cassettes, CDs (mostly home copied 

CD-Rs), t-shirts, and a selection of zines—non-professional, photocopied publications 

covering music, politics, personal stories and other topics. The cassettes included a local 

release of R.A.M.B.O.'s Wall of Death the System (2004), jointly distributed by Time Up 

Records (Depok) and Pin Rose 150 Records (Bandung). There was also a stall organised 
1 Less than $1 Australian according to the official exchange rate, or the equivalent of around $5 in terms 

of real purchasing power.
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by the local Food Not Bombs2 collective with free vegetarian food and water, along 

with some anti-McDonald's leaflets and pirated copies of John Pilger's documentary 

The New Rulers of the World.

 A genre located between punk and metal, hardcore is characterised by a fast, 

aggressive rhythm, dissonant melody, and screamed vocals. The large, brightly-lit hall

—with the national Garuda Pancasila coat of arms and framed portraits of President 

Megawati Sukarnoputri and Vice President Hamzah Haz above the stage—provided a 

rather incongruous environment for the hardcore performances, contributing to the 

defiantly amateur and haphazard atmosphere. The bands set up in front of the stage 

rather than upon it, encouraging more direct interaction with the audience—but also 

making it difficult for many to see their performances. Once the show began, members 

of the audience gathered in a semi-circle in front of the bands, with others standing or 

sitting on the stage to take photos or simply to get a better view. For most of the show 

the audience was rather small, around forty people, dwarfed by the size of the hall. The 

acoustics were far from ideal, and the cheap hired sound system struggled to properly 

convey the music.

Muntah ('Vomit') started the show with a brutally short set of grindcore—a 

subgenre of hardcore blended with death metal and experimental noise. Their 

performance was characterised by short blasts of discordant noise, accompanied by 

guttural screams; it was often unclear whether their vocalist was singing in Indonesian, 

English, or some other language entirely. Muntah attracted a small, contemplative 

audience, cheering and laughing at the band's performative deconstruction of  musical 

structure. Muntah were followed by xManusia Buatanx ('Artificial Human'), a 

relentlessly fast-paced hardcore band. Drummer Acep kept up a punishing rhythm, 

while vocalist Tedy, sporting a 'Stop Bear Trade' t-shirt, paced around like a caged 

animal, screeching out lyrics such as 'mereka butuh kebebasan, mereka ingin bahagia' 

('they need to be free, they want to be happy'). Like many other DIY hardcore bands in 

Bandung, xManusia Buatanx are 'straight edge', adopting a stance against drugs and 

alcohol and in favour of a 'positive punk' scene.

The crowd grew larger and more energetic for Domestik Doktrin, a firm 

favourite in the local DIY hardcore scene, playing a classic style of fast, thrashy 

hardcore ('fastcore'). Vocalist Ari brought a certain theatricality to their performance, 
2 Food Not Bombs is a global network of activist groups that distribute free vegetarian food as a protest 

against war, poverty, and corporate power. The Bandung Food Not Bombs group is closely associated 
with the local DIY hardcore scene.
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donning a caping petani (peasant's hat) covered in slogans and punctuating their songs 

with declamations on political and social issues. He started their set with the cryptic call 

'tumba tumba tumba tumba kero kero kero kero...', which I later learned was a reference 

to an old and rather 'low brow' comedy show. Domestik Doktrin's performance also 

sparked significant audience interaction, as the musicians were often swept up in the 

'pit' of thrashing dancers (see Image 1). The energy in the pit had dissipated somewhat 

once Freesoul took to the (area in front of the) stage, as many people retreated for water, 

rest, smoking and conversation. A somewhat younger straight edge hardcore band from 

the nearby town of Sumedang, they attracted an enthusiastic core of around a dozen 

supporters, running around in a 'circle pit', leap-frogging, piggy-backing, tackling, and 

hoisting each other into the air.

Once it came time for R.A.M.B.O. to perform, a crowd of several hundred 

people filled the hall; many people from the broader underground scene who were not 

so keen to listen to local DIY bands were enticed by the international act. The pit 

became much larger and more aggressive—at least one person was injured, bleeding 

from the face—and many of the anak DIY later complained about the conduct of those 

from outside their own community. Like many of the locals, the members of 

R.A.M.B.O. are straight edge, although they come out of the 'crust punk'  anarchist 

squatter scene as opposed to the more straight-laced 'youth crew' hardcore that is typical 

for Bandung straight edge (see Image 2). R.A.M.B.O. brought their own brand of 

aggressive theatricality to the show; their trademark 'wall of death' involves dividing the 

audience into two groups who rush at each other; a few people were provided with 

cardboard body armour and truncheons to play the role of riot cops. During their song 

'Circle That A Motherfucker', R.A.M.B.O.'s dreadlocked, tattooed singer Tony 

Croasdale ran through the audience holding aloft an anarchist 'circle-A' flag.

R.A.M.B.O. (the name stands for 'Revolutionary Anarchist Mosh Bike 

Overthrow') is somewhat more upfront about their anarchist politics than is usual for 

DIY hardcore bands in Bandung. Anarchism as a specific political tradition remains 

fairly weak and little known in Indonesia; nevertheless, there is a significant anarchist 

influence within the local scene.3 For the R.A.M.B.O. show, BalKot produced a poster 

3 Although I am unaware of any evidence for an historical anarchist current in Indonesia, an anarchist 
presence in the Indonesian anti-colonial movement cannot be entirely ruled out. Anderson (2005) has 
identified some anarchist influences in Filipino anti-colonialism, and the Indonesian movement was 
certainly connected to international radicalism (see Shiraishi 1990). However, if such a current did 
exist, it did not survive to establish any substantial continuity to contemporary Indonesian anarchism, 
which traces its origin mainly to the 1990s protest movement and the hardcore punk scene.
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featuring the slogan 'Rockin' With Kropotkin' (the title of a R.A.M.B.O. song) along 

with a portrait of the Russian anarcho-communist philosopher and various political 

slogans (see Image 3). Their anarchist opposition to the recent Indonesian elections was 

summed up with the slogan 'pemilu adalah candu' ('elections are opium'), while DIY 

organising is presented as a way of 'globalizing localized struggles against MTV & 

corporate culture colonialism'. Notably, however, this poster was not publicly 

distributed outside the DIY hardcore scene itself.
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Image 1 DIY hardcore band Domestik Doktrin performing at the R.A.M.B.O. Show, UNINUS, 
Bandung (April 3, 2004).

Image 2  American DIY hardcore band R.A.M.B.O. performing in Bandung (April 3, 2004).



The anak DIY are certainly not averse to overt political messages, which feature 

in their song lyrics, zine articles, leaflets, posters, and other media. However, their 

political focus is on the DIY ethic of independent cultural production, and the 

community they are attempting to organise around it. Through this politics of cultural 

production, they resist the commercialisation of hardcore punk and other forms of 

underground music, refusing to allow their culture to be reduced to an assemblage of 

commodities for sale. Rather than a confrontational politics of protest, they are seeking 

to establish an alternative way of life, to realise their values of autonomy and 

community through everyday cultural practices and forms of social organisation. While 

'punk' in its various forms has often become little more than a genre label, a set of 

aesthetic forms and postures, DIY hardcore seeks to salvage something of a punk 

philosophy of collective autonomy.
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Image 3 Poster for the 2004 R.A.M.B.O. show (organised by 
the Kolektif Balai Kota).

Image 4 Bandung Lautan Hardcore, 
DIY pirate release by Ibuku Diperkosa 
Rekordz (2003), featuring four 
hardcore bands from Bandung.



Bandung Lautan Hardcore

Bandung Lautan Hardcore ('Bandung Sea of Hardcore') is the title of an 

unofficial compilation of material by four DIY hardcore bands from Bandung: Anjing 

Tanah, A Friend For Life, Domestik Doktrin, and xManusia Buatanx (see Image 4). A 

2003 CD-R release by Bekasi pirate label Ibuku Diperkosa Rekordz4, the title is a 

playful reference to a much romanticised and memorialised event in the city of 

Bandung's history—Bandung Lautan Api ('Bandung Sea of Fire').5 Despite this nod to 

local identity, the bands' musical and cultural references are primarily understandable 

within the global, underground framework of hardcore punk. The CD itself circulates 

almost entirely within Indonesia, but it is directed at an audience which is both 

Indonesian and part of a global hardcore scene.

Domestik Doktrin orient to their mixed audience by employing both Indonesian 

and English in their lyrics and explanatory notes, and by commenting on both local and 

global political issues. Several of their songs comment on Indonesia's postcolonial 

situation; for example, 'Lower Class Blues (350 Years Reminiscent)' is a pointed 

response to Dutch celebrations marking the 400th anniversary of the Dutch East India 

Company (see Appendix B1). Yet these anti-colonial sentiments are expressed through 

the apparently 'Western' language of hardcore punk—and in English rather than 

Indonesian. Still, this is not always experienced as a contradiction; for many in the DIY 

hardcore scene, hardcore punk offers a way to reject this authoritarian concept of 

Indonesian culture and participate in an autonomous, global form of cultural production. 

According to vocalist Ari Purnama, the name 'Domestik Doktrin' refers to the cultural 

doctrine of imposed traditionalism enforced by Dutch colonialism and later postcolonial 

regimes in Indonesia.

Bandung is a rather contradictory site from which to study hardcore punk. As an 

impoverished, postcolonial nation-state, Indonesia is often relegated to the periphery of 

global capitalist circuits, and Bandung can be considered a marginal site for global 

cultural forms such as hardcore. On the other hand, the city is a significant metropolitan 

centre for Indonesia, and the local scene has established itself as an important site for 

4 The label's name is a somewhat inexact attempt to render 'Motherfucking Records' in Indonesian; it 
translates more literally as 'my mother was sexually assaulted'.

5 In 1946, during the Indonesia war for independence, nationalist forces set fire to much of the city as 
they retreated ahead of a Dutch advance. 'Bandung Lautan Api' has been memorialised in nationalist 
mythology as the city's heroic (if self-destructive) baptism as a truly Indonesian rather than a Dutch 
colonial city.
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modern forms of cultural production. The Bandung DIY hardcore scene reflects this 

ambiguous position, aspiring to a cosmopolitan, underground modernity while also 

expressing a critical awareness of its own peripheral position in relation to global 

circuits of capital and culture. DIY hardcore is positioned within a wider underground, 

which has expanded into a substantial and increasingly commercialised music scene.

As a postcolonial city, Bandung must be considered both in terms of local 

histories of urbanism and as part of larger, global processes (Bishop, Phillips and Yeo 

2003; Kusno 2000). The capital of West Java province, Bandung is a densely populated 

city of 2.5 million people, with over 6 million inhabitants in the greater metropolitan 

area. The majority of Bandung's inhabitants are Sundanese—the dominant ethnic group 

in West Java—and Muslim, though these identities do not feature prominently in my 

analysis of the scene.6 Located inland on the Priangan plateau, 175 km south-east of 

Jakarta, Bandung is distant enough from Indonesia's sprawling capital to have 

developed as an important political, economic, and cultural centre in its own right, while 

still being tightly connected to national circuits. The city is often perceived in terms of 

its difference to Jakarta, serving as an 'alternative centre' of modernity in national and to 

a lesser extent regional terms.

Bandung's historical orientation to global modernity and cosmopolitan culture is 

an important aspect of the city's colonial legacy. Founded as a Dutch colonial city, 

Bandung's relatively cool climate and European culture won it the title Parijs van Java  

('The Paris of Java'). Despite the city's fiery destruction during the anti-colonial 

struggle, this orientation was maintained in postcolonial Bandung, which was developed 

into an important political, economic, and cultural centre, and a showcase for the 

nation's modernisation. Featherstone (1991:98-105) views postmodern cities as centres 

of cultural consumption rather than industrial production, but in the case of Bandung 

these roles are tightly connected. The city has become something of a style capital for 

Indonesia, a major centre for many interrelated cultural or creative industries, including 

fashion, music, visual arts and new media (Iskandar 2006; Soemardi and Radjawali 

2004). Bandung's creative industries contribute to the spatialisation of 'symbolic capital', 

a process which is tied into neoliberal forms of urban development (Florida 2004; 

Harvey 2002:103-107; Peck 2009; Ross 2009:15-76).
6 West Java has long been a stronghold of modernist Islam, and Bandung is thus a potential flashpoint 

for the conflict between Islamic and more secular liberal or nationalist approaches to modernisation 
(see Rosyad 2006). However, explicitly Islamic forms of underground music—of the sort explored by 
Mark LeVine in Heavy Metal Islam (2008)—are  not particularly prominent in Indonesia, even in 
staunchly Muslim Bandung.
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The city's associations with modernity, cosmopolitanism, and innovation need to 

be tempered with an acknowledgement of the harsher realities of life in a postcolonial 

city. Like other Indonesian cities, Bandung has suffered from the effects of rapid 

urbanisation and industrialisation without adequate planning or funding, and the class 

inequalities associated with this development are expressed in the organisation of its 

urban space (Kusno 2000:146-148; McGee 2002). Bandung is marked by significant 

inequalities in income and standard of living, reflected in the distinction between the 

densely-populated south of the city and the more affluent neighbourhoods in the north. 

However, while the juxtaposition of mansions and slums which is emblematic of 'the 

Third World city' is certainly present in Bandung, it is not definitive of the city as I 

experienced it. In addition to a small wealthy elite and the urban poor, Bandung also has 

a significant population of skilled workers who do not fit easily into either of these 

categories. Most of the anak DIY and other participants in the underground scene are 

precariously positioned as part of this modern, educated, but unstable workforce, as 

students or service and culture industry workers.

Bandung is considered a 'cool', creative hub for modern Indonesian youth 

culture, particularly notable for its contributions to popular, alternative, and 

underground music.7 A significant underground music scene became established in the 

city during the 1990s, based around the local performance and production of punk, 

hardcore, and metal. Several bands emerged from this underground to gain more 

mainstream success and recognition, while others have concentrated on building up a 

more niche following within the scene. The growth and development of the 

underground has also contributed to the rise of a booming industry selling local music 

and youth-oriented fashion through specialty shops known as distro (or 'distribution 

outlets'). Though still somewhat marginal, the underground has had a significant impact 

on the lives and consumption practices of urban youth in Bandung. However, at the 

heart of the scene itself is the independent performance and production of underground 

music.

A music scene is a site of localised musical production, not just an assemblage or 

lineage of aesthetic forms but also an economic and social infrastructure around which 

musical production is organised. Will Straw (1991:373) defines 'scene' as a 'cultural 

space in which a range of musical practices coexist, interacting with each other within a 
7 Many prominent Indonesian rock bands have originated from Bandung, including Jamrud, /rif, and 

PAS. The influential Indonesian rock magazine Aktuil was published in the city in the 1970s, and 
Bandung is now home to the alternative music and lifestyle magazine Ripple. 
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variety of processes of differentiation, and according to widely varying trajectories of 

change and cross-fertilization'. The 'local scene' has a central role in punk and hardcore, 

where it marks out a particular space of cultural practices, as well as standing for a 

desired authenticity and independence from the wider culture industry (Goshert 2000; 

Milioto Matsue 2009; O'Connor 2002; Thompson 2004:9-79). However, Stahl (2004) 

and Ovetz (1993:20) emphasise that music scenes should be approached not as reified 

localities, but as spatialised cultural practices; through the connections forged through 

communication, exchange, and travel, the Bandung DIY hardcore scene is also 

positioned as part of a wider Indonesian and even global scene.

The scene concept is often used in ways that are highly variable in scale and 

level of abstraction (Straw 2002b:248). The anak DIY use the term 'scene' to refer to 

their own intimate face-to-face community, the national, regional, and global DIY 

hardcore networks within which they operate, and to a more abstract sense of an 

imagined global DIY hardcore community. Their concept of scene also expands out to 

encompass more commercial forms of hardcore and related styles of punk and extreme 

metal—what is referred to as the scene underground or scene bawah tanah.8 For clarity, 

I refer to those involved directly in the Kolektif Balai Kota and related groups as the 

'DIY hardcore community' and to the broader local scene as the 'Bandung underground 

music scene'; while this does not reflect the much more fluid use of 'scene' (scene) and 

'community' (komunitas) in practice, it does mark a significant disjuncture in terms of 

social organisation, production practices, and values.

Music scenes are localised, but they are also embedded in global circuits of 

(sub)cultural commodities. The term itself evokes 'both the cozy intimacy of community 

and the fluid cosmopolitanism of urban life' (Straw 2002b:249). As new media 

technologies have facilitated more direct forms of global communication and 

networking, the deterritorialising aspect of music scenes has come more to the fore, 

giving rise to what some describe as translocal or virtual scenes (Duncombe 1997; 

Peterson and Bennett 2004:8-12; Williams 2006). DIY hardcore is in many respects a 

mediated form of 'imagined community' (Anderson 1991), but this imagination is also 

sustained and constituted by more direct connections and lived experiences of 

community that extend beyond the local. These translocal systems of communication 

and exchange can also highlight the existing differences in aesthetics, practices, and 

8 The use of 'bawah tanah' (a literal translation of 'underground') to refer to underground music and 
culture is becoming more common in Indonesia, but is still rather unidiomatic.
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social organisation between local scenes (O'Connor 2002, 2004).

Music scenes are often presented in terms of a dialectical relationship between 

the local and the global (Bennett 2000; Harris 2000; Peterson and Bennett 2004; Stahl 

2004; Straw 1991, 2002b). This reflects a wider tendency in social theory to view 

culture and identity as the outcome of mutually constitutive processes of globalisation 

and localisation (Appadurai 1996; Featherstone 1995; Friedman 1990; Miller 1995a). 

However, while a welcome challenge to the traditional anthropological model of clearly 

bounded local cultures, there is still a  dominant assumption that cultural meaning is 

essentially local, while the global is understood as a more abstract structuring system or 

terrain. The anthropology of globalisation has tended to focus on the ways in which 

local cultures adapt to or resist the impact of 'the global', rather than approaching the 

global as itself a contested terrain of social action.

There is thus a need for ethnographic approaches that are not just situated within 

global society, but are actively oriented towards it (Burawoy 2000; Comaroff and 

Comaroff 2003; Hart 2003). Nash (1981) and Kasmir and Carbonella (2008) directly 

call for a global anthropology of labour; such an anthropology would attend to the 

diverse ways in which work, dispossession, and alienation are experienced, but also to 

the common experiences of living, working, and struggling in-and-against global 

capitalism. My own focus is on the processes of production, exchange, and consumption 

within a specific DIY hardcore community, as well as the value system that informs and 

is realised through these practices, but I have sought to relate these to more totalising 

social conditions and processes.

One response to the growing anthropological awareness of globalisation has 

been a questioning of 'the field' as a coherent spatial and cultural frame (Gupta and 

Ferguson 1997; Hastrup and Olwig 1997), and the emergence of multi-sited (Marcus 

1995) or translocal ethnography (Hannerz 2003). Although my own focus is very much 

on the local Bandung scene, this study is necessarily multi-sited in outlook if not in 

practice—an example of a strategically situated ethnography using a 'local' site to study 

global phenomena and social relations (Albrow 1997; Gupta and Ferguson 1997:16; 

Marcus 1995:110-113). O'Connor (2002:226, 2004:190) argues that global punk should 

be investigated in terms of the specific conduits of cultural exchange between local 

scenes. While I physically followed the movements and relationships of the anak DIY 

only as far as Jakarta and its surrounding cities (plus one trip to a show in Yogyakarta), 

researching the Bandung scene necessarily includes significant attention to aesthetic 
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forms, commodities, and social models which originate from elsewhere, and also to the 

exchange and communication networks through which these travel. Through recorded 

music, zines and newsletters, websites and email correspondence, as well as band tours 

and other forms of travel, translocal relationships are established that bring global 

hardcore to the Bandung scene.

The Bandung DIY hardcore scene as I describe it here is a particular moment in 

a dynamic social field, an unstable conjunction between particular forms of cultural 

production and political currents. The scene concept captures important aspects of this 

form of community; in addition to bridging the divide between local and global, it can 

help reveal the interaction and conflict between musical production as a commercial 

activity and its role in constructing and expressing individual and collective identities. 

However, as Hesmondhalgh (2005:29-30) argues, 'scene' can also present a misleading 

image of a fluid metropolitan bohemianism, endlessly deferring any rearticulation with 

social class and reducing the politics of cultural production to an essentially spatial 

relationship. I thus make critical use of both 'scene' and 'community', while seeking to 

situate the Bandung scene and the BalKot community in relation to DIY hardcore as a 

global phenomenon, and more broadly in relation to neoliberal capitalism and the 

particular forms it has taken within the city of Bandung and the Indonesian nation-state.

Neoliberal Indonesia

The DIY hardcore scene in Bandung has developed in the context of what is 

often referred to as 'post-authoritarian' Indonesia. In 1998, the thirty-two year reign of 

Suharto's dictatorial New Order regime was ended, and Indonesia entered into a 

tumultuous period of democratic reform (Reformasi). However, by the mid-2000s a new 

neoliberal order had become established; the combative demands and giddy celebrations 

of cultural and political freedom that characterised post-Reformasi Indonesia have given 

way to a more normalised pursuit of individualised lifestyles and economic success, 

particularly among relatively affluent urban youth. Yet a sense of crisis, precariousness, 

and fragmentation remains, connected to Indonesia's vulnerability to the world market 

and the penetration of capitalist competition, commodification, and accumulation into 

everyday life. Indonesian society also remains strongly marked by the New Order 

legacy of state terror and authoritarian capitalism. Although a significant degree of 

cultural and political space remained open while I was carrying out my fieldwork in 
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Bandung in 2004 and 2005, the stirrings of a resurgent authoritarianism could also be 

discerned.

I characterise Indonesian society as 'neoliberal' in order to emphasise its 

embedded position within global capitalism, and the political and cultural dominance of 

a free market logic. However, this is not meant to invoke a liberal narrative of 

democratisation; rather, following David Harvey (2005), I approach neoliberalism as a 

strategy for the recomposition and consolidation of class power. Neoliberal ideology 

'proposes that human well-being can best be advanced by liberating individual 

entrepreneurial freedoms and skills within an institutional framework characterised by 

strong private property rights, free markets, and free trade' (Harvey 2005:2). In practice, 

however, neoliberalism has proved to be quite compatible with—and often reliant on—

various forms of authoritarian politics. While there has been a degree of cultural, 

political and economic liberalisation in post-Suharto Indonesia, there are significant 

continuities as well as disjunctures with the more overtly authoritarian and militarised 

New Order regime (Bourchier 2001; Hadiz 2006a; Heryanto and Hadiz 2005).

 The New Order came to power through the bloody suppression of the 

Indonesian Communist Party (PKI) in 1965-66, in which hundreds of thousands of 

people were killed in a military-led massacre (Farid 2005a; Roosa 2006). This not only 

eliminated the major political opposition to the military, but has also had a profound 

impact on the political culture of Indonesia, serving as the foundation for an ongoing 

campaign of state terror (Goodfellow 1995; Hadiz 2006b; Heryanto 2006). The New 

Order state suppressed independent labour organisations, and attempted to eradicate any 

politicised form of working class identity (Hadiz 1997; Lambert 1997). It also 

implemented a widespread program of social reorganisation, surveillance and 

depoliticisation, informed by a highly authoritarian ideology of organic nationalism 

(Bourchier 1996, 1998; Foulcher 1990; van Langenberg 1990). The New Order regime 

sought to discipline and control cultural expression, though there remained spaces for 

veiled criticism and resistance in popular culture and the arts (Hatley 1994; Hooker 

1999; Lockard 1998; Widodo 1995; Wright 1998). While the political and cultural 

hegemony of the New Order was contested, challenged, and eventually ruptured, it has 

had profound effects on Indonesian social life.

The hegemony of the New Order also relied on discourses and practices of 

economic development and modernisation (Booth 1999; Chalmers 1997; Heryanto 

1995). The regime presided over significant economic growth and industrialisation, 
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though this was also marked by inequality, corruption, and increasing exposure to 

predatory global capital. While the New Order state has often been described as an 

autonomous institution of political power, it played a key role in the expansion of 

capital accumulation in Indonesia and the rise of a capitalist class (Berger 1997; Farid 

2005a; Hadiz 2001:126-134; Robison 1986, 1990). Yet the social transformations 

brought about by this capitalist development also undermined the regime. Economic 

growth led to the development of an urban working class, which became more assertive 

and began to organise independently of state-controlled institutions in the later years of 

the New Order (Berger 1997:348-353; Hadiz 1997:134-156, 1998; La Botz 2001).

This growth also gave rise to a small but significant 'new middle class' in 

Indonesia, with contradictory political effects (Gerke 2000; Heryanto 1999; Price 1998; 

Robison 1998; Tanter and Young 1990; Young 1999). While much of the middle class 

remained tied to the regime and its promise of order and development, their increasingly 

cosmopolitan consumer lifestyles also challenged the cultural hegemony of the New 

Order. Media deregulation brought about the rapid growth of a media industry which, 

despite being dominated by a few major conglomerates and subjected to periodic bouts 

of state censorship, still contributed to a greater diversity of representations and 

discourses (Baulch 2002; Hidayat 1999; Hill 1994; Kitley 2001; Sen and Hill 2000; 

Sutton 2003).

By the late 1990s, the hegemony of the New Order had begun to decline and 

fragment. The 1997 Asian Financial Crisis9 dealt a severe blow to the legitimacy of the 

regime, developing into a profound economic, social, and political crisis (krisis total) 

that exposed the social antagonisms underlying economic development and ultimately 

brought down the regime. Sidel (1998) describes this period as a macet total ('total 

gridlock'), a disruption of the circulation of political power as well as the circulation of 

capital. There was also a crisis of cultural identity, as the Indonesian nation-state 

appeared besieged by the forces of globalisation and resurgent localisms (Budianta 

2000; Connor and Vickers 2003:160-163). The breakdown of the New Order was 

associated with an escalation of violent social conflicts, as the social antagonisms which 

9 This financial crisis saw the value of the Rupiah plunge, a rise in poverty and unemployment, and a 
massive decline in real wages—conditions which were only partially ameliorated by the subsequent 
economic recovery (Indonesia Human Development Report 2004:13-21). The severity of the financial 
crisis in Indonesia is usually attributed to a combination of exposure to volatile global financial 
markets, high levels of debt, and the inefficiency and corruption of the national economy (Robison 
and Rosser 2000; Winters 2000; World Bank 1999). However, the crisis and the subsequent 'reforms' 
imposed by the IMF and World Bank can also be interpreted as part of the neoliberal strategy of 
dispossession through crisis (Harvey 2004, 2005:162-163; Klein 2007).
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the regime had both suppressed and reinforced came to the surface (Purdey 2006; 

Schulte Nordholt 2002; Siegel 1998b, 2001). Yet the crisis also galvanised the 

opposition movements which had been building under the declining New Order; a 

protest movement took to the streets, led by students and other youth, but soon building 

into a more widespread popular revolt (Aspinall 2005; Lane 2008). The crisis was thus 

not simply an external financial event, but a crisis of social reproduction and an 

expression of class struggle (Caffentzis 2002; Bell and Cleaver 2002; Holloway 1992; 

Midnight Notes 1998, 2009). 

Although factions of the political and economic elite were ultimately successful 

in containing and exploiting the upsurge of dissent, this required a significant 

realignment of the political and economic structures of the Indonesian state (Hadiz 

2001; Heryanto and Hadiz 2005; Robison and Hadiz 2004). The post-Reformasi 

Indonesian nation-state is characterised by a greater degree of political and cultural 

fragmentation, and the privatisation of violence, wealth, and power (Aspinall and Fealy 

2003; Bettinger-Lee 2010; Schulte Nordholt and van Klinken 2007). As Collins (2007) 

argues, neoliberal development has not brought democracy or prosperity to most 

Indonesians. While Islam is sometimes mobilised against neoliberal globalisation in 

Indonesia, it has also been incorporated into neoliberal discourses and practices of 

commodification (Lukens-Bull 2008; Muzakki 2008; Nilan 2006a:103-104; Rudnyckyj 

2008). 

Neoliberalism is associated with a shift towards more global and flexible forms 

of capital accumulation (Comaroff and Comaroff 2000; Hardt and Negri 2000; Harvey 

1990; Lash and Urry 1994). As a postcolonial nation-state with an economy based in 

large part on agriculture, manufacturing, and resource-extraction, Indonesia is very 

much on the margins of flexible 'post-Fordist' capitalism. Nevertheless, new service, 

information, financial, and cultural industries have also become increasingly prominent 

in Indonesia, especially in urban centres such as Bandung. The development of these 

industries is often presented as the rise of a new middle class, and the displacement of 

class identities by new forms of lifestyle consumption; yet new forms of class 

antagonism have also taken shape.

Neoliberalism is a strategic intensification of capital's totalising market logic, an 

attempt to enclose and commodify ever more areas of social life (De Angelis 2007:102-

108; Harvey 2005:165-172; Midnight Notes 1990; Soron and Laxer 2006). In Indonesia 

and elsewhere in Southeast Asia, authoritarian states—whether colonial, postcolonial 
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nationalist, or neoliberal—have continued to play a key role in this process (Berger 

1997; Nevins and Peluso 2008). However, Indonesian neoliberalism has also built on 

and recuperated the demands for political liberation (merdeka) which were expressed 

during the decline and fall of the New Order, transforming them into the liberal freedom 

(kebebasan) to buy and sell commodities—including human labour, sociality, and 

subjectivity—on the open market. The Indonesian underground reflects this shift, with 

scenesters rapidly transforming from anarchist street fighters during Reformasi to 

neoliberal entrepreneurs within the space of a few years. As Papadopoulos, Stephenson 

and Tsianos (2008) argue, neoliberalism seeks to harness and contain the struggles for 

autonomy which arise from everyday life under the precarious conditions of global 

capitalism.

I thus approach DIY hardcore in Bandung as both a reflection and a response to 

the recomposition of a neoliberal regime in Indonesia, following the crisis and rupture 

of Reformasi. Mark Fisher (2008) describes neoliberalism as a totalising world view of 

'capitalist realism', in which any social alternative has become unthinkable. However, 

while neoliberal capitalism is totalising, it is never total; as Kingfisher and Maskovsky 

(2008) point out, as a social process it also has limits, gaps, and instabilities, which any 

anthropology of neoliberal conditions must take into account. The neoliberal tendencies 

in Indonesian society, already evident in the later years of the New Order, have been 

extended and intensified over the last decade; however, they have also been resisted and 

contested. The forms of cultural production and social organisation associated with DIY 

hardcore were developed through this struggle, particularly as it was enacted within the 

underground music scene; DIY hardcore in Bandung is thus both shaped by and an 

attempt to escape from the dominant regime of neoliberal capitalism.

Alternative Indonesia

The context of post-authoritarian, neoliberal Indonesia is an important factor in 

the politics of cultural production that I investigate in this study, but I am not centrally 

concerned with positioning DIY hardcore in relation to a specifically 'Indonesian' 

cultural politics. My frame of analysis is the DIY hardcore scene—and specifically the 

social network that extends out from the Kolektif Balai Kota—rather than the nation-

state or a sub-national ethnic community. Nevertheless, my research does point to some 

of the problematic assumptions around the concept of 'culture' within studies of 
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Indonesian society. Specifically, I aim to challenge the dominant tendency in studies of 

Indonesian society to reduce the value struggles which constitute the lived experience of 

capitalism to a spatial-cultural process of localisation or hybridisation.

Studies of Indonesian society and politics have tended to rely on a reified 

concept of 'culture', contributing to what Robison (1990:97-100) and Philpott (2000) 

describe as a dominant Orientalising discourse that constructs Indonesia as an 

essentially cultural object.10 The anthropology of Indonesia has largely been concerned 

with the performances and representations of local cultural identities, especially those 

which are associated with adat ('custom' or 'tradition' in a specifically local sense). 

While many current studies do acknowledge the significant social transformations that 

have taken place in Indonesia, emphasising the hybridity and dynamism of traditional 

cultural practices, they still tend to fall back on what Boellstorff (2002) criticises as a 

naturalised 'ethnolocal' framework.

As an alternative, Boellstorff proposes an ethnographic orientation to the 

national. The Indonesian nation is a relatively recent and ongoing project, so an 

approach oriented to the national can highlight the historical and political construction 

of cultural identity. Indonesian nationalism has its origins in the anti-colonial struggle, 

and has been shaped by a radical, cosmopolitan experience of colonial and postcolonial 

modernity (Anderson 1972, 1990; Shiraishi 1990; Siegel 1997). For Lane (2008), the 

unfinished nature of the Indonesian national revolution remains the central political 

issue in Indonesia. However, while nationalism remains a powerful force in Indonesian 

society, and the nation-state plays a major role in shaping culture and politics in the 

archipelago, the experience of capitalist modernity cannot be reduced to a national one.

Studies of popular culture in Indonesia problematise the dichotomy of modernity 

and tradition which dominates Indonesian cultural discourse, emphasising the contested, 

ambivalent, and hybrid nature of postcolonial Indonesian identities (see Heryanto 2008; 

Hobart and Fox 2008; Jurriëns 2004; Wallach 2008a). However, with their focus on 

consumer identities and media representations, many of these studies also tend to 

reflect, rather than critically examine, the fetishism of commodity images that 

characterises capitalist culture. There is also a profound class bias in studies of popular 

culture in urban Indonesia. While many studies have critically examined the 

consumption practices and lifestyle politics of the 'new rich' and middle classes (Chua 
10 Influential examples of this Orientalising approach include Geertz (1960) and many of the 

contributors in Holt (1972), who explain Indonesian politics largely in terms of Javanese cultural 
traditions—at a time when mass, modernist political movements had a key role in Indonesian society.
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2000; Gerke 2000; Heryanto 1999; Price 1998; Sen 1998; Young 1999), the 

participation in these practices by less affluent Indonesians has not received equivalent 

attention.

In dominant Indonesian discourses, modernity is largely associated with the 

cultural practices of the urban middle class, commonly represented as a national hybrid 

of the local and the global (see Chua 2000; Pinches 1999). Although this national 

imaginary incorporates a romantic image of traditional village life, the lived culture of 

the majority of Indonesians—which is no less connected to global circuits as well as 

local histories—is largely excluded, and the urban poor especially are stigmatised as 

'backward' (terbelakang) and 'trashy' (kampungan). While some popular cultural forms, 

such as dangdut11, have been recuperated as expressions of Indonesian national culture, 

this has involved attempts to render them more appropriate for middle class 

consumption by suppressing or at least domesticating their more kampungan elements 

(Heryanto 2008:26-29; Murray 1991a; Weintraub 2008). Much of the scholarship on 

Indonesian popular culture replicates this dominant discourse, representing the poor as 

abject 'subalterns' in need of modernisation (Abu-Lughod 1995; Kahn 1994; Spivak 

1988).

Studies of Indonesian youth cultures are something of an exception, as they tend 

to destabilise the association between global modernity and a coherent 'middle class' 

identity, focusing on the ambivalent and contradictory character of Indonesian 

modernity (Beazley 2003; Nilan 2006a; Nilan et al. 2009; White 2009). Youth-oriented 

media establish an image of modern Indonesian youth as affluent, trendy, globally-

oriented consumers (Baulch 2002; Handajani 2008); however, like the earlier rise of a 

commercial youth culture in the West, this is less a culture produced by young people 

than an 'ideology of affluence' about and for youth (Clarke et al. 1976:37). In practice, 

the global youth market is a much more varied and contested terrain (Osgerby 2008).

Historically, revolutionary youth (pemuda) played a driving role in the 

Indonesian anti-colonial struggle and associated processes of modernisation (Anderson 

1972). The New Order state sought to depoliticise youth, recasting them from 

revolutionary pemuda to apolitical, consumerist remaja ('teenagers') (Shiraishi 

1997:149-158; Siegel 1986:224-225). Yet the political potential of youth was never fully 

suppressed, and during the Reformasi struggle young people briefly but spectacularly 
11 Dangdut is a fusion musical genre drawing on Indian film music, orkes Melayu (Malay orchestra), 

rock, pop, and electronic dance music. Dangdut  is one of the most popular musical genres in 
Indonesia, and although it is considered 'lower class' it is also viewed as representative of the nation.
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reclaimed their role as independent political actors. In post-Reformasi Indonesia, youth 

identities have once again become defined primarily in terms of lifestyle consumption, 

but they have retained an association with a destabilising autonomy and agency. 

Underground youth unsettle the dichotomy between political pemuda and apolitical 

remaja, combining underground marginality and symbolic resistance with globally-

oriented alternative lifestyles (Baulch 2007:22).

Part of the attraction of underground music—both as an object of study and as a 

cultural practice—is that it represents an alternative form of modernity which cannot be 

easily contained within either middle class consumption or domesticated tradition. 

Although it remains a minority taste, underground music has had a significant impact on 

the lives and consumption practices of many young people in Indonesia, particularly 

those educated, urban youth who are positioned precariously between 'middle class' 

affluence and the threat of poverty. Yet, while Indonesian underground music has 

received both local and international media coverage, there have been relatively few 

substantial academic studies. The most significant English-language studies are Jo 

Pickles's (2001, 2007) research into political punk in Bandung, Emma Baulch's (2007) 

research into reggae, punk, and death metal scenes in 1990s Bali, and Jeremy Wallach's 

(2008a) ethnomusicological treatment of underground music as part of his broader study 

of Indonesian popular music.12 The underground is often subsumed within the broader 

category of popular music, which has often been described as a vector for creative 

expression and social protest in Indonesia (Barendregt and van Zanten 2002; Bodden 

2005; Lockard 1998; Sen and Hill 2000:177-181).

However, like Pickles (2001:7-9), I am uncomfortable in reducing underground 

music to a form of 'pop culture', as there are significant differences in terms of the 

politics, aesthetics, and social organisation that set the underground apart. Having 

conducted most of her fieldwork in the heyday of political punk in Bandung, Pickles 

presents it as a collective movement for social change, developing its own innovative 

forms of political organisation and action as well as adopting a spectacular subcultural 

style. More recently, Pickles (2007) has noted the decline of overt politics, the rise of 

the distro industry, and the fragmentation of the scene in the post-Reformasi era.

Wallach (2008a) gives underground music a prominent place, but it still suffers 

somewhat from his attempt to subsume it within the popular. One of the major 
12 A number of Indonesian scholars and students have also addressed the underground (Gifran 2008; 

Iskandar 2006; Resmi 2001; Zulkarnain 2004), while the scene itself produces a wealth of written 
analysis and discussion.
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weaknesses of Wallach's approach—at least as extended to the underground—is his 

excessive focus on overt aesthetic hybridity. A self-conscious hybridity is a notable 

component in many forms of Indonesian popular culture, from dangdut to wayang13, 

often marking out a space for cultural creativity and critique (Barendregt and van 

Zanten 2002:71-75; Jurriëns 2004; Lockard 1998:83-113; Mrázek 1999, 2000; Sen and 

Hill 2000:174-176). Yet, by and large, this is not the case for Indonesian underground 

music, which tends to closely adhere to established global musical styles. More relevant 

to my own research on DIY hardcore is Wallach's (2008a:226-246, 2008b) description 

of the underground scene as an alternative way of imagining and experiencing 

community. However, his characterisation of this as an imagined national community, 

following Anderson (1991), does not mesh with my experiences in the Bandung scene, 

in which the national is not privileged to the degree that Wallach suggests.

Baulch (2003, 2007) describes the formation of underground music scenes in 

Bali primarily in terms of territorialisation, as global subcultural forms are reworked 

and reinterpreted within essentially local strategies of identity formation.14 Baulch 

connects these scenes to dialectical processes of territorialisation and 

deterritorialisation, but ultimately relies on an ethnolocal framework for analysis. This 

emphasis reflects the particular cultural politics of Bali, with its strong Hindu-Balinese 

identity and ambiguous position within the Indonesian nation. The view from Bandung

—more confidently positioned near the centre of 'modern Indonesia'—is rather 

different. The Bandung underground is more overtly politicised and aesthetically 

confrontational, foregrounding the issues of domination and resistance which Baulch 

also addresses, but which she tends to subordinate to the spatial-cultural relationship 

between the national centre and Balinese periphery. In attempting to fit her analysis of 

underground music scenes to the dominant ethnolocal framework, Baulch ends up 

evacuating 'Balineseness' of most of its cultural specificity, reducing it to a position of 

marginality. Following Appadurai (1996), Baulch also reduces global underground 

networks to an abstract 'mediascape', a source of decontextualised images and 

commodities that are rendered meaningful only through their re-working in the interests 

of an essentially local identity politics.

13 Wayang is the emblematic traditional art form of Indonesia, referring to Javanese shadow puppetry 
(wayang kulit) and related art forms such as the wooden wayang golek puppetry of West Java.

14 Baulch distinguishes between Balinese punk, which is orientated to an alternative national centre 
conceived of as a 'core of disorder', and death metal, which gestures towards a global underground as 
part of a localised performance of marginality; however, both scenes contest dominant forms of ethnic 
Balinese identity.
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Indonesian popular culture is often presented as the infusion of an essentially 

local content into a borrowed foreign form—what Boellstorff (2003) calls 'dubbing 

culture'. This reflects the broader tendency in social theory, and especially anthropology, 

to present cultural exchange and innovation in terms of an encounter between local 

specificity and abstract global flows. Cultural translation is at the core of postcolonial 

theory and the associated politics of difference, which present cultural hybridity in 

terms of destabilised identities and cultural borderlands (Ang 2001; Appadurai 1996; 

Bhabha 1994; Clifford 1997; Gupta and Ferguson 1992). There are of course always 

slippages and limits to cultural translation, but the stress on incommensurable 

differences often slides into a troubling cultural essentialism. The global often appears 

as a universalised version of the Occidentalist 'West', while the local takes the place of 

the colonised, Orientalised other (Carrier 1992; Coronil 1996, 2000). There is also a 

clear affinity between the postcolonial 'politics of difference'  and the logic of neoliberal 

capitalism, as political struggle is reduced to competition for visibility in the cultural 

marketplace (Bastin 2003; Friedman 2007:123-131; Hardt and Negri 2000:150-154; 

Hutnyk 2000, 2004).

Postcolonial theorists emphasise difference and disjuncture, but cultural 

differences are produced, circulated, and understood within common structures of 

meaning (Harrison 2003; Nederveen Pieterse 1995; Wilk 1995). Cultural translation can 

reveal or establish commonalities of identity and experience, opening up the possibility 

for engaging in common activities and struggles. Far from merely 'gesturing elsewhere' 

(Baulch 2007:60-64), the anak DIY are active participants in translocal underground 

networks. Global commodities do have significant dislocating effects, particularly when 

they are encountered in a postcolonial context (Luvaas 2009a; Mazzarella 2003; Siegel 

1986:203-231). However, this encounter should not be reduced to a postcolonial 

problem of spatial distance or cultural translation; rather, it also reflects the more 

generalised experience of alienation associated with the commodification of culture. 

These global connections and commonalities contribute to an experience of everyday 

cosmopolitanism (Connor and Vickers 2003; Nava 2002; Werbner 1999).

Too often, Indonesians are treated primarily as the bearers of culture, understood 

in rather static and traditional terms, and thus as the objects of modernisation rather than 

as active subjects in a modern capitalist society. More sophisticated analyses address 

processes of cultural construction, but still tend to assume that lived culture is 

essentially ethnolocal or national in character. In contrast, my view from within the 
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Bandung DIY community is one that emphasises their incorporation into global 

capitalism and their participation in global forms of resistance. I would not go as far as 

Hardt and Negri (2000) in claiming that the deterritorialisation of global capital has 

rendered the nation-state or its associated localisms obsolete; while the cultural flows 

associated with global capital have their homogenising and deterritorialising effects, 

they also produce and depend on cultural differences and disjunctures (Appadurai 

1996:24-47; Chakrabarty 2000; Featherstone 1995:114-125; Kasmir and Carbonella 

2008). However, there is a significant commonality of experience amongst those who 

work and live in, around, and against this global system.

I am not arguing that DIY hardcore is somehow representative of Indonesian 

cultural politics; it is small, marginal, and in many respects quite atypical. However, it 

can provide some insights into the workings of capitalist (and anti-capitalist) culture in 

an Indonesian context. The DIY hardcore scene is shaped by postcolonial conditions, 

but is not primarily a form of postcolonial identity politics. Rather, the anak DIY are 

part of a global movement which seeks to transform, escape from, or overcome the 

exploitative and alienating value system through which production is divorced from 

consumption, and labour is alienated as capital. There are important spatial dimensions 

to this value struggle, but it is not reducible to a process of deterritorialisation and 

reterritorialisation, much less to a static opposition between the global and the local.

Subcultures of resistance

DIY hardcore is ambivalently connected to the concept of 'subculture' as it has 

been developed both within cultural studies and underground culture itself. The concept 

does capture something of the way in which underground scenes and their associated 

identities and practices exist in relationships of difference and opposition to the 

'mainstream' or dominant culture. However, subcultural studies have tended to 

emphasise issues of style and identity over underground practices of cultural production, 

and the innovative forms of social organisation and alternative value systems associated 

with them. This tendency has been intensified within 'post-subcultural studies', which 

has retained the focus on style and identity politics while evacuating them of the 

subcultural emphasis on class and resistance. It is not my contention that the phenomena 

labelled as 'youth subcultures' are always or only about resistance, but—especially in 

the case of punk—they do retain some association, however stylised or oblique, with 
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political struggle. Indeed, the politics of cultural production in DIY hardcore are 

significantly shaped by overt attempts to grapple with, build on, and overcome the 

limitations of such 'subcultural' forms of resistance.

In Resistance Through Rituals (Hall and Jefferson 1976), the foundational 

'Birmingham School' text on youth subcultures in Britain, subcultures are presented as a 

symbolic form of working class resistance, a response to and expression of the 

breakdown of traditional forms of class identity and the rise of new forms of youth 

culture. Clarke, Hall, Jefferson and Roberts (1976) argue that post-War youth used 

subcultural style to make sense of their changing social conditions, but also to win space 

and challenge the hegemony of a dominant culture that relegated them to a marginal and 

subordinate position. In his influential Subculture: The Meaning of Style, Dick Hebdige 

(1979) blends this analysis with poststructuralist semiotics to describe subcultures, and 

especially punk, as a rupture in the reproduction of cultural hegemony. Where Willis 

(1978) stresses the homology of subcultures, the symbolic correspondence between 

aesthetics and social position, Hebdige emphasises the unstable polysemy of punk style.

Similarly, Laing (1985) describes punk as an aesthetic negation of established 

musical structures, a disruptive 'noise' that dissolved fixed identities and opened up a 

new space for creativity. For Laing, however, punk was a contradictory phenomenon: 

'On the one hand, it aimed to undermine the structure of that [popular music] 

discourse... on the other it wished to set up an alternative discourse, with its own 

conventions and routines' (Laing 1985:129). Nehring (1991, 1993) and Marcus (2001) 

position punk's aesthetic negation as part of a longer tradition of avant-garde art, seeing 

the 'punk moment' in 1970s Britain as the eruption of an underground cultural 

anarchism into pop culture. Milburn (2001) argues that, despite its aesthetic character, 

punk should be understood not only as a radical reaction against the recuperation of the 

earlier counter-culture, but as part of a broader cycle of anti-capitalist struggles.

Studies of punk as a subculture—especially in regard to the first wave of British 

punk in the 1970s—have tended to emphasise its status as an historical and aesthetic 

event rather than an ongoing, stable subculture. Hebdige (1988:8) argues that 'the idea 

of subculture-as-negation grew up alongside punk, remained inextricably linked to it 

and died when it died'. Dylan Clark (2003) labels punk 'the last subculture', and there is 

a sense in which it brought a dramatic end to a particular form of youth subculture in 

Britain. Yet the linear narrative of subcultural formation, emergence, and death through 

appropriation does not fully capture the ongoing dynamic between undergrounds and 
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the mainstream. Punk and other subcultures have not disappeared after making their 

mark on mainstream culture; they have continued to develop in underground forms like 

hardcore, spawning subsequent 'eruptions' as well as expanding into new locations. 'Not 

only is punk not dead... but it lives on in a multitude of sounds and scenes' (Ovetz 

1993:5). Distracted by postmodern pop culture, social theorists largely overlooked these 

scenes—at least until their descendants re-emerged into the mainstream with the 

'alternative' wave of the early 1990s.

Of course, the relative invisibility of hardcore was part of the point—'hardcore' 

does not just refer to a particular genre of punk music, but also to their position as a 

'hard core' of committed punks who intensified their underground independence against 

the post-punk rapprochement with the pop music industry. Laing (1985:108-117) 

characterises these scenes as highly ghettoised, conservative attempts to retain punk 

authenticity, as opposed to the broader diffusion of punk's disruptive and experimental 

approach to style throughout pop culture. However, hardcore scenes also made creative 

use of variations of punk-derived music, styles, and forms of social organisation, to 

retain a degree of autonomy and to respond to changing political and economic 

conditions (Goshert 2000; O'Connor 2008; Willis 1993). While Traber (2001) 

characterises American hardcore as a white, middle class performance of appropriated 

'underclass' marginality, this does not fully capture the politics of hardcore.

The class and racial politics of punk and hardcore have also been significantly 

destabilised and altered—though by no means entirely excised—as they have spread 

around the world. In many respects the development of the Indonesian underground 

reverses the subcultural narrative, as commercial media images are reappropriated and 

transformed back into an 'authentic' underground scene. Yet there is still an element of 

cultural disjunction and rupture, especially when the underground is considered in 

relation to Reformasi—not just the ousting of Suharto in 1998, but the broader processes 

of crisis and change (Baulch 2002, 2007:177-185; Pickles 2001). However, while 

Pickles describes Indonesian punk as a form of youthful resistance, giving symbolic 

expression to a social antagonism, Baulch emphasises the entanglement of domination 

and resistance. For Baulch, the disruptive effect of underground music comes primarily 

through a deterritorialising, mediated displacement, which ultimately defuses its 

oppositional potential (Baulch 2002:230-231). She locates the potential for cultural 

agency, if not necessarily resistance as such, in the reterritorialisation of underground 

music in local scenes.
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There remains some utility in approaching the subcultural as a particular form of 

relationship between youth and music that expresses something of their social 

conditions. However, the Birmingham School approach to subcultures has come under 

sustained criticism from within the cultural studies tradition it helped spawn. The 

Birmingham literature remains a standard point of departure and disavowal for the field 

of 'post-subcultural studies', which presents subcultural style and identities as fluid, 

fragmentary, and playful forms of consumer engagement with postmodern popular 

culture (Bennett 1999; Bennett and Kahn-Harris 2004; Muggleton 2000; Weinzierl and 

Muggleton 2003; Redhead 1990).  A common thread in post-subcultural studies is the 

declaration of the death of subculture, or at least the end of 'subcultural heroism' 

(Weinzierl and Muggleton 2003:6-9). However, for all their repeated declarations of a 

break, post-subcultural studies continues the theoretical trajectory already established in 

the later Birmingham work such as that of Dick Hebdige (1979, 1988) and Angela 

McRobbie (1988, 1994, 2000), as cultural studies moved away from its earlier 'cultural 

Marxism' and towards a postmodernist concern with surfaces, difference, and the 

politics of pleasure.15

At the centre of the post-subcultural approach is a retreat from class. McRobbie 

(1994:155-156) and Muggleton (2000:157-167) both argue that subcultural theory was a 

failed attempt to apply theoretical concerns with class and resistance to cultural 

practices that bore little relationship to them. While typically framed in terms of 

reorienting to gender, ethnicity, and other forms of identity politics, in practice this has 

become a retreat from (sub)cultural studies' earlier concern with the cultural dimensions 

of power (Blackman 2005; Hesmondhalgh 2005:25). Blackman argues that post-

subcultural theory reflects the neoliberal construct of consumer agency, reducing 

subcultures to 'surface signifiers without authenticity where identity is determined by 

choice', thus 'leaving young people with an exaggerated individual autonomy that 

decentres their political understanding of globalized material divisions' (Blackman 

2005:15).

Kahn-Harris (2004a) seeks to reconcile post-subcultural identity politics with the 

'heroic failure' model of classic subcultural studies, arguing that the reflexive practices 

of subcultural scenes offer local micro-political possibilities even as they distance 

subcultures from the wider political sphere. Similarly, in her influential study of dance 
15 This cultural studies Marxism owed far more to particular, partial readings of Gramsci and Althusser 

than to Marx, and thus was not all that far from a postmodernist or poststructuralist position to begin 
with (Crehan 2002; Gibson 2007; Hutnyk 2004).
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'club cultures', Sarah Thornton (1996) draws on Bourdieu (1984) to characterise 

subcultures as taste cultures, concerned with the politics of distinction and the pursuit of 

'subcultural capital'. Thornton connects subcultural distinction to the construction of an 

underground authenticity through the disavowal of a denigrated mainstream; however, 

she argues that this subcultural distinction is in a large part a construction of the very 

mainstream media it defines itself against.

Marchart (2003) criticises both subcultural and post-subcultural studies for their 

focus on the 'micro-politics' of identities and scenes, while neglecting their actual and 

potential connections to the wider 'macro-political' sphere. However, at its best, 

subcultural theory reveals the ongoing cycle of appropriation and reappropriation that 

constitutes 'popular culture'. Participants in the Bandung underground scene are engaged 

in identity practices which can be considered 'subcultural', in terms of expressing 

relationships between youth, music, class, and taste, and especially with regards to their 

contested yet dependent relationship with more dominant cultural processes. More 

specifically, there are parallels between the role of underground music in relation to the 

changes in Indonesian youth identities centred around Reformasi and the Birmingham 

School approach to subcultures as a 'break' in the reproduction of cultural hegemony—

but also as part of its re-establishment and recomposition. Of course, the class, gender, 

racial, and generational politics of Western subcultures are not simply replicated in the 

Indonesian context, but they are often adapted to fill somewhat analogous roles. The 

subcultural has also come to signify a particular relationship between aesthetics and 

resistance which remains important in the Bandung scene; many inside and outside of 

the underground position it as a form of disruptive cultural 'noise', unsettling and 

challenging the established social order.

Resistance, however aestheticised and commodified, remains a significant 

element in the construction of underground identity and 'difference', and is especially 

important within punk and hardcore. Stylised subcultural rebellion is a path of 

recuperation as well as resistance and autonomy, but underground scenesters continue to 

make discursive and symbolic claims to a position of opposition which goes beyond 

mere consumer agency. As Willis (1993:373) argues, 'the political is one of the codes 

that style articulates', though this articulation occurs through processes of conflict and 

negotiation rather than simple reflection. For Baulch (2002, 2007), Indonesian youth 

subcultures express the entanglement of dominant and resistant discourses and cannot 

be viewed as independent sites of authentic resistance. However, in my experience with 
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the Bandung underground scene, I consistently encountered expressions of social 

antagonism, suggesting that there is still some life in the idea of 'subcultural resistance', 

however partial and qualified.

On the other hand, there are definite limitations to the subcultural framework 

when it comes to addressing the intersection of politics and culture within the scene. 

Most significant is the excessive focus on 'style'—and often a rather abstracted reading 

of style—to the neglect of social organisation and cultural production. In attempting to 

overcome this limitation, Martin (2002), Haenfler (2006), and Pickles (2001) all draw 

on social movement as well as subcultural studies. Many underground music scenes 

also have direct connections to political and social movements, contributing to what 

McKay (1996) calls DIY 'cultures of resistance'. Craig O'Hara (1999) describes punk as 

an anti-authoritarian and anti-capitalist movement, informed by a philosophy of radical 

autonomy. Anarcho-punk, DIY hardcore, and similar subcultures are not simply about 

disruptive or creative aesthetics but, perhaps more significantly, are attempts to establish 

autonomous social formations (Gautney 2009:471-472; Milburn 2001; Ovetz 1993).

One of the most significant effects of punk was the democratisation of sections 

of the music and culture industry which it brought about, with the rise of independent 

record labels and a wider 'DIY culture' (Azerrad 2001; Hesmondhalgh 1997; Laing 

1985:118-119; O'Connor 2008; Rosen 1997; Spencer 2005). However, contra Laing, 

much subsequent innovation has come out of the supposedly moribund 'subcultural 

ghettos' rather than experimental post-punk pop culture precisely because of their focus 

on independent social and economic organisation. In Indonesia, the 'indie scene', based 

on small local record labels, clothing design companies, and media, largely developed 

out of the institutions and practices put in place by the underground (Barendregt and van 

Zanten 2002:81-84; Iskandar 2006; Luvaas 2009b).

At the same time, more resolutely DIY practices of production have continued to 

play an important role in underground music scenes, and especially in hardcore punk. A 

number of relatively recent studies on punk and hardcore focus on this concern with 

independent DIY production, rather than focusing on subcultural style and consumer 

identity politics. Key works in this vein include Stacy Thompson's Punk Productions 

(2004), Duncombe's (1997) study of underground zines, and O'Connor's (2008) study of 

DIY punk record labels as a struggle for autonomy (see also: Goshert 2000; Gosling 

2004; Moore 2007; Holtzman, Hughes and Van Meter 2007). This struggle for 

autonomy, from the corporate culture industry and the capitalist value system, is at the 
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heart of the politics of cultural production in the Bandung DIY hardcore scene.

Politics of cultural production

The politics of cultural production should not be restricted to the politics of the 

aesthetic field; there is also a political dimension to the conditions and organisation of 

production (Attali 1985; Benjamin 1968a, 1970; Hesmondhalgh 1999; Wittel 2004). 

DIY hardcore can be regarded as an aesthetic category, denoting a particular genre of 

music and associated cultural forms; however, it is also associated with the defence and 

intensification of the punk ethic of DIY production. These principles and practices of 

independent cultural production constitute an attempt to realise an alternative system of 

value, which the anak DIY articulate in terms of autonomy (kemandirian) and 

community (komunitas). Thus, I approach the politics of cultural production in terms of 

the production of social value, that is, the relationships and the ideas about relationships 

that constitute the social world (Graeber 2001; Small 2001). Underground music scenes 

often express this social value in terms of 'authenticity', understood as fidelity to their 

own community of production as against the corporate cultural industries. In DIY 

hardcore, this social value is overtly politicised, as the punk ethic of DIY production is 

mobilised as part of an explicitly anti-capitalist struggle. This politics of DIY cultural 

production is at the centre of my analysis of the Bandung scene, which I situate as part 

of the ongoing value struggles between capital and labour (see Cleaver 1992, 2000; De 

Angelis 2007; Marx 1976).

This approach is at odds with the theoretical focus on consumption as the basis 

for identity-formation which has long been dominant in economic anthropology 

(Appadurai 1986; Friedman 1994; Miller 1995b). Daniel Miller (1987, 1995c, 1998) 

argues explicitly for a consumption rather than production-based approach, presenting 

consumption as the establishment of a social relationship with objects. Similarly, 

although circulation and exchange feature significantly in Appadurai's (1986) approach 

to 'the social life of things', he presents consumption as the key step in the ascription of 

meaning and value. A major criticism of this approach is that it tends to reflect and 

generalise the objectification of value that is characteristic of capitalist production 

(Graeber 2001:30-33, 2007; Gregory 1997:45-48, 2009:288-292). While usually framed 

in terms of agency, this approach expresses a theory of value in which 'things as agents 
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give value to people rather than the other way around' (Gregory 2009:290).16

In contrast, Marx approaches the circuit of capital not only in terms of the 

production and consumption of commodities but more fundamentally in terms of the 

production and reproduction of particular social relations (Marx 1976:711-724; Turner 

2008). For Marx, the production and consumption of commodities under capitalism can 

only be understood in terms of the reproduction of a particular class relationship, the 

mutually constitutive and antagonistic relation between labour and capital. This 

antagonism is expressed through value struggles which take place between and within 

the spheres of commodity production and social reproduction, mediated by money and 

the commodity form (Bonefeld 1987; Caffentzis 2002; Cleaver 2000; De Angelis 

2007:51-64). Understood in these terms, as a contested process of valorisation, 

production is necessarily political.

This is particularly evident when it comes to cultural production, that is, the 

production of symbolic goods—music, films, books, and other forms of art, media, and 

entertainment—which play a major role in social reproduction (Böhm and Land 2009; 

Bourdieu 1984, 1996:166-172; Wayne 2003:20-21). While such goods are increasingly 

produced as commodities, they are also intimately involved in the production and 

reproduction of ideas, identities, and values which may not always perfectly align with 

capitalist social relations. As Williams (1977) argues, cultural production is a form of 

creative social practice; by 'cultural production' I thus mean both the production of 

cultural commodities and the production of 'culture', that is, ways of living in, relating 

to, and understanding the social world. This understanding of cultural production 

requires an ethnographic approach that addresses the interaction between the cultural 

economy, creative labour and subjectivity—a 'political economy of culture from below' 

(Wittel 2004).

The aesthetic value of cultural products often depends on a perceived distance 

from the market, and thus the commodification of cultural production is necessarily a 

contested and contradictory process. The Frankfurt School theorists argue that this 

relative autonomy of art provides a refuge for critical thought and emancipatory 

experience, in contrast to the 'one-dimensional' mass culture industry that has reduced 

cultural goods to depthless commodities, evacuated of all aesthetic value (Adorno 1984, 

2001; Adorno and Horkheimer 1979:120-167; Marcuse 1964, 1979). Similarly, 

Situationist theorist Guy Debord (1977) describes the rise of consumer culture as a 

16 Appadurai, at least, openly acknowledges his own 'methodological fetishism' (Appadurai 1986:5).
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'society of the spectacle', in which authentic social experience is reduced to the passive 

consumption of commodity images. Baudrillard (1983, 1996) takes this argument to an 

extreme with his concept of postmodern 'hyperreality' as a closed, virtual world of 

media images.

This critical tradition captures an important aspect of the commodification of 

cultural production, but it presents an overly totalising view. As Jurriëns (2008) argues 

regarding Indonesian television, the 'hyper-real' media simulation remains open to 

critical disruption. Even as it is increasingly integrated into capitalist circuits of value, 

cultural production is also a vector of escape. Walter Benjamin (1968a) argues that the 

mass reproducibility of art characteristic of the capitalist cultural industries also brings 

with it the potential for a more democratic relationship to artistic production, a view 

which has more recently been adopted by many advocates for the 'creative commons', 

who see digital reproduction in particular as opening up a potentially radical space for 

cultural participation (Barbrook 1998; Lessig 2004; Stallman 2002). The technologies 

of cultural production and reproduction thus form a terrain of political struggle 

(Dafermos and Söderberg 2009; Dyer-Witheford 1999; Rosen 1997; Wayne 2003:38-

60).

The tension between aesthetic and market value has not yet been superseded, for 

good or ill. While art has been drawn more fully within the market logic of neoliberal 

capitalism, its value for capital remains based on its apparent autonomy (Iles and 

Vishmidt 2011; Stallabrass 2004). Even within the commercial cultural industries, 

artistic production retains a significant—if partial and contradictory—degree of 

independence, posing difficulties for the corporate organisation of production and the 

realisation of value (Harvey 2002; Hesmondhalgh 2007; Ryan 1991; Wayne 2003:6-37). 

Pierre Bourdieu (1996) addresses this contradictory autonomy through his concept of 

the field of cultural production, a structured relationship between aesthetic forms and 

social positions. Bourdieu describes the cultural field as being organised according to 

two, opposed structural logics: the logic of the market, associated with large-scale 

production, and the logic of aesthetic distinction, associated with a more restricted field 

of cultural production (Bourdieu 1996:142-146).

Bourdieu's structural model assumes a rather straightforward opposition between 

'high art' and 'popular culture' which is difficult to sustain. Still, even if contemporary 

cultural fields are rather more fluid and fragmentary, an oppositional logic of distinction 

can still be found within them, and 'taste' has not been entirely disentangled from 
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'aesthetic judgement' (Frith 1996:1-20; Ross 1989). Analogous hierarchies of taste 

operate within other cultural fields, including those based on ostensibly 'low' cultural 

products such as music subcultures and other media fandoms (Brown 1997; Fiske 1992; 

Gracyk 1996; Hibbett 2005; Hills 2002:46-64; Thornton 1996). Underground culture is 

often marked by  the mixture of 'high' and 'low' cultural elements, and by forms of 

aesthetic judgement which valorise this juxtaposition—an approach which depends on 

maintaining the distinction even as it is transgressed.

Moore (2005, 2007) and O'Connor (2008) usefully employ Bourdieu's 

framework in their analyses of punk as a field of cultural production, caught between 

the demands of the market and desires for cultural and economic autonomy. However, 

while I make some critical use of Bourdieu's concepts, I am not entirely comfortable 

with his highly economistic model for fields of social practice. Bourdieu (1984, 1996) 

presents cultural distinction in terms of the pursuit of cultural or symbolic capital, which 

is opposed to economic capital but follows an essentially similar logic of accumulation 

and abstraction. There is some merit in this approach, particularly in capturing 

something of the dialectic of distinction and recuperation which is characteristic of 

underground music, but it does not fully capture the various forms of 'non-market' value 

and social status that are found within DIY hardcore or other fields of cultural 

production.

Undergrounds tend to exist in a relationship of 'dependent opposition' to the 

mainstream (Duncombe 1997; Gunn 2007; Thornton 1996). Indeed, it is often the 

rebellious anti-commercialism of underground or alternative culture which serves as the 

basis for its commercialisation (see Frank 1997a, 1997b; Halnon 2005; Moore 2005; 

Santiago-Lucerna 1998). However, while underground culture cannot be viewed as 

purely autonomous, nor should it be viewed as always-already appropriated; cultural 

corporations expend a significant amount of money and effort in pursuit of an often 

elusive underground authenticity. Youth are particularly targeted as both a market and a 

source for such authentic, alternative 'cool' (Klein 2000:63-85; Osgerby 2008; Quart 

2003). Postmodernist theorists have proclaimed the death of authenticity (Baudrillard 

1983; Eco 1986; Grossberg 1993, 1997), but these claims now appear rather premature. 

Consumers are desperately hunting for 'authentic' goods and experiences, and the 

cultural industries are working hard to manufacture them (Boyle 2003; Peterson 2005). 

The corporate cultural industries seek to appropriate the aesthetic independence of 

underground culture, and also to enclose and commodify their social identities and 
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relationships.

This process of commercial appropriation only intensifies the contradiction 

between capital and culture. The value of cultural commodities is contested and 

unstable, resting in large part on their specificity, perceived novelty, affective 

associations, and restricted reproducibility (Harvey 2002; Ryan 1991; Straw 2002a). 

However, in order to realise this added value, the cultural enterprises must strike a 

precarious balance between 'veering so close into pure commercialization as to lose the 

marks of distinction that underlie monopoly rents or constructing marks of distinction 

that are so special as to be very hard to trade upon' (Harvey 2002:107). The music 

industry, for example, operates by 'an economic logic which encourages the over-

production of titles and a sensibility which expects most of these to fail' (Straw 

2002a:152).

Music, with its valorised role for live performance, is a particularly tricky 

cultural commodity. Live performance has retained an important authenticating role in 

rock and related genres, and is particularly central to punk and hardcore. Musical 

performances can be considered forms of social ritual, liminal events within which 

social values are expressed and established (Frith 1996; Small 1998; Turner 1969, 

1982). Small stresses the participatory aspects of musical performance as a collective 

process of music-making (or 'musicking'), which resonates with my understanding of 

the social role of DIY hardcore shows. However, performance may be disruptive as well 

as affirmative; underground music often incorporates a destabilising element of 

'carnivalesque' transgression (Bakhtin 1984; Halnon 2006; Stallybrass and White 1986). 

Performances may also contribute to the production of new, alternative or oppositional 

values (Hastrup 2001; Muñoz and Marín 2006; Sarbanes 2006).

Recording technology has played a profound role in the commodification of 

music. Adorno (2001:29-60) argues that the mass music industry it has enabled has 

reduced the experience of music to a fetishistic and 'regressive' mode of listening. 

Similarly, Attali (1985) argues that recorded music has been reduced to the repetition 

and accumulation of commodity objects, describing the mass reproduction of music as 

'the death of the original, the triumph of the copy, and the forgetting of the represented 

foundation' (Attali 1985:89). However, recorded music is also invested with other forms 

of social and aesthetic value (Frith 1996:226-245; Gracyk 1996; Straw 1997, 2002a; 

Thornton 1996:26-86). Technologies of mass reproduction and broadcast are the 

foundation of the corporate music industry, but, especially as they have become more 
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accessible and decentralised, they have also enabled the development of autonomous 

circuits of production, exchange, and resistance (Cvetkovski 2004; Dyer-Witheford 

1999:166-122; Frith 1986; Goodwin 2004; Joyce 2009; McLeod 2005; Ovetz 1993; 

Rosen 1997). While music has been objectified as commodities and drawn into 

capitalist circuits of value, it also contains an 'excess' of meaning which cannot be fully 

contained by the commodity form (Attali 1985; Kohl 1997).

 Thompson (2004) analyses DIY punk in terms of these contradictions, drawing 

on Marx's (1976:125-126) distinction between 'use value' and 'exchange value' to argue 

that punk production expresses a desire to free the aesthetic use value of commodities 

from their economic exchange value, without fully being able to escape from the 

commodity form. Cultural use value cannot be considered simply an aesthetic property 

of the products themselves, as it is also based on the social identities and relationships 

established through them. To the extent that these relationships are mediated through 

commodities, and ascribed to them as inherent properties, the production and 

consumption of cultural value involves a process of commodity fetishism, that is, the 

reification and objectification of human activity in the form of alienated commodities 

(Marx 1976:163-177; Wayne 2003:183-219). This fetishism should not be viewed as 

absolute or uncontested; the commodity form is itself fundamentally a social relation of 

struggle (Bonefeld 1992; Cleaver 2000:81-94; Holloway 1992, 2005:78-105). 

The basis for the commodification of cultural production is the alienation of 

cultural labour, but this process is itself fraught with contested values. Some argue that 

cultural production is based on autonomous forms of sociality and creativity that 

fundamentally resist incorporation into capitalist circuits of value (Arvidsson 2009; 

Rossiter 2004; Shorthose and Strange 2004). Even when integrated into corporate forms 

of organisation, specialised 'creative' cultural or artistic labour appears to offer 

significant opportunities for self-direction and self-expression (Hesmondhalgh 

2007:189-211; Huws 2006; Ryan 1991:95-143; Shorthose 2004). This relative 

autonomy is often modelled on the heroic independence of the bohemian artist (Ross 

2000; von Osten 2007) or the energetic entrepreneurialism of youth culture scenesters 

(McRobbie 2002). It also reflects their sometimes contradictory class position, as both 

exploited workers and the owners of their own 'intellectual property' (Rossiter 2003; 

Wayne 2003:17-19).

However, while cultural labour retains certain peculiarities, it has also converged 

with other forms of labour. This convergence has been linked to the wider 
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'aestheticisation of everyday life' associated with conditions of postmodernity or post-

Fordist capitalism (Featherstone 1991:65-82; Harvey 1990; Jameson 1991; Lash and 

Urry 1994). Corporate strategies developed in relation to cultural commodities have 

become generalised, as integrated marketing seeks to establish affective and aesthetic 

relationships between consumers and particular brand identities (Arvidsson 2006; Foster 

2008; Klein 2000:3-61; Lury 2004; Mazzarella 2003). Aestheticisation thus extends 

commodification into new areas of life.

This has led to a shift in popular perceptions of capitalism, as consumption has 

appeared to displace production at the centre of social and economic life (Comaroff and 

Comaroff 2000:294-295). On the other hand, consumption itself appears increasingly 

productive, as the cultural industries increasingly rely on the active engagement of 

consumers and the distribution of 'user-generated content' (Banks and Deuze 2009; 

Jenkins 2006). Studies of fan cultures and popular culture more generally often 

celebrate such productive consumption as an active expression of resistance or agency 

(Fiske 1989; Grossberg 1997; Jenkins 1992; McRobbie 1994:31-33), but the erosion of 

the distinction between work and play can also be regarded as the appropriation and 

exploitation of 'free' or sacrificial labour (Baym and Burnett 2009; Kostakis 2009; 

Kücklich 2005; Ross 2000; Terranova 2003).

Several social theorists working in the tradition of autonomist Marxism have 

sought to capture these contradictory developments using the concept of 'immaterial 

labour', arguing that emerging forms of post-Fordist production have blurred the 

boundaries between work and other spheres of social life (Dyer-Witheford 1999; Gill 

and Pratt 2008; Hardt and Negri 2000:289-300, 2005, 2009; Lazzarato 1996; Virno 

1996, 2004). Lazzarato (1996:133) defines immaterial labour as 'the labor that produces 

the informational and cultural content of the commodity', and argues that its 

development has strengthened the autonomy of labour. Immaterial labour is associated 

with the direct production of subjectivity, knowledge and culture—or what Hardt and 

Negri (2000:27-34, 2005:103-115, 2009:131-149) refer to as 'biopolitical production', in 

which production and social reproduction are merged.17 Hardt and Negri further argue 

that this 'becoming common of labour' has given rise to a new revolutionary subject, in 

the form of an autonomous and creative global 'multitude'.

17 This concept draws on earlier autonomist Marxist theories of the 'socialised worker' and the 'social 
factory' (Cleaver 2000:64-77; Dyer-Witheford 1999:72-87; Negri 1992; Tronti 1973; Wright 
2002:152-175) and also the work of autonomist feminists on reproductive labour (Dalla Costa 1992; 
Dalla Costa and James 1972; Federici 1975).
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The immaterial labour thesis has been criticised on the basis that these labour 

practices, and the commodities they produce, remain very much 'material', embedded in 

capitalist relations of exploitation and alienation (Aufheben 2006; Caffentzis 2005, 

2007; Camfield 2007; Gill and Pratt 2008; Huws 1999, 2001; Spence 2010; Wright 

2005). The rise of post-Fordist 'cultural capitalism' should not be regarded purely in 

terms of fragmentation and flexibility; the cultural industries are also characterised by 

tendencies towards centralisation and integration (Hesmondhalgh 1996, 2007:160-177). 

Nor is the production of subjectivity a unique feature of the new 'immaterial' economy; 

all labour necessarily involves the production of social life and social relations, and the 

socialisation of labour is a necessary consequence of capitalist production (Aufheben 

2006:32; Camfield 2007:31-32; Marx 1976:439-454). Still, the contradiction inherent in 

this alienation and commodification of human feelings and relationships is often felt 

particularly acutely in creative cultural work.

Florida (2004) celebrates the rise of a new 'creative class' as ushering in a new 

era of independence and prosperity; yet, while a few star artists may receive significant 

incomes as well as a degree of creative control, for most creative workers their 

autonomy comes at a significant cost: insecure, precarious conditions of employment, 

poor remuneration for their labour, and the alienating commodification of their creative 

self-expression. Neoliberal flexibility and the promise of creative autonomy has served 

to intensify the precarious conditions of exploitation experienced by cultural workers, 

while undermining labour organisation and collective solidarity (Hesmondhalgh and 

Baker 2010; Huws 2001, 2006; McRobbie 2002:521-523; Pedaci 2010; Ross 2004, 

2009).

However, this common experience of precariousness may also serve as the basis 

for new class alliances and forms of political mobilisation, including what some 

describe as the rise of a new 'precariat' of unstable and autonomous workers (Foti 2004; 

Gill and Pratt 2008:9-11; Mute 2005; Neilson and Rossiter 2005; Papadopoulos, 

Stephenson and Tsianos 2008:222-258; Ross 2008, 2009:49-52). Precarity, a concept 

developed within European movements against neoliberalism, describes a condition of 

precarious life and labour which incorporates both autonomous cultural production and 

the commodification of identity and sociality. As with immaterial labour, the concept of 

precarity tends to exaggerate the social and political effects of recent technological 

developments, taking the experiences and conditions of a minority of relatively 

privileged informational and cultural workers, mainly located in affluent metropolitan 
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centres, as representative of contemporary global capitalism (Federici 2010; Gill and 

Pratt 2008:11-13; Mitropoulos 2005; Neilson and Rossiter 2008). However, it does 

usefully point to some of the affinities between cultural labour and other forms of 

precarious work, and to the ways in which the autonomy offered by neoliberal 

capitalism serves as a form of labour discipline while simultaneously enabling new 

forms of self-organisation or escape.

The 'creative economy' is a contradictory phenomenon, associated with  forms of 

alienation and exploitation while also opening up real spaces for autonomy and 

resistance. Cultural creativity is constrained by its commodification within particular 

fields of production, yet it remains fundamental to human imagination and agency, and 

thus to the potential for social transformation. There is thus a link between new 

aesthetic forms and new ways of living. As Shorthose (2004:4) argues:

everyday kinds of cultural resistance can be seen in the way people use cultural 
spaces, and in the new ways in which people are developing ownership and 
authorship of their own DIY culture, as an actively-produced aspect of their 
lives rather than as a series of passively-consumed cultural events.

Rancière (2004) argues for a fundamental commonality between aesthetics and 

politics, as both are ways of interacting with and conceptualising the social world. The 

politics of cultural production is not restricted to the political content of cultural 

products and performances, nor to the aesthetic politics of form, though both feature in 

my analysis. More politically significant, at least in respect to DIY hardcore, is the 

social organisation of cultural production. Hesmondhalgh (1999) argues against any 

necessary correspondence between the organisation of production and a particular set of 

aesthetic forms, and there is certainly no schematic, deterministic relationship between 

them. However, a degree of organisational independence does allow for the production 

of forms which are not currently viable within the capitalist cultural industries, and, 

through oppositional subcultures or movements like DIY hardcore, a degree of political 

affinity may be established between them.

The organisational autonomy of DIY production can also serve as the basis for 

an antagonistic politics, although such a connection also raises various tensions between 

cultural production and political commitment (see Wright 2000). More generally, 

cultural production under capitalist conditions is caught between its reduction to a form 

of alienated labour and retaining a privileged position as an autonomous sphere of non-
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alienated creative expression. Yet this is no simple binary opposition, as its appearance 

as the latter is central to the process whereby it is recomposed as the former. At the same 

time, this contradiction continually signals the possibility for non-alienated forms of 

production. The contradictions of cultural production are thus a particular expression of 

the broader contradictions and conflicts of capitalism, which I argue can be best 

understood in terms of the politics of value.

David Graeber (2001) defines value as the importance ascribed to human 

actions, an approach which avoids any static separation between culture and economy 

by focusing on the social processes through which different forms of value are 

constructed. This anthropological approach to value as a process of social judgement 

usefully connects structure to experience (Austin-Broos 2009). Turner (2008) argues 

that such a general theory of value can also be uncovered in Marx's analysis of capitalist 

value; Marx's theory of value is a theory of praxis which connects 'social 

consciousness... the social organisation of productive activity, and the subjective 

formation of social agents and their intentions' (Turner 2008:51). A political reading of 

Marx highlights the struggles over value, as capitalist processes of valorisation both rely 

on and are countered by the production of other forms of value (Cleaver 1992, 2000; De 

Angelis 2007; Holloway 2005).

A useful way of conceptualising this politics of value is in terms of the ongoing 

conflict between the production of the commons and its enclosure by capital (De 

Angelis 2004, 2007; Dyer-Witheford 2006; Harvey 2011; Linebaugh 2008; Midnight 

Notes 1990), though this does tend to overemphasise the external as opposed to the 

internal aspects of the capital-labour relation. DIY hardcore is an attempt to establish an 

alternative system of value, to engage in the autonomous production of cultural forms 

and non-alienated social relations outside the capitalist system (Holtzman, Hughes and 

Van Meter 2007; Milburn 2001; Ovetz 1993). The distinction between DIY hardcore 

and the capitalist cultural industries is not absolute, but it is real and meaningful. 

Cultural production always involves an excess of social value which cannot be entirely 

appropriated by capital, and DIY hardcore represents an attempt to mobilise this social 

value as part of an anti-capitalist political project.
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Participation, observation, theorisation

My research is based primarily on twelve months of participant observation 

fieldwork in Bandung, which I carried out from March 2004 to February 2005, and 

reflects the state of the scene at that time. While ethnographic research is not strictly 

contained within 'the field' as such (Gupta and Ferguson 1997; Hastrup and Olwig 1997; 

Shore 1999:26), the observations I made and the social relationships I established 

during this intense period of fieldwork form the basis for my analysis. I also conducted 

interviews and collected a range of texts, recordings and other cultural artefacts—

mostly, though not exclusively, during this period. I have remained in contact with 

several of my key informants, and some subsequent developments have influenced my 

analysis as well. If 'fieldwork' has, to some degree, extended beyond my time in the 

field, analysis and theorisation cannot be considered purely post-fieldwork activities; 

rather, theoretical interpretation, dialogue, and argument were a central part of my 

participation in the DIY hardcore community. Nor can this theorisation be easily 

disentangled from political commitment, whether my own or that of my research 

participants. Ethnography is often presented as a process of 'writing culture' (Clifford 

and Marcus 1986; Geertz 1988), but it is also a set of material, productive research 

practices (Comaroff and Comaroff 2003:166; Turner 2006).

My major research method was participant observation, primarily within the 

DIY hardcore community organised through the Kolektif Balai Kota, but also extending 

into the broader underground music scene and related political and cultural milieux. By 

participant observation I mean the systematic use of information gained through 

participating in and observing the 'daily activities, rituals, interactions and events of the 

people being studied', with the aim of establishing a 'tacit understanding that can be 

mobilised in subsequent analysis' (Dewalt, Dewalt and Wayland 1998:259-260, 271). 

However, rather than attempting to capture or represent a holistic view of a whole way 

of life, as in the classical ethnographic tradition, my research is focused on relatively 

restricted fields of social activity.

Much of my participant observation took place at music shows (acara), in which 

adopting an 'observer' role aligned me with most of the other participants in the event. 

In all I attended thirty-five shows, of which eleven were organised by BalKot, four 

others included BalKot bands, and the rest were various punk, hardcore, metal, and 

indie rock shows and music festivals. I was most actively involved in the BalKot shows, 
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for which I attended organising meetings, visited some prospective venues, and assisted 

with some of the basic organising and publicity tasks. My participation in the DIY 

community also included attending the weekly BalKot organising meetings, Food Not 

Bombs meetings and 'tablings' (food distribution, leafleting and discussion), some skill-

sharing workshops and regular social gatherings, as well as writing a couple of articles 

published in the local DIY zines xLapukx and Beyond the Barbed Wire. I also attended 

various political, artistic, and cultural events within the broader activist milieu, as well 

as regularly shopping at underground distros where I became known to many of the 

staff.

 Being openly identified as a researcher—and a white, English-speaking one at 

that—did tend to push me into more of an observer role, albeit one that is not entirely 

foreign to the scene. The fact that I am not a hardcore musician or artist, or even a 

committed hardcore music fan, closed off some significant avenues for participation and 

acceptance, though others remained open to me. These included activities that are often 

perceived as separating the researcher from those being studied, but which in this case 

provided important forms of commonality and interaction: watching performances, 

taking photographs, writing, and even engaging in cultural critique informed by social 

theory. Participation and observation cannot be simply collapsed into a single method of 

interactive study; as Beatty (1999:78) argues, 'the two terms are in an unstable and 

everchanging relation'. For my own part, the nature of my participation in the DIY 

community significantly shaped my understanding of their practices of cultural 

production, enabling access to certain kinds of experiences while limiting others. By 

focusing on the DIY hardcore community, and particularly BalKot, I aligned myself 

with a specific political and social position within the scene.

I supplemented my participant observation with semi-structured interviews and 

textual analysis. In all I conducted thirty face-to-face interviews and six email 

interviews, two of which were follow-ups to previous interviews.18 Of the thirty-five 

total interviewees, twenty were involved with the Kolektif Balai Kota, thirteen were 

from the wider underground scene, and two were part of the Jakarta DIY hardcore 

scene. Only four interviewees were female, reflecting the very low levels of female 

participation in BalKot and the scene as a whole. Most of my interviews were 

conducted later in my fieldwork, and decisions about who to interview, and what 

questions to ask, were shaped by my experiences in the scene. These interviews were 

18 One interview was conducted with two respondents simultaneously.
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targeted and semi-structured, drawing on a set of standard questions (see Appendix A), 

but also tailored to the particular respondents and often heavily modified in practice. 

Most interviews were conducted primarily in Indonesian, though four were in English, 

and several others included a mixture of the two languages.

Textual analysis of various cultural artefacts is another important part of my 

research method. Friedman (2007:113-114) is critical of ethnographies that focus on 

cultural products rather than social processes; such an approach risks falling into what 

Hutnyk (2004) labels a 'trinketising' form of cultural analysis, reducing culture, politics, 

and theory to a haphazard collection of exotic images and fetishised objects. On the 

other hand, such objects can also provide additional insight into cultural processes of 

self-perception and self-definition (Hastrup and Olwig 1997:10-11). I have thus sought 

to consider the materials I collected in the context of the social meanings and 

relationships accessed through participant observation rather than simply as isolated 

texts, though I must admit to my own collector's urge, particularly when it comes to 

music recordings.

In all I collected 170 cassettes, 62 CDs, and 13 VCDs, which I have considered 

in terms of their status as material objects, their textual content (including lyrics, liner 

notes, and cover art), as well as their musical qualities. I reserved in-depth analysis for 

those recordings connected closely to the DIY community and those which I deemed to 

be of some significance within the broader scene. Many records—particularly those 

produced by the DIY community—include significant textual commentary, 

explanations, and even manifestos. Other artefacts of note include posters and leaflets 

publicising shows and other events, badges, patches, t-shirts and other fashion items, 

many of which include some degree of textual information.

I also considered a number of publications such as magazines, zines, comics, and 

newsletters, both as forms of cultural production and as sources of theoretical analysis 

in their own right. Locally-produced DIY zines are intimately connected to the 

community, and thus can be considered not just in terms of their textual content but also 

their conditions of production and social position. Older zines provided significant 

information on the historical development of the scene, while foreign publications have 

helped me to position the local scene in an international context. I have also studied 

popular youth magazines such as Hai and MTV Trax, as well as the more alternative 

Ripple magazine, in order to gain insight into broader Indonesian youth culture and 

especially its relationship with the underground. Online resources such as webzines, 
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band websites, email discussion lists, and social networking sites have also played an 

important role, providing me with initial contacts and impressions of the scene prior to 

my arrival in Bandung, and continuing to be an important source of information during 

and after my fieldwork (see Appendix D).

I also took several thousand digital photographs as part of my fieldwork, and I 

have included some of these for illustrative purposes. However, the major role for these 

photographs has been to serve as visual field notes, recording, representing, and 

reminding me of particular events, objects, and places (see Collier and Collier 1986:9-

13). Taking photographs also provided me with a familiar, socially-recognised activity 

to pursue at shows and other events, while sharing photographs was a significant way of 

participating in the 'gift economy' of the DIY community. Of course, photographs need 

to be considered a highly selective and partial representation rather than a 

straightforwardly objective record of events (Davies 1999:120-121). There is also a risk 

that such photographs will present an overly reified image of cultural hybridity, thus 

merely confirming rather than interrogating the expectations of 'global anthropology' 

(see Hutnyk 2004:30). While it is certainly possible to find compelling images of hybrid 

juxtaposition within the scene (see Image 5, for example), these are not typically 

representative of the scene as a whole, and may obscure more than they reveal.

As a research method, participant observation is necessarily reflexive, 

incorporating an understanding of the researcher's own subjective position, the 

intersubjective relationships established in the field, and the impact these have on the 

process of knowledge production (Davies 1999; Hervik 1994). Social and cultural 

analysis cannot be readily disentangled from one's own aesthetic tastes and political 

commitments, and my own research has been strongly informed by my alignment with 

BalKot and the DIY community within the 'scene politics' of the underground. Grills 

(1998) suggests that, through careful negotiation and the establishment of relationships 

of trust, it is possible to remain nonpartisan while conducting fieldwork among 

politically-committed social groups. However, it is often neither possible nor desirable 

to maintain a stance of unaligned 'objectivity' (Shore 1999:34-39; Yamaguchi 2007). 

Although my engagement with the DIY community is a critical one, and not by any 

means one of complete identification, my understanding of the scene has been 

profoundly influenced by my association with them, and by our shared experiences and 

commitments.

Bennett (2002:459-464) points to the analytical problems associated with the 
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unexamined use of one's own assumed 'insider knowledge' in researching music and 

youth cultures. While I am neither a hardcore musician nor even a dedicated 'fan' of the 

particular genres favoured by the anak DIY, we do share many similar cultural tastes, 

interests, and references, and I do draw on some of my own knowledge and experiences 

as a consumer of underground music in my analysis. However, my own interests, 

preferences, and abilities tend to align me with the more politically-oriented DIY 

activists rather than those who approach it mainly as a hobby activity, and my 

engagement with DIY hardcore has been based more on an affinity with their anti-

capitalist politics than on aesthetic appreciation.

My own mode of consumption also tends towards a degree of critical distance, 

while the anak DIY tend towards a more 'fannish' mode of engagement. However, 

although it remains significant, the distinction between 'fans' and 'critics' or 'scholars' is 

far from absolute (Grossberg 1997:247-252; Hills 2002; Jenkins 1992:12-24, 88-90; 

Jensen 1992:18-24). Hills (2002:1-21) argues that studies of fan cultures have tended 

valorise a stance of critical academic detachment within fan cultures, while 

simultaneously suppressing the 'fannish' elements of scholarly study. However, if I tend 

towards an emphasis on the more critical modes of engagement, this also reflects an 

important part of DIY hardcore, which combines a valorisation of direct experience and 

authentic expression with highly theorised understandings and intellectual practices.

The direct and indirect influence of social theory on punk and other youth 

subcultures has been widely noted (Lindner 2001; Nehring 1993, 2006; Thornton 

1996:162). However, this should not be taken as evidence for their 'inauthenticity'—a 

common assumption which counterposes theoretical understanding to social action. 

Many of my research participants are familiar with various traditions of social theory, 

either through formal education or—perhaps more importantly, especially given the dire 

state of the Indonesian education system—through subcultural and activist networks.19 

As Shukaitis and Graeber (2007) point out, although there are connections, the use of 

theory by activists does not exactly align with the institutionalisation of theory within 

the academy. The anak DIY tend to draw on the work of activist intellectuals—including 

classical anarchist thinkers like Kropotkin, and 'New Left' radicals like the Situationists

—though they also draw on more academically valorised theorists such as the Frankfurt 
19  The Indonesian social sciences have long been dominated by authoritarian developmentalism and 

modernisation theory, while social critique—and especially class analysis—has been suppressed 
(Farid 2005b; Heryanto 1995, 2005). Local zines and newsletters include translations and 
interpretations of critical theory, and those who are students bring critical social theory that they 
encountered in the scene into their academic studies at least as often as the reverse.
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School, or Baudrillard and other poststructuralists. The anak DIY, and other scenesters 

who take an activist stance, are positioned somewhere between professional 

intellectuals and autodidacts; they could be considered 'bohemian' or 'lumpen 

intellectuals' on the margins of official intellectual life (Bourdieu 1996:57; Frith 1978b; 

Laing 1985:122), but also as the 'organic intellectuals' (Gramsci 1971:5-23) of the 

scene.

Anthropology is often characterised by a focus on cultural difference (Boellstorff 

2002; Comaroff and Comaroff 2003; Gupta and Ferguson 1992; Hutnyk 2000:10-13, 

2004:19-54). However, while  many aspects of my everyday life had become quite 

'foreign', my fieldwork trajectory directed me towards areas of common ground. The 

anak DIY themselves tend to emphasise those aspects of their activities that align them 

with similar scenes and movements elsewhere around the world. We share a great deal 

in terms of our social and political views; although I was coming from a largely Marxist 

political outlook while the anak DIY tend to identify as anarchists, there were many 

points of agreement or at least a common framework or political discussion. There are 

also some striking similarities in terms of the social experience of activist politics, with 

common forms of organisation, decision-making, and political tendencies. However, 

language remained something of a barrier; I do not speak the local Sundanese language, 

and while Indonesian is the major language used in the scene, I was not fluent enough in 

the language to hold particularly sophisticated conversations. Thus, my most in-depth 

and theoretical discussions were held with people who had strong English skills, who 

also tended to be those most oriented to global DIY and activist networks.

It has become a commonplace to describe participant observation, and 

anthropological research more generally, as a dialogue between the researcher and the 

people being studied. Such dialogue often takes the form of representing or including 

the voices of one's informants within anthropological texts. While I have certainly 

attempted to include several other voices within this text, in and of itself this is a quite 

limited form of engagement. This approach also tends to assume a fundamental 

epistemological gap between the researcher's position of theoretical analysis and the 

activities and discourses of those being studied, often representing this as a relationship 

of subordination (Dwyer 1982:270-286; Spivak 1988, 1999:269-273). This seriously 

misrepresents the power dynamics of most research relationships, and certainly does not 

adequately reflect my relationship with people in the Bandung scene.

Despite coming from rather different social environments, there are some 
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notable commonalities in terms of social position and experiences between myself and 

the anak DIY. Nor is my position as a researcher foreign to the scene; several of the 

anak DIY are themselves students in social, cultural and media studies, and they 

regularly reflect on, analyse, and theorise their own cultural practices. Despite the often 

precarious, postcolonial conditions of exploitation and marginality which many of them 

face, the anak DIY and other subjects of my research are far from being silenced 

subalterns. They certainly do not need me to speak for them, as they are actively 

producing their own texts, recordings and performances to express their views and 

experiences.

I have thus sought to engage with my informants and research participants in a 

way that goes beyond merely representing or including their voices, to critically respond 

to and comment on their ideas and practices. I have attempted to treat my informants as 

fellow scholars, although academic principles of individual attribution do not always fit 

with the 'messy' and collaborative nature of DIY publication, not to mention more 

informal forms of expression. Perhaps inevitably they are often textually represented in 

the position of the 'native informant' (Spivak 1999:49-50), but I hope to have also 

represented them as social agents, political actors, and theorists in their own right, while 

acknowledging that within this particular text their voices are represented and mobilised 

in service to my own argument. If I at times represent the anak DIY as a collective 

subject, and thus efface some their individual differences, this also reflects their own 

engagement in a collective social and political project. 

The assumption that there is a fundamental divide between the researcher and 

those being studied, and thus between social theory and social practices, needs to be 

challenged. Researchers always enter the field with some pre-existing theoretical 

assumptions; Burawoy (1998, 2000:21-28) thus argues for the employment of the 

'extended case method', in which ethnographic fieldwork is used to test and modify an 

existing social theory. However, this approach retains the assumed distinction between 

theory and experience in the field, whereas I found theorisation to be an inseparable part 

of the experience of participant observation. Engaging in theoretically-informed 

discussion and debate with DIY activists was an important part of my participation in 

the scene, and this experience has had a significant impact on my own use and 

understanding of social theory as well as on the direction of my research.

Specifically, the concerns and interests of the anak DIY directed my research 

towards a focus on the politics of cultural production, and in theoretical terms towards a 
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closer consideration of Marxist value theory. This is not to say that I have simply 

adopted the analytical framework of my informants, which in any case would be 

impossible given their diversity of views and understandings. For example, although 

elements of autonomist theory do circulate within the DIY scene, my engagement with 

autonomist Marxism owes more to its usefulness as a Marxist understanding of 

'anarchist' practices. Also, while my focus on cultural production reflects the core 

principles and activities of the Kolektif Balai Kota, I have given less sustained attention 

to several other areas of great significance to the community, including their 

environmentalist and animal liberation politics.

Theorisation is closely connected to political commitment, and both my 

fieldwork experience and my resulting analysis are necessarily political. However, 

while I do view my research as a form of politically engaged anthropology, I do not 

position myself as a militant anthropologist in Scheper-Hughes's (1995) sense of an 

advocate for the powerless; it would be rather presumptuous and patronising for me to 

do so. Nor do I want to limit myself to a textual mode of cultural interpretation or 

critique, as advocated and practised by Marcus and Fischer (1986) among others 

(Clifford and Marcus 1986; Clifford 1997; Geertz 1988). While I do hope that my 

writing can serve as a kind of political intervention, however minor, I do not wish to 

separate the writing process from my broader political engagement. Political 

engagement is often counterposed to more textual modes of cultural critique, but it may 

be possible to establish a productive tension or synthesis between them (Hale 2006).

Such attempts to integrate political activism into institutionalised academic 

research may be viewed as a vector for recuperation (Eden 2007:270-271; Hutnyk 

2000:26). However, ethnographic research may also be a useful form of political praxis; 

not only is political engagement integral to establishing an understanding of social 

processes, but social theory also usefully informs political action (Juris 2007; Mathers 

and Novelli 2007; Turner 2006). The real question here is not one of politically applied 

versus 'pure' research, but rather of what kind of politics is expressed through one's 

research. Graeber (2004) suggests that anthropology has not yet lived up to its political 

potential—a potential which he identifies as broadly anarchist. I am hesitant to make 

such an explicit connection; my political contribution to the Bandung DIY community 

has been tentative and modest, although I have sought to engage with their ideas and 

activities as a serious anti-capitalist political project. My solidarity is expressed in part 

through subjecting their goals and strategies to a thorough and honest political critique, 
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in keeping with their own practices of debate and assessment. At the same time, I cannot 

ignore the impact that they have had on my own political development, although my 

engagement with the DIY community did not so much offer me a new political 

framework as open up new lines of enquiry.

The politics of cultural production in the Bandung DIY hardcore scene

The Bandung DIY hardcore scene is a rather small and marginal community, but 

its participants are engaged in a project of autonomous cultural production that reveals 

political possibilities, desires, and contradictions of much wider significance. Their 

values of autonomy (kemandirian) and community (komunitas) are both specific to their 

own praxis and gesture towards a more inclusive project of social transformation. I thus 

seek to understand the cultural politics of DIY hardcore not as a politics of identity, 

representation, or recognition, but as a politics of value. DIY hardcore is an attempt to 

move beyond spectacular subcultural resistance, to express and realise alternative social 

values. In doing so, the anak DIY are conscious of their own powers of social creativity, 

the 'constituent imagination' at the basis of human society (Castoriadis 1987; Graeber 

2001, 2004; Negri 1996). At the same time, the very real obstacles they face—some 

external to the DIY community, other self-imposed—ensure that this attempt cannot 

develop much beyond a gesture of refusal. I will describe and assess these political 

possibilities and limitations over the next five chapters, before summing up with a 

political critique of DIY hardcore as a form of anti-capitalist praxis.

In Chapter 2, I focus on the broader underground music scene, providing 

historical and social context for the DIY community. I describe the formation of the 

scene, its political radicalisation during Reformasi, and subsequent commercialisation. 

The underground reveals the limitations of subcultural resistance, and the recuperative 

powers of neoliberal capitalism, as underground independence and political opposition 

has given way to a precarious entrepreneurialism and the pursuit of subcultural capital.

In Chapter 3, I describe the social organisation and political philosophy of the 

DIY hardcore community, focusing on the Kolektif Balai Kota. I outline the DIY 

critique of the commercial underground, and argue that as well as being a reaction 

against the commercialisation of the scene it is also connected to a more comprehensive 

critique of capitalism. In attempting to put this critique into practice through the DIY 

ethic (etika DIY) of independent cultural production, the anak DIY are also attempting to 
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establish a community that is autonomous from the capitalist value system. They 

express the DIY values of autonomy and community through their social organisation 

and decision-making processes. However, there are also significant divisions in the 

community, between those who view the autonomous DIY community as an end in and 

of itself and those who position it as part of a wider political struggle.

In Chapter 4, I explore the ways in which DIY values are expressed and realised 

through musical performance and other forms of cultural expression. I argue that DIY 

hardcore is an attempt to synthesise aesthetic and political modes of expression, though 

it cannot entirely overcome the distinction between them. There is also something of a 

contradiction in DIY performance between a desire for sincere, direct and authentic 

expression and a more detached mode of political and aesthetic critique, a contradiction 

which is in part expressed through a stylistic distinction between 'youth crew' and 

'grindcore'. This distinction is not absolute, and some performers do seek to bridge this 

divide; for example, I describe in detail the attempts by members of the band Domestik 

Doktrin to engage in spectacular, Situationist-inspired forms of cultural subversion in 

the service of a sincere political commitment. Nor can DIY shows be reduced to the 

spectacle of performance; they are collaborative, participatory events that challenge the 

audience/performer divide. The DIY show is a collective, social ritual which helps to 

constitute the DIY community, while also leaving space for expressions of individual 

autonomy. However, while DIY hardcore is a form of social creativity that cannot be 

reduced to an aesthetic mode of expression, it remains entangled in the contradictions of 

the commodity form.

In Chapter 5, I explore the efforts by the anak DIY to resist the reduction of their 

cultural production to an assemblage of commodities. I describe the political economy 

of the DIY show, as the anak DIY struggle to organise and fund their performances 

without  violating their DIY ethics. I also examine the ways they use and value their 

material artefacts, in particular their records and zines. While the value of DIY products 

remains contested and contradictory, the anak DIY assert their value as forms of self-

expression, communication, and community-building, while downplaying or denying 

their market value. I thus argue that the anak DIY imbue these products with a social 

value of authenticity, which cannot be reduced to either an economic exchange value or 

a purely aesthetic use value.

In Chapter 6, I examine the role of DIY practices of production and exchange in 

establishing an alternative value system. While DIY exchange combines elements of the 
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market with a form of gift economy, DIY production points towards a more generalised 

form of reciprocity, a commons of shared culture. I argue that the anak DIY have a 

surprisingly non-fetishised understanding of their own productive activities, yet this 

does not free them from their dependence on the wider capitalist economy. DIY 

hardcore highlights the potential for non-alienated relationships which is present to 

some degree in all cultural production, but this very autonomy can also serve as a source 

of value for capital. I thus argue that DIY production should be understood in terms of 

the contested politics of value—and specifically as a form of anti-capitalist 'value 

struggle' (De Angelis 2007).

In Chapter 7, my conclusion, I position the value politics of DIY hardcore in 

relation to the broader struggle between capital and labour. In doing so, I relate their 

practices to my own theoretical and political concerns—and particularly to Marxist 

debates about the dialectic of value—but in doing so I also attempt to address those 

raised by the anak DIY themselves. They position their activities as a form of 'positive 

punk', producing an immanent social alternative rather than simply expressing their 

opposition to the status quo. However, while this is a useful counter to the kind of static 

aesthetic negation which often characterises underground culture, I remain sceptical of 

the DIY attempt to escape from the dialectical antagonism that constitutes the capitalist 

value system. My conclusion is thus quite critical and perhaps somewhat pessimistic—

but I hope that this does not overshadow their very real efforts to realise a better way of 

producing and living under difficult circumstances.
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Chapter 2
From demo to distro:

The cultural politics of the Bandung underground music scene

The city of Bandung hosts a thriving underground music scene, including 

various styles of punk, hardcore, and metal, as well as their associated subcultural 

fashions and identities.1 These styles became an established part of Indonesian youth 

culture over the course of the 1990s, in the context of increased access to global media 

and the decline of the authoritarian New Order regime (Baulch 2002; Sen & Hill 2000). 

Underground styles are a highly visible yet minority taste among young urban 

Indonesians; underground youth (anak underground) stress their distinction from more 

'mainstream' forms of popular culture, while connecting their own cultural practices to 

global underground networks. As underground youth sought a more direct and 

participatory experience of underground culture, they also established their own local 

scene, based on the independent production and performance of underground music.

The underground's relative independence from the commercial cultural 

industries is a major basis for the perceived authenticity of the scene and the identities, 

lifestyles and communities it encompasses, establishing it as a relatively autonomous 

field of cultural production (Bourdieu 1996). The scene is sustained by regular 

underground music festivals, by local bands releasing cassette recordings through local 

independent labels, and by an array of enterprises, ranging from informal street stalls 

(lapak) to established shop-front outlets (distro) dedicated to underground music and 

fashion. The organisation of this industry owes something to the informal economy of 

urban Indonesia, and specifically to the 'cassette culture' of Indonesian popular music 

(Barendregt and van Zanten 2002; Wallach 2008a). The social and economic 

organisation of the Indonesian scene has also been significantly influenced by the 'Do It 

Yourself' (DIY) production practices developed in punk and hardcore scenes in North 

America and Europe (see Goshert 2000; Moore 2007; O'Connor 2008; Thompson 

2004).

The Bandung scene became highly politicised during the 1998 student-led revolt 

against the authoritarian New Order regime and the following period of Reformasi. By 

2004, however, active political engagement was in decline in the scene, although the 

1 The subcultural boundaries of the scene are positionally relative and often idiosyncratic; I am adopting 
a hardcore-centred perspective which extends the boundaries of the scene to incorporate both punk 
and metal genres, while largely excluding the more commercial forms of indie rock.
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symbols and language of revolt remain important markers of underground identity. The 

scene has undergone a rapid process of commercialisation, shifting from a focus on 

counter-cultural protest to a focus on selling local fashion and music to style-conscious 

urban youth. Once a model for independent underground production and distribution, 

Bandung's distro have expanded and professionalised into a substantial industry based 

on an integrated business model of underground 'branding'. This commercial success 

has profoundly reshaped the scene, subjecting  the underground to strong aesthetic and 

economic pressures while also generating a defensive reaction from some underground 

youth.

In this chapter, I focus especially on those underground youth who are most 

committed to the scene and actively involved in cultural production—the 'scenesters'—

and the ways in which their particular experiences of cultural production and 

precariousness relate to their struggles for autonomy. Within the scene, this struggle is 

largely framed in terms of a conflict between authenticity and commercialisation. 

Underlying this is a process of commodification of underground styles, identities, and 

social relationships—a process which has taken place largely through the 

entrepreneurial activities of the scenesters themselves, rather than through direct 

appropriation by a commercial 'mainstream'. While the underground is often positioned 

against neoliberalism—and incorporates explicitly anti-capitalist politics—it is strongly 

influenced by neoliberal ideology and conditions. This is evident in the ambiguous and 

contradictory meanings attached to the central underground value of kemandirian 

(independence or autonomy).

Building an independent scene

While there has long been a local rock music industry in Indonesia, underground 

music arrived primarily as commercial media images, as videos on MTV or photos in 

the pages of Hai2 magazine (Baulch 2002; Sutton 2003). However, local scenes 

developed as fans sought out the underground roots of these images, established 

connections with global exchange and information networks, and turned to local 

performance and production. Independent production and exchange networks developed 

for underground commodities such as music cassettes, zines (photocopied publications), 

band t-shirts and other merchandise, while local structures and enterprises were 

2 Hai is a popular music, fashion and lifestyle magazine aimed primarily at adolescent boys.
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developed to support and promote performances by local bands. Thus, despite its 

commercial origins, underground music was re-appropriated by some urban youth as a 

form of independent DIY culture.

The formation of the Bandung underground scene can thus be considered a 

process of re-appropriation or territorialisation of global media images (Baulch 2007; 

Pickles 2007:224-227). This process includes a degree of cultural localisation; for 

example, the performance group Punklung combine underground style with calung and 

angklung—traditional Sundanese bamboo percussion instruments (see Image 5).3 

However, this kind of spectacular and self-conscious hybridity is atypical, and for the 

most part, the Bandung underground continues to adopt styles and genres that have been 

set by more central scenes in North America and Europe. English lyrics, terms, and 

phrases are also important markers of underground identity, and help connect the local 

3 Punklung have a consciously traditionalist mission ;as one of their leaflets explains, in a mixture of 
Indonesian and Sundanese, 'We're punk kids playing calung, our inheritance from our great-
grandmothers... taking a stand against the chaotic currents of globalisation!'
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Image 5 Punklung, a musical 
collective combining punk style with 
traditional Sundanese bamboo 
percussion instruments (calung),  
performing at a Bandung show 
featuring Hungarian hardcore band 
Barackca (December 10, 2004).

Image 6 Hai magazine (May 5-11, 2003) featuring 
Bandung industrial rock band Koil. The headline 
translates as, 'Sweep away the majors! The indies 
are here!'



scene to global underground networks; however, there has been a notable shift from 

predominantly English to Indonesian lyrics, reflecting the development of a more 

locally-grounded scene (see Wallach 2003). The transnational connections that make up 

underground networks are far from being even, as O'Connor (2004) points out, and the 

Bandung scene remains in a rather peripheral and dependent position. Nevertheless, the 

Bandung scene has developed its own distinctive local forms of social organisation and 

cultural production.

As the local scene became established, various music-based underground styles 

were differentiated from a generic alternatif style, becoming understood as distinct and 

sometimes even antagonistic subcultural identities. However, scene unity is cultivated 

as an explicit goal, and is sustained by shared social networks, institutions, spaces, 

events and practices, as well as their common opposition to mainstream pop culture. In 

Bandung, an important factor in forging this sense of unity in diversity were the regular 

multi-genre music festivals held at the GOR Saparua sports centre; the scene of the late 

1990s is often referred to as the Jaman Saparua (Saparua Era). Representative bands of 

this era include the the hardcore bands Full of Hate, Puppen, and Jeruji, as well as 

Keparat (anarcho-punk), Runtah (skinhead punk), and Forgotten (death metal).4 Many 

of these bands remain active in the scene today.

As more mainstream production and distribution channels were largely closed to 

underground music, underground youth established their own, and a commitment to a 

DIY ethos soon developed as an important principle of the scene. Along with forming 

bands, local scenesters established labels, distros, and other small-scale enterprises 

outside of the established cultural industries, using informal networks to produce and 

distribute their cassette recordings and other merchandise. Underground scenesters also 

began to self-publish newsletters and zines on a small-scale and largely non-profit basis. 

The early scene did not receive much support from the mainstream media, although 

underground bands did get some airplay on Radio GMR, a local rock station that helped 

to nurture the nascent scene.

The underground scene is a site of alternative community and sociality as well as 

cultural production (Wallach 2008a:226-234, 2008b). A number of hangout spots 

(hangout or tempat nongkrong5) were established as places where the underground 
4 Puppen is Dutch for 'shit', while Jeruji means 'bars' (as in prison bars) in Indonesian, Keparat means 

'bastard', and Runtah is Sundanese for 'trash'. The sounds of this scene are captured in a popular live 
recording by Spills Records (2002), featuring Puppen, Jeruji, Forgotten, and the youth crew hardcore 
band Blind To See.

5 Nongkrong is a colloquial Indonesian word borrowed from Javanese, literally referring to squatting 
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youth could gather to talk, drink, smoke, trade, and organise, and around which 

stylistically-differentiated underground communities coalesced. One of the most 

prominent is 'PI', a popular street punk hangout along Jalan Sumatera near the Bandung 

Indah Plaza (BIP), a major shopping centre in the heart of Bandung's commercial 

district.6 In the Saparua era, this became a major gathering place for the underground 

scene, attracting mainly punks and skinheads who were increasingly abandoning the 

mall itself. A more metal-oriented underground community developed in Ujung Berung, 

a working class neighbourhood east of the city; this group became known as the 'Ujung 

Berung Homeless Crew'.

By the late 1990s, a fairly well-defined and independent underground scene had 

cohered around these exchange networks, subcultural institutions, and music-based 

communities. Resmi (2001) argues that the Bandung punk scene of this period failed to 

constitute a coherent subculture because of its internal divisions and weak adherence to 

punk values. However, in the face of the later growth, fragmentation, and 

commercialisation of the scene, the Saparua Era is now looked back on as something of 

a golden age of scene unity and underground authenticity.7 The success of early 

underground enterprises helped to establish the scene as a network of producers as well 

as consumers of underground music, asserting a confident if marginal autonomy from 

dominant economic, political, and social systems.

At the end of the 1990s, as the Indonesian economy and the Suharto regime 

entered a period of profound crisis, this underground autonomy was infused with a more 

overtly political and anti-capitalist content. The 1997 Asian Financial Crisis further 

encouraged local production, as the cost of imported underground commodities sky-

rocketed. The underground scene was also profoundly affected by the politically-

charged atmosphere of Reformasi, as underground youth joined in protest 

demonstrations (demo) and other forms of direct action (aksi). Many prominent 

scenesters—now regarded as pahlawan underground ('underground heroes' or scene 

veterans)—played an active role in the more radical wing of the protest movement, 

joining in street battles against the police and military and calling for fundamental social 

down but more broadly meaning 'hanging around' and engaging in idle conversation. In Bandung the 
equivalent Sundanese term, nangkring, is also used.

6 This Jalan Sumatera punk community was the subject of an undergraduate skripsi (dissertation) by 
Resmi Setia M.S. (2001).

7 This nostalgia also plays a role in the commercialisation and 'mainstreaming' of the scene, as 
underground bands that became established in the 1990s scene now attract large followings that 
extend beyond the scene itself. Several classic underground recordings have been re-released, and a 
few defunct bands have reformed to take advantage of this resurgence of popularity.
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and political change. Rejecting the 'moral purity' and appeals to authority that 

characterised the more conservative wing of the student movement, radical activists 

sought to connect students with the urban poor and the working class in a popular 

uprising (Aspinall 2005:226-229; Lane 2008:174-201; McRae 2001:34-36). This 

attempt left its mark on the social composition and politics of the underground scene, as 

well as on its forms of aesthetic expression.

Reformasi was the highpoint for anarcho-punk in the Indonesian underground, a 

combination of militant anarchist politics and aggressive punk music which gave voice 

to newly assertive identities and politics of youth (Pickles 2001, 2007). Indonesian 

anarcho-punk took the ascendant liberalising tendencies of the Reformasi era to an 

extreme, emphasising a radical and disruptive form of individual autonomy against the 

disciplining powers of the state. This approach to punk independence is articulated by 

the Bandung anarcho-punk band Keparat in their Reformasi era song 'No Rules' (1999):

Life in freedom with no rules
Move from one place to another place
Drink beer drink beer till get drunk
Against against against till get mad
They hate government
'Cause all government is oppression
Kick the system burn it down
Hate a cops hate the pigs
Hate a racist beat em all
And proud to be a free man!8

Inspired in part by the European antifa (militant anti-fascist) movement and 

anarcho-punk squatter scene, Bandung punks also began to develop into a more 

organised social movement, establishing organising collectives such as the Front Anti 

Fasis (Pickles 2001:60-73). Underground zines from this period, such as Submissive  

Riot, Membakar Batas and Kontaminasi Propaganda (see Image 7), explicitly link the 

scene to militant politics. 

The underground scene flourished and continued to radicalise in the period of 

cultural liberalisation following the overthrow of Suharto, even as the student 

movement itself was beginning to decline and fragment. With their newly radicalising 

political outlook, the anak underground transformed their 'Do It Yourself' cultural 

practices from the enforced independence of a marginalised subculture into a positive 

8 Original lyrics in English.
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assertion of underground autonomy. The legacy of this period remains in the images and 

discourses of resistance that proliferate in the underground scene, and in the status 

accorded to those scene veterans who took part in the struggle. However, as the 

Reformasi struggle subsided, anarcho-punk as a distinct political and subcultural current 

has also declined.

In the 2000s the underground as a whole has become much less politically 

active, reflecting broader trends among Indonesian youth towards lifestylism and 

political pessimism (Juliastuti 2006; Nilan 2004). Underground activism is now a 

relatively marginal part of the scene, and the political ideas, identities, and practices 

associated with it have only been haphazardly passed down to younger generations of 

underground youth.9 While they retain a certain nostalgic attachment to their street 

fighting years, many scenesters are now concerned with establishing the respectability, 

popularity, and commercial success (sukses) of their own ventures and the wider scene. 

As the scene matures, it is also being routinised and depoliticised, as scenesters become 

more concerned with making a living rather than fighting for liberation. As hardcore 
9 This was dramatised during a 2005 underground show, when the punk band Error Brain—formed in 

1997—attempted to start a rousing, sing-along rendition of the student marching song turned punk 
anthem 'Darah Juang'. Most scene veterans are familiar with this song from their protest days, or at 
least from the popular punk rock version recorded by Marjinal (1999). However, the band's attempt 
fell flat, as the younger fans who made up most of the audience were unable to join in.
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Image 7 Kontaminasi Propaganda zine (1999), produced by the digital hardcore band Kontaminasi 
Kapitalis. The front cover reads 'Punk is politics' and 'There is only one solution: Revolution'.



musician 'Hard Fighter' explains:

Well, in the past, at Harder [a hardcore distro], every month we'd hold a 
discussion about political issues, but now most people are busy with their own 
things. Because there are a lot of people who are now married, or are busy with 
their own lives. So political issues are now pretty rare in the underground 
scene, I know. If that's a change from the past, well, times have changed, and I 
guess we've changed over the years, too. These days, the relationship between 
underground music and politics... yeah, they're pretty far apart. Everyone is 
busy with their own lives, I guess.10

There has been a turn to entrepreneurialism and commercialisation within the 

scene, leading to significant growth but also some loss of their distinctive underground 

identity and community solidarity. These historical shifts have had a significant 

influence on the ways in which underground independence is understood and enacted. 

Underground youth are most at pains to distinguish themselves from their more 

mainstream counterparts, the anak gaul ('trendy kids') who personify pop culture 

consumerism and neoliberal individualism. To be gaul is to engage in a cosmopolitan, 

casual, and modern mode of sociality, displaying a comfortable affluence and a 

conspicuous flair for global popular culture (Smith-Hefner 2007). Many young, urban 

Indonesians aspire to be fashionable anak gaul, but from the perspective of underground 

youth, they are shallow, inauthentic trend-followers who are dependent on the corporate 

culture industry. This image of the anak gaul reflects an extant identity and mode of 

consumption, but it is also in part a construction of the underground, an image of the 

denigrated  mainstream against which underground authenticity is defined (Baulch 

2007:23; Duncombe 1997:40-43; Thornton 1996:87-115).

However, the harshest criticism is reserved for those they view as 'sell-outs' 

(sellout), scenesters who leave or betray the underground in the pursuit of mainstream 

commercial success. Yet there is no agreed upon standard which distinguishes a sellout  

from a successful pahlawan underground—indeed, some prominent scenesters may be 

labelled as both. Perhaps most notable is Arian13, former vocalist for the legendary 

Bandung underground band Puppen, producer of Tigabelas ('thirteen') zine, and founder 

of DIY label Parau Records. A pioneer of the Bandung scene, Arian13 subsequently 

moved to Jakarta to work as an editor for MTVTrax magazine and gained considerable 

success with his rock band Seringai. Bandung scenesters now often label him a sell-out, 

yet Arian13 insists that he has stayed true to his own principles of independence:

10 Interview with Hard Fighter, December 2004.
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Because what I do before, I was considered one of the 'godfather' of 
underground. But actually, I never called myself 'underground' or ask to be 
called 'underground'. So when I try to do things that are not considered 
'underground', the battle cry calling me a sell-out began. […] To be honest, I 
see that at some point the 'underground' scene has too many rules. But in the 
beginning I was kicking any rules, so I guess I have kicked those underground 
rules too! Being called a sell out, I really don't care. Selling out to me for 
example is like working or doing something you don't like, but because of 
money, you still do it. And me, I am not doing something I don't like. And now 
I am saving money to start my own magazine, and I have a dream having my 
own record store, bar and venue where rock bands can play there with great 
sound system.11

Signing a contract with a major label is often taken as evidence that an 

underground band has sold out, yet this is not always the case; for example, the 

Bandung metalcore band Burgerkill signed a record deal with Sony in 2003, yet have 

largely retained their underground status. Local underground music, often re-framed as 

'indie', has begun appearing on MTV, commercial radio, and in mainstream youth 

magazines like MTV Trax and Hai (see Image 6). While many scenesters take pride in 

such examples of the scene's growing profile, others have reacted with condemnation. 

In their song 'Band Hardcore Majalah HAI' (2002), DIY hardcore band Anjing Tanah 

angrily denounce hardcore bands that have featured in Hai magazine or other 

mainstream media as just 'another kind of shit in the toilet'.12 This is in part a conflict 

over status within the underground, but there is also a real concern that such success and 

publicity will lead to domestication and mainstream appropriation. Many scenesters 

remain opposed to 'selling out' to major record labels and the mainstream media, seeing 

them as violations of the underground commitment to economic independence and anti-

corporate politics.

The Bandung scene has not entirely abandoned the 'Do It Yourself' ethic of punk, 

but it has become increasingly entangled in commercial activities. DIY has thus become 

a highly contested term in the Bandung underground, deployed variously in support of 

anti-corporate activism, underground entrepreneurialism, or even engagement with the 

commercial mainstream. Most scenesters view independent production as both an 

underground value and a practical necessity, seeking to avoid mainstream commercial 

appropriation or 'selling out', while accepting the commercial dimension of the 

underground scene itself. Many veterans of the scene proudly point to the growth and 
11 Email interview, October 2004. Original in English.
12 See Appendix B2 for complete lyrics.
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development of the scene as the end result of a decade of commitment and struggle. Yet 

they also express some uneasiness with the direction of the scene, concerned that their 

success has brought fragmentation and commercialisation, threatening the loss of their 

carefully cultivated underground authenticity and the dissolution of their underground 

community.

These debates over DIY and underground independence can in part be understood 

in terms of the relative autonomy of a field of cultural production, structured according 

to symbolic rather than economic value. Bourdieu (1996:142-146) makes a distinction 

between the restricted field of 'art for art's sake' production, by artists for artists, and the 

field of large-scale artistic production oriented towards a wider market. Punk or 

underground autonomy can similarly be viewed as the assertion of a system of aesthetic 

value against the logic of the market (Moore 2007; O'Connor 2008; Thompson 2004). 

However, rather than clearly delineated and separate fields, these different forms of 

production are articulated as different and opposing tendencies within a single scene, as 

the Bandung underground incorporates both DIY production 'by the kids, for the kids' 

and production oriented to a wider youth market.

O'Hara (1999) describes the punk ethos of independence as one of radical, 

anarchist autonomy, while Traber (2001:38-40) argues that, despite its oppositional 

positioning, punk autonomy ultimately reflects the dominant discourse of liberal 

individualism. Both these assessments can be applied to the Bandung scene and its 

contradictory struggle for autonomy. The more commercial forms of DIY production are 

not legitimised by appeals to naked market logic; instead, they are defended in terms of 

pursuing one's own independent course or as making a contribution to the development 

(perkembangan) of the scene as a whole. In addition to their personal independence, 

scenesters also place considerable importance on community solidarity and unity 

(kesatuan komunitas). Nor is DIY independence wholly driven by aesthetic value; there 

are conscious political values at play as well. Under the New Order and during 

Reformasi the underground scene was united in seeking independence from repressive 

state control and authoritarian capitalism. However, in the post-Reformasi era, this 

clarity of purpose has been lost, replaced by more ambivalent entanglements with 

neoliberal capitalism. 
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Precarious youth

The underground approach to independence reflects the position of scenesters as 

precariously employed urban youth. Youth (anak muda) comprise an ambivalent 

category in neoliberal Indonesia, associated with global modernity and affluence, but 

also with frustrated aspirations, neoliberal uncertainty, and social anxieties (Nilan 2004; 

Nilan et al 2009; Shiraishi 1997:149-160; Spyer 2004; White 2009). Discourses on 

youth often fall into the familiar dichotomy of 'youth as trouble' and 'youth as fun', that 

is, youth as a potential threat to social order versus youth as trendy, carefree consumers 

(Hebdige 1988:17-19). In Indonesia, youthful consumption is celebrated as the fruits of 

development and proof of modernity, but it is also stigmatised as a symptom of 

Westernisation and the breakdown of the traditional social order (Handajani 2008; 

Harding 2008; Smith-Hefner 2007; Wright Webster 2009). Navigating between these 

conflicting images of modern Indonesian youth, the anak underground pursue an 

alternative version of youthful modernity, challenging and destabilising established 

discourses of youth and class.

In global popular culture, 'youth' has become increasingly detached from 

chronological age, repositioned as a new mode of consumption rather than a collective 

generational identity (Giroux 1998; Hebdige 1988). This applies to some extent to the 

Indonesian underground as well; an underground lifestyle is often associated with an 

idealised sense of rebellious independence from adult norms and expectations which is 

not primarily articulated in strictly generational terms. Most underground youth are 

young men in their teens or early twenties, but some scene veterans are in their thirties. 

These older scenesters are typically more deeply invested in their underground tastes 

and activities compared to younger fans. Andes (1998) and Bennett (2006) suggest that 

older punks tend to internalise their subcultural identity as they move away from the 

more spectacular fashions and lifestyles, but many Bandung scenesters continue to 

maintain a youthful underground identity, attitude, and style as part of their role in the 

scene. While an assertion of youthful, masculine independence is often tolerated or even 

encouraged for young Indonesian men, the underground pushes this into more 

disruptive or oppositional territory.

Underground discourses of authenticity often falls into the well-established 

pattern of contrasting a feminised mainstream with a masculine underground 

(McRobbie and Garber 1976; Thornton 1996:103-104). As is often the case with such 
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music scenes (Cohen 1997; Straw 1997), the Bandung underground is very much a 

masculine space. Underground style can be situated as part of a realignment of 

Indonesian masculinities, connecting changing local conceptions of young male identity 

with global images of 'hypermasculinity' (Nilan 2009b). Punk, hardcore, and other 

underground subcultures can also offer young women resources for 'gender resistance', 

fighting against both dominant gender norms and the male dominance of the scene itself 

(Kearney 1998; Leblanc 1999; Leonard 1997; Piano 2003). However, the dominant 

Indonesian social norms of female modesty and gender separation militate against 

significant female participation in the Bandung underground scene. Young Indonesian 

women are typically subject to rather strict regimes of moral surveillance, control, and 

self-discipline (Bennett 2005; Wright Webster 2009). While there are a few young 

women who are actively involved in the scene, they are a small minority.

Underground youth come from mixed class backgrounds, from street kids to the 

children of the elite, though most fall somewhere between these extremes. Many are 

students or recent graduates; those who are employed tend to work in 'white-collar' 

service, clerical, professional, or cultural industries, though a significant number also 

engage in semi-formal or informal economic activities associated with the scene itself. 

In general, underground youth tend to have relatively high levels of education and 

modern consumption tastes, but also tend to be rather income poor. There are a large 

number of educated, urban youth who are unemployed or underemployed in Indonesia 

(IYEN 2004).13 Young Indonesians are staying in education for longer, but there are not 

enough jobs to go around, particularly given the high expectations associated with both 

senior high school (SMA) and tertiary qualifications. Many end up out of work, in the 

informal sector, or pursuing worthless further qualifications—often remaining 

dependent on their parents for financial support. The importance of kemandirian for 

underground youth needs to be considered in this context.

One of the key factors distinguishing scenesters from fans is that the former 

engage in a substantial amount of work within the scene, as professional musicians, 

artists, music journalists, event organisers, managers, clothing makers, and underground 

entrepreneurs. There is significant diversity within these underground occupations; 

13 According to the 2003 National Labour Force Survey, 52.7% of Indonesians aged 15 to 24 were 
unemployed or underemployed, while 20.6% were neither in education nor in the workforce (IYEN 
2004:6). A particularly high proportion of young people in Bandung continue into higher secondary 
and tertiary education compared to the Indonesian average; in 2002, 65.7% of 16 to 18 year-olds and 
30.0% of 19 to 24 year-olds in Bandung attended school or university, compared to 49.9% and 11.7% 
nationally (Indonesia Human Development Report 2004:158).
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while some develop their underground activities into successful music careers or 

thriving businesses, others find work as street traders or pengamen (buskers). Yet they 

share a common experience of precarious independence.

This experience can be defined as a form of 'precarity', a concept that emphasises 

the insecurity and precariousness of labour under post-Fordist or neoliberal capitalism 

(Foti 2004; Mute 2005; Neilson & Rossiter 2005; Ross 2008). Precarity is associated 

with newly ascendant forms of exploitation, precarious independence, and the erosion 

of the boundary between life and work experienced by those subject to flexible labour 

regimes, particularly young, casual, and informal workers in the service, cultural, and 

information industries. Thus, Pedaci (2010) argues that precarity is a neoliberal 

mechanism for disciplining and politically disorganising labour. However, like 

neoliberalism itself, precarity—particularly as experienced within the cultural industries

—also draws on the very real attractions of flexibility, freedom of movement, self-

direction and self-management (Gill and Pratt 2008; Hesmondhalgh and Baker 2010; 

McRobbie 2002; Ross 2004, 2009). Some theorists and activists posit precarious 

workers as a new autonomous political subject (Hardt & Negri 2005; Papadopoulos, 

Stephenson & Tsianos 2008:222-258).

Some adaptations are obviously required to apply the concept of precarity to the 

Indonesian context, where work in the modern cultural and service industries remain 

relatively privileged forms of labour. The discourse on precarity often adopts a 

Eurocentric and rather ahistorical assumption that precariousness is the exception rather 

than the norm for labour under capitalism (Federici 2010; Mitropoulos 2005:15-16; 

Neilson & Rossiter 2008). However, a suitably expansive concept of precarity does 

apply quite well to the experiences of underground youth, and to other urban Indonesian 

youth in similar circumstances. Although it is important to acknowledge the real 

differences between the confident autonomy of successful underground artists and 

entrepreneurs and the often anxious precariousness of street kids and the urban poor, 

there are also commonalties (see Berman 2000; Jellinek 1990; Murray 1991b). The 

scene has connections to the informal street economy, and while most 'street punks' are 

only partially 'living on the street' (hidup di jalan), the scene also attracts a number of 

homeless street kids (anak jalanan), who have adopted punk style as an important part 

of their identity (Beazley 2003).

The Indonesian underground thus appears as an unstable alliance of young culture 

and service industry workers, urban poor, student activists and aspiring intellectuals. 
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This kind of precarious coalition lies at the heart of precarity as a political concept 

(Mitropoulos 2005; Neilson and Rossiter 2008; Papadopoulos, Stephenson & Tsianos 

2008:250-256; Ross 2008:41-45). Yet, despite the significant role of political symbols 

and actions in the underground scene, the underground as a whole has not mobilised 

politically around or against their own precarious conditions of labour and does not 

constitute a class-conscious 'precariat'. Instead, underground autonomy and community 

has been harnessed towards a rather neoliberal form of entrepreneurial commerce. It has 

developed as a precarious bohemia, rather than a movement of the precarious.

This kind of underground bohemia may be seen as a way to transcend or escape 

from ethnic, religious, and class divides (Muggleton 2000:160-162; Pickles 2007:241; 

Thornton 1996:105; Wallach 2008b:102). The Indonesian underground does manage to 

set aside many of the ethnic and religious divisions which are so prominent in 

Indonesian social life; however, it cannot be characterised as transcending or ignoring 

class. Class anxieties are often displaced onto youth (Comaroff and Comaroff 2000:306; 

Clarke et al 1976:17-30; Ortner 1998; Willis 1993:375-379), but underground youth 

reinfuse their identities with explicit class content.

 Underground youth from various socio-economic backgrounds regularly engage 

in self-conscious stylistic and ideological identification with a working class identity—

albeit one cast largely in global, modern, and even cosmopolitan terms. Clarke et al 

(1976) characterise subcultural styles as symbolic attempts to recapture a lost working 

class identity and community, but Indonesian underground identity is modelled more on 

Western subcultural styles rather than drawing on traditional Indonesian working class 

identities (see Images 8 to 12). Nevertheless, this working class identity is overt, 

spectacular, and often political. For example, Workers distro in Bandung produces and 

sells merchandise in skinhead, ska, and punk styles, gesturing towards a working class 

identity that is marked as Western (and more specifically as British), but which also 

encompasses an ideological affiliation with the international labour movement (see 

Image 11).

Politically-active scenesters have been influenced by the resurgent Indonesian 

labour movement (see Ford 2009; Hadiz 1998; La Botz 2001). The links between the 

underground and the organised labour movement are intermittent and often indirect, and 

expressions of underground support for workers' struggles are rather more common than 

solidarity as fellow workers, but they have nevertheless had a substantial impact on the 

class consciousness of the anak underground. In their song 'Kaum Pekerja' ('the 
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workers'), anarcho-punk band Marjinal (2001) invoke a politics of working class 

solidarity against capitalist oppression:

The workers take action together
Demanding justice for us all
Proclaiming their rejection
This is no time for waiting quietly
The capitalists laugh with glee
Atop a pool of workers' blood
Let's all take action together
To fight oppression

Long live the workers! Long live the workers!14

The disreputable working class masculinity of the underground also has some 

similarities with the local preman ('gangster' or 'thug') style. However, this association is 

largely symbolic and often playful; the prominent underground event organiser 

Berandalan Bandung ('Bandung Banditry') is sometimes mistaken for an actual street 

gang, much to the amusement of the scenesters. The preman is a figure of spectacular, 

male, working class criminality, but also refers specifically to members of organised 

criminal gangs, especially those associated with paramilitary 'youth' or 'security' 

organisations (satgas) (Lindsey 2001; Ryter 1998; Wilson 2006). While some 

underground youth are involved in petty crime, they are far more likely to be the victims 

rather than the perpetrators of organised preman violence.

Nevertheless, underground styles are linked to criminality, deviance, and drug 

use in the eyes of many Indonesians (Berman 2003). This falls short of a full-blown 

'moral panic' (Cohen 1972; Liew and Fu 2006) like that to which their Malaysian 

counterparts have been subjected, but the Bandung scene's bad reputation does 

contribute to the underground's distinction from the mainstream. Many underground 

youth seek to overcome this stigma, but others revel in their disreputable image. Indeed, 

many react with horror to attempts at mainstream domestication of the underground, 

such as the 2009 romantic comedy film Punk In Love (see Image 13). Perhaps most 

representative is the confrontational message of one punk's t-shirt slogan: 'Don't fucking 

judge me based on your fucking ignorance'.

The underground identification with workers and the 'underclass' is in part an 

expression of their youthful alienation from the dominant society (Hebdige 1979:62-70; 

14 See Appendix B3 for complete lyrics.
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Traber 2001). However, as Traber argues, even when lived as a 'drop out' lifestyle, this 

underground self-marginalisation can also be considered a performance of poverty that 

reinforces and reifies rather than challenges social divisions. At its most appropriative, it 

is transmuted into a form of 'poor chic', entirely detached from the lived experience of 

poverty (Halnon 2002; Halnon and Cohen 2006; McRobbie 1988:26-27; Murray 

1991a). Underground style can thus become a commodified performance of working 

class identity that undercuts any deeper form of class identification or mobilisation.

Indeed, due to its modern, cosmopolitan dimension, the underground is often 

identified as fundamentally 'middle class'. However, the Indonesian middle class (kelas  

menengah) tends to be identified more as a set of modern consumer lifestyles, values, 

and spaces than as a structural class position (Gerke 2000; Heryanto 1999; Young 

1999). Many poorer Indonesians find creative ways to engage in aspects of middle class 

lifestyle consumption even as they are excluded from full participation. Underground 

style sits uneasily somewhere between the exclusive, modern fashions of the new 

Indonesian middle class and the stigmatised 'kampungan' styles of the urban poor. It 

offers an alternative to the consumerist lifestyle practices of the anak gaul, who are in 

many ways the archetypical middle class youth in neoliberal Indonesia.

This contradictory and transgressive class identity is also expressed through the 

underground use of urban space, which is structured by a social opposition between the 

street and the mall. This reflects the spatialisation of class divisions in Indonesian cities, 

with modern middle class spaces separated from the streets and kampung of the urban 

poor (Kusno 2000:146-148). While the mall is a safe, secure space of gaul modernity 

(Nilan 2009a), the street is a zone of poverty and danger (Nas and Pratiwo 2003; Siegel 

1986:120). The underground both dramatises this division and contributes to their 

everyday intermingling, bringing street style into the mall and mall fashion into the 

streets. Baulch (2007:128-132) describes anak punk and anak gaul in Bali as engaging 

in a direct conflict over space and identity in shopping malls, while metalheads were 

marked by their conspicuous absence. In Bandung, while underground youth still make 

dramatic incursions into gaul spaces, for the most part they have abandoned such spaces 

for their own hangout spots—although their presence on the street at PI, just behind the 

BIP mall, is a very conspicuous 'absence'. In some ways underground youth and anak 

gaul are still competing for the same cultural turf, and the underground opposition to 

gaul consumption highlights some of their similarities as well as their differences.

Underground style seems to appeal to youth in the margins of the middle class; it 
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allows for a modern identity that is also opposed to the dominant expressions of middle 

class identity, and thus holds a particular attraction for middle class 'drop-outs', educated 

but unemployed youth and radical activists. O'Connor (2008:56-63) describes the 

typical participant in DIY hardcore as coming from this milieu. Bourdieu (1996:54-57) 

describes bohemianism as the class habitus of those who seek to make a living from art, 

and underground musicians and other scenesters can be considered to occupy a 

particular class position as cultural workers or professionals. Bohemianism often 

involves a claim to commonality with the economically and culturally marginal but, as 

Bourdieu (1996:250-252) suggests, this does not overcome the substantial differences in 

social experiences, interests, and positions. The 'art school' origins of many punk 

musicians has been taken as evidence against an authentic working class position (Frith 

1978b; Laing 1985:121-125). On the other hand, Nehring (1993:300-301) describes the 

punk underground as a working class bohemia. The Indonesian underground does 

attract some of urban poor youth, allowing them to claim aspects of a modern global 

identity while emphasising their own autonomy and agency (Beazley 2003). While a 

distinction is often made between working class subcultures and middle class counter-

cultures (Clarke et al 1976:57-71; von Havoc 1991), the Bandung underground 

possesses traits of both.

Underground identity is ambiguous in traditional class terms, but this can be seen 

as a tentative recomposition rather than a displacement of class identities (see Willis 

1993). The underground gives vocal and visible expression to the profound gap that 

exists between the ideology of affluence that dominates Indonesian youth culture and 

the actual social experiences of young, urban Indonesians, whose expectations of 

upward-mobility often lead to frustration and disappointment. At the same time, their 

ambivalent identity reflects the broader conditions of neoliberal precariousness faced by 

young people in Indonesia. Under conditions of neoliberal capitalism, globalised youth 

come to the fore as signifiers of crisis and exclusion—but also of assertive, autonomous, 

and emerging identities (Comaroff and Comaroff 2000:306-309, 2006a). The 

bohemianism of the underground is in part an adaptation to neoliberal conditions of 

precarity, but it also expresses a desire for a more radical form of autonomy.
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Image 8 A tattooed punk at the 
National Tattoo Art Festival in 
Bandung (June 6, 2004).

Image 9 A hybrid style of classic punk and metal at an 
underground music festival in Lembang (June 20, 2004).

Image 10 Metalcore style: Some of the Harder crew 
waiting to perform in Padalarang (July 10, 2004).

Image 11 Workers distro t-shirt; 'boss 
needs us we don't need the boss' and 
'workers of the world unite!' 

Image 12 
Political punk 
style at the 
Hardbreak 
underground 
music festival 
(October 3, 
2004).

Image 13 
Poster for Punk 
In Love, a 2009 
Indonesian 
romantic 
comedy film. 
The slogan 
translates as 
'Their hair may 
be spiked, but 
their hearts are 
dangdut.'



Performing disorder

Indonesian underground music has often been described as a spectacular 

performance of disorder and resistance, a youthful 'outlaw' style that posed a disruptive 

challenge to the authoritarian hierarchy and discipline of New Order Indonesia (Bodden 

2005; Pickles 2001:36-59; Sen and Hill 2000:177-184). The underground ideal is to live 

tanpa batas—without limits.15 Through their public performances of disorderliness, their 

threatening styles and aggressive music, the anak underground dramatically violate 

mainstream social norms, especially as Indonesian youth culture increasingly embraces 

Muslim values of respectability, modesty, and restraint (see Nilan 2006a; Parker 2008; 

Smith-Hefner 2006). Underground performances are unruly, vulgar, destructive, and 

transgressive—an example of  'carnivalesque' resistance to the established order 

(Bakhtin 1984; Halnon 2006). However, as the scene has become well-established, they 

are also becoming increasingly domesticated and routinised, reduced to an image of 

rowdy but politically harmless fun.

The underground values attitudes and aesthetics that are slengean (grungy) and 

brutal (brutal, hard and aggressive), inverting the dominant Indonesian value system 

that prefers the halus ('smooth' or 'refined') over the kasar ('coarse' or 'vulgar'). 

Underground youth thus perform and embody many of the perceived negative effects of 

Westernisation. Yet they also fit an established cultural association of youth with 

disorder, to be met with an ambivalent mix of permissive tolerance and arbitrary 

discipline (Shiraishi 1997; van Dijk 2002). There is also some resonance with the 

romantic nationalist image of the revolutionary youth (pemuda) of the Indonesian anti-

colonial struggle, who are often represented as ragged, long-haired 'rebels with a cause' 

(Anderson 1972; Frederick 1997). With their dyed, spiked hair, tattoos and piercings, 

and torn clothes covered in patches and slogans, underground style contributes to a 

confrontational, anarchic image, as celebrated by Keparat in their song 'Disorder' 

(1999):

Wear the leather jacket and boots
And walk around the street
Try to stand together
Make the riot and chaos
Disorder—chaos!
Spike head hair style

15 Tanpa batas can also be interpreted as the Indonesian version of the anarcho-punk slogan 'no borders', 
a call for a radically mobile life that exceeds the borders of the nation state. 
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And angry voices
Studs on jacket
And already to fight16

This may seem to reduce underground resistance to a provocative style, but it is 

also an attempt to express a collective, oppositional mode of resistance and solidarity 

through style (Pickles 2001:38-51). Indeed, Keparat claim that this song is intended to 

'prove that punk is not just a fashion but that it can become a threat to the oppressors', 

echoing Hebdige's (1979, 1988:18) argument that subcultural youth 'pose a threat' 

through assertive and subversive displays of style. Hebdige (1979:102-112) describes 

punk fashion as a form of 'semiotic guerrilla warfare', a creative and threatening 

disruption of cultural symbols. However, underground music and fashion are marked 

less by free-floating creativity than by performances of negation and inversion (Laing 

1985; Pickles 2007:230-236).

Underground style also incorporates more explicitly political symbols of 

resistance, but these political symbols reflect varying degrees of ideological adherence 

and political practice. Punk and hardcore are particularly associated with anarchism, and 

anarchist symbols like the black flag and circle-A are widespread in the scene (see 

Image 12). I even spotted an anarchy symbol on an angkot (minibus) on the streets of 

Bandung (Image 14). However, these symbols often stand for a punk attitude of 

youthful rebellion and underground cool, rather than a clear commitment to anarchism 

as a political philosophy—an example of what Willis (1993:374) calls a 'political style 

affiliation'. While an explicitly political anarcho-punk movement has developed from 

this association (see McKay 1996:73-101; O'Hara 1999:153-166), punk anarchism 

typically takes the form of a radical and disruptive but politically unfocused cultural 

revolt (Marcus 2001; Nehring 1993). In the Bandung underground, anarchism tends to 

be more about personal freedom from restraint (kebebasan) rather than building a 

libertarian communist society. Anarki is also a term used in Indonesian state security 

discourse to describe mob violence and the breakdown of social order17, and while many 

anak underground contest their characterisation as wantonly destructive 'anarchists', the 

underground also appropriates these connotations of chaos, danger, and violence to 

represent the symbolic revolt of punk disorder.

16 Original in English.
17 For example, a police sign near the Bandung City Hall reads: 'Protests often lead to ANARCHY, 

mutual dialogue leads to HARMONY' (In the original Indonesian: Unjuk rasa sering menjadi  
ANARKIS, dialog berbagi rasi semua jadi HARMONIS).
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At street hangouts, shows, and other underground gatherings, anak underground 

engage in a masculine sociability which is also a public display of disorderliness: heavy 

drinking, swearing, sexual innuendo, and sometimes fighting. In the underground, a 

transgressive performance of public intoxication—getting mabuk sekali ('totally 

wasted') on alcohol or other drugs—is associated with youthful independence and 

freedom from social constraints.18 Seringai, a Jakarta-based rock band with roots in the 

Bandung underground scene, expresses this in their song 'Alkohol' (2004), describing 

youth in terms of the drunken, rebellious energy of a generation that 'rejects old age':

18 Both alcohol and marijuana (ganja) are frequently consumed by underground youth, and there is some 
use of shabu (methamphetamines, often mixed with caffeine) and putauw (low-grade heroin). 
However, while underground youth are often stigmatised as drug users, the use of hard drugs 
(narkoba) is relatively uncommon within the scene.
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Image 14 Anarchist symbols on a Bandung Angkot (public 
minibus).

Image 15 'Indonesian Rum' (pineapple 
arak) by Drunk 'N' Pogo Spirit, sold at 
a hardcore show in Yogyakarta. The 
slogan, in Javanese and Indonesian, 
reads 'drink booze to pogo hard... drink 
booze to pour out your heart'. A 'police 
warning' in English tells consumers, 'do 
not fight in the gig after drinking this 
liquid.'Image 16 Mosh pit at the Pogo Attack!!! underground 

music festival, Buqiet Skatepark (September 5, 2004).



Yeah! I’m not getting any younger, but my attitude rejects old age
My energy is high octane
Inflaming lust for life, stay young
Alcohol! Yeah!
Stay a kid, refuse to grow up
This passion will never stop, yeah!
This song is for you: the generation that rejects old age
Alcohol! Yeah! Hey! Alcohol!

In the scene, alcohol is often consumed excessively and publicly, with the 

intention of not just of getting mabuk, but getting noticeably, loudly, spectacularly 

mabuk; underground youth will often drink until they vomit (memuntahin). This 

drinking and vomiting can be seen as an embodiment of carnivalesque transgression, a 

celebration of excess, degradation, and a free-flowing openness to the material world 

(Bakhtin 1984:281). To be mabuk is to be crazy (gila), but also open and liberated 

(bebas), able to engage in uninhibited acts of expression (see Image 15).

Underground disorder takes on a particularly celebratory and collective 

expression in the carnivalesque spaces of underground shows (acara or gigs) and music 

festivals (pesta or festival), though steps are being taken by some in the scene to 

moderate and professionalise these events. Apart from the energetic stage antics of the 

bands—an expected part of most underground performances—the 'pit' at the front of the 

stage is a zone for uninhibited but not entirely unstructured forms of violent dancing 

(see Image 16). For punk and hardcore music, the normal form of pit dancing is called 

pogo or moshing—terms adopted from the global underground—though the form is 

closer to slamdancing (Tsitsos 1999:405-406). In an Indonesian pit, dancers move 

quickly in a haphazard fashion, frequently smashing into each other with significant 

force, while swinging or windmilling their arms and more rarely kicking out with their 

legs. If a pit is particularly crowded, it may become a surging mass closer to what is 

usually called a 'mosh pit' in Western scenes. Periodically, dancers will attempt to scale 

the stage to engage in stage-diving or crowd-surfing, though they may be repelled by 

show security. Even more than underground shows as a whole, the pit is an exclusive 

male space; while young women occasionally join in metal headbanging, they do not 

participate in punk moshing.

The mosh pit is a chaotic and potentially violent space in which the social order 

is symbolically broken down. However, the seemingly disordered violence of the 

Indonesian mosh pit is moderated and contained by community norms and a degree of 
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organisation. While Indonesian mosh pits can become quite violent, dancers rarely 

deliberately attempt to cause injury, and a fallen dancer will almost immediately be 

dragged out of the pit to safety. A defensive ring of spectators usually forms around the 

pit; these 'pit guards' actively contain the chaos of the pit, raising their arms in a 

defensive posture and pushing back against dancers who run into them. In the pit, a 

rebellious punk individualism is balanced with a sense of collective solidarity (Tsitsos 

1999:407-410; Wallach 2008a:235-236).

Underground shows can also be sites for less contained forms of violence. As 

one would expect in a venue full of drunken young men, fights do sometimes break out. 

These are usually between particularly aggressive dancers and stage security, though 

sometimes they occur when anak underground attempt to force their way into a show 

without paying. As the underground scene becomes more popular, attracting larger and 

more mainstream audiences, there has been greater pressure from venues, local 

government, and police to moderate the carnivalesque atmosphere and potential for 

violence. Show organisers have attempted, with varying degrees of commitment and 

success, to ensure safer but also more passive show experiences, in part because it is 

becoming difficult to find venues willing to host underground shows.19

The clash between carnivalesque underground traditions and more recent 

attempts to professionalise and domesticate the scene were thrown into stark relief by 

the One Blood and One Blood 2 shows, held at the Dago Cultural Centre in August 

2004 and February 2005. Organised by Berandalan Bandung and Firebolt distro, these 

shows were billed as a 'return to Saparua', and featured classic Bandung underground 

line-ups that included bands such as Keparat and Jeruji. However, the organisation and 

facilities were more typical of a mainstream rock concert; these shows featured 

professional lighting and sound, but also a relatively high cost, strict security, and a firm 

separation between the performers and the audience. At the first One Blood show, most 

of the audience remained seated and attentive, while a small but enthusiastic pit formed 

near the stage—facing a line of stage security. However, in a dramatic interruption of 

classic punk chaos, during Keparat's performance a young man clad only in his 

underwear rushed the stage, where he was tackled by security and ultimately dragged 

away by police, as audience members booed, hollered, and cat-called.

19 This became even more of an issue after several people died due to severe overcrowding at a show by 
death metal band Beside in February 2008.
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The One Blood 2 show saw even stricter security measures, including a 

controversial 'no alcohol' policy, a response to a threatened ban on underground shows. 

In the glossy booklet that was produced for the show—including band profiles, ads by 

commercial sponsors, health and safety advice, and a list of rules and restrictions (see 

Image 17)—the organisers urged attendees to follow the alcohol ban in order to save the 

scene:

Please let us prove that we are really not a brutal group by appreciating music 
without alcohol or drugs.
Support your local non alcohol event campaign for the continuity of  
underground event in Indonesia20

This policy—which was not followed by band members or show organisers 

themselves—was the cause of some anger among the street punks, who instead got 

drunk around the corner from the venue before the show. One punk even vomited 

directly in front of the sign that proclaimed 'this is a non alcohol event'. As at the 

previous One Blood show, much of the underground 'disorder' was banished to the area 

surrounding the venue, where much drinking (and some fighting) took place, despite 

patrols by security guards and police. At the same time, organisers attempted to retain 

an atmosphere of underground distinction and danger, as with the dismissive exclusion 

of '14 year old girls' in the mosh pit rules:

20 Excerpt from 'The Rules', One Blood 2 brochure (my translation). See Appendix C1 for the full article.
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Image 17 Booklet for the One Blood 2 underground music festival. Inside, the booklet included band 
profiles, photographs from the first One Blood show, and an explanation of the rules of conduct, 
including a controversial ban on alcohol.



17+ only. We're sick of hearing 14 year old girls shout 'I love you Asep' to a 
band who's music they have no clue about, especially hard-rock. Who says 'I 
love you' at an underground concert? The answer is 14 year old girls. 'Oh my 
god, oh my god here he comes!' is another phrase we never want to hear at 
ONE BLOOD.21

Show organisers have attempted to restrain the carnivalesque atmosphere, and 

the potential for violence, to focus on the spectacle of musical performance. However, 

while underground audiences have been becoming both larger and more passive, there is 

still an expectation that true anak underground will react to the brutality of the music 

and enter into the contained chaos of the mosh pit. Richter (2008) describes Indonesian 

music festivals in terms of a liminal, otherworldly experience brought about though 

physicality of the music. The 'organised disorder' of an underground show can 

contribute to a liminal experience of communitas, a temporary, ludic levelling or 

dissolution of the social order (Turner 1969, 1982).

Halnon (2006) describes underground music as a 'dark carnival', a performance 

that invokes destruction and violence in the pursuit of a dis-alienating authenticity. The 

emotional energy and dramatised transgression of underground music has a significant 

critical dimension, while also contributing to a sense of alternative community (Halnon 

2006:40; Ma 2002; Wallach 2008a:231-236). Festive, marginal cultural events like 

underground shows can be experienced as temporary zones of creative autonomy and 

liberated desires (Bey 1991; Kozinets 2002; McKay 1996:8-9). Underground music 

establishes a playful hiatus for identity experimentation and contestation (Baulch 

2007:180-183; Milioto Matsue 2009:45-46). However, this is also a staged, symbolic 

performance of 'hyper-transgression', and its wider social and political significance may 

be obscured, dislocated, or disavowed (Baulch 2007:163-172; Kahn-Harris 2004a). 

While underground music is often first encountered as a disruptive and alienating 

'shock', over time this tends to give way to identification and even routinisation (Kahn-

Harris 2004b; Laing 1985:76-81). 

Sarkasz (2004:27) argues that, while 'moshing can be regarded as a signifier for 

disorderliness', it has also been coopted by the media industry as a symbol of youthful 

'fun'. Through its commercialisation, the underground is often reduced to a 

commodified spectacle of disorder (Halnon 2005; Langman 2008). Following Marcuse 

(1966), Langman describes carnivalesque consumption as a form of repressive 

21 Original in English.
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desublimation, a 'safety valve' which ultimately contributes to the maintenance of the 

dominant social order:

Carnivalization displaces resistance from the political realm of action to the 
cultural realms of festivity and ultimately secures social reproduction. As such, 
carnivalization today is itself highly commodified in order to produce profits as 
well as to sustain hegemony and reproduce social arrangements (Langman 
2008:674).

Scott (1990:178) and Stallybrass and White (1986) argue for a more 

contradictory view of carnival, as an expression of a social struggle in which neither 

party emerges fully victorious. Carnival may serve conservative purposes, but 'given the 

presence of sharpened political antagonism, it may often act as catalyst and site of 

actual and symbolic struggle' (Stallybrass and White 1986:14). The carnivalesque 

involves a transgressive inversion of social hierarchy and norms, a 'world turned upside 

down' celebration of the reviled, degraded and marginal (Bakhtin 1984:401-412; Gorgut 

2005; Halnon 2006:39-40; Stallybrass and White 1986:42). Yet Bakhtin (1984:411-412) 

argues that the carnivalesque also has the potential to reach through spectacular 

transgression and inversion towards a positive and collective renewal (Bakhtin 

1984:411-412). Underground youth embrace and transcend their own stigmatisation, 

transforming their degraded and marginal identification into a creative, transgressive 

energy (Halnon 2006:43-45; Ma 2002:195).

Symbolic negation remains central to the Bandung underground, but a more 

positive side can be found in the construction of underground community. During 

Reformasi, the negative styles and performances of Indonesian punk contributed to the 

construction of a new collective identity and a radical movement for social change 

(Pickles 2001:54-59). This movement has since declined and fragmented, but a new and 

explicitly 'positive punk' current has arisen within the scene, associated with a straight 

edge lifestyle and a commitment to DIY production. This current emphasises the 

affirmative social practices of the underground, while rejecting the dramatic 

performance of transgressive negation. For example, straight edger Youth666Crew 

distinguishes between the negative surface of punk and a positive inner essence:

Some Indonesians maybe misinterpret it, because I guess the appearance of 
punk is very alien to us, to our culture and society. So the people are afraid,  
y'know? They're afraid of what they see in the culture, in punk, like piercing 
culture and stuff like that. They're afraid, when actually... punk is not really like 
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that, y'know? [...] Sometimes the appearance isn't the same as what's inside, 
right? Sometimes good people don't—it's like Minor Threat says, “Sometimes  
good guys don’t wear white”, youknow?22

Straight edge

Straight edge (or 'sXe') is an underground code of behaviour, identity and 

lifestyle of strict abstinence. Specifically, straight edgers are expected to refrain from 

drinking alcohol, taking drugs, smoking, engaging in casual sex, and often from eating 

meat. Originating from within the American hardcore scene (see Haenfler 2006; Wood 

2006), straight edge has spread to become a global underground identity. Straight edge 

arrived in Bandung in the 1990s, as one subcultural style among many, a set of symbols 

and discourses associated with particular genres of hardcore music. However, a small 

but dedicated group of local underground youth adopted it as a more coherent identity, 

not just a style or even a lifestyle but also as a movement for social change. Straight 

edge can be seen as an adaptation to the conservative moral norms of Indonesia, but it is 

also an attempt to salvage what they see as the authentic, positive core of punk from the 

negative excesses of the underground.

At the heart of straight edge identity is the concept of 'clean-living', abstaining 

from toxic substances and behaviours that may poison one's body, mind, and scene. 

Although there is some debate over exactly what practices and prohibitions properly 

constitute a straight edge identity, the song 'Out of Step', by American hardcore band 

Minor Threat (1983), is often taken as providing a definitive set of rules for the 

movement: 'don't smoke, don't drink, don't fuck, at least I can fucking think'. Opposition 

to drug use is a central and definitive component of straight edge, a key boundary-

marker between straight edgers and other youth, both in the underground and the 

mainstream (Helton and Staudenmeier 2002:453-454; Irwin 1999; Wood 2006:96-103). 

For straight edgers, being drug free does not just mean refraining from illegal drugs 

(narkoba), but also alcohol, tobacco, and other 'self-destructive substances' (zat-zat  

perusak diri). In Bandung, 'don't fuck' is generally taken as an injunction against risky, 

sleazy or casual seks bebas ('free sex'). While some straight edgers adopt the view that 

sex is acceptable only inside of marriage, others hold the position which prevails in 

global straight edge—that one should reserve sex for caring relationships (Haenfler 

2006:43-46).

22 Interview with Youth666Crew, January 2005. Minor Threat was a DIY hardcore band from 
Washington D.C., widely regarded as the founders of the straight edge movement.
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There are several parallels between straight edge 'clean living' and Muslim 

practices of moderation, but Bandung straight edgers often deny any direct link with 

Islam, and there are several non-religious and Christian straight edgers in the scene 

(while most 'drunk punks' in Bandung are at least nominally Muslim). There is no doubt 

that part of what makes straight edge appealing to some anak underground is that it is a 

way to be authentically underground—straight edge has an impeccable DIY hardcore 

lineage—while remaining a 'good Muslim'. However, straight edge is identified as a 

secular, Western import, which may be compatible with Islam but is not fundamentally 

linked to it.23

Although it is not regarded as a foundational part of straight edge, many straight 

edgers also adopt a vegetarian or vegan diet. Vegetarianism fits well with the straight 

edge commitment to abstinence, health, and bodily discipline, but it is also motivated by 

concerns for animal welfare and environmental sustainability which are more broadly 

associated with DIY hardcore and anarcho-punk (Krogstad 1989; O'Hara 1999:134-

136). Many prominent straight edge bands, such as Youth of Today and Earth Crisis, 

combined a straight edge lifestyle with militant animal liberation activism (Haenfler 

2006:53-54; Wood 2006:39-42), and this has influenced many Bandung straight edgers. 

However, there are significant cultural obstacles to animal liberation politics in 

Indonesia, and few Bandung straight edgers are willing or able to adopt the strict vegan 

diet favoured by their Western counterparts; in Bandung, 'vegan straight edge' exists 

more as a political ideal than actual practice.

Wood (2006) describes straight edge as a schismatic break from hardcore punk, 

but it is also an attempt to reclaim and purify it; straight edgers themselves refer to their 

movement as 'the counter-culture within the counter-culture'. Straight edgers define 

themselves against what they label 'drunk punk', the culture of intoxication and violent 

disorder in the scene. The 'drunk punk' is something of a caricature of all the negative 

stereotypes about the underground in general and street punks in particular, but does 

point to an actual culture of spectacular intoxication and masculine aggression in the 

scene. xManusia Buatanx's song 'Premix' (Ibuku Diperkosa 2003a) criticises disruptive 

drunk punk behaviour at shows, connecting alcohol ('premixed' drinks) with thuggish 

preman violence:

23 There may, however, be a more general association between straight edge and religiosity; North 
American straight edge is often associated with Christian punk or neo-Hindu 'Krishnacore' (Haenfler 
2006:185; Wood 2006:54-58).
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Behaving as they like, doing as they please 
Without heeding others, and they even flaunt it
Smoking and alcohol become their breath and blood!

In return, 'drunk punks' and other underground youth often criticise straight 

edgers as judgemental and puritanical, attempting to restrain and domesticate a scene 

that is fundamentally about chaos and personal freedom. However, while these 

differences sometimes flare up into open conflict and division, straight edge is now well 

established as a legitimate part of the underground, and a shared concern for scene unity 

and individual autonomy restrains the conflict. Straight edge is thus able to exist, if not 

exactly flourish, within a scene that appears to embrace many antithetical values and 

practices.

On the surface, straight edge often appears to be a conservative or reactionary 

movement, reflecting dominant puritanical tendencies in the wider society (O'Hara 

1999:142-151; Wood 2006:103-111). However, while some straight edgers adopt the 

moralising, punitive, and prohibitionist stance of official anti-drug and morality 

campaigns, straight edge focuses on self-control, self-discipline, and personal 

responsibility rather than social or legal sanctions. Indeed, Bandung straight edgers 

actively position themselves against the stereotype of intolerant 'hardline' straight edge, 

instead adopting a liberal discourse of personal choice (pilihan pribadi) and 

responsibility. Like many local straight edgers, xStraight88x uses the English phrase 

when defining what straight edge means to him:

Straight edge is a personal choice, right. An issue of personal choice, which is 
agreeing with the criteria, the particular criteria that are in straight edge itself. 
But straight edge can't be forced on other people, y'know? Like, we can adopt 
the straight edge point of view, but we mustn't force our point of view on other 
people. So straight edge is a personal choice, in my opinion, a positive 
personal choice for ourselves.24

Straight edge is often referred to as 'positive living' or 'positive punk'. As a code 

of abstinence, straight edge can be read as a list of prohibitions; however, most straight 

edgers present it as a set of positive, life-affirming practices—it is an embodied identity 

of 'not doings' centred on actively resisting temptation rather than passive abstinence 

(Mullaney 2006). Straight edgers actively and publicly 'claim the edge' (or mengklaim 

diri straight edge), and they position their abstinence as a positive, empowering 

24 Interview with xStraight88x, February 2005.
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freedom from negative influences and external control. There is a strong focus on 

personal authenticity and commitment in straight edge, and claiming the edge is often 

interpreted as a highly personal form of self-transformation or self-realisation (Haenfler 

2006:47-49; Helton and Staudenmeier 2002; Williams 2006:177-178). In their song 

'Revolusi Diri' (Ibuku Diperkosa 2003a), xManusia Buatanx argue the necessity for an 

embodied 'self-revolution':

Depend on your own head and neck
Depend on your own face and nose
Depend on your own eyes and ears
Depend on your own mouth and tongue
Depend on your own hands and feet
Depend on your own skin and fingers
Depend on your own heart and breath
Depend on your own brain and mind 
SELF REVOLUTION! 

Explanation: change yourself before changing others!

Claiming the edge is taken to be a firm life-long commitment, and straight 

edgers are expected to be 'true till death', although in practice most eventually abandon 

or at least loosen their adherence to straight edge. Nevertheless, straight edgers make a 

sharp distinction between people who are authentically straight edge 'in their hearts' 

(dalam hati) or inner selves (kedalam diri) and those who are just following a trend 

(mengikuti trend). At the same time, adherence to straight edge is publicly displayed and 

asserted through the use of straight edge messages and symbols (Helton and 

Staudenmeier 2002:455-458; Irwin 1999:369; Wood 2006:113-129). The 'X' is one of 

the most common straight edge symbols, appearing in band names and initials, personal 

nicknames and email addresses, and inscribed on caps, shirts, and drawn on the backs of 

hands in black marker—a practice known as 'Xing up' (see Image 18).

Straight edge is also closely associated with particular styles of hardcore punk, 

most prominently the 'youth crew' style that originated in the New York hardcore scene 

of the late 1980s (see Thompson 2004:53-58; Haenfler 2006:12-14).25 Musically, youth 

crew is a fast-paced and thrashy style of hardcore punk, characterised by short songs 

and screamed vocals. Lyrically, youth crew is more distinctive, typically focusing on 

earnest, sometimes moralistic lyrical themes, with a focus on straight edge concerns 

25 The number '88' is also used as a symbol for straight edge, referencing the year 1988 which was the 
highpoint of this youth crew scene.
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such as drug use, social decay, violence, animal rights, and the environment, as well as 

declarations of straight edge identity and commentary on the state of the scene (see 

Wood 1999). Youth crew is also associated with a casual, rather clean-cut clothing style 

that contrasts markedly with the underground spectacle of street punk fashion (see 

Image 19).

Youth crew places a strong emphasis on friendship, often presented as enduring 

bonds of brotherhood, as celebrated in the song 'Friends of Friendship' by Bandung 

straight edge band Blind To See (2001; see Appendix B4). Straight edgers often 

organise themselves into tightly-knit friendship cliques and 'crews' in order to support 

each other and promote straight edge within the scene. This straight edge form of male 
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Image 18 Deden, a straight edger from the Bandung DIY hardcore scene, 'X-ed up' at a mixed 
underground show in Ciwidey (July 25, 2004).

Image 19 Bandung youth crew; a group of straight edgers from the DIY hardcore scene on their 
way to a show in Sumedang  (May 22, 2004).



solidarity largely excludes women (Haenfler 2006:123-128; Thompson 2004:56-58; 

Wood 2006:76-78). Indeed, with its focus on bodily discipline and self-control, straight 

edge itself can be considered a form of 'hypermasculinity' (Haenfler 2006:121-123; 

Nilan 2006b). However, Bandung straight edge is associated more with a rather 

subdued, boyish form of masculinity and homosocial bonding.

As a distinctive straight edge style and subculture, youth crew provides straight 

edgers with a supportive peer group and a shared identity for the validation and 

maintenance of their commitment to the straight edge code. However, this style also 

serves as a vector for the commercialisation of straight edge. Even as they embrace this 

style, straight edgers also seek to defend an authentic straight edge identity against its 

reduction to a form of conspicuous underground consumption. For example, in their 

song 'Sustainable Spirit Scene', Komplete Kontrol (2004) sing about a hardcore spirit 

that lies 'deep within' rather than being displayed through hardcore style:

It's not on your shirt,
it's not on your skateboard shoes,
hardcore essence lies in between.
It's not your CD collection,
it's not on your pants,
hardcore vitality lies deep within...
your coronary transplant!26

Ironically, Komplete Kontrol has come under criticism for 'selling out' and 

violating straight edge values; the band has had music videos shown on MTV,  while 

many of their songs—including 'Sustainable Spirit Scene'—were  actually written by 

former member Ari Purnama (of Domestik Doktrin) and are used without proper 

attribution. Aziz2See, vocalist for pioneering Bandung straight edge hardcore band 

Blind To See, has also come under fire for commercialising straight edge through his 

Blindwear clothing label and distro outlet. While some of these criticisms of straight 

edge commercialism are grounded in a straight edge morality, they are also 

representative of the broader rift between anti-capitalist politics and commercial 

trajectories in the underground scene.

Straight edge is a personal refusal of consumption made into a public act of 

resistance, and the straight edge focus on self-improvement also connects with a desire 

to improve their social and natural environment. Straight edge can thus be considered a 

26 Original in English. See Appendix B5 for complete lyrics.
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progressive or radical movement for social change (Haenfler 2006:51-57; Helton and 

Staudenmeier 2002:462-464; Kuhn 2010). During Reformasi, influenced by the broader 

climate of radicalisation, local straight edgers sought to establish a more organised and 

militant straight edge movement. For example, the 'straight, hardcore, and red' zine 

xxxBlack Linexxx (published in 2000) takes an explicitly anti-capitalist stance:

Remember, our real enemy is capitalism, they are to blame for building 
cigarette factories, they are to blame for the distribution of illegal drugs, they 
are to blame for building alcoholic drink factories, and surely they are to blame 
for the global economic inequality. 
[...]
We want to educate those who claim themselves to be sXe, to join together 
with us in starting to discuss, learn how to be critical and aware of our shared 
social situation. Because sXe is not a fashion, not a trend or what’s even worse 
than that, sXe becoming fascism, no!!! sXe is a philosophy of positive living, 
including thinking positively for our social environment.

HARDCORE FOR THE PEOPLE!!!27

In 1999, local straight edgers set up a collective called Sadar181 ('Aware181'); as 

well as addressing broader social, political and environmental issues, these straight edge 

activists aimed to challenge and transform the wider underground scene. However, by 

2001 this collective was defunct, and the local straight edge movement faced 

dissolution. While some straight edge activists have gone on to become prominent in the 

commercial underground, many others simply dropped out of the scene and abandoned 

their straight edge lifestyle. Straight edge remains a recognised lifestyle choice within 

the underground, but it has become more a diffuse set of symbols and practices rather 

than a coherent subculture or social movement.

A core of straight edge activists went on to found the Kolektif Balai Kota, in an 

attempt to revitalise the movement in Bandung. In the words of a xManusia Buatanx 

slogan, they are 'making straight edge a threat again'. However, this is not interpreted as 

a return to straight edge exclusivity or adopting a hardline approach; instead, they view 

straight edge as a personal lifestyle choice, albeit a valued and significant one, within a 

broader DIY hardcore tradition. Although a majority of participants continue to identify 

with straight edge to some degree, BalKot soon developed into a DIY collective without 

a specific straight edge focus. This shift is grounded in developments in the local scene, 

but it also reflects a global realignment in straight edge, which has split between a 

27 My translation. See Appendix C2 for complete statement.
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declining 'hardline' movement and those who seek to reconnect straight edge to its roots 

in DIY hardcore and anti-capitalist politics (see Kuhn 2010).

Like other subcultural identities, straight edge is both a commodified style and 

an embodied identity practice. It is in many ways a reactive movement, dependent on its 

opposition to the spectacular hedonism of the underground and consumer culture more 

broadly. Straight edge has elements of accommodation to dominant norms, but it is also 

part of a broader shift in hardcore punk 'from external provocation to internal moralism' 

(Krogstad 1989). Thompson (2004:49) describes straight edge as representing 'a desire 

to inscribe upon the body the opposition that punk establishes between the spectacle and 

the reality'. If neoliberal capitalism can be considered a regime of biopolitical control 

(Hardt and Negri 2000:23-30, 2009:137-149; Papadopoulos, Stephenson and Tsianos 

2008:112-115), straight edge is a biopolitics of refusal, a form of punk negation directed 

inwards as ascetic self-abnegation. However, straight edge complicates Hardt and 

Negri's (2009:32-38) sharp distinction between the bodily negation of fundamentalism 

and a productive biopolitics.

Haenfler (2006:81-101) describes straight edge as being caught in a 

contradiction between positivity and militancy. Bandung straight edgers themselves 

characterise it as a positive movement, an attempt to take hardcore punk beyond 

carnivalesque inversion, disruption and negation to construct a real social alternative. 

Yet without the militant commitment to 'the edge', there is little to distinguish straight 

edgers from other scenesters. Their commitment to tolerance and personal choice 

counters the conservative, moralising tendencies in straight edge, but also undermines 

its effectiveness as a critique. Some Bandung straight edgers have attempted to resolve 

this contradiction by transmuting their edge into a more thorough commitment to DIY 

principles, moving beyond the individual bodily and moral discipline of straight edge to 

effect a rather more comprehensive exodus from capital.

'Buy or die!': Underground capital

The underground is a style, a community, and a form of youthful resistance, but 

it is also a commercial industry. Underground commodities are produced and exchanged 

through underground enterprises and networks, which support the independence of the 

scene while also serving as the basis for a form of entrepreneurial commerce. 

Underground enterprises often begin as personal projects by young Indonesians driven 
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by a desire for self-expression, to make a contribution to the scene or to earn some 

independent income. These enterprises tend to be small-scale, short-lived and 

precarious; yet, there is also a tendency towards expansion, consolidation and 

accumulation at play in the developing underground fashion industry. As the Bandung 

underground scene has expanded and professionalised, it has also begun to dissolve into 

a broader alternative rock or 'indie' scene (Barendregt & van Zanten 2002; Luvaas 

2009a, 2009b). In 2004, reflecting global trends, Bandung's local music scene was 

passing through the tail-end of a significant retro garage rock wave, while the hardcore-

derived emo and metalcore styles were both becoming increasingly popular. Though 

many underground scenesters are somewhat wary of these trends, seeing them as a 

threat to their underground identity and status, they have also pursued the economic 

opportunities they have provided.

At the centre of this process are the independent, youth-oriented retail outlets 

known as distro. 'Distro' is a global punk term for a DIY distributor that has been 

adopted by the Indonesian underground; originally used to refer to informal distribution 

through mail-order, hand-to-hand, or street stalls (lapak), in Bandung the term has 

become associated with more professional retail outlets located in shophouses, 

commercial districts, and shopping malls. Pioneering distros in Bandung were often 

associated with independent record labels, and underground distros such as Harder and 

Riotic also served as punk hangouts and activist centres. The success of these early 

distros spawned a thriving industry, selling local fashion and music to style-conscious 

urban youth. The distro phenomenon has since spread to other urban areas in the 

archipelago, but Bandung remains its centre, with hundreds of distros operating in the 

city.

Some of these distros retain a close connection to particular underground styles 

and communities, while also catering to a wider youth market; for example, Harder is 

associated with hardcore, Riotic with punk, and Workers with skinhead and ska styles. 

Many other distros are little more than fashion boutiques, selling expensive clothing 

with a slight alternative 'edge'. However, the distro industry as a whole remains 

associated with the underground music scene through sponsorship; distros and local 

fashion labels (commonly referred to as clothing) are the primary sponsors for 

underground music shows.28

28 Some of the larger shows and music festivals also receive corporate sponsorship, particularly from 
Indonesian cigarette brands. The American clothing company Volcom also sponsors skateboarding 
events and even some individual punk and hardcore bands from Bandung. A McDonald's outlet at 
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Established distros often combine their retail outlets with their own record and 

fashion labels, and sometimes produce magazines or other publications as well, forming 

an interlinked enterprise with a distinct brand identity. Although some have expanded 

into substantial businesses, most distros remain small and local, owned and operated by 

young Indonesians. The distro industry provides underground youth with products, 

spaces and income, and thus could be considered an expression of youthful initiative, 

creativity and independence (Iskandar 2006; Luvaas 2008; Ucay 2004a; Uttu 2006). 

Ketu, owner and manager of Riotic, sees distros as an important and independent 

initiative by Bandung's youth:

The distro phenomenon is really great for Bandung, because all of the distros 
are set up by young people. [...] And that's really great for the development of 
music in Bandung. Because they're no longer dependent on anyone, like on 
their parents. Yeah, they can be independent. Independent in making their own 
decisions, or in getting some money and all that kind of thing. They can stand 
on their own. And the distro phenomenon, I think it will help the scene to 
develop in the years ahead.29

Yet the industry can also be seen as a form of commercialisation from within, 

preparing the way for appropriation and integration into the mainstream popular culture 

industry. Ucok, a scene veteran and graphic designer who has previously worked  for 

Harder, describes his return to the scene after a few years hiatus as a disappointing 

shock:

It's really fucked up man! It's like, I dunno, I have a really big disappointment 
towards distro culture scene in Indonesia. It, like, used to be my emphasis, used 
to be my catalyst, used to be my place, hanging around a couple of places. But 
like I said, I was out of the scene when I had my daughter, right? So when I 
came back—everything changed! Everything changed: my people changed, my 
friends changed, what the fuck happened with the world, man?! I just—I just 
out of the scene for only two years and then: poof! I dunno, this is very—I'm 
not really working again, I don't work again at Harder. I don't really get active 
in local scene, the hardcore punk scene, because I have a big disappointment 
towards this distro scene. I hate to say it man, I really hate to say it, but it's 
become an industry of its own.30

The development of Harder distro reveals the conflicting demands of 

underground community, independence and commercial growth. Harder was formed in 

Simpang Dago—once, ironically, the location of Riotic—has a 'wall of fame' devoted to local rock 
bands.

29 Interview with Ketu, January 2005.
30 Interview with Ucok, January 2005. Original in both English and Indonesian.
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1997 as a small hardcore record label, releasing the Brain Beverages compilation on 

cassette in 1998. The label went on to release albums by Bandung hardcore bands such 

as Full of Hate, Savor of Filth, Balcony, and Soldier Fight. The label also used the 

profits from record sales to open a small shop on Jalan Cihampelas, a street known for 

its factory outlets and discount fashion. This small retail space presented a distinctive 

underground style, stocking a range of cassettes, CDs, band t-shirts, zines and some 

fashion accessories (see Image 20). Although commercial motives were present from 

the beginning, Harder was also founded as a community endeavour, an attempt to build 

and support Bandung hardcore and the broader underground scene; an early 

advertisement for the label proclaims: 'Hardcore is not fashion, it's more than just 

music, it's a movement'. However, as owner and manager Wale' explains, the business 

soon became caught up in pressure to professionalise and expand:

We first built Harder out of the profit from a compilation, Brain Beverages, 
right? And we also got some contributions from staff, and some other 
resources, although it was only a little bit. So then we tried to make some 
products with the Harder label, like t-shirts or jackets or other things—a bunch 
of stuff. And so with that money we kept it turning over, and we moved 
forward, right? And now we've got a new place, and we think if we only... 
because in Indonesia, yeah... I think if we only focused on cassettes or record 
label products, I think we'd—our orientation was very much based on that, but 
maybe now we've shifted our focus to some clothing labels, too, right? 
Because, of course, we're looking for a bit of extra money here, and because 
we've got employees, and we've got bands that are pretty big now, right? So we 
think that we need some variety, a variety of products, y'know?31

Balcony, Harder's flagship band, has become particularly successful, especially 

as they have shifted towards a more popular 'emo' style. Harder merchandise also 

followed this trend; in 2004 they opened a new, larger store on Jalan Pasteur, stocking a 

larger range of Harder-brand clothing and accessories (see Image 21). For a time they 

maintained both locations; as one employee put it, the new store was run 'for profit', 

while the old store was kept going 'for principle'. In 2005 the old store was closed down. 

Nevertheless, Harder remains a key institution for the Bandung hardcore scene, and 

continues to trade on its underground authenticity, as do many other distros, labels, and 

bands in the scene.

31 Interview with Wale', December 2004.
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Image 23 Berandalan 
Bandung logo 
(designed by Arian13).

Image 20 The old Harder distro outlet on Jalan Cihampelas.

Image 21 The newer, much larger Harder 
distro outlet on Jalan Pasteur, with two 
floors of clothing merchandise.

Image 22 Balcony and the Harder crew as 
the 'petit bourgeoisie posse 2003', from a 
Balcony/Homicide split cassette release 
(Harder 2003).



The rise of the distro industry, as well as the associated shift from music to 

clothing production, is ultimately driven by the capitalist logic of accumulation (see 

Marx 1976:725-746). This can be seen in the development of Berandalan Bandung, a 

prominent event organiser established by Ketu, Wale' and Arian13 in 2000 in order to 

organise special events such as tours by international underground acts and album 

launches for local bands. Berandalan Bandung also produces a much sought-after range 

of clothing and other merchandise with their striking bird-of-prey logo (Image 23). 

While this is tangential to their stated core business, the demand for such product—and 

the profit to be made from it—has a compulsive logic of its own, as Wale' explains in an 

interview with Ripple magazine:

Ucay (Ripple): Your merchandise has caused quite a sensation, and a lot of 
people are wearing it, but a lot of them don't even know what 
Berandalan Bandung is... did you anticipate this?

Wale': Yeah, basically we didn't really intend to do any merchandise. But 
because we had a bit of cash left over, just for fun we made a few 
dozen t-shirts for the kids. We knew that a lot of people wanted 
them, so we made a couple dozen more, and then there were still 
more people who wanted them... so, yeah, we made even more. 
Yeah, in fact the way I handle the merchandise, I just produce it 
without any target. If they want me to make some more, I just 
make some more... If not, then I don't. But so far the response has 
been pretty crazy, so yeah I'm just gonna have to produce some 
more...32

A key factor in the growth of the distro industry and the transformation of the 

underground is the quest for stylistic distinction, or what Thornton (1996) and Moore 

(2005) call 'subcultural capital', adapting Bourdieu's (1984) concept of cultural capital to 

subcultural music scenes. Underground youth pursue status through accumulating and 

displaying their proficiency with restricted underground forms of cultural knowledge 

and taste. Consumers of underground fashions seek to distinguish themselves from 

mainstream youth, while scenesters often launch enterprises primarily to support their 

own underground consumption and to establish their own underground status. The 

alternative taste hierarchy of the underground valorises freedom from economic 

necessity and class determinations; it thus functions as a system of classification and 

value accumulation which both reinforces and obscures the underlying social relations 

of power and class (Bourdieu 1984:53-56; Thornton 1996:102-105). 

32 Interview with Berandalan Bandung from Ripple #24 (Ucay 2004b). My translation.
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Image 24 A leaflet advertising the opening of a new Firebolt distro outlet, located in the exclusive 
'Ciwalk' shopping centre. Firebolt is a particularly successful distro and clothing label with several 
outlets in Bandung and other cities.

Image 25 Jeruji displaying a macho underground 
style on the cover of Ripple #24 (2004). The 
effect is somewhat reduced by the pixellation of 
the label on vocalist Dempak's bottle of bourbon.

Image 26 Underground femininity on the cover of 
Ripple #21 (2003). The magazine regularly 
contains a 'Ripple Babes' pinup section. (Though 
tame by Western standards, the fashions on 
display are still more risqué than what women in 
the scene typically wear).



Distro marketing often plays up the underground exclusivity of their brand; a 

leaflet advertising a new Firebolt outlet in the upmarket Ciwalk shopping centre 

describes the distro as a 'support company for the independent and underground culture', 

and proudly proclaims 'welcome to the minority!' (see Image 24). Notably, the leaflet is 

in English, which is considered 'cool' and modern by many Indonesian youth (Smith-

Hefner 2007). Because of Bandung's significant textile and apparel industries, large 

quantities of brand-name clothes are available at low prices; this devalues these goods 

for the purposes of status and distinction, and creates a ready market for small, 

exclusive, and expensive local brands. There are also plenty of underemployed design 

and marketing graduates available to meet this demand, while also reinforcing their own 

status as (sub)cultural experts. An underground pedigree can lend a distro brand a 

valuable edge in the overcrowded youth fashion market, but the commercial 

exploitation of underground distinction risks undermining the perception of authenticity 

and exclusiveness upon which it is based.

One response has been to adopt an ironic stance in relation to underground 

consumerism. Grossberg (1993, 1997) identifies this kind of ironic consumption as a 

dominant mode in 'postmodern' popular culture, and it has become something of a 

cliché in many alternative or underground scenes in the West. It is much less common in 

Indonesia, where poverty ensures that straightforward conspicuous consumerism retains 

a significant degree of distinction on its own. Nevertheless, ironic consumption has 

made inroads into the Bandung underground, and is a favoured technique for distros: 

Opium distro reminds consumers that you 'can't take your money to hell', while another 

distro brand name commands them to 'Buy Or Die!'. By showing an awareness of their 

own commercialisation while simultaneously denying it, such slogans attempt to deflect 

criticism into another form of commodified distinction.

A more straightforward form of underground distinction is to draw on the scene's 

past association with political resistance and 'dangerous' disorder. The Bandung 

hardcore band Jeruji present a good example of this stylised underground resistance. 

Their song Lawan ('Resist'), re-released in 2004 along with a music video, is a defiant 

call to action, invoking the political slogans of the Reformasi struggle (see Appendix 

B6). However, while the members of Jeruji are veterans of the scene, with a history of 

involvement in 'street fighting' protests, their resistance now appears to be about 

displaying an underground attitude and style: drinking, fighting, playing noisy hardcore 

punk music, and having tattoos. This aggressive, macho image—on full display on the 
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cover of local alternative rock magazine Ripple (see Image 25)—has been an asset for 

the band in the underground scene and beyond. Jeruji has become now a rather well-

known and successful local band, with several albums released, sponsorship from distro 

fashion labels, and their 'Lawan' video broadcast on MTV. While they are signed to a 

local independent label (Subciety), they do not rule out major label distribution. As 

Ripple editor Ucay explains (with more admiration than criticism), Jeruji have 

successfully capitalised on their anarchic underground image:

[Jeruji vocalist] Themfuck's success at forming his public image is the kind of 
absolute success that bands rarely achieve today. In fact, such an image is a 
priceless asset. Image can change your way of thinking, image can change your 
character, that kind of image can change anything. Once you're aware of that, 
then you can spread the images that can make you rich. (Ucay 2004a)33

Global underground commodities and identities lend themselves to forms of 

'conspicuously cosmopolitan' subcultural consumption (Roberts 2005:583-584). In 

Indonesia, this often takes the form of commodified images of 'the West', represented as 

a locus of personal freedom and affluence—though also of dangerous immorality and 

decadence (Handajani 2008; Siegel 1986:203-231; Suryakusuma 2004). This reflects 

broader 'Occidentalist' discourses that identify global modernity with the West (Carrier 

1992, 1995; Coronil 1996). The underground—and local independent music and fashion 

industries more generally—connects these images and discourses with local identities 

and practices, without fully losing their dislocating power (Baulch 2002, 2007; Luvaas 

2008, 2009a). However, absent political organisation, this performance of cultural 

hybridity may reduce underground resistance to a commodified identity (Hutnyk 2000; 

Roberts 2005; Zulkarnain 2004).

A key role in this is played by alternative media such as Ripple magazine, and 

the smaller alternative fashion 'mags' such as Jeune and Pause, which have largely 

replaced amateur zines in the Bandung scene. These publications use 'Westernised', 

feminised and often sexualised images of alternative fashion (see Image 26) in order to 

promote and sell products for the distro industry. Zine fan Dinda laments the 

replacement of 'quirky zines' by glossy 'fashion mags':

I usually like to read the older zines, from a while ago, like from 2000 or 2001. 
They had the courage to, like, say that we don't need this kind of politics in 
Indonesia, or for ourselves, y'know? They had the courage to be different, to 

33 Editor's Note from Ripple #24. See Appendix C3 for complete editorial.
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oppose that. [...] But as for nowadays, well, the zines that are around nowadays 
are—they're rather rare, yeah, because instead of zines these days I'd say that 
they tend to make mags, like Jeune, right? Like, they're all about fashion and 
stuff because of the distros, right? There's so many of them! So, because the 
zines are less favoured by the distros, the zines have turned into mags. There 
aren't any zines any more, there are just like mags, like Jeune, like Pause, like 
that, y'know? But earlier on there were still a lot of quirky zines. That's the 
kind of thing that I like. They were all different!34

In contrast, Fitri, advertising and promotions manager for Ripple, describes the 

magazine's relationship with the distro industry as one of positive symbiosis:

We're growing up together, we support each other. We need their money to 
publish the magazine, they need us to promote their product. The bands, too... 
We can't really attract major advertisers because we're considered a local 
publication, even though we have distribution outside Bandung, so we focus on 
local product and the local scene.35

Ripple and other alternative media play a key role in supporting, defining, and 

positioning the scene in relation to a wider audience, and thus in the organisation of 

subcultural distinction (Thornton 1996:137-160; Toynbee 1993). They continue to 

attempt to differentiate themselves and their audiences from the mainstream, even as 

they converge with the tastes and consumption practices of the anak gaul.

For many underground youth the shift from a music-based scene to a fashion 

industry represents a profound loss of underground authenticity. This authenticity is 

often based on adherence to particular aesthetics or modes of consumption (Halnon 

2005; Hibbett 2005), but it is also defined in terms of the social conditions of 

production, as autonomy from the mainstream cultural industries (Duncombe 1997; 

McLeod 1999; Moore 2007; O'Connor 2008; Thompson 2004). In establishing their 

underground enterprises and careers, scenesters trade on their 'DIY habitus' (Mitchell 

2007; O'Connor 2008:86-88) or 'social capital' (Crossley 2008; Field 2008; Halpern 

2005), that is, their position within the tightly-bound social network of the scene. While 

this form of authenticity can certainly be commodified, it is also particularly vulnerable 

to accusations of 'selling out'.36

Subcultural capital is somewhat autonomous from the market, yet it often 
34 Interview with Dinda, October 2004.
35 Interview with Fitri, August 2004. Original in both English and Indonesian.
36 For example, when scene veterans Puppen—who broke up in 2002—reunited in 2004 for a 

performance at a Jakarta music festival, this was widely perceived as a cynical attempt to cash in on 
the growing visibility of the scene. The band reportedly received 'rock star' treatment and a Rp 40 000 
000 (roughly AU$6 000) payment, the highest to date for an Indonesian underground band.
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follows a similar logic of accumulation and competition, and under the right 

circumstances can supplement or be converted into economic capital (Arvidsson 

2007:19-21; Böhm and Land 2009; McRobbie 2002). However, Bourdieu's capital 

metaphor does not fully capture this form of value, as underground distinction is not 

abstract, quantitative or readily fungible. Indeed, it is highly contested, contextual and 

sometimes quite idiosyncratic, without the clear homology of taste and class described 

by Bourdieu (1984:175-193, 1996:161-166) and Willis (1978). While underground 

distinction and status can be harnessed for or converted into economic capital, they are 

not reducible to it; rather than a fundamental, underlying similarity, their appearance as 

forms of 'subcultural capital' reflects the extent to which the scene's own value systems 

have been penetrated by and subordinated to the specific economic logic of capital 

accumulation.

The conversion of subcultural capital to economic capital is not an automatic 

process; it relies on the cultural labour of scenesters converting their own underground 

knowledge, tastes, identities, and social networks into underground commodities, thus 

producing profit for the distro industry. The fact that the industry is primarily owned 

and managed by scenesters themselves does not negate this fundamental form of 

exploitation and alienation, although it does mean that it often appears as a form of self-

exploitation. The alienation of their cultural labour contributes to the growing divide 

between 'scenesters' as producers and 'fans' as consumers of underground commodities, 

as well as to the nascent hierarchies of employment and ownership that are developing 

within underground enterprises.

Underground youth tend to describe their enterprises as being like a family 

(keluarga) or a community (komunitas), without an antagonistic relationship between 

bosses and workers. According to Ketu:

Riotic has eight employees and I also have some other businesses. I have a 
distribution section, and I also have a publicity section, and I have a finances 
section. It's like, Riotic is run like an organisation but it doesn't have a 
hierarchy. We're all the same here, and we also feel like this is a family. We're 
not—it's not a hierarchy, like where I'm the boss and they're all my underlings. 
No, we're all, like, equal.37

While the dominant Indonesian models of family and community are rather 

patriarchal and authoritarian (see Shiraishi 1997), scenesters present their own 

37 Interview with Ketu, January 2005.
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community in more egalitarian terms, emphasising their mutual solidarity as saudara 

('brothers'). However, the values of scene unity and community solidarity are also 

entangled with cross-marketing and business logic, and may also obscure the hierarchies 

of employment within the scene. The category of 'scenester' conceals the antagonistic 

relation between labour and capital within underground enterprises; many scenesters 

embody both roles, which further obscures but does not resolve the underlying 

contradiction. It is tempting to simply label scenesters as 'petit bourgeois', a 

characterisation which Balcony and the Harder crew ironically acknowledge by posing 

as the 'petit bourgeoisie posse' (Image 22). However, there is a growing class division 

within underground production, which has generated some resistance to the denial of 

class differences in the scene. For example, PoisonxFreexLife makes a clear distinction 

between his work producing merchandise for a prominent distro label and his own 

activities in the DIY hardcore community:

Sean: And what is your role in the distro industry?
PoisonxFree: I don't feel that I have any role at all. I don't have a role. I'm just 

part of the scene, I try to become part of it—just the scene itself. 
But as for these other people, it's up to them. 

Sean: But you do make stuff for a distro, right?
PoisonxFree: Oh, yeah I work at [a distro clothing label], as an employee. But 

not as part of the clothing label itself. I just work there. As an 
employee and as a labourer! Not part of—not the boss!38

Underground musicians are more likely to view their relationship to their label 

as a partnership, and the professionalisation of underground music has contributed to 

the sense of bands as entrepreneurial enterprises in their own right. However, many 

band members also work as distro or label employees, and the bands themselves may 

become locked into a dependent relationship with their label as part of its distro 'brand'. 

As one Harder employee and band member explains it:

Sean: What is the relationship between your band and Harder?
Hard Fighter: Oh, actually my band is signed with Harder, y'know? And 

whenever we play we have to wear Harder merchandise. We're 
only sponsored by Harder. But we've accepted that, because the 
kids all like to hang-out here. Yeah, it's like, we're from Harder... 
and everyone knows we're from Harder!39

There is some lingering sense of underground community spirit that motivates 
38 Interview with PoisonxFreexLife, November 2004.
39 Interview with Hard Fighter, December 2004.
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this relationship, but it also reflects a form of organisational and economic integration 

based on branding and patronage. This system violates the underground value of 

autonomy, while retaining a neoliberal form of labour flexibility and insecurity. As 

Moore (2007:448-450) describes, underground musicians face the conflicting pressures 

of their commitment to DIY practices of cultural production, their desires to retain 

creative control, and the compromises required in order to make a living through their 

music. 

The rise of the distro industry supports McRobbie's (1988, 1994:154-158) 

emphasis on the role of entrepreneurial activities within subcultures, as opposed to 

external appropriation. However, while underground enterprises may start off being 

driven by personal taste, self-expression and community solidarity, they routinely 

become entangled in the logic of neoliberal capitalism, structured by the drive for 

capital accumulation. In some ways they are examples of the neoliberal ideal: small 

cultural enterprises driven by youthful innovation, aggressive competition and private 

entrepreneurialism. Yet there are also important collective and non-commercial 

dimensions of the scene, which functions as a network of largely unpaid support, 

publicity and creativity, as well as providing a shared identity and a key market for 

underground commodities. In the distro industry, the underground scene as an 

expression of autonomous youth culture is transformed into a commodified lifestyle, not 

through the actions of the corporate culture industry but through the independent actions 

of scenesters and other underground youth pursuing their own tastes, careers and 

incomes. Independent underground production can thus be regarded as a form of 

'guerrilla capitalism' (Silverstein 2006)—but  it may also be preparing the way for 

subsequent corporate appropriation and integration into the mainstream.

'Life or lifestyle'? The contradictions of underground autonomy

 
The underground scene is an expression of young Indonesians' desire for 

independence. It possesses the relative autonomy of a field of cultural production, an 

aesthetic system of value distinct from—and sometimes in opposition to—the market 

system (Bourdieu 1996; Moore 2007; O'Connor 2008). Yet this autonomy can only be 

partial and relative; while the Indonesian underground is organised around independent 

local production, the scene remains dependent on mainstream pop culture as well as 

global underground networks. The commercialisation of the underground scene itself 
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has shaped underground independence in a neoliberal direction, emphasising 

competitive individualism and entrepreneurial self-management. The underground is 

thus inevitably entangled with the mainstream it opposes, while the drive for autonomy 

(from the state, from the market, from more personal authority figures) is captured by 

the capitalist logic of accumulation—though not completely.

Underground music continues to provide young Indonesians with a set of 

alternative identities and lifestyles, providing a route to escape from, challenge, or at 

least negotiate the dominant frameworks of nationality, ethnicity, and class (Baulch 

2007; Pickles 2007; Wallach 2008b). As a deliberate and spectacular performance of 

resistance, the Indonesian underground dramatised the decay of New Order hegemony. 

However, it is also entangled in hegemonic discourses, images and practices which 

defuse its oppositional potential (Baulch 2002, 2007:177-185; Zulkarnain 2004). Even 

when they do express sincere oppositional intent, subcultural forms of resistance may 

ultimately fail politically due to their limitations as symbolic performances (Clarke et al 

1976:47-48) or their subordination to the everyday relations of cultural production that 

constitute a music scene (Kahn-Harris 2004a).

With the dramatic youth revolt in the Reformasi era, the underground moved 

towards more overt forms of political activity, only to subsequently retreat back into 

subcultural style—albeit a style that incorporates dramatic symbols of political 

resistance. The current underground is characterised  less by a 'revolt into style' 

(Hebdige 1979:106-112; Nehring 1991; Pickles 2001:38) than by a stylisation—and 

commodification—of revolt. To some extent, the anarchist rebellion of the Indonesian 

underground can be read as an 'excessive' manifestation of a broader liberalising 

tendency. Carnivalesque transgression may challenge the social order, but it also reflects 

the profane confusion and hybridity of the marketplace (Bakhtin 1984:154; Stallybrass 

and White 1986:27-39). Indeed, the commercialisation of underground rebellion is a 

well-established practice in the corporate music and cultural industries (Frank 1997a; 

Halnon 2005; Klein 2000:63-85; Moore 2005; Roberts 2005; Santiago-Lucerna 1998).

While the scene retains a focus on underground independence, it has also been 

captured by the ascendant neoliberal logic of free market competition and flexible 

capital accumulation. This process is bound up with the transformation of the 

underground community into a profit-seeking industry, and a distancing from their 

earlier commitment to political action. Underground independence is not a mere 

reflection of neoliberal ideology; indeed, it is often explicitly anti-neoliberal or even 
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anti-capitalist. However, neoliberalism draws on and appeals to existing ideals of 

independence, freedom and choice (Harvey 2005:39-63; McRobbie 2002; Ross 

2009:46-47), and underground independence does have many affinities with neoliberal 

individualism. Though it also builds on non-capitalist values of community support and 

solidarity, underground independence and initiative have led to the development of a 

distro industry dominated by competitive 'free market' principles and the logic of capital 

accumulation.

The autonomy of the underground is both a response to and an intensification of 

the precarious experience of urban youth in neoliberal Indonesia, contributing to new 

forms of exploitation and commodification. Underground identities and lifestyles 

become forms of self-branding, self-promotion and self-exploitation, and ultimately 

another form of alienated labour. Yet this shared experience has not led the underground 

to mobilise politically against these conditions, perhaps because it is difficult to 

disentangle them from the positive values and experiences of DIY independence and 

self-direction. The pursuit of underground distinction and underground careers relies on 

the relationships, skills and identities established within the scene, but also leads 

scenesters towards the path of commercialisation and 'selling out'—or, if less successful, 

towards exploiting their underground identity in precarious forms of wage labour or the 

informal economy. In the Bandung scene, underground autonomy—always an unstable 

conjunction of radical refusal and free enterprise—has been largely reconciled with 

neoliberal capitalism.

The underground can be considered a form of lifestyle politics, using the 

consumption of music, fashion and other commodities to construct and negotiate new 

self-reflexive identities (Connor and Vickers 2003; Featherstone 1991; Giddens 1991; 

Heryanto 1999; Pilkington 2004). However, as a consumer lifestyle (gaya hidup), it also 

becomes reduced to a commodity for sale; as Maycroft (2004) argues, the concept of 

'lifestyle' reflects an attempt to contain the varied experiences of life—including radical 

political commitments—within a limited set of consumer choices. For scenesters, 

underground lifestyles are also a form of commodified labour, involving the 

commodification of their embodied identities, personal social networks and creativity. 

Yet the underground continues to express a desire for an autonomous way of life. There 

is a fundamental contradiction between this desire to live freely and the pressure to 

consume—or work at—an alienated 'lifestyle'. In their song 'Life or Lifestyle', the DIY 

hardcore band Relationshit! (2003) present this contradiction as a stark choice between 
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authentic autonomy and the commodified freedom to consume:

Breath[e] freely or breath[e] their smoke
Eat freely or eat their junk
Walk freely or walk their way
Dress freely or dress trendy

Be yourself is about spending money
Be yourself is about making money
Be yourself is about their money only
Be yourself is not about being you, baby!

Talk freely or talk with attitude
Read freely or read for image
Think freely or think for profit
Dream freely or dream for class

Be yourself is about spending money
Be yourself is about making money
Be yourself is about their money only
Be yourself is not about being you, baby!
Have a life or have a lifestyle!40

The rise of the distro industry and the commercialisation of the underground pose 

a significant threat to the authenticity, values, and social cohesion of the Bandung 

underground scene. Many scenesters look on these processes with some anxiety, even as 

they actively participate in them. As well as generating a degree of  nostalgia for an 

earlier, more intimate, oppositional, and 'authentic' era of the scene, these processes 

have galvanised a small but vocal DIY opposition. In the following chapters, I explore 

the political, aesthetic, and economic strategies pursued by this DIY hardcore 

community in their attempts to resist the commodification of their cultural production.

40 Original lyrics in English.
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Chapter 3
DIY hardcore: Building an autonomous community

The Bandung DIY hardcore community is a rather small group within the 

underground scene, centred on a semi-formal organising collective (the Kolektif Balai 

Kota or BalKot). This community is focused around the performance of hardcore punk 

music, and the production and exchange of related commodities, on a strictly non-profit 

and non-professional 'Do It Yourself' basis. A distinct DIY community developed in 

Bandung as a reaction to the perceived failures of underground subcultural resistance 

and the limitations of straight edge, facilitated by establishing stronger connections to 

global DIY hardcore networks. This DIY hardcore community is heir to the anarcho-

punk activist tendency described by Pickles (2001, 2007), which has now become 

marginalised within the scene. However, the anak DIY ('DIY kids') downplay 

spectacular resistance and protest politics in favour of a more intensive focus on 

autonomous cultural production, bringing to the fore the core values of autonomy and 

community which they perceive as the scene's authentic punk inheritance.

As used within the Bandung DIY community, 'DIY' refers to a set of practices of 

cultural production informed by an ethic of militant amateurism and participatory 

production which emphasises autonomy from the corporate culture industry. DIY 

hardcore builds on the aesthetic opposition of the underground to the mainstream, and 

also on the positioning of straight edge as a more authentic and less 'spectacular' form of 

punk identity. However, although it remains closely associated with the particular 

aesthetics of hardcore punk, DIY authenticity cannot be reduced to the pursuit of 

underground distinction. Von Havoc (1991) describes DIY hardcore as the 

transformation of punk from a subculture into a counter-culture, but DIY hardcore is 

also an attempt to go beyond both of these essentially cultural forms of resistance, to 

establish a community of cultural production which can also serve as an effective form 

of political action.

DIY hardcore retains a somewhat ambiguous status, as both a style-based 

subculture and a political or social movement. Much as the local DIY community 

developed as a critique of the commercialisation of the Bandung underground music 

scene, the global DIY movement emerged out of the rejection of commercial punk by 

hardcore and anarcho-punk scenes in North America and Europe (Goshert 2000; McKay 

1996:73-101; O'Connor 2008:1-9; O'Hara 1999; Thompson 2004:32-53, 83-95). The 
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Bandung community traces many of its practices of cultural production, as well as much 

of its politics, to these earlier DIY scenes. DIY politics has been significantly informed 

by anarchism, and also by the Situationists, an avant-garde political and artistic 

movement that called for a 'revolution of everyday life' against a commodified society 

(Debord 1977; Vaneigem 2006).

More recently, DIY hardcore has been influenced by—and has contributed to—

the rise of the global justice movement (Ayres 2004; Juris 2004; Mertes 2004; Starr 

2000, 2005). This 'movement of movements' against neoliberal capitalism has had a 

significant impact on the political ideas and practices of the Bandung DIY hardcore 

community. In particular, the community has been influenced by the direct action 

currents which have been described as 'the new anarchists' (Graeber 2002) or 

'postanarchists' (Day 2005). They have borrowed and adapted not only activist theory 

but also elements of a globalised activist culture, expressed through their discourse, 

values, and forms of organisation (see Graeber 2009). DIY practices of cultural 

production have thus become linked to a global movement against capitalism, although 

they are also shaped by the particular cultural contexts and forms of social organisation 

associated with different scenes (Holtzman, Hughes and Van Meter 2007; O'Connor 

2003).

The Bandung community remains a particular local articulation of this global 

movement, influenced by local developments in the underground music scene and 

radical politics and, in particular, by the relationship between these two milieux. 

Commitment to DIY principles serves as a commentary and a response to the growing 

schism between the 'cultural politics' of the underground scene and the 'ideological 

politics' of activist organisations. Through DIY hardcore, the anak DIY articulate a harsh 

critique of commercialisation in the underground and the political failures of the radical 

left. They argue that DIY production offers an authentic and practical form of resistance, 

in contrast to the symbolic performances of subcultural rebellion or the increasingly 

abstract political demands of marginal left-wing organisations.

 The DIY critique of the commercial underground scene is often extended into a 

more thorough critique of commodity fetishism and capitalist alienation. While it is 

theoretically informed, this critique is not restricted to an unengaged, theoretical 

condemnation of capitalism; rather, DIY is a form of political praxis, an attempt to 

realise this critique through an alternative model of cultural production. The anak DIY 

present their DIY activities as a way to resist, undermine or evade the relentless 
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commodification of cultural expression and life in general. They also seek to both 

articulate and put into practice the alternative DIY values of kemandirian (autonomy) 

and komunitas (community). Their stated aim is to establish a self-sustaining and 

autonomous DIY hardcore community, as a living example of this alternative system of 

value. In this sense they often describe their activities as a form of 'positive punk' (punk 

positif), in contrast to the negative aesthetic rebellion of the commercial underground.

However, while they share a critique and a set of values, the anak DIY do not 

necessarily share a common strategic goal. Some position their community as part of 

building a broader counter-hegemonic movement for social transformation, while others 

are more focused on establishing a sustainable DIY community as a goal in itself. Their 

activities are marked by a tension between the use of DIY hardcore to express a utopian 

vision of an ideal society and their focus on the everyday experience of autonomous 

cultural production. This tension contributes to the dynamic atmosphere of the 

community, but also to its ultimately unstable existence as a temporary conjunction of 

particular political, economic, and aesthetic practices.

The Kolektif Balai Kota

During my fieldwork, Bandung's DIY hardcore community was centred on the 

semi-formal organising collective known as the Kolektif Balai Kota (BalKot), named 

after their regular meeting place on the steps in front of Bandung's city hall or Balai  

Kota (see Image 27).1 Most BalKot participants are members of one or more of the DIY 

hardcore bands from the Bandung area, although there are various other ways to 

participate in the community. It is a fairly small group without formal membership; 

meetings usually attract between fifteen and thirty people, mostly young men in their 

early twenties, who gather to organise hardcore punk shows, hold discussions, trade 

cassettes, CDs, and other merchandise, and also to 'hang out' and socialise. BalKot 

serves as a central meeting place and networking hub for the anak DIY, helping to bring 

together various DIY activities, projects and enterprises into a coherent community. The 

collective is rather marginal in relation to the broader scene, but also stands out as a 

bastion of hardcore authenticity and DIY principles.

1 The meetings at BalKot were initially organised in 2002 as a successor to the defunct Sadar181 
straight edge collective, but the group has since developed beyond its straight edge origins. An 
alternative name for the group is the 'Reclaim the Stairs D.I.Y. Collective'; the anak DIY take some 
pride in 'reclaiming public space' by squatting on the steps of a government building, drawing 
parallels with the more dramatic campaigns of direct action groups such as Reclaim the Streets.
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Image 27 A BalKot gathering on the City Hall steps—in this case, a particularly large turnout as 
acoustic punk Steve Towson (from Brisbane, Australia) was due to perform at BalKot that evening 
(August 25, 2004).

Image 28 Setting up for a Food Not Bombs public tabling event in a small park on Jalan Dago, a major 
commercial and entertainment strip in north Bandung (January 9, 2005).



The organisational meetings at BalKot are held quite consistently every 

Wednesday night, while some of the anak  DIY also gather at BalKot for malam Minggu 

('going out on a Saturday night'). The major collective activity of BalKot is to organise 

non-profit, non-sponsored shows for local and touring DIY hardcore bands, though the 

group also plays a role in coordinating other activities of the DIY community. Skill-

sharing workshops are occasionally organised through BalKot, on topics such as screen-

printing and badge-making. The meetings are also used for discussions on DIY 

principles, the role of straight edge, the state of the scene, and broader social, political, 

and philosophical issues; such discussions are also conducted through the BalKot email 

list (see Appendix D). BalKot is also a place to hang out, chat and gossip with friends, 

swap music, zines, merchandise, and books, keep in touch with underground and 

activist news and events, meet up before going to shows, and, for a sizeable minority, 

also pray together at the nearby mosque.

BalKot is part organising collective and part social gathering; the organisational 

and political work of the BalKot collective is embedded in a context of personalised 

DIY activities and exchanges. There is usually some degree of separation between the 

more 'serious' discussions and organisational work at the BalKot meetings and the 

surrounding social activities, but they are not always clearly demarcated. The Saturday 

meet-up was established in part to refocus the BalKot meetings proper on organisation 

and planning, as several activists felt that its use as a 'hangout spot' had begun to 

interfere with the work of the collective. The demand for practical organisation asserts 

itself most strongly in the immediate lead-up to a show, with venues to book, publicity 

to produce, and funds to raise. At the same time, BalKot activists value the open, 

informal, and non-hierarchical nature of the group. In replying to a set of questions 

posted to the BalKot mailing list by an interested newcomer, Tremor—DIY activist and 

vocalist for the grindcore band Rajasinga—emphasises that BalKot is neither a focused 

study group nor an exclusive subcultural hang-out:

wed and sat we usually hang out and have spontaneous discussions. and also if 
no one wants to have a discussion, then there's no discussion. we aren't a study 
group! the topic of discussion can be anything at all, from how to sew a patch 
to how to bomb the White House.

yes there is a dress code, you have to wear a zombie costume a la George 
Romero. haha I'm just joking. if you want to wear a school shirt or a tartan 
skirt, you can. that would be cool.
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don't be scared of the hcpunk label, we just use it so that we'll look cool. it's 
only a label, what impact does a label have?

there is no hierarchy at balkot, but don't forget to bring your 2x3 passport photo 
to attach to your membership card .. ahaha.. joking !

see you there : )2

BalKot organises according to anarcho-punk principles of consensus, without 

formal organisational structures or procedures.3 Nor does BalKot engage in active 

recruitment; instead, individuals or small friendship groups occasionally drift over from 

the wider underground or activist milieux, while others move out of the BalKot orbit. 

However, while there is little formal organisation, a few leading activists tend to take 

the initiative for proposing collective activities and ensuring that they are carried out. 

The underlying organisational principles contribute to the informal and egalitarian 

atmosphere of BalKot, but also to a rather haphazard and personalised form of authority, 

without a clear boundary between collective BalKot activities or decisions and 

individual projects or preferences.

Most of the anak DIY are engaged in other DIY projects, such as performing in 

DIY hardcore bands, operating micro-scale music labels and distros, or producing zines, 

artwork, or band merchandise. DIY bands associated with BalKot include Domestik 

Doktrin, xManusia Buatanx, Kontaminasi Heroik (KxHx), Freesoul, Muntah, and 

Rajasinga. Anjing Tanah and A Friend For Life were also quite influential in the 

development of Bandung's DIY hardcore community, but had already disbanded prior to 

my fieldwork. DIY bands tend to be rather short-lived; without either commercial 

success or a focus on charismatic star performers to hold them together or keep them 

stable, artistic, personal and ideological differences quickly lead to decomposition as 

bands exchange personnel, break up (bubar), and sometimes re-form, usually drawing 

on a shared pool of members active in BalKot and the DIY community.

DIY bands often release and distribute their own recordings, or rely on labels 

and distros set up by their friends from BalKot, disseminating recordings and other 

material through mail-order, hand-to-hand distribution, and merchandise tables at 

shows. Other DIY projects with connections to BalKot include: Ari Purnama's 

2 Email post, June 2004.
3 When the anak DIY need to engage with the ubiquitous bureaucracy in Indonesian society, such as 

when trying to book a university or community hall, they are forced to invent fictitious official 
positions and other trappings of an established social organisation. However, this is usually a fairly 
empty formality, and they have never been challenged for listing their address as 'City Hall'.
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Inkoherent DIY Nutritionist label, Methui's Endless Independent Store, Ken Terror's 

hardcore punk art and graphic design work, and Deden's xLapukx zine. Like DIY bands, 

these projects tend to be rather transient and volatile; many proposed DIY projects fail 

to get off the ground, or rapidly decline as the initial enthusiasm fades, only to be 

quickly succeeded by new ideas and projects. This reflects the ebb and flow of 

enthusiasm and inspiration which is characteristic of both artistic and activist practice, 

especially when they are carried out without the disciplining structures of a formal 

division of labour. Some DIY activists see the need for more ambitious and enduring 

collective projects,4 but for the most part the community is maintained through rather 

modest individual initiatives. The DIY community is an overlapping network of 

individuals engaged in many such projects; BalKot, as a regular meeting place and a 

consistent focus of activity, comes closest to bringing them together into a defined and 

coherent collective entity.

The majority of BalKot participants are educated young men in their late teens 

and early twenties. Their status as students or anak muda (young people), and 

specifically as young men, allows the anak DIY a certain amount of freedom to pursue 

their DIY activities. However, it also means that their economic resources are rather 

limited. Most are students or former students, typically in vocational courses or 

pursuing university degrees in subjects such as marketing, graphic design, architecture, 

accounting, or communications and media studies. There are a few salaried 

professionals and blue-collar workers among the anak DIY, but most are engaged in 

sporadic, casual work in the service, clerical or cultural sectors, while remaining 

economically dependent on their parents to some degree. Their attraction to DIY may 

reflect their position on the margins of the cultural industries, as well as the gap between 

their 'modern' consumption tastes and limited incomes.

While youth crew remains the dominant subcultural style at BalKot, it coexists 

alongside and overlapping with other styles and sub-genres, in particular the more 

metal-flavoured grindcore and crust punk. Straight edge is also very influential within 

BalKot and the Bandung DIY hardcore community, particularly those tendencies that 

seek to position straight edge as part of a wider, radical movement towards DIY 

autonomy (see Kuhn 2010). Both straight edge and DIY are presented as movements to 

4 For example, Ari Purnama submitted a detailed written proposal calling for the establishment of a DIY 
community space on the model of the 924 Gilman Street Project in Berkeley or ABC No Rio in New 
York. A fund-raising CD was even distributed in Germany to help get the project off the ground, but it 
remained an unrealised goal during my time in Bandung.
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reform the underground from within, seeking to recover and develop authentic punk 

values against the reduction of punk to a commodified style. Straight edge 'clean living' 

connects with DIY anti-consumerism, and the straight edge emphasis on self-control 

can be incorporated into the DIY principle of autonomy. For example, at a BalKot 

discussion on straight edge, Ari from Domestik Doktrin argued that at the core there are 

really only two things that one needs to abstain from: exploitation and domination.

The specific subcultural identity of DIY hardcore serves as the basis for much of 

their successful community-building work, which remains centred on the production, 

performance, and aesthetic appreciation of DIY hardcore music. BalKot has attempted 

to organise skill-sharing and education workshops for the wider community, but these 

attempts to broaden the collective beyond its basis in hardcore punk have proved less 

than successful. Nevertheless, there are a few participants who  are attracted by the 

political or social aspects of the community without having much interest in hardcore 

punk as such. Most notably, in 2004 a small group of young women became involved in 

BalKot, even though they were not hardcore fans. While they were initially on the 

periphery of the DIY community, over time they became quite actively involved in the 

BalKot collective, and developed some interest in DIY principles. BalKot remains 

closely associated with straight edge and hardcore, but it also represents an attempt to 

move beyond such subcultural identities.

As they have focused on their own DIY activities, BalKot and the anak DIY 

have increasingly become detached from the more commercial underground scene. This 

growing separation is in part a contest over subcultural identity, but it is also a conflict 

over economic and political principles. As Ari puts it, despite personal connections, 'you 

have to draw the line' between DIY autonomy and the commercial scene:

I wish that people in the hardcore punk scene here... they also need to see that 
clearly we need to draw a line—you have to draw the line—between what's 
commercial and what isn't. But it's not like we can't hang out with them, or be 
friends with the people on that side, because maybe in terms of day-to-day 
interaction there's still a lot who are still friends in daily life, right? But in 
terms of activity, I think there is a difference between here and there, y'know? 
Because I guess now they look at this activity as a source of profit, while we 
look at it as an activity for strengthening community cohesiveness, right?5

Still, there is some debate in the DIY community over how best to relate to the 

more commercial scene. While some view the underground as hopelessly compromised 

5 Interview with Ari Purnama, November 2004.
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by commercialisation, others would like to reach out and spread DIY ideas within the 

wider scene. Starveling, who had only recently become involved with BalKot, argues 

that the barrier between the DIY community and the commercial underground is a 

problem to be overcome in the pursuit of scene unity:

Well, in my opinion, we should just get together, y'know? Develop the 
relationship and learn from each other, share with each other. We don't need to 
have these partitions in the underground scene, like BalKot with PI, or with the 
Ujung Berung Homeless Crew. Why don't we just join together, y'know? Why 
do we have to fragment like this? Why do we have to keep our own 
communities? Why don't we just establish a relationship. United, y'know?6

In practice, the anak DIY have concentrated on building their own autonomous 

community, and in doing so have become increasingly isolated from the wider 

underground scene, and from Indonesian society more broadly. At the same time, they 

have strengthened their regional and global links to other DIY hardcore scenes. While 

unable to intervene in any significant way in Indonesian cultural politics, they have 

joined a movement which has positioned itself in opposition to corporate power on a 

global scale. Although it pre-dates the internet, DIY hardcore possesses many of the 

organisational characteristics of an internetworked social movement (Juris 2004; 

Langman 2005). Through exchanging zines, newsletters, and recordings, hosting tours 

by bands from overseas, and increasingly by online communication, the anak DIY are 

able to participate in a global DIY hardcore network, albeit from a  peripheral position.

The Bandung DIY community is also located within a tightly-linked regional 

DIY network, connecting the Indonesian scenes with those in Singapore and Malaysia. 

The Kuala Lumpur scene is the most prominent regional centre for DIY hardcore, and 

Indonesian DIYers rely heavily on their Malaysian contacts for access to global 

networks, although they are increasingly establishing their own direct relationships with 

distant scenes. As well as accessing online and mail-order services provided by DIY 

labels and distributors, and communicating through zines and other DIY media, several 

of the anak DIY maintain personal contact with counterparts scattered around the world. 

Tours by foreign bands have also played a significant role in establishing such 

connections, particularly through the direct, personal interaction they allow. These 

connections are small-scale, irregular, and idiosyncratic, but they are vital to the 

Bandung community.

6 Interview with Starveling, October 2004.
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Within Indonesia, the Bandung community has particularly strong connections 

to the DIY hardcore scenes in the Jabodetabek area (which includes Jakarta, Bogor, 

Depok, Tangerang, and Bekasi). Joint releases between bands from these different 

scenes are quite common, and they are close enough to hold joint shows or attend each 

other's events on a fairly regular basis. In 2005, an IndoDIYtour email list was 

established in order to organise and coordinate national tours by Indonesian and 

overseas DIY bands. Although the list did succeed in strengthening and expanding the 

DIY network, extending some tours further afield to cities in Sumatra and even 

Balikpapan in Kalimantan, this nascent national network remains largely centred in the 

major urban scenes of Java.

For several years, BalKot played an important role as a focal point for the social, 

economic, and political activities of the DIY community. However, by 2006 many key 

organisers stepped back from active involvement or moved on to other forums, and 

BalKot as I describe it here no longer exists, though various descendant groups and 

projects continue to operate. Many of the anak DIY drifted away under the pressure of 

personal responsibilities—pursuing careers, family relationships, or simply making a 

daily living. A few of the anak DIY have continued to organise small DIY 'studio 

shows', operating beneath the radar of more dominant currents in Indonesian cultural 

politics, while others have moved back towards the commercial underground scene. 

Former BalKot participants have also been actively involved in various anarchist and 

anti-authoritarian political movements. While the achievements of BalKot have been 

modest, they remain noteworthy as an attempt to forge a radical synthesis of cultural 

production and political practice.

DIY activism and political theory

In addition to their DIY hardcore activities, many of the anak DIY are involved 

in other small-scale community projects, and some participate in more overtly political 

campaigns around environmental issues, in support of animal rights, and against 

corporate power and neoliberalism.7 The collective has established some connections 

with local activist, artistic, and intellectual milieux, and DIY shows, discussions, and 

other events are often held in activist centres, art spaces, and bookshops. These 

7 For example, some of the anak DIY helped to launch the anarchist/autonomist group Apokalips, an 
explicitly anti-capitalist collective that prioritises campaigning against neoliberalism and participates 
in the national Jaringan Anti-Otoritarian (Anti-Authoritarian Network).
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relationships have contributed to the development of the DIY community in various 

ways, although there is some conflict between their approaches, most notably between 

the straight edge morality of many of the anak DIY and the more libertarian attitudes 

which prevail among the cultural activists.

Their strongest relationships are with those groups and individuals that have 

existing connections to the underground music scene; these include the Kolektif Kontra 

Kultura (a loose cultural activist and publishing collective based in Bandung), Peniti 

Pink (a zine library and community centre in Jakarta), and the anarcho-punk influenced 

people's art collective Tempequality (also in Jakarta). A few underground veterans who 

have maintained an activist orientation have taken on something of a mentor 

relationship with the younger anak DIY; most notably Pam, KKK organiser and former 

vocalist for Runtah, and Ucok, an activist and graphic artist best known for his 

underground hip-hop project Homicide.

BalKot has a particularly strong connection to the Bandung branch of Food Not 

Bombs (FNB), a loosely structured global anarcho-punk network that distributes free 

vegetarian food as a protest against militarism and authoritarian capitalism.8 The 

majority of local FNB activists are also involved in BalKot, and all have some 

connection to the DIY community. For the most part FNB Bandung services the DIY 

hardcore community and the wider activist scene, supplying free food and water at 

BalKot shows and other events. The group does engage in some more public forms of 

food distribution or 'tabling' (see Image 28), with the goal of creating a space for 

discussion around social and environmental issues, but these have not been particularly 

successful. There is also some resistance to such public outreach activities within the 

group, as some FNB activists see public distribution as likely to devolve into a kind of 

charity work at odds with their preferred community-building approach. As BalKot and 

FNB activist Tremor explains:

In Bandung, the biggest problem is how all the FNB volunteers—like, it's clear 
a lot of the volunteers still think of Food Not Bombs as just being an event, a 
food show, while it's not really like that at all. [...]  A lot of supporters don't 
really understand that it's supposed to be about the community relationship, a 
way to smash alienation, y'know?9

8 Food Not Bombs originated in North America, but the Jakarta and Bandung groups were more 
directly inspired by groups in Malaysia. The Kuala Lumpur group was founded by an FNB activist 
originally from Edmonton, Canada.

9 Interview with Tremor, October 2004.
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 The anak DIY also maintain connections with two community-oriented 

bookshops, Toko Buku Kecil (Tobucil) and Ultimus. Tobucil is located in a leafy, 

affluent neighbourhood and focuses on literary, artistic, cultural studies, and alternative 

lifestyle publications; it also provides a community art space (Common Room). For the 

anak DIY, Tobucil serves as an important connection to the Bandung contemporary art 

scene and wider 'bohemian' student milieu. In contrast, Ultimus is located in a more 

working-class neighbourhood in south Bandung, and is a key institution for left-wing 

activist organisations. Their association with Ultimus strengthens their links with 

political activists, but also exposes the anak DIY to some risk of political harassment 

and violence which their more strictly 'subcultural' activities generally avoid.10 Some 

DIY activists, including Ari Purnama from BalKot, are also involved in the 'Katarsis 

Distribution Cell' as self-described 'backpack Jedi', selling a range of political literature 

at discount prices through hand-to-hand delivery.

BalKot is thus a highly theorised and political community; although several of 

the anak DIY express a hostility to political ideologies, this opposition is itself informed 

by their own ideological position. In developing their critique, the anak DIY draw on 

established ideological currents within DIY punk and activist movements, particularly 

various forms of anarchism, but also Marxism, autonomism, the Situationists, 

environmentalism, feminism, poststructuralism, and other traditions of critical and 

activist theory. Anti-colonial and progressive currents of Islamic thought also have some 

relatively minor influence in the DIY community. Their political theory is informed by 

international punk and anarchist publications, such as Profane Existence and Anarchy: A 

Journal of Desire Armed, as well as academic works accessed through their university 

studies, local bookshops, and illicit copying. Other important sources for DIY political 

theory and activist information include the Food Not Bombs, Indymedia, and 

CrimethInc. networks.11

While not all of the anak DIY possess the necessary English-language or 

academic skills to directly engage with this theoretical material, local anarcho-punk, 

10 On 14 December, 2006, a discussion on Marxism at Ultimus, at which several of the anak DIY were 
present, was violently broken up by organised thugs (preman) operating under the banner of the 'Anti 
Communist Community Union' (Persatuan Masyarakat Anti Komunis or PERMAK).

11 Indymedia is an activist-oriented network of independent online news services, which includes a 
sporadically active Jakarta branch based in the DIY punk scene, while CrimethInc. is a decentralised 
'ex-workers' collective' based in North America that advocates for a form of 'lifestyle anarchism' 
informed by Situationism, poststructuralism, feminism, and DIY punk culture (see CrimethInc. 2001; 
Thompson 2004:108-116). Excerpts from CrimethInc. publications, along with some of their 
propaganda posters, online articles, and other material, are reproduced and circulated by the anak DIY 
and others in the politicised underground.
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activist, and DIY publications produce Indonesian translations, summaries, and 

analyses. Anarchism, in its various forms, is perhaps the most significant theoretical 

influence on the Bandung DIY community, reflecting its established role in hardcore 

punk. Compared with other punks in Bandung, the anak DIY are more likely to connect 

anarchist symbols with the classical anarchist tradition of anti-authoritarian political 

philosophy, identifying with the lineage of 'mutual aid' thinkers from Proudhon to 

Kropotkin (see Image 3). Kropotkin's (1968) advocacy of a free yet collective form of 

production, as the emancipation of human creativity from political domination and 

capitalist exploitation, resonates strongly with DIY hardcore ideals. However, there are 

also influences from more recent currents of lifestylist and 'post-Left' anarchism, which 

seek to distance anarchism from its connections to revolutionary socialism and its roots 

in the international working class movement (Bey 1991; Black 1997; CrimethInc. 

2001).

Another influence on DIY theory is autonomism, a political current which can 

be characterised as a form of Marxist anarchism—though this is something of an 

oversimplification (see Gautney 2009). Autonomism developed out of the interactions 

between European extra-parliamentary movements and Italian operaismo (workerism), 

a Marxist tradition emphasising working class self-organisation, political antagonism, 

and a strategy of refusal or exodus (Cleaver 2000:64-77; Dyer-Witheford 1999:62-90; 

Katsiaficas 2006; Marazzi and Lotringer 1980; Virno and Hardt 1996; Wright 2002). 

Although there was often a division between the political and the counter-cultural 

aspects of this movement (Cuninghame 2007; Katsiaficas 2006:187-233), there was also 

a degree of productive synthesis.

Milburn (2001) draws an explicit parallel between the original 1977 punk 

movement and contemporaneous autonomist struggles in Italy; autonomist ideas have 

also directly influenced later anarcho-punk and DIY hardcore scenes, particularly 

through the occupied social centre (radical squatting) movement (Katsiaficas 2006:88-

97; Wright 2000, 2007). While sharing many strategic and organisational characteristics 

with anarchism, autonomism retains a Marxist focus on the politics of production—a 

combination which appeals to many DIY activists. Recent autonomist theory, such as 

the well-publicised works of Hardt and Negri (2000, 2005), often fuses autonomist 

Marxism with poststructuralism, and is particularly concerned with cultural, creative, 

and intellectual forms of production.

There is a diversity of anarchist and autonomist thought within DIY hardcore, 
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but most of the anak DIY identify straightforwardly as anarchists; the rest tend to reject 

any specific ideological label. The DIY community draws on a rather complex web of 

sometimes conflicting arguments and positions, and is united more through common 

practice rather than ideological unity. Anarchism in particular is more a set of anti-

hierarchical organisational methods and principles than a unified political theory 

(Graeber 2002, 2009:211-222; Gautney 2009). Nevertheless, the anak DIY manage to 

bring these various influences together into a more-or-less coherent structural critique of 

capitalism. Anarchist and autonomist ideas play a significant role in shaping the 

activities of the DIY community, and influence their views on what constitutes an 

authentic way of life.

While the anak DIY certainly do raise local social and political issues in their 

performances and other activities, they tend to do so while employing language, 

aesthetic codes and ideological assumptions which are rather inaccessible to most other 

Indonesians. Their commitment to anarchism, animal liberation, feminism, and similar 

ideologies puts them beyond the pale of acceptable political discourse in Indonesia, and 

their subcultural tastes are not widely shared. At least in terms of their DIY activities, 

the anak DIY are culturally and politically isolated from mainstream Indonesian society. 

This does not mean that as individuals they are necessarily alienated from their families 

or local communities, but it can be an obstacle to their broader political influence as 

well as a source of friction and misunderstanding in their daily lives. Yet the dilemma 

for the anak DIY is that it is this very self-marginalisation which provides them with the 

relative autonomy that is so central to their political goals, values, and practices.

Not all of the anak DIY embrace political theory or activism; there is something 

of a divide between activists and hobbyists in the DIY community, and although the 

former tendency was the most assertive within BalKot, the influence of the latter can 

also be seen, especially in the opposition between 'politics' and 'authenticity' which is 

often expressed within DIY discourse. Ultimately, these internal tensions contributed to 

the decline and dispersal of the collective. However, for a time at least, the anak DIY 

were brought together by their shared interest in non-profit cultural production and 

hardcore aesthetics, and their shared opposition to the direction of the wider 

underground scene.
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Image 29 Domestik Doktrin poster commenting on 
high school bullying. The 'geek' in the picture is 
thinking, 'If this is really a tradition, then you can 
stuff your customary values!'

Image 30 A t-shirt with an anti-emo 
message, produced as part of a BalKot 
screen-printing workshop (Assholeparade 
is a DIY hardcore band from Florida).
 

Image 31 A leaflet for 
Methui's Endless 
Independent Store. The 
Indonesian text at the 
bottom announces 
anticipated  local DIY 
releases and international 
DIY tours.



'Emo children suck': DIY versus the commercial underground

As a distinct form of cultural production, DIY hardcore is based on a radical 

critique of consumer culture. The DIY critique has its roots in the underground scene 

and its hostility to mainstream pop culture, but it has also developed as a reaction 

against the commercialisation of the underground scene itself. The anak DIY also draw 

on the straight edge critique of spectacular punk style and underground hedonism, an 

internalised rejection of the excesses of conspicuous underground consumption. 

However, their critique goes beyond both underground distinction and straight edge 

abstinence to articulate a more thorough opposition to commercialisation.

Like other underground youth, the anak DIY seek to differentiate their own 

subcultural activities from 'trendy' (trendi) youth-oriented pop culture, which they 

condemn as a vacuous cult of appearances. For example, in their song 'Tercekik Impian 

(Planet Remaja)' ('Strangled Dreams (Teen Planet)'), xManusia Buatanx criticise the 

youth fashion industry for promoting a shallow, commodified identity, describing the 

song as a message 'for the ladies and gents who indulge in the glorification of fashion, 

and those who are of the opinion that physical beauty is everything' (see Appendix B7). 

The anak DIY themselves proudly and defiantly identify as uncool 'geeks', turning their 

exclusion from the trendy crowd of anak gaul, 'jocks', and scenesters into a positive 

value—as Domestik Doktrin put it, 'Are You Ready For The Geek Attack?' (see Image 

29).12

A major concern for the anak DIY is the commercialisation of the underground 

scene itself, which they perceive as a process of betrayal, appropriation and degradation. 

The DIYers characterise the commercial scene as having 'sold-out', abandoning 

underground autonomy for trendy and profitable 'fashion punk' (punk fasyon), as 

promoted by the booming distro industry. They are particularly hostile to the current 

local and global underground trends (tren), such as garage rock and emo. The 

predominance of these styles in the scene is taken as a hallmark of commercialisation 

and loss of authenticity.

The anak DIY accuse trendy 'alternative' rockers of embracing a hollow rock star 

image, characterised by feigning a cool and laid-back demeanour (sok slengean or 

cuek). The implication is that the garage rock identity is a pretentious affectation 

motivated by an egoistic desire for fame and success. This criticism is informed by a 
12 The Domestik Doktrin song 'Ready For The Geek Attack?' (2002) was written in response to a wave 

of violent and humiliating 'hazing' which had swept through Bandung's schools (see Appendix B8).
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degree of straight edge distaste for the 'sex, drugs and rock'n'roll' lifestyle, but also by a 

fear that the garage rock trend is asserting a mainstreaming, commercialising influence 

over the scene—a 'rock n' roll invasion' of the underground, as Rajasinga put it in their 

song 'Invasi Rokk n' Roll Garasi' (2006):

Bell-bottom jeans and a glass of beer, messy hair
Sneering faces and a slengean style… it's rock n' roll for real!
It's the garage rock n' roll invasion!
The instant rock n' roll brigade
is taking over your territory!13

While the DIY criticism of garage rock is inflected with a degree of resigned 

dismissal—it is rock 'n' roll, after all—their reaction to emo is much more defensive and 

hostile. Emo is perceived as a particular threat because it is a rising commercial trend, 

but also because of its historical connection to DIY hardcore. Emo (from 'emotional 

hardcore') developed out of the American DIY hardcore scene in the late 1980s, with a 

shift towards more personal and emotional themes and a complex melodic sound. 

However, twenty-first-century emo is a rather different beast, an angst-ridden variant of 

pop-punk that has been aggressively promoted by the corporate music and fashion 

industries. Emo has thus come to signify inauthentic fashion punk for the anak DIY and 

hardcore fans around the world. While many of the anak DIY respect and value first-

wave emo bands, their response to the emo trend in Bandung is one of contempt and 

hostility (see Image 30). Because of its hardcore origins, the emo trend strikes close to 

the 'authentic' roots of DIY hardcore, and thus threatens their own sense of identity.

However, this is not simply a matter of defending their own underground status 

or 'subcultural capital' (Moore 2005; Thornton 1996), though that is a part of it. While 

many of the anak DIY object to the specific aesthetic features of these styles, the DIY 

opposition to emo and other trends is grounded in their opposition to the phenomenon 

of fashion trends as such—that is, the idea that tastes and identities should be dictated 

by the corporate media, music, and fashion industries. They often try to avoid the 

appearance of making restrictive aesthetic judgements of their own, qualifying their 

aesthetic criticisms with the caveat that it is a matter of individual taste, even if they 

then go on to harshly condemn trends such as emo or garage rock as artificial and 

inauthentic commercial constructs. This critique is not limited to the most popular 

trends; the anak DIY also criticise 'mohawk punks' for trivialising punk resistance by 

13 See Appendix B9 for the band's accompanying explanation.
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reducing it to the sartorial display of a standardised image.

DIY authenticity is defined against such commercialised displays of subcultural 

identity, and they criticise the underground scene precisely for placing the competition 

for subcultural status ahead of the 'real meaning' of punk, as in the following discussion 

by Frans, a freelance photographer and band promoter who became increasingly active 

in BalKot and the DIY community during my time in Bandung:

A lot of people in the underground scene label themselves as underground, 
making all kinds of interventions into the underground attitude and lifestyle 
while maybe—again just maybe—they themselves don't really understand 
what the underground is, what the scene is, and what should be done in the 
underground scene. It's not just a style, like a trend or a lifestyle. But now the 
tendency in the underground scene is that it's a very exclusive scene, in all 
kinds of ways. This can be seen by the way people think, the way that ordinary 
people think about the underground scene. It's really seen just as a lifestyle that 
they are showing off. I guess people like that don't really contribute anything to 
the scene.14

The DIY critique of fashion and 'style' (gaya) thus shades into a critique of 

'lifestyle' (gaya hidup) as a form of commodified identity. While DIY hardcore includes 

its own forms of stylised identity and subcultural distinction, the anak DIY prefer to 

think of it as a way of life (cara hidup) rather than a 'lifestyle', which has strong 

connotations of status-seeking inauthenticity. The concept of 'lifestyle' is closely linked 

to an ideology of market consumption, indicating a commodified expression of a reified 

identity (Maycroft 2004).

The anak DIY identify this reduction to style as the main vector for the 

commercialisation of the underground scene, as they see scenesters 'selling out' 

underground values in the pursuit of subcultural capital and straightforward financial 

gain. For the anak DIY, to sell out is to regard the scene with an eye to personal gain, 

whether it be profit or self-promotion. However, they view such individual acts of 

selling out as part of a more general commercialisation of the scene. Methui (Domestik 

Doktrin guitarist) expresses this DIY critique of commercialisation, in tones of outrage, 

in a polemical statement which he included on a leaflet for his Endless DIY store 

(Image 31). The vehemence of his criticism—softened somewhat by being expressed in 

English—reflects a sense of betrayal. The anak DIY accuse the commercial scene and 

the distro industry of transforming hardcore punk into commercial clothing brands and 

14 Interview with Frans, January 2005.
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boutique outlets catering to inauthentic 'fashion punks', at the expense of the music, 

political expression, and community spirit.

The decline of the scene is a well-established nostalgic trope in punk discourse, 

often drawing on a romantic and idealised conception of what the scene used to be, but 

there have been real changes in the Bandung scene with the development of the distro 

industry. The anak DIY characterise Bandung distros as nothing more than businesses, 

seeking to make a profit from the scene through selling a shallow version of 'alternative' 

youth culture. Ari, from the band Domestik Doktrin and the Inkoherent DIY label, is 

particularly scathing:

Yeah, of course it's really ridiculous! And becoming even more so. Because I 
and everyone who's involved in the hardcore punk scene are convinced that all 
these distros aren't actually distros. They're something else, just clothing 
boutiques that have a segment or target market of teenagers—kids who maybe 
want to search for alternative clothes.
[...]
And so I think the term distro has already been distorted, because distro should 
be like an outlet that's non-hierarchical, independent, and with concern for the 
community, that's really active there. So not just selling clothes, selling t-shirts 
with high prices, but for activities and activism in their community.15

The anak DIY regard the shift in emphasis from records, zines and band 

merchandise to local independent designer label clothing, as well as the associated price 

rise, as more than simply a market shift—it is taken as a betrayal of the underground 

community and the DIY ethic. It is not simply a matter of promoting fashion over 

music, or shifting to more commercial styles; scene institutions are expected to promote 

underground autonomy on the basis of mutual support and communication, and the 

anak DIY find the distros lacking. Starveling from BalKot describes distro shopping as a 

profoundly alienating experience:

I don't really know if I can comment on distros. For example, I'm actually 
scared to look around in distros, y'know? Because I feel like I'm a customer, 
I'm just a customer, when I go into a distro. Not like a friend, but like I'm just a 
customer. It's like, 'Go ahead, please, make your selection', y'know? But in 
reality there are more powerful things than that, right? A relationship is based 
on strong friendship, and communication is the beginning of developing a 
relationship.16

15 Interview with Ari Purnama, November 2004.
16 Interview with Starveling, October 2004.
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As well as undermining the underground community, the anak DIY criticise the 

distro industry for compromising the independence or autonomy of the scene. In 

particular, the scene's reliance on commercial sponsorship, whether from corporations 

or smaller businesses such as distros, is seen as a significant problem which 

disempowers and corrupts the scene, rendering it dependent on the music and fashion 

industries. The fundamental DIY objection to the distro industry is that their money-

making activities are no longer constrained by a social commitment; despite their 

grounding in the local scene, they see distros, labels, and other scene enterprises as 

having become little more than petty business ventures. Ari identifies distros and the 

commercial underground as a miniature replica of the bourgeois culture industry, a 

training course in the methods and logic of capitalist enterprise:

And for example, right, with the distro shops that there are a lot of now, I've 
overheard managers saying that in order to work there, you have to apply and 
there's training, like an intern. And that's real ridiculous! So, it's just like a 
corporation, right? And, maybe they call it independent, they talk about it as, 
'Ohhh local clothing, you have to be proud of ourselves and this thing what 
we're doing'. But they're really running on an economic model that isn't far 
different from, like, propping up capitalism. It's just the same.17

'Wake up from your dream and forget that machine': DIY versus capitalist 

alienation

While in some respects the DIY critique is an extension and intensification of 

the conventional underground hostility to the mainstream, the anak DIY have developed 

this further into a more systematic and radical critique of consumerism, 

commodification, and capitalist alienation. They argue that the commercialisation of the 

scene stifles creativity, and also denies the possibility of authentic human relations. 

More generally, they describe the ideological and economic domination of the culture 

industry as a barrier to the realisation of our productive and communicative potential. 

This stance is not just anti-corporate or anti-consumerist, but explicitly anti-capitalist. 

Many of the anak DIY interpret commercialisation as a process of commodification or 

commodity fetishism, arguing that the capitalist pursuit of profit reduces socially 

productive human activity to commodities for sale.

The anak DIY are particularly concerned with overcoming alienation (alienasi or 

pengasingan), the separation of human beings from their own productive activities, and 

17 Interview with Ari Purnama, November 2004. Original in English and Indonesian.
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thus from genuine relationships and their own humanity (see Marx 1964:106-119). 

Their critique of passive consumption and commodification reflects this concern; they 

counterpose an authentic, non-alienated life to a commodified and alienating lifestyle. 

They focus on commodification (komodifikasi) as the central process in capitalist 

alienation, arguing that the commodification of culture robs it of its role in establishing 

authentic social relationships as well as its critical potential. Following Marx 

(1976:163–177), some of the anak DIY explicitly theorise commodification as 

commodity fetishism (fetishisme or pemberhalaan komoditas), the reification of 

alienated relationships in the form of commodities. Human social agency is surrendered 

to objects as alienation congeals in the commodity-form, disempowering consumers as 

well as producers.

The DIY critique of capitalism draws heavily on critical theory, including 

various streams of Marxism, Situationism, and poststructuralism. Some of the anak DIY 

have encountered this material through their university studies, but it is also 

disseminated (and reinterpreted) through activist, counter-cultural and DIY networks. 

The DIY analysis of consumer culture owes much to the Frankfurt School critique of 

the culture industry as an authoritarian system based on the fetishistic consumption of 

mass-produced commodities (Adorno 2001; Adorno and Horkheimer 1979:120-167; 

Marcuse 1964). This critique presents consumer culture as the alienating product of the 

culture industry, a manipulative, homogenising and dehumanising ideological structure. 

Similarly, the anak DIY condemn the music and entertainment industry as a system of 

control in which the audience is reduced to a mass of passive, compelled consumers. 

This DIY critique resonates with Marcuse's (1964:56-65) accusation that affluent 

consumerism promotes a shallow and 'one dimensional' aesthetic, devoid of true 

meaning and creativity.

However, the DIYers do not follow this position to its grim conclusion, a lament 

for the purported death of aesthetic sophistication and artistic privilege. The Frankfurt 

School critique ultimately leads to a stance of pessimistic, conservative, and elitist 

nostalgia in the cultural field (Gracyk 1992; Klumpenhouwer 2001:395-401). Adorno 

(2001:46-53), for example, declares all popular music to be a mechanistic expression of 

domination, its consumers no more than a 'retarded mass' enslaved to the standardised 

beat. In contrast, the anak DIY seek to develop hardcore punk into a non-alienated and 

non-commodified form of everyday creative practice. Still, the Frankfurt School 

critique is a significant influence on their own understanding of capitalist consumer 
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culture as a compelling but ultimately shallow and disempowering phenomenon, a 

corporate culture industry driven by the power of the mass media.

The anak DIY see this media consumer culture as alienating and fake, but also as 

dangerously attractive. A Valentine's Day newsletter published by the Kolektif Kontra 

Kultura (Odyssey, 2004) describes this as the 'sublimation of sexual desire into the 

fetishistic consumption of images'18, drawing on Marcuse's (1966) concept of repressive 

desublimation—the controlled, commodified expression of repressed desires. What is 

consumed is a seductive commodity image, part of a virtual media machine of 

manufactured needs and false, branded desires. The DIY hardcore band A Friend For 

Life urge their audience to 'Forget the Beauty That We Watch on TV' (Ibuku Diperkosa 

2003a):

You watched television everyday and think all that shit will filled your boring 
life
you let your brain filled by all the useless issues from the things you watched
for me that things will always waste my time!
wake up from your dream and forget that machine
television only shows all the beauty in this world, covering all the rotten reality
FAKE! Hypnotize!
Sex, violence, consume, buy this, buy that, blah blah blah
wake up! you still live in real world, not on television
forget the beauty that we watch on TV19

This view of consumer culture is also akin to Baudrillard's (1996:217-224) 

analysis of commodities as a system of signs, an endless succession of object-images 

which can never fully satisfy our desire for reality. The rise of corporate branding—the 

idea that the business of corporations is to sell an image, vision, or way of life rather 

than a material commodity—has encouraged this kind of analysis; Lury (2004) 

describes the brand as a 'new media object', while for Arvidsson (2006:136) branding is 

'a capitalist response to the hypermediatization of the social'. Drawing on Baudrillard, 

DIY activist Sarkasz (2004) argues that our need to communicate through mediated 

representations and categories like brands and music genres is a reflection of our 

alienated existence.20 However, ubiquitous branding has also given rise to an anti-brand 

movement seeking authenticity and social justice (Boyle 2003; Klein 2000; Rumbo 

2002). The anak DIY critique consumer culture as a totalising system of commodity 

18 In Indonesian, 'sublimasi gairah seksual ke dalam konsumsi imaji'.
19 Original lyrics in English.
20 See Appendix C5.
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images and branded identities, but they continue to assert the possibility of an authentic 

life outside the system.

Some DIY activists make direct reference to Baudrillard's (1983) concept of 

hyperreality (hiperrealitas) to describe the mediated world of branded commodity signs 

as an endless 'precession of simulacra' in which 'we live everywhere already in an 

“esthetic” hallucination of reality' (1983:147-148). More commonly, however, they 

deploy the Situationist term Society of the Spectacle (Dunia Tontonan). The Situationist 

International, a 1960s European avant-garde political and artistic movement, has had a 

significant influence on punk and hardcore, though the extent of this relationship is 

debated (Ford 2005:148-152; Marcus 2001; Nehring 1993; 2006; Plant 1992:145-147). 

In any case, many of the anak DIY make direct references to Situationist theory.

In his Society of the Spectacle (1977), Situationist theorist Guy Debord argues 

that the intensification of capitalist production in the cultural sphere has given rise to a 

dictatorship of illusion in which 'all of life presents itself as an immense accumulation 

of spectacles. Everything that was directly lived has moved away into a representation' 

(Debord 1977:1). With its hypothesis of a world reduced to images, Situationism has at 

times been proposed as a precursor or prefiguration of poststructuralism and 

postmodernism (Plant 1992:5). There are certainly similarities with the work of 

Baudrillard; against the Frankfurt School view of mass consumption as the compulsive 

realisation of base desires, they posit a fetishism based on the endless deferral of 

satisfaction and the evacuation of authenticity. In The Revolution of Everyday Life, 

Vaneigem argues:

to consume is to be consumed by inauthenticity, nurturing appearance to the 
advantage of the spectacle and to the detriment of real life. The consumer is 
killed by the things he becomes attached to, because these things 
(commodities, roles) are dead (Vaneigem 2006:154).

However, in contrast to Baudrillard, the Situationists understand the society of 

the spectacle to retain some basis in material processes, and thus to be potentially 

vulnerable to revolutionary social action (Debord 1977:4; Plant 1992:185-187). The 

society of the spectacle is an acceleration and intensification of capitalist accumulation 

and commodity fetishism; 'the spectacle within society corresponds to a concrete 

manufacture of alienation... the spectacle is capital to such a degree of accumulation 

that it becomes an image' (Debord 1977:32-34). While perhaps too totalising, this 
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Situationist critique is a useful reminder that the 'aestheticisation of everyday life' 

associated with lifestyle consumption (Featherstone 1991; Jameson 1991; Löfgren 

1994) is also the commodification of everyday life.

The Situationist concept of the society of the spectacle refers not to a final death 

of the real, but to a condition of alienation from 'the real', defined as an authentic human 

existence which remains a socially immanent possibility—and, indeed, a revolutionary 

imperative. As Graeber and Shukaitis (2007:18-25) point out, the Situationists' 

contention that an authentic non-alienated life remains a possibility to struggle for has 

proven to be rather more attractive to political and counter-cultural activists than the 

radically sceptical pessimism of much poststructuralist theory. The anak DIY understand 

'hyperreality' in Situationist rather than poststructuralist terms, as something which can 

and must be resisted. While they see alienation as a pervasive and dominating force, 

they continue to strive for some form of emancipation, arguing for the continued 

existence of true human desires, in opposition to the false desires of capital-as-image. 

For the anak DIY, commodification is the suppression of genuine human 

relationships and creativity, and their replacement by the passive consumption of objects 

and images. Much of their critique focuses on consumption, particularly the sort of 

'excessive' consumption associated with affluent middle-class lifestyles. The anak DIY 

often interpret commodity fetishism primarily in terms of compulsive consumption, 

showing the influence of the Frankfurt School's attempt to merge Marx with Freud, and 

the Situationist focus on the consumption and circulation of images. However, they are 

also concerned with production and the exploitation of labour; indeed, processes of 

production and consumption are necessarily linked in their analysis. A key aim of DIY 

hardcore is to bring production and consumption closer together, into a shared, non-

alienated experience of cultural communication. In a post to the BalKot mailing list, 

Tremor draws on Marx to present a critique of alienated labour:

I don't pay homage to Marx, but I agree with these words of his: work makes 
people's lives alienated. alienated from what? from their existence. you could say 
from the very marrow of existence, from their friends, from love, from all real 
experience of anything. it really depends on the person, the people who feel 
alienated. but if you feel fine, then I guess there's no problem, right?

really, it's the system that ought to be blamed. the wage system, the capitalist 
system, where humans are just capital and a set of office tools. turned into tools 
of production and entries in the expense account, rather than human beings.21

21 Email post, June 2004. See Appendix D6.
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The anak DIY propose DIY as an active and engaged form of cultural 

production, offering an alternative to the passive, alienated consumption of mass media 

commodities. Ucok describes the DIY ethos as a personal defence against the alienating 

effects of the modern world, and a reclamation of the sort of basic human sociality and 

creativity that Marx calls 'species-being' (Marx 1964:112-115; Dyer-Witheford 2004):

DIY is an ethos that—basically it's what's human. It's basic things happening in 
human beings, adverse things, like humans create a virus and they treat with 
DIY. Actually, you know, it became important since the days of 
industrialisation it's like—actually it's just normal things in life. It's all just 
normal things. But, when industrialisation came in and they marginalised 
people, they homogenised people. And this DIY ethos became more important 
than anything in my life, because that's one of many ways that I tried to create 
a defence against alienation, like so I can find my own identity in DIY 
methods. So I don't really trust media, I don't really trust corporations for doing 
everything I need in my life. So I create a couple of things by myself, like I 
don't buy a TV, that's why I don't buy a TV. So, probably, I can empower my 
family to more actively doing, y'know, being active in life, not being passive. 
Create something real.22

'By the kids, for the kids'

The anak DIY do not only critique consumer capitalism and the 

commercialisation of the underground; they also seek to construct a viable alternative. 

They produce their own DIY commodities and organise their own DIY performances of 

hardcore music on a collective, non-profit basis. DIY shows (show, gigs or acara DIY) 

are the central community events for the anak DIY, and in Bandung these have primarily 

been organised through the Kolektif Balai Kota. The anak DIY put a great deal of effort 

and resources into organising these shows, which are vital both for demonstrating DIY 

principles in action and for differentiating the DIY community from the more 

commercial underground music scene. BalKot shows are explicitly intended to serve as 

examples of the self-organisation of the DIY community—'by the kids, for the kids'. As 

well as providing an opportunity for the anak DIY to perform, and to watch their friends 

perform, these shows serve as a focal point for their collective organisation and 

decision-making processes. They are important occasions for the exchange of goods and 

information, and provide a highly-charged atmosphere facilitating intense forms of 

social interaction.

22 Interview with Ucok, January 2005. Original in English.
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Image 32 Freesoul performing at a DIY show in a Sumedang studio (May 22, 2004).

Image 33 Some of the anak DIY gathering for a photo at the end of a DIY hardcore show in Tanjung 
Sari, near Sumedang (August 29, 2004).

Image 34 Rachel Jacobs from New York performing 'acoustic punk' at Endless—that is, in Methui's 
grandmother's house (November 28, 2004).



DIY shows organised by BalKot range from small, intimate studio performances 

to the more ambitious and larger shows put on for visiting international DIY acts. In 

2004 and 2005, the BalKot kids were rather overwhelmed by the series of international 

bands touring through Indonesia, and scrambled to put together DIY shows for them in 

Bandung. The number of these tours was unprecedented, and stretched the resources of 

BalKot participants to breaking point. The anak DIY faced severe financial and 

organisational challenges to put on these shows, but for the most part they managed to 

overcome them and hold a series of successful, vibrant events. Though small in 

comparison to commercial underground shows, these shows realised the aims of the 

anak DIY: bringing the DIY community together in collective action and proving that 

shows organised on a non-profit, non-sponsored basis are a viable prospect. While some 

of the DIY shows would be accounted failures by commercial underground standards, 

they succeeded in forging a sense of solidarity and asserting the autonomy of the DIY 

community.

Indeed, some of the anak DIY actively prefer smaller shows which are more 

clearly 'by the kids, for the kids'; they are more intensely intimate than the larger and 

more widely publicised tours, and lack the incidents of aggression, violence, and petty 

theft which marred some of the latter. An important DIY institution in Bandung is the 

studio show, intimate jam sessions held in the close quarters of a practice studio. 

Unpublicised except by word-of-mouth, these shows bring together a core group of DIY 

musicians and activists to perform for their friends. The studio show originated out of 

necessity—a lack of venues and scarce resources make it difficult to put on a large 

public show in Bandung without commercial sponsorship. Overcoming these obstacles, 

even in a small way, provides a real sense of victory and solidarity.

This was made clear to me at my first studio show in May 2004. I accompanied 

a group of BalKot kids on the long trip to Sumedang, where we met up with a few 

Sumedang locals before proceeding to the run-down studio. A couple dozen young men 

crammed into the small performance space, which was stinking hot and dangerously 

wet; we were soon drenched with sweat. As is often the case at Indonesian practice 

studios, the equipment was quite shoddy—DIY bands are often forced to use 

instruments held together largely by duct tape. However, the show itself was typified by 

haphazard exuberance and playful energy, despite the terrible conditions (see Image 32). 

It was something between a performance, a jam session, and a party. The easy chatter, 

socialising, and physical contact showed that this was a group of familiar friends. Most 
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people present were musicians, and although specific bands often began sets, frequent 

personnel changes and 'interruptions' rendered the boundary between performers and 

audience almost completely fluid.

In August 2004, another exemplary DIY show was held on the outskirts of 

Bandung, in a community hall in the town of Tanjung Sari (see Image 33). Like the 

studio show, this show involved journeying out of the city of Bandung proper, gaining 

distance from the commercial underground scene and thus a certain sheltered obscurity. 

The Tanjung Sari show involved more of a formal sequence of band sets, though there 

were still several spontaneous performances and a great deal of audience interaction. 

The turnout was down from expectations, and several bands from outside Bandung had 

cancelled. The bands who ended up playing were mostly associated with BalKot, 

although DIY bands from the Jakarta area also performed. This show drew in most of 

the Bandung DIY community, particularly those directly involved with BalKot, and a 

small group from neighbouring Jakarta-area scenes as well. Still, there were under a 

hundred people present, not enough to fill the rather small hall. Nevertheless, many of 

the anak DIY saw the show as a success. The show lasted for much of the day, with 

most people in or near the pit when bands were performing, and chatting or exchanging 

DIY products during the breaks.

Ideally, a DIY show focuses on performances by local bands, organised for and 

with their fellow community members. While a few local DIY bands—like Domestik 

Doktrin and xManusia Buatanx—stand out for their relative popularity, the anak DIY 

seek to avoid the strict division between headlining and support acts which characterises 

more commercial underground shows. However, during my fieldwork, most DIY shows 

were organised by BalKot as part of tours by foreign DIY bands, including R.A.M.B.O. 

from Philadelphia, Barackca from Hungary, Second Combat from Malaysia, and Secret 

7 from Singapore. These shows tended to attract a wider audience; while the headlining 

acts were relatively obscure DIY bands, their international provenance was enough to 

garner dramatically increased interest from underground scenesters.

On the other hand, the fairly intimate shows organised for acoustic punk 

performers Steve Towson (from Brisbane) and Rachel Jacobs (from New York) were 

used to build stronger links with artistic communities and cultural activists. As well as 

performing at various art spaces and community art shows, Steve Towson performed on 

the steps of the Balai Kota itself, while Rachel Jacobs performed at Methui's Endless 

Independent Store, or more precisely in the main room of his grandmother's house 
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which serves as his store front (see Image 34).

DIY tours both rely on and help to forge translocal social relationships, 

contributing to the growth of an autonomous network of DIY scenes (Moore 2007:451-

452; Ovetz 1993:19-20). Through tours by international bands, the local anak DIY gain 

a more visceral sense of their participation in a global underground, as the 'imagined 

community' of DIY hardcore becomes a tangible, shared experience of sociality. Frans 

from BalKot emphasises this aspect of DIY tours:

Sean: What do you think about the tours by foreign bands that BalKot 
has done?

Frans: Oh, touring, that's—like I said, I'm extremely pleased to be in 
BalKot because it opens up my insight and my understanding of 
the broader underground world. Because, before I only had access 
to extremely minimal information about the underground world 
overseas, as far as I knew the underground overseas just hyped 
['memblow-up'] a few famous bands, whereas in fact there are 
some bands—in fact overseas there are loads of bands who have 
established themselves as DIY, and we really respect that. So, 
they can visit Indonesia, they can play and tour in Indonesia. 
That's a very valuable experience, because we can share 
information, we can share experiences, like socially, 
communication, attitude and exchange respect for the 
underground in their country with respect for the underground in 
my country. This is a form of communication and a link that is 
really extraordinary, for me. It's a relationship between different 
scenes throughout the world, and that's really great, and it's 
something that we really need.23

Lasting bonds of communication, trade and friendship have been forged through 

these tours; for example, R.A.M.B.O. has toured Indonesia several times, building 

enduring relationships with the Bandung DIY community and contributing to their sense 

of being part of a wider, international DIY hardcore scene. However, as he saw the 

commercial scene latching onto these tours by foreign DIY bands, Frans became highly 

critical of the fetishisation of foreignness which he saw developing in the wider scene:

Are the bands who are playing sufficiently responsive and interested in DIY, or 
do they just want to play along with a bule [Western, or 'whitey'] band? 
Because now in Bandung there is a new paradigm where there are some of the 
event organisers (EO) who call themselves underground or indie but NOT DIY 
who say that now they want to get bands from overseas by randomly searching 
the internet, what's important is just to get a bule band who wants to play in 
Bandung (BULE MINDED) without caring if they even know who they are 

23 Interview with Frans, January 2005.
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inviting or not. It's a pity if they do think like that!24

International tours highlight the global hierarchy of prestige; even obscure DIY 

bands from Western scenes tend to draw much larger audiences than local bands. Nor 

can the relations between touring bands and the local scene be regarded as egalitarian, 

despite the best efforts of many of those involved. There is a strong ethic of 

underground solidarity, which extends to giving hospitality and support to others from 

the global scene, but there is little opportunity for this to become a reciprocal 

relationship, as few Indonesian DIY bands can afford to tour outside Indonesia. While 

most of these visitors are modest and appreciative, some display a demanding and 

arrogant attitude—what the Indonesians label a 'colonial mindset' (sikap kolonial)—or 

expect a level of payment or amenities which the local scene cannot afford to supply.

There is also some inequality in access to these international connections within 

the local scene. Youth666Crew, a DIY hardcore musician, is generally enthusiastic 

about these tours, but also expresses some concern that the relationships have not been 

generalised:

Sean:  So, are these tours important for the BalKot community?
Youth666: Very important, I think. But maybe for a few of us, like for me, I'd 

maybe need to be fluent [in English] to be able to communicate 
with them, and I'm not yet. So maybe it's still just a few people 
who can contact them, maybe not all of us can, y'know? Like, for 
example, Ari can contact overseas people. Actually, we all want to 
be able to contact them, but we don't know how to do it. But here 
[at BalKot] we can all help out, together, right?25

In the wake of these tours, the anak DIY were torn between, on the one hand, 

excitement over their growing connection to global DIY networks and the increasing 

prominence of their community and, on the other hand, concern over the potential 

erosion of their tight-knit community identity and their commitment to the DIY ethic. 

Some of the tension between the DIY community and the commercial underground 

scene was expressed at these shows as incidents of conflict and disruption, leading to 

further conflict within the DIY community itself. At the shows themselves, however, for 

the most part the anak DIY 'closed ranks', attempting to maintain their own community 

spirit and norms of behaviour in the face of unwelcome and disruptive 'drunk punk' 

aggression. For example, at several of their shows BalKot organisers put up hand-
24 Email from Frans, March 2005.
25 Interview with Youth666Crew, January 2005.
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written signs, in Indonesian and English, calling on attendees to respect their 

preferences:

No fights! No macho tough guy shit! Let’s create a progressive evening!

Machoism and sexism are not welcome in this show. Thanx. 

Look out for your friends when you mosh/pogo/dance! No Violent Dancing –
thanx.

Please, let's all look after the facilities. Mosh hard, mosh smart!

Because the hall is small, please don't smoke inside. Thanx.

These injunctions were not always followed, however; for example, one BalKot 

show was severely disrupted by a group of skinheads. This show, held on February 20, 

2005 and featuring Singapore's Secret 7, was pitched as a true DIY show 'just for fun 

and not for money from tickets' (see Images 35 and 36). It was held in the UNBAR 

(Universitas Bandung Raya) basement with the permission of the student organisation, 

on the condition that there would be no drinking, no fighting, and that the facilities 

would be properly looked after. The anak DIY felt that this was an opportunity to 

demonstrate the responsible and positive atmosphere of their community, and possibly 

also to solve their ongoing problems securing a venue. The show itself started off with a 

fairly intimate and relaxed atmosphere; for me, there was the added poignancy of my 

immanent departure; this was to be my last show in Bandung, and thus an opportunity 

to say farewell to the anak DIY as a community.

However, as the show progressed, a small group of intoxicated skinheads 

disrupted the carefully cultivated 'positive' DIY atmosphere, failing to observe pit 

etiquette and harassing some of the anak DIY. The BalKot organisers became rather 

concerned with this aggressive behaviour, but were unsure how to respond. The problem 

escalated when Secret 7 began their set; under the mistaken assumption that they were 

Malaysian, the skinheads abused them for their accents and shouted nationalist anti-

Malaysia slogans. Fearing violence, the band stopped their set, and the show was 

quickly brought to a premature end.
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Image 35 Domestik Doktrin performing at the Secret 7 show, UNBAR basement (February 20, 2005).

Image 36 Poster for the Secret 
7 BalKot show. The parody 
'sponsors' logos' at the bottom 
reference the 'war on terror', 
the suspicious burning of an 
artists' squat in contested 
parkland at Babakan Siliwangi, 
the murder of human rights 
activist Munir, and logging at 
Punclut north of Bandung.



Afterwards, the 'skinhead problem' (masalah skinhead) was the main topic of 

discussion among the anak DIY, including at the BalKot meeting a few days later. Most 

agreed that the skinheads' nationalist posturing was simply an excuse for trouble-

making and violence, but there was no consensus on how to deal with the issue. Some 

of the anak DIY took this as further evidence for the degeneration of the commercial 

underground scene, while others argued that it pointed to the need for building stronger 

relationships with other underground communities, raising concerns that BalKot was 

developing a reputation as an overly exclusive community.

While the organisation of DIY shows contributes to the realisation of the DIY 

values of autonomy and community, it also reveals a tendency towards defensive 

insularity, a refusal of the mainstream which Duncombe (1997:142) describes in terms 

of 'purity and danger'. The anak DIY are torn between their drive for the purity and 

authenticity of the autonomous DIY community and their connections with the wider 

scene, and the organisation of DIY hardcore shows is a key site for the articulation of 

this dilemma. Even when they attend the same events as underground scenesters, the 

anak DIY tend to maintain a notable distance from the rest of the scene. At shows, the 

DIYers cluster into their own tight-knit group, rarely interacting with the wider 

audience. This is most noticeable when a group of the anak DIY attend a non-BalKot 

show to support one of their own bands; they energetically support their friends, but 

rarely engage with the other performances.

This was very noticeable when xManusia Buatanx performed at the Bandung 

show for Malaysian metalcore band Cassandra. The show, held at the Laga pub on 

February 13, 2005, was very successful by the standards of the commercial underground 

scene, but it was organised in a fashion which clearly conflicted with DIY organising 

principles. The show boasted over forty commercial sponsors, mainly local distros and 

clothing labels. xManusia Buatanx's performance thus caused a great deal of controversy 

within the DIY hardcore community. Some of the anak DIY—including the members of 

xManusia Buatanx—thought it could be a useful opportunity to promote DIY and 

straight edge to a wider audience, although they were rather disappointed by the 

response they received on the night. Others felt that the performance amounted to a 

betrayal of the DIY community, and stayed away entirely. However, despite their 

misgivings, most of the anak DIY went along and supported the band out of a sense of 

friendship and community solidarity. At the same time, they attempted to maintain their 

distance from the event as a whole, mostly staying outside the venue except during 
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xManusia Buatanx's set.

The insularity of the DIY community is a fairly extreme form of the self-

marginalisation or 'ghettoisation' typical of underground cultures in general and punk in 

particular (Duncombe 1997:153-156; Traber 2001). It certainly contrasts with Wallach's 

(2008b:108) description of a punk acara in Jakarta as 'inclusive and fully embedded in 

the everyday realities of the neighborhood'. In choosing the underground purity of strict 

adherence to DIY principles and practices, the anak DIY are acting as the guardians of 

underground authenticity, but are also potentially condemning themselves to an inward-

looking isolation. This is a matter of some debate within the DIY community; their 

emphasis on DIY autonomy competes with the value placed on underground unity and 

with their desire to disseminate the DIY ethic and participate in some form of broader 

social transformation. Yet, some degree of boundary-drawing is a necessary part of their 

project to establish an autonomous community of DIY production.

Autonomy and community

In their organisational and productive activities, the anak DIY are guided by a set 

of social principles, an alternative system of value which is understood in both ethical 

and economic terms. This etika DIY (DIY ethic) is based on the twin values of 

autonomy (kemandirian) and community (komunitas). These values may appear to be in 

conflict, reflecting the tension between individualism and collectivism which marks 

underground culture in general and punk scenes in particular (Duncombe 1997:65). 

However, the anak DIY perceive them as mutually-reinforcing and interdependent 

values; their conscious goal is to establish an autonomous community, a liberated zone 

offering resistance to—or at least refuge from—the alienation of the market. The etika 

DIY is an ideal, a set of practices, and potentially a political strategy. This kind of 

conscious construction of autonomous community can be mobilised as an emergent 

alternative to capitalist alienation (Barchiesi 2003; Castoriadis 1987:372-373, 1997:314-

315; De Marcellus 2003; Starr 2000; Williams 2008).

The DIY value of autonomy builds on the punk ethic of independent living and 

self-expression which O'Hara (1999) calls 'the philosophy of punk'. The call to 'Do It 

Yourself' suggests a rather individualistic approach to cultural production, and the etika  

DIY draws on artistic discourses of authentic self-expression, as well as subcultural 

discourses of personal identity and the straight edge commitment to self-control. Within 
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the broader underground scene, the DIY ethic is often interpreted in highly 

individualistic ways that are quite compatible with a commercial path. Independent 

commercial enterprises within the scene are sometimes referred to as DIY, even if they 

are profit-driven, and bands that have signed to major labels but have 'made it on their 

own' through the underground may also claim the label. However, the DIY community 

was established in opposition to this kind of limited, neoliberal independence, and 

represents an attempt to establish a more comprehensive degree of personal and 

collective autonomy from the market. Like Tedy Ginting (vocalist for xManusia 

Buatanx), most of the anak DIY temper the more individualistic aspects of DIY 

autonomy with an emphasis on cooperative activity:

Yes I think that DIY—I guess there are a lot of ways to define it. But based on 
the literal meaning of 'do it yourself', I guess it can be defined as the idea that 
whatever you do, you can do it without being dependent on other people. And 
so people can use it to spread their own abilities, people can express their own 
abilities. And DIY is really good for giving people the courage to do this, the 
courage to try and share whatever they have. And, for me, the concept of DIY 
is pretty important and pretty great because, even though it's individual, we can 
incorporate activity from everyone else as well.26

The etika DIY is more a call to participation than to absolute self-reliance; 

indeed, because 'Do It Yourself' seems to overemphasise individualism, some of the 

anak DIY prefer the more awkward term 'Do It With Your Friends' (DIWYF). DIY 

autonomy means acting mandiri, autonomously, rather than sendiri, by one's self, or 

bebas, free or unfettered from restraint.27 The anak DIY connect their personal autonomy 

to the collective activity and self-organisation of the DIY community as a whole; 

practical cooperation (kerjasama) and social unity (kesatuan) are important aspects of 

DIY autonomy. Kemandirian is not the competitive autonomy of isolated, property-

owning individuals; rather, it is interpreted in terms of community self-sufficiency, self-

determination and, above all, collective independence from the corporate cultural 

industries and other forms of external authority. This shows the significant influence of 

anarchist ideas of self-government and mutual aid on the values and practices of DIY 

26 Interview with Tedy Ginting, September 2004.
27 The anak DIY also avoid the term merdeka, which means free, independent, or liberated in a collective 

political sense, but which has strong nationalist connotations. Merdeka refers to liberation from 
colonial oppression but, in the post-colonial context, it has also become associated with the power and 
authority of the Indonesian state. They sometimes use otonomi ('autonomy'), particularly when 
translating English-language anarchist or autonomist discourse, but this term has become associated 
with post-Reformasi policies of regional autonomy and decentralisation.
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hardcore. As O'Hara (1999:166) argues, the DIY ethic 'is an extension of the anarchistic 

principles requiring responsibility and cooperation in order to build a more productive, 

creative, and enjoyable future.'

Still, the individualistic streak in DIY leads some to reject the label 'anarchist'. 

The anak DIY are suspicious of labels, whether it be a music genre, subcultural group, 

or ideological affiliation. At times this leads them to reject any direct affiliation with a 

political movement or 'ism', including anarchism. BlankFlag, a DIY musician and 

author from Jakarta who joined BalKot while studying in Bandung, expressed this 

position most explicitly; while for a time he sported a home-made badge of Kropotkin 

and various other symbols of anarchist affiliation, he later divested himself of these 

symbols for compromising the philosophical ideal of anarchy:

We don't need the symbol! We don't need flags, parties or even countries to 
make our life better. 
Circle-A—just ripped that off! Black flag—ripped that off!
We just need to understand each others deeply in our heart! And it can created 
by a communication. Not just any stupid symbolic for get any confessions! 
Because the symbol oftentimes only made us apart.28

BlankFlag's postanarchist rejection of all symbolic affiliations is somewhat 

extreme, but others in the DIY community express similar ideas. An element of DIY 

autonomy is a desired independence from rigid ideologies, political organisations—

including anarchist and leftist groups—and the sphere of 'politics' itself (Katsiaficas 

2006:187-233).

While both anarchist and DIY autonomy are associated with individual freedom 

of thought and action, the core of DIY autonomy is non-profit creative production, a 

necessarily collective endeavour. This DIY autonomy develops and extends the 

underground ideal of creative independence (Hibbett 2005; Moore 2007; O'Connor 

2008), itself a popularisation of the relative autonomy of art (Adorno 1984; Bourdieu 

1996; Marcuse 1979; Shorthose and Strange 2004). To be mandiri in DIY terms is to not 

only to consume underground commodities rather than mainstream commodities, but 

also to take control of one's own cultural practices by engaging directly in underground 

production and exchange networks. As Tremor explains, DIY hardcore is an attempt to 

become independent of the market economy, reducing dependence on capital for both 

consumption and production:

28 Email interview with BlankFlag, November 2004. Original in English.
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DIY is... it's like an alternative so that we don't have to just spend all our money 
on corporate products. Yeah, but in my opinion what happened with DIY in 
Bandung is that it became a new corporate, y'know? While for example, the 
community—the kids at BalKot, they're the only ones who're still DIY, only 
there. And they've really... maybe the BalKot kids are no longer dependent 
because everyone can do sharing with each other, like how—it's a way to make 
something for ourselves, like there are workshops, OK, and stuff like that. So, 
we reduce our consumption—reduce our consumption of products that we don't 
really need, and learn how to make stuff ourselves, for... like I dunno... for our 
own use, and not products for sale, y'know?29

DIY hardcore is not simply an assertion of individual creative autonomy, but 

also part of a collective movement away from capitalist consumer society. DIY straight 

edger PosionxFreexLife acknowledges the importance of independence, but he 

emphasises cooperation as the most valuable aspect of DIY:

DIY is very important because it gives priority to cooperation within the scene. 
It emphasises solidarity. Independence is also a major thing, and needs to be 
paid attention to, but without marginalising the other more important issues, 
y'know?30

DIY komunitas is an egalitarian ideal, but it is also a form of social organisation 

that is actively produced through DIY practices of participatory cultural production and 

the associated social networks of the anak DIY. The relatively democratic and 

egalitarian organisation of production within DIY hardcore contributes to, and relies on, 

personal relationships of friendship and solidarity. At the local level, DIY komunitas is 

based around face-to-face relationships, and although translocal DIY networks rely on 

mediated forms of communication and exchange, they also attempt to transform these 

into more direct, personal, and ongoing relationships. BalKot itself is regarded as a 

realisation of DIY komunitas, and a prefiguration of the anarchist ideal of a society 

without hierarchy. Building komunitas is a conscious political project for the anak DIY, 

the production or reclamation of shared spheres of activity which are autonomous from 

capital and the state. The DIY community can thus be positioned as part of a broader 

direct action movement producing 'new practices of local and translocal communities 

outside the value practices of capital' (De Angelis 2007:243).

Komunitas is also linked to the idea of reclaiming the commons, the production 

of shared means as against the enclosures of private property (De Angelis 2007:238-
29 Interview with Tremor, October 2004.
30 Interview with PoisonxFreexLife, November 2004.
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244; Linebaugh 2008; Midnight Notes 1990; Soron and Laxer 2006). This can refer to 

the commons in a material sense, communities as shared space and material resources, 

but also to the production and mobilisation of 'commonality', as in common interests, 

common networks of communication, common culture, and a common movement 

(Barchiesi 2003:6; De Marcellus 2003; Dyer-Witheford 2006; Hardt and Negri 

2005:196-208, 2009). Rather than reclaiming a traditional community, the anak DIY 

seek to connect with a globalised, networked commons of cultural production.

Some scholars and activists argue that more localised movements to reconstitute 

community emphasising specificity of place may offer more tangible results (Bennetts 

2004; Mignolo 2009; Parkins and Craig 2006:69-76; Starr and Adams 2003). However, 

there is a real political danger in the reification of community, which may also lead to 

limited, nostalgic, and exclusionary forms of politics, and thus 'feed into and support the 

development of the capitalist imperial machine' (Hardt and Negri 2000:45). While 

community can stand for the commonality of struggle, it can also represent the 

privatisation or institutionalisation of the commons (Barchiesi 2003; Caffentzis 2010; 

De Marcellus 2003; Hardt and Negri 2009:159-164). Community is thus a contradictory 

concept, which may refer both to the grounding of struggles in local experiences and the 

processes by which social contradictions are managed and recuperated (Vishmidt 

2006:455).

Community is often used in an abstract, symbolic fashion, divorced from actual 

social relations among people (Amit 2002). However, the anak DIY largely reject the 

value of abstract 'imagined communities' (Anderson 1991), whether in the form of a 

nation state, ethnic group, or subculture. While there is a sense in which all 'DIY 

hardcore kids' around the world participate in a shared imagined community, they 

mobilise their concept of komunitas as a lived experience of community solidarity based 

on direct, personal social ties. DIY komunitas thus contrasts with the 'folk ideology' as 

found in much folk and rock music, in which an absent or imagined organic community 

is symbolically invoked or referenced as a wellspring of authenticity (Frith 1978a:197-

200; Moore 2002:216-218; Redhead and Street 1989).

The anak DIY embrace the idea of re-embedding the economy and politics in the 

social life of a community, but they oppose the kind of strategic essentialism advocated 

by Starr (2000:211) and Spivak (1996:214) as the basis for such a movement. The anak 

DIY are particularly wary of the identification of community with ethnicity or the 

nation-state, which they associate with hierarchical forms of social organisation. DIY 
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komunitas is distinct from the discourse of community and tradition in the official state 

ideology of Indonesia, although some of the anak DIY draw parallels with traditional 

Indonesian commoning practices such as gotong royong ('mututal cooperation'):

Sean: What would you say is the relationship between DIY and 
Indonesian culture?

Rahar: In some cases, like some DIY screen-printing industry, they are 
very Indonesian. Run by their self and their friends. You know, 
like, you know the terms of gotong royong? Yeah, that's—I think 
the relationship, it's just only about that. Some DIY production is 
usually involves their friends and their local friends, like their 
neighbourhood. But for me there is not yet a big impact to the 
society. Probably just a small, a small community like in family 
or just like in collectives like this.31

Gotong royong is often presented as a traditional form of mutual aid, derived 

from rural practices of cooperative labour, but the concept has also been deployed by 

the Indonesian state to legitimise forced labour and other authoritarian practices of 

development (Bowen 1986; Sullivan 1991). More generally, traditionalist discourses of 

social harmony (rukun) and community consensus have long been integrated into the 

authoritarian structures of the Indonesian state (Antlöv 1995; Bourchier 1996, 1998, 

2001:113-115). The success of the New Order regime in laying claim to 'traditional' 

community values perhaps helps explain the lack of enthusiasm which the anak DIY 

display for such notions of organic community. Anjing Tanah (2002) articulate a bluntly 

hostile rejection of this kind of tradition in their song 'Budaya Timur Harus Mati', that 

is, 'Eastern Culture Must Die' (see Appendix B10). Rather than developing a youthful, 

underground variant of the imagined national community, as Wallach (2008a:227) 

suggests for the Indonesian underground, the anak DIY seek to construct a radically new 

experience of community.

A few of the anak DIY also draw parallels between DIY and Muslim practices, 

but these connections remain rather tenuous:

Sean: And how is the relationship between DIY punk and Islam in 
Indonesia?

Methui: DIY punk and Islam in Indonesia... as far as I know, in Islam we 
place a lot of importance on the minimisation of non-essential 
things. So there is a connection there, maybe. I feel there's a 
connection with DIY. I consider the literal meaning to be the 
same, the minimisation of non-essential things. And to stop 

31 Interview with Rahar, October 2004. Original in English.
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consumerism. And that kind of thing is also recommended in 
Islam. So, there is a connection between them according to their 
literal meanings.32

Anarchism has a strong tradition of anti-clericalism and militant atheism, but 

certain anti-hierarchical or even anarchist tendencies can also be identified within some 

forms of Islam (Barclay 2002; Bey 1991; Chambers 2006:39-40; Veneuse 2010). 

However, this kind of overt syncretism is not typical of the anak DIY; while a 

significant minority are practising Muslims, the community also includes many atheists, 

agnostics, and a few Christians, and religious ideas are not significantly integrated into 

their DIY values or practices.

Still, there remain some parallels between DIY komunitas and wider Indonesian 

discourses and practices of community. For example, Murray (1991a:64-85) describes 

urban poor kampung as anarchist communities, combining a refusal of external 

governance (by the state or the market) with self-regulated cooperation based on 

familiarity, a description which could also apply to the Bandung DIY community. The 

anak DIY present their community as an example of 'unity in diversity', drawing largely 

on global underground and anarchist discourses but also, rather incongruously, echoing 

the official discourse of the Indonesian state. Indeed, 'Unity in Diversity' (Bhinneka 

Tunggal Ika) is the official national motto, though in practice unity has often been 

imposed through a hegemonising national culture (Acciaioli 1996, 2001; Ali 1997; 

Foulcher 1990; Hellman 1998). However, rather than seeking to impose an authoritarian 

consensus, the anak DIY interpret unity in diversity as a form of solidarity based on 

individual and collective autonomy, combined with a form of militant anti-racism (see 

Image 37).

32 Interview with Methui, October 2004.
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BalKot is notable as a place where neither ethnicity nor religion—two of the 

central forms of exclusive communitarian identity in Indonesia—is considered an 

important factor in participation or community membership, but DIY unity in diversity 

is not simply about ethnic harmony. xFreeyouthx, a Muslim straight edger, characterises 

BalKot as diverse in terms of tastes, interests and skills:

Well, I'm at BalKot because there are a lot of different kinds of people in one 
community here. Besides music, there are other differences, like there are 
people who are into screen-printing, there are people into computers, stuff like 
that. Yeah, the people are pretty cool.33

For Frans, unity in diversity extends to the differences of opinion and strategy 

within BalKot: 

Although we still all have the same mission and vision, there are some crucial 
issues of dispute and maybe some of these things have divided balkot into 
different factions. But I think this is just natural because every individual 
surely has some kind of difference, and to me these differences are beautiful.34

 Nicholas (2005:111) argues that DIY culture represents an 'ethical valorisation of 

difference and multiplicity'.  However, there are definite limitations to the inclusiveness 

and diversity of the Bandung DIY community; it remains focused around a fan interest 

in hardcore punk, and those with less dedication to hardcore music tend to remain on the 

fringes of the community. Participation is also rather restricted in terms of gender, age, 

and social class, and although the anak DIY identify this as a problem, as it violates their 

egalitarian principles, they have not taken significant steps to counter it. A certain 

commonality of social identity is also an important basis for the cohesion of the DIY 

community; while punks, anarchists, and especially postanarchists often make a fetish 

out of diversity and difference, the anak DIY balance this with a significant emphasis on 

unity, reflecting its importance in Indonesian political culture.

Nevertheless, DIY komunitas can be distinguished from concepts of an organic 

community grounded in a timeless, inherent identity. Rather than essentialist identity 

politics, the anak DIY seek to construct a community on the basis of affinity (affinitas), 

that is, their shared interests, commitments, and experiences. Membership is based on 

loose standards of participation, shared interests, and established social relationships 

rather than a set political program. The DIY community can be considered a social 
33 Interview with xFreeyouthx, December 2004.
34 Email from Frans, March 2005.
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network or 'consociation' based on 'shared experiences of participation in particular 

associations and events' (Amit 2002:59-60). Virno (2004) and Hardt and Negri 

(2005:204, 349-350) identify this combination of singularity and commonality as the 

organisational basis for the 'multitude', or the global networked movement of 

autonomous labour, while Day (2005:186-189) presents a more fluid version of the 

politics of affinity, based on 'groundless solidarity' rather than the commonality of 

labour. I suspect that both these perspectives overstate the case for the politics of 

affinity, which is as much a product of as a response to neoliberal capitalism, but it does 

provide a compelling alternative to the politics of reified identity. Taken beyond a vague 

commonality of interest, affinity can be deployed as a politicised and militant 

expression of trust, friendship, and intimacy (Dupuis-Déri 2010:46-48).

Individual autonomy and community solidarity coexist as vital aspects of the 

etika DIY. There is some debate as to the relative importance of komunitas versus 

kemandirian, but the anak DIY tend to resist the more individualistic interpretations of 

punk autonomy; instead, they view an egalitarian community as both requiring and 

facilitating personal autonomy. Kemandirian and komunitas are both vital to the etika  

DIY; self-reliance and sustainability are paired with solidarity and cooperation. These 

values may appear contradictory, but as Castoriadis (1987:101-108) argues, some 

concept of subjective individuality may be necessary for social agency and praxis, while 

autonomy is also a social relation. Vaneigem (2006:236-266)—a significant influence 

on DIY activism—views the autonomy of creative life as a unity of self-realisation, 

communication, and participation.

Through the Kolektif Balai Kota and their other projects, the anak DIY are 

attempting to resolve the tension between autonomy and community in order to realise 

their ideal of an autonomous community, to implement it as a viable and sustainable 

form of social organisation. DIY autonomy does not simply represent a form of personal 

freedom from restraint, but rather refers to the constituent power of a social group to 

live under rules of its own creation (Castoriadis 1987; Graeber 2004:35-36, 2009:266; 

Negri 1996).

As Williams (2008) argues, this autonomy is also something that must be 

consciously cultivated and established through resistance to established forms of power. 

The DIY community has been constituted primarily in opposition to the penetration of 

certain kinds of capitalist labour relations into the underground scene, and its own social 

values are defined through this resistance. The anak DIY seek to construct an 
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autonomous community in opposition to both competitive individualism and 

authoritarian hierarchy:

Sean: Which is a larger problem in Indonesia: conformism or 
individualism?

BlankFlag: Conformity, is a way to lead a status-quo to be live forever. 
Because in a conformity there are any pluralities and uniqueness 
killing. And this circumstance is still exist now.
Individualism, is an application of and the last form of alienation. 
And these two is very, very annoying.

Sean: Which is most important: autonomy or community?
BlankFlag: The most important is: The Autonomous-Community, because if 

it is have been existed, it means they can start to shout: '100% No 
Compromise!' at the [US President] Bush's or even [Indonesian 
President] SBY's face, and then Bush or SBY can start to join'em 
and shout: 'No Authority!'35

In this sense, the DIY community manifests something of what Vishmidt (2006) 

identifies as the self-negating politics of community, mobilised against the conditions of 

oppression or alienation which define and constitute it. Yet the anak DIY tend to present 

their own values and forms of social organisation as a positive alternative to capitalism. 

DIY is a politically-conscious mobilisation of community and autonomy, but these 

values are realised through the production of a commons rather than simply through the 

symbolic invocation of abstract concepts. The autonomous community remains an ideal 

form of social relations, perhaps even a utopian one, but attempts are made to put it into 

practice on a daily basis. Their goal is a community of equals which exists 

independently of the capitalist system and which is composed of autonomous 

individuals engaged in cooperative productive activities. At its best, the autonomous 

community of the anak DIY emerges as a form of cooperation between self-aware 

individuals engaged in a common enterprise—approaching the anarchist and communist 

ideal of an association of free producers with the means of production held in common 

(De Angelis 2007:240-242; Kropotkin 1968; Marx 1976:171-172).

DIY organising

The anak DIY are committed to broadly anarchist principles of non-hierarchical 

organisation and consensus decision-making. BalKot draws its organisational principles 

35 Email interview with BlankFlag, November 2004. Original in English.
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and methods from established DIY punk norms, and also from the decentralised 'affinity 

group' model of organisation and direct democracy that has become associated with the 

direct action wing of the global justice movement. Some argue that such forms of 

organisation can not only lead to effective and cohesive action, but also, more 

importantly, express and realise alternative social values of autonomy and solidarity 

(Day 2005:34-35; Dupuis-Déri 2010; Graeber 2009:352-356; Starr 2000:115-116, 

2005:208). In contrast, Ross (2003) and Freeman (1972) argue that they lead to a lack of 

accountability in leadership, strategic and tactical incoherence, and a foreclosing of 

political debate.

BalKot has no formal constitution or statement of organisational principles; 

however, a Food Not Bombs leaflet outlines the DIY concept of consensus 

(konsensus):36

In consensus, every individual has the right and a voice to participate in 
decision-making, and every decision that is made is based on collective 
agreement, not just the most votes. Consensus also creates a conducive 
atmosphere where anyone who has a different opinion can feel free to express it 
without fear, where any major conflict can be resolved through mutual respect. 
There is no competition to obtain votes. Consensus also provides an opportunity 
for every idea to be included in the decision-making process. Everyone doesn't 
need to agree on every issue. This is what distinguishes it from voting. All the 
people who disagree with each other can still look for a common path through 
consensus.

BalKot provides ambivalent and contradictory evidence for the effectiveness of 

such forms of organisation in the context of politicised cultural production. Neither 

affinity organising nor consensus decision-making are necessarily opposed to formal 

procedures or structures, but BalKot itself is organised in a rather informal fashion. 

While this does militate against certain forms of entrenched hierarchies and abuses of 

power, it can also contribute to what Freeman (1972) calls the 'tyranny of 

structurelessness', that is, the domination of unaccountable and unacknowledged 

leadership groups. The informal nature of DIY social organisation also means that 

debates and disagreements often become highly personalised. BalKot meetings function 

36 This has some parallels with dominant Indonesian political culture, which emphasises musyawarah 
dan mufakat ('deliberation and consensus') over voting. However, especially under the New Order, 
this has often been applied in a highly authoritarian manner in which the state imposes a 'consensus' 
and silences dissent (Bourchier 1996:235, 2001). The more immediate source for the anak DIY's 
understanding of consensus is global activist discourses and practices; for example, the terms they use 
in the FNB leaflet are the only partially translated konsensus, desentralis, prinsip non-hirarki and 
demokrasi langsung ('direct democracy').
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quite well when there is consistent agreement on a chosen course of action, but breaks 

down in the face of substantial disagreement. The anak DIY are hesitant to be seen to 

'speak for' or impose their views on others, but at times this can lead to an unwillingness 

to engage in open and honest debate. At times it can also be rather unclear what 

decisions have been made and who exactly is expected to carry them out; this 

contributes to the emergence of an uneven and informal division of labour and authority. 

When speaking in general terms, participants tend to refer very optimistically to 

the operations of BalKot and the DIY community as an egalitarian and non-hierarchical 

collective, marked by full and equal participation. Yet my own observations, supported 

by the comments of BalKot participants on specific incidents, show that participation in 

BalKot, Food Not Bombs, and other community collectives is not even or generalised. 

In practice, a small core of dedicated DIY activists assume informal leadership roles, 

initiating projects, dominating discussions, and directing much of the collective's 

activities. At BalKot, this leadership includes key members of the more prominent DIY 

bands, such as Domestik Doktrin and xManusia Buatanx, and the people behind 

established DIY projects such as zines and record labels.

Though routinely disavowed, forms of personal authority are regularly exercised 

as part of BalKot's consensus decision-making process. The drive for community 

consensus can also compromise the autonomy of participants; in particular, social 

pressure may silence less confident participants who object to a chosen course of action. 

A significant factor here can be a simple fear of appearing mistaken or foolish; the DIY 

community has not yet succeeded in establishing a 'commons of naïve remarks' (De 

Marcellus 2003:12). There is also a desire not to be blamed for blocking collective 

action.

Graeber (2004:89-92) suggests that consensus is the most effective process for 

decision-making in egalitarian societies, which (often by choice) do not possess a 

coercive apparatus capable of enforcing decisions. As such, it also appeals to groups 

seeking to overturn or oppose social hierarchies; however, consensus processes can be 

disrupted through contact with external hierarchies or 'internalised forms of oppression' 

(Graeber 2009:352-356). Similarly, Sargisson (2004:328) describes consensus decision-

making as an egalitarian and  participatory process that 'can feel like a form of social 

magic', but which tends to break down in the face of intense conflict. In practice, such 

breakdowns are routine among anarchist and other activist groups. While consensus-

based processes are often romanticised within social movements and intentional 
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communities, in practice they are often marked by frustration, conflict, and the exercise 

of personal authority, as well as cooperation and solidarity. Attempts to establish 

consensus can develop into interminable consciousness-raising or self-criticism sessions 

rather than focused decision-making.

The anak DIY declare 'no leaders, no masters', but a leadership emerges in 

practice, claiming the authority of action. Still, such authority does have a relatively 

egalitarian basis. While the consensus is often not truly collective, no one is actually 

bound to carry out any of the decisions made by the BalKot meetings. The informal 

leadership is composed of those participants who have displayed the most ongoing 

commitment to the DIY community, and their authority derives largely from their 

demonstrated willingness to take on the responsibility of actually carrying out the 

decisions of the group, as well as their possession of the necessary knowledge and 

skills. This ad hoc division of labour results in those who are most keen on a project 

being the ones who both make the decisions for it and who shoulder most of the burden 

of work, with some help from their friends. However, this uneven distribution of work 

and responsibilities also leads to some tension and conflict in the DIY community, 

especially when a major show or other significant project is placing demands on the 

collective's resources in terms of time, effort, skill and money.

These organisational issues have not gone entirely unexamined by the anak DIY 

themselves; for example, in a post to the IndoDIYtour mailing list (Appendix D9), Ari 

points out several of the strengths and weaknesses of informal DIY organisation. On the 

positive side, Ari emphasises that DIY is about friends 'voluntarily helping each other', 

rather than enforcing a rigid division of labour. However, he also expresses some 

dismay that work and responsibilities are not being evenly shared amongst the anak 

DIY, complaining that the DIY community is being held back by the 'myth that someone 

else will take care of it'. Ari himself has often shouldered more than his fair share of the 

work, something other BalKot members have noticed and remarked upon. For their part, 

the less organisationally-inclined participants complain that they are not having their 

share of input into directing BalKot activities, and that their social space is being used 

for 'political' or organisational ends.

More robust forms of dissent or conflicting points of view are not so much 

resolved as elided through withdrawal and division. Individuals who are not committed 

to a particular course of action simply abstain from participation, while more 

widespread conflicts may cause a sub-group to split off from the main collective. For 
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example, when the organisational demands increased dramatically in the lead-up to a 

series of band tours in early 2005, a group of the more committed DIY activists and 

organisers temporarily established a separate, smaller, and more focused working group 

at a private residence. This was, in part, a practical measure to ensure that crucial 

organising work could be effectively carried out, but was also taken as a rebuke to those 

who had begun to treat BalKot as simply a hangout spot. Such splits are usually partial, 

temporary, and rather amicable, but also point to the unstable nature of BalKot and the 

DIY community as a whole.

I do not want to exaggerate these tensions, as they are no more than the usual 

conflicts which arise in most forms of volunteer activism. The DIY community is 

characterised by solidarity, common interests, and shared goals, and the social ties that 

bind the anak DIY do generally ensure that some agreement on a common plan of action 

is achieved through the Kolektif Balai Kota. Nonetheless, their informal organisation 

and commitment to consensus means that any significant personal or political conflict 

threatens to disrupt the community and potentially bring an end to BalKot as a 

collective project.

DIY politics

The etika DIY is realised, even if only partially, through the practical productive 

activities of the DIY community—what is sometimes referred to as the praksis DIY  

(DIY praxis). Praxis here can be understood as conscious, purposeful, and autonomous 

human activity (Castoriadis 1987:75-79). The anak DIY share not only a critique but a 

value system, and a desire to put that value system into practice through DIY hardcore. 

Rosen (1997) describes DIY music production as a form of anarchist practice, and for 

some of the anak DIY it is consciously so. The praksis DIY can be considered a form of 

anarchist 'direct action' politics, that is, a political practice which is about actively 

engaging in the production of alternative social values rather than simply making 

demands or expressing opposition (Day 2005; Franks 2003; Graeber 2009; Holtzman, 

Hughes and Van Meter 2007; McKay 1996). This approach contrasts sharply with the 

aksi ('action') politics of mass protest characteristic of the Indonesian left, which Lane 

(2008) associates with a radical politics of national liberation.

However, the anak DIY do not have a united view of the political significance of 

their shared activity. While some see their DIY activities as contributing to a broader 
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counter-hegemonic critique or movement, others regard establishing an autonomous 

DIY hardcore community as an end in itself, either as refuge from capitalist alienation 

or simply as a sustainable and enjoyable hobby activity. These often conflicting 

tendencies are brought together—at least temporarily—by their common project, 

building an autonomous community through the production and exchange of DIY 

hardcore music and other forms of cultural expression.

Anarchism is often characterised as a politics of practice which is prefigurative 

and ethical rather than strategic or analytical (Franks 2003; Graeber 2004:6, 2009:211-

222; Jun 2009), and this also applies to many aspects of DIY politics. This is not to say 

that the anak DIY eschew political or theoretical analysis; indeed, they draw on a variety 

of theoretical traditions, largely Marxist and poststructuralist, to articulate an anti-

capitalist and anti-authoritarian critique. While the community includes several people 

who declare themselves to be against 'politics' as such, it is not necessarily apolitical; 

instead, this 'anti-political' politics can be considered an assertion of autonomy from 

political concerns with state power (Day 2005; Holloway 2005; Katsiaficas 2006). If 

classical anarchism has often been most concerned with opposing state power, DIY 

politics focuses much more on the alienating effects of capitalism, though this is often 

articulated in terms of an anarchist critique of capitalist command.

DIY is, above all, an ethic of political practice; Methui, for example, positions 

DIY punk as a form of anti-capitalist politics, but also a form of self-critique:

Sean: And what's the relationship between DIY punk and radical 
politics?

Methui: Maybe, according to the definition of punk as it was promoted by 
several old bands like Crass, punk is truly also politics, with an 
emphasis on the conditions in a country, or even inside an 
individual. So the relationship between DIY punk and politics is 
very strong, y'know? Especially when we look more broadly at 
the crimes of the capitalist system. And with DIY punk, we are 
more self-critical, that is we look more closely at what we must 
do or not do in the world of politics.37

Political and counter-cultural forms of resistance are often in conflict, but DIY 

production is an attempt to bridge this divide (Goshert 2000; Holtzman, Hughes and 

Van Meter 2007; McKay 1996; Wright 2000). The anak DIY seek to minimise their 

consumption of corporate products, and thereby assert their autonomy from corporate 

37 Interview with Methui, October 2004.
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power. At the same time, they acknowledge that a degree of entanglement and 

compromise is inevitable, so long as one does not disengage from society entirely. In 

some ways, DIY can be considered a form of consumer activism, seeking to reclaim 

authenticity through reducing their personal consumption or engaging in more ethical 

forms of consumption (Fridell 2007; Kozinets 2002; Rumbo 2002). This can take on an 

individualistic and moralising dimension, especially when linked to straight edge values 

of abstinence as self-control. There is also a thread running through the DIY critique of 

consumer capitalism that assumes an affluent, Western-style consumer society and a 

level of consumption which is only possible for a relatively small segment of the 

Indonesian population.38 As Soron (2006) argues, such personalised anti-consumption 

politics tend to overlook the unequal social relations in which consumption practices are 

embedded, and thus often falls into privatised and commodified forms of alternative 

consumption. However, it also has a positive aspect, oriented to the pleasures of 

alternative ways of living, consuming, and producing (Parkins and Craig 2006:87-97; 

Soper 2000).

Some practices of DIY or lifestyle anarchism take anti-consumerism well 

beyond such gestures; for example, the CrimethInc. 'ex-workers' collective' encourages 

a drop-out lifestyle of squatting, dumpster-diving, and shoplifting (CrimethInc. n.d.). 

This kind of DIY bohemianism is motivated by an opposition to wage labour as much as 

by anti-consumerism and reflects a political desire for a non-alienated way of life 

(Black 1991; Crimethinc. 2001:247-256; Ovetz 1993:20-21; Vaneigem 2006:52-56). It 

is also often associated with more overtly political forms of direct action activism (Day 

2005:20-21; Graeber 2009:239-285). On the other hand, Traber (2001) argues that the 

deliberate performance of marginalisation and poverty characteristic of punk lifestylism 

ultimately reinforces the naturalisation of such social inequalities through liberal 

ideologies of choice. This effect is intensified when this lifestylism is transposed to 

Indonesian conditions, where unemployment, informal work and informal living 

conditions are widely imposed by poverty and underdevelopment. However, while they 

are influenced by anarcho-punk forms of lifestyle anarchism, both practical obstacles 

and their own values inhibit the anak DIY from fully pursuing 'drop-out' lifestyles of 

38 Adbusters-style anti-consumption activism has become a significant tendency within Indonesian 
activist circles, and many of the anak DIY have participated in campaigns such as the McDonald's 
boycott, TV Turnoff Week, and Buy Nothing Day. However, these campaigns have not been 
significantly adapted to the social and economic conditions of Indonesia, where poverty is widespread 
and 'overconsumption' is hardly a general problem. They largely target elite rather than mass 
consumption, and often appear as something of a penitential gesture by middle class student activists.
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this kind. While they express a radical critique of capitalist work, they also embrace a 

strong DIY work ethic, which valorises productive labour within a DIY context.

Murray Bookchin (1996) argues that there is a fundamental difference between 

such individualist 'lifestyle anarchism' and 'social anarchism', which involves a 

commitment to collective action for social change. This dichotomy is perhaps too rigid 

to accurately describe the various distinctions between anarchist currents (Davis 2010; 

Gautney 2009:471-475), but it does capture a significant political debate within 

anarchism. DIY punk is most often associated with lifestyle anarchism, but the anak 

DIY prefer to identify themselves with social anarchism. In part this is because of the 

derogatory connotations of 'lifestyle anarchism' within activist circles, but it also reflects 

the connection that some anak DIY make between their form of life politics and broader 

movements for social transformation. The anak DIY are quite critical of the ways in 

which the lifestyle politics of the underground, once expressed through political action 

and social organisation as well as style (Pickles 2001), has now been reduced to fashion 

and commerce. The anak DIY thus reject 'lifestyle anarchism', while embracing 

anarchism as a way of life.

The DIY community often appears as an unstable conjunction between divergent 

political tendencies, torn between what Giddens (1991:210-217) identifies as 'life 

politics' and 'emancipatory politics', that is, the politics of personal expression and 

identity or the politics of social mobilisation and transformation. Yet the DIY 

community can also be regarded as an attempt to generate a synthesis of some sort 

between these forms of politics. DIY principles are intended to be realised in the here-

and-now, but this does not preclude a desire for radical social transformation. Rather, 

DIY politics proposes that social emancipation is inevitably bound up with the politics 

of self-transformation. As a slogan on a 2004 Bahasa Bayi/Bones Brigade split album 

puts it, 'There will never be a social revolution if we don't first change ourselves'.39

DIY politics embraces the idea that 'the personal is political', a stance that was 

particularly promoted by the DIY feminist Riot Grrrl movement and other feminist 

currents within anarcho-punk (Duncombe 1997:65-70; Leonard 1997; Nicholas 

2005:36-44; Piano 2003; Rosenberg and Garofalo 1998). The anak DIY have received 

this influence at some distance, largely filtered through more male-dominated 

subcultural and activist circuits, but straight edge also encourages the personalisation of 

39 Bahasa Bayi is a Jakarta-based DIY hardcore band, while Bones Brigade—the name is taken from a 
famous American skateboarding team—was a short-lived precursor to the Bandung band KxHx.
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politics. Like straight edge, DIY is a 'self-revolution' (revolusi diri) or 'personal 

revolution' (revolusi pribadi), but it is also part of a wider movement against global 

capitalism. The anak DIY also seek to establish a lived alternative to capitalist culture, 

and while for some of the anak DIY this does not go beyond a concern with their own 

everyday practices, for others it is the foundation for a much broader political project. 

Many of the anak DIY explicitly embrace the Situationist call for a 'revolution of 

everyday life' (Debord 1977; Plant 1992:62-64; Vaneigem 2006). Even less dramatic 

forms of life politics cannot be easily disentangled from the global structures of 

capitalism, and thus from desires for emancipation (Parkins and Craig 2006:133-137). 

This 'biopolitical' form of resistance—or escape—is associated with an insurgent social 

productivity (De Angelis 2007; Hardt and Negri 2005:348-358; Papadopoulos, 

Stephenson and Tsianos 2008). Papadopoulos, Stephenson and Tsianos (2008:71-82) 

identify this as a form of 'imperceptible politics', a subversive and transformative 

counter-power located at the heart of emergent forms of everyday life. They argue that 

traditional forms of political organisation—parties, unions, and social movements based 

on identity politics—are incapable of harnessing this excess sociality (Papadopoulos, 

Stephenson and Tsianos 2008:238-250). However, DIY hardcore politics are not so 

imperceptible—the anak DIY are engaged in a deliberate, overt, and experimental 

political project.

Gosling (2004) contrasts the class struggle approach of anarcho-punk, dominant 

in Britain, with the entrepreneurial emphasis of American DIY hardcore; the anak DIY 

in Bandung combine both approaches. Many of the anak DIY align themselves 

politically with the working class, and position their DIY activities as part of a politics 

of class struggle. Even many of the more 'lifestylist'  forms of anarchist practice are 

informed by class analysis (Robinson 2009). Yet DIY is not really an example of what 

Burgmann (2005) calls 'class identity politics'; they are not overly concerned with 

articulating a working-class identity or defending an established working-class way of 

life. The DIY ethic may also work against certain forms of class consciousness, such as 

the ideology of the 'working musician' (Frith 1978a:161-162), which could help to 

mobilise creative workers as a force within the labour movement.

Nevertheless, in its struggle for autonomous cultural production and its 

conscious opposition to capitalist alienation, DIY hardcore can be understood as a form 

of class politics (Aufheben 1995; Cleaver 1989; Ovetz 1993). In particular, it can be 

understood in terms of the autonomist 'strategy of refusal', the refusal of work 
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understood not simply as a withdrawal of labour, but as a political refusal to meet the 

demands of capital (Tronti 1980; Zerowork 1975). Virno (1996) and Hardt and Negri 

(2005:341-347) reinterpret this strategy as exodus, a mass defection or 'engaged 

withdrawal' from the global structures of capitalist power. This concept of global exodus 

can be differentiated from the 'de-linking' or 'relocalisation' strategy pursued by some 

anti-globalisation movements (see Starr 2000:111-145; Starr and Adams 2003). While 

Lane (2008) hopes for a resurgent anti-colonial nationalism to complete the 'unfinished' 

Indonesian revolution, the anak DIY are opposed to the populist nationalism which 

dominates most anti-imperialist and anti-globalisation movements in Indonesia. In part, 

this reflects the broader decay of a formerly hegemonic Indonesian nationalism among 

Indonesia's youth. However, the cosmopolitan attitude of the anak DIY is also shaped by 

their anarchist politics, which connects the lived experience of everyday life to global 

structures of power, and thus to global movements of resistance.

Rather than a defensive manoeuvre grounded in the strategic essentialism of 

exclusive local identities, the autonomist strategy of refusal and escape is associated 

with a deterritorialised, mobile, and autonomous sociality (Papadopoulos, Stephenson 

and Tsianos 2008; Hardt and Negri 2005, 2009). The anak DIY tend to shy away from 

the overtly militant language of autonomist Marxism, but they also make use of the 

metaphor of exodus. As Tremor puts it:

It's a struggle, like we're resisting the world, we resist… OK, we live in a world 
that's shitty, right? We live in a shitty world. And so we leave that world to 
make our own world, together with our friends who agree with us, or who have 
similar ideas. We leave this world and make our own, in accordance with our 
ideals.40

Such forms of escape are also socially-constitutive acts of collective imagination 

(Graeber 2004:60-61; Levitas 2007; Virno 1996:199). The relatively modest immediate 

activities of the DIY community are inspired and motivated by an ambitious dream for a 

better world; utopian language and imagery permeate the DIY community, and they 

eagerly adopt the global social movement slogan 'another world is possible!'. This 

utopian imagination is a vital, optimistic, and creative element in political thought and 

action (Goodwin and Taylor 1982; Graeber 2009:509-534; Sargisson 2007; Sargent 

2007). While Engels (1892) famously condemned utopian socialism as ahistorical and 

unscientific, utopian themes are prominent in anarchism, associated with the anarchist 

40 Interview with Tremor, October 2004.
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emphasis on immanent and prefigurative politics (Franks 2003; Graeber 2002:72-73; 

Honeywell 2007:252; Nail 2010). That is, utopias are considered guides for action in the 

present rather than blueprints for the future.

DIY utopianism often draws on what Ernst Bloch (1986) calls the utopian 

impulse, the desire for 'something more' which erupts within artistic creation and the 

spaces of everyday life. Marcuse (1969) and Vaneigem (2006) see this impulse as the 

basis for a revolutionary politics. However, there is something of a contradiction 

between this utopian dream and the DIY focus on praxis. The anak DIY also differ in 

their convictions as to how or if such a world can be realised. Few would propose that it 

can be achieved through a violent political or social revolution, although some do 

suggest that it can be realised through a radical transformation or a collective exodus 

from capitalism. Others propose a more experiential and transient form of utopia, a 

compelling dream of liberation which is immanent in social life and creative expression, 

but which can never be fully realised. For example, BlankFlag describes this ideal world 

as a compelling image which we may strive to reach, but cannot inhabit; inevitably, we 

fall back, Icarus-like.41

And if we don't find 'that' place until we die, it doesn't matter. Because, the one 
important thing is, we have find the special moment that not everybody can 
finds. We find the 'true love'.
And one thing more—we are succeed to life outside of the standardization.
When there is no one wants to find another place to live—we want it!
When there is no one wants to create a better world—we want it!
When there is no one wants to leave the Status-Quo—WE WANT IT!
And that's why, until we die, we will standing outside the standardization. 
Because the standardization with its alienation is always kept the status-quo to be 
alive.42

DIY utopianism is caught between attempting to represent and seeking to realise 

an ideal way of life, between critiquing and escaping from the dominant culture. 

Utopian desire is often seen as a kind of critical negation, revealing the limitations of 

the present system without necessarily posing a coherent alternative (Burgmann 2006; 

Jameson 2004; Starr 2000:223-227). Given the 'necessary failure' of utopian projects, 

utopianism can perhaps be understood as a method or strategy rather than a goal 

41 In his creative activities and political discussions, BlankFlag often refers explicitly to 'Ikaria', the 
utopia of Etienne Cabet. The Depok-based DIY activist Aribowo also uses the symbol of Icarus to 
represent the dream of utopia through his website Sayap Imaji, meaning 'image wing' or perhaps 'wing 
of the imagination' (see http://sayap-imaji.tk). This is also a reference to the Situationist International 
('SI').

42 Email interview with BlankFlag, November 2004. Original in English.
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(Burgmann 2006:120-122; Levitas 2007:302-304). However, this approach falls far 

short of the radical goals of the anak DIY, who seek a real, substantive alternative to 

capitalism, even if they draw back from a fully-fledged utopian model or revolutionary 

program.

The anak DIY both invoke and disavow a total social alternative; the DIY 

community is intended both to point the way to utopia and as a utopian experience in 

itself. In this approach the anak DIY are influenced by Hakim Bey's concept of a 

'Temporary Autonomous Zone' (TAZ), a transient, liminal experience of anarchic 

liberation achieved through creative expression and transgression (Bey 1991; Day 

2005:162-165). Day (2005:163) calls it 'a place where the revolution has actually  

happened, if only for a few, if only for a short time'. The idea that liberation can be 

realised now, even if it is fleeting, is a compelling one for many activists, and the TAZ 

concept has become very influential among anarchists and subculturalists alike as a 

valorisation of playful, carnivalesque resistance (Graeber 2002:66-68; Kozinets 2002; 

McKay 1996; St John 2003). Such counter-cultural autonomous zones or 'festivals of 

resistance' may be experienced as a 'hypercommunity' of intense but fleeting social ties 

which appear 'even better than the real thing' (Kozinets 2002:35). Yet, as Bookchin 

(1996) argues, TAZ-style lifestyle anarchism can also be considered an individualistic 

and self-indulgent distraction from building an effective anti-capitalist movement, as the 

routine organisational work of movement-building is dismissed as 'boring politics', 

while the temporary refuges from the market fail to contribute to a lasting emancipation.

The anak DIY use the language of TAZ to refer to their DIY shows, protest 

actions, and other events, and sometimes to their community as a whole; it resonates 

with the DIY hardcore project to 'form strategically impermanent communities of 

dissenting political, artistic, and social values' (Goshert 2000:101). Writing in the 

Indonesian Food Not Bombs zine Benzine, Jakarta-based DIY activist Jean describes 

DIY as 'a temporary harbour, a zone of praxis at the end of youth, which in the end will 

be left behind to sail on...' (Jean 2004a:9).43 However, DIY hardcore also involves a 

form of self-disciplined productive activity which, while not necessarily opposed to 

pleasure and desire, is quite distinct from the often rather individualistic pleasure-

seeking associated with TAZ. The everyday organisational activities of the DIY 

community may appear more mundane than the spontaneous and celebratory 

experiences of a TAZ, but they also produce a more sustainable form of autonomy—a 

43 My translation. See Appendix C4.
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'provisional' (Graeber 2007:172-177) or 'semi-permanent' (Day 2005:164) autonomous 

zone.

As a politics of praxis, DIY is an attempt to overcome the distinction between 

ends and means which so often confounds emancipatory politics. DIY practice and the 

DIY community are not intended simply as a strategic means to an end, but as a 

metonymic prefiguration of an anarchistic society or social imaginary. Nicholas 

(2005:97-99) argues that DIY activism is intended to both prefigure and to exemplify an 

ideal social order, and this is also how many of the anak DIY view their praxis. At its 

most ambitious, the DIY community approaches a form of 'spatiotemporal utopianism' 

(Harvey 2000:182-196), neither a static spatial model nor an idealised total process but 

a dynamic utopian practice grounded in both time and space.

The DIY politics of praxis is a matter of turning one's back on capital and 

establishing a community of autonomous cultural expression. However, the anak DIY 

differ in their views on how this community should be politically mobilised. One 

tendency is broadly Gramscian, positioning DIY hardcore as a form of counter-

hegemonic struggle. Engagement with broader social forces is important for this 

tendency, but that does not imply a rejection of autonomy; rather, the autonomy of the 

DIY community is seen as a necessary part of effective resistance. Ari Purnama argues 

that DIY serves as a weapon against the culture industry precisely because of a solid 

commitment to kemandirian, asserting its independence from the culture industry:

Sean: OK, so what's the difference between indie and DIY?
Ari: In fact there isn't really a difference, actually, except that DIY is 

more of a collection of activities where independence—
independency—is seen as a political stance. There is more of a 
promotion of community power, rather than dependence on a 
more dominant side or entity, like major labels for example. DIY 
is more philosophical, but also tactical, because people who have 
faith in DIY, see DIY as a weapon for, like, striking against the 
music industry, for example. Or the popular culture industry, or 
the culture industry. By doing things by themselves, without 
dependence or help from corporations, from enterprise and all 
that. So in my opinion, this independency makes DIY a form of 
militancy. DIY is more militant, right? While on the other side, 
maybe they've lost some of this independent attitude, they just 
want to replicate the capitalist model or system, right?44

According to this argument, the autonomous community provides some ground 

44 Interview with Ari Purnama, November 2004.
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to stand on, a liberated territory from which to mount an effective challenge to the 

hegemonic forces of consumer culture. DIY can be considered a tactic in what Gramsci 

(1971:229-239) calls the 'war of position', the struggle over cultural advantage, rather 

than the 'war of movement', direct political conflict over state power. However, while 

Gramsci (1971:275-276) posits counter-hegemony as a counter-power based on the 

ascendancy of a rising revolutionary class, the anak DIY seek to oppose the cultural 

domination of capital without counter-posing a coherent alternative, preferring a 

dispersed and fragmented form of counter-cultural resistance. Rather than a struggle for 

hegemony, they pose a struggle to disrupt or evade it. While reflecting their anarchist 

opposition to vanguard parties and hierarchical organisation, this can also undermine 

their own political effectiveness.

There are some similarities with the 'post-Gramscians', who have abandoned the 

class politics of cultural hegemony in favour of a more dispersed take on power and a 

fluid, postmodern micro-politics of identity (Holub 1992; Laclau and Mouffe 2001). 

This can lead to a form of what Crehan (2002:176) calls 'hegemony lite', stripped of 

Gramsci's own 'intense concern with the materiality of power'. However, the palpable 

experience of economic misery in Indonesia and the naked use of repressive political 

violence by the Indonesian state tend to limit the appeal of the more liberal 

interpretations of Gramsci that prevail in the academy. Still, what is lacking is a clear 

way of translating the 'micro-political' struggle for DIY autonomy into part of a 'macro-

political' counter-hegemonic movement or bloc (Carroll 2010; Marchart 2003). While 

the etika DIY does contain the potential for a more ambitious, socially transformative 

politics, if they are to pose any kind of credible counter-hegemonic threat, the anak DIY 

must overcome their profound political and cultural isolation from Indonesian society as 

a whole.

However, not all of the anak DIY see this isolation as a weakness. Some are 

much more interested  in engaging in DIY hardcore as a form of subcultural production 

than in its wider political ramifications. There is also a significant political tendency 

which explicitly seeks to engage in ahegemonic rather than counter-hegemonic political 

practices. This reflects the widespread perception among DIY activists that traditional 

leftist forms of political organisation have failed, but it is also associated with a 

'postanarchist' philosophy that valorises difference while articulating a radical 

scepticism of representation as such (Call 2002; Jun 2007; May 1994). As Day (2005) 

puts it, postanarchists oppose the 'hegemony of hegemony'.
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 Nicholas (2005:36-62) describes DIY anarchism as combining the 

poststructuralist decentring of power and identity with a normative grounding in the 

anarchist ethic of self-governance. The postanarchist critique of power owes something 

to Foucault (1980), though adapted to fit with anarcho-punk and activist politics (Day 

2005:169-170; Nicholas 2005:48-59). In the Bandung DIY community, this is expressed 

as a suspicion of 'totalising' ideologies and managed spectacles of resistance, though it 

is sometimes developed into a more general scepticism of political organisation and 

strategic thinking. CrimethInc.—an important vector for the transmission of 

postanarchism—has a stated goal of 'resurrecting anarchism as a personal approach to 

life' (CrimethInc. 2001:34), and this stance is shared by many of the anak DIY. The 

anak DIY embrace anarchist strategies of direct action, but they tend to distance 

themselves from the spectacular forms of 'violent' confrontation and property 

destruction that are associated with the 'Black Bloc' style of anarchist street protest 

(Graeber 2009:406-420; Juris 2005; Starr 2005:127-138). BlankFlag articulates what 

could be labelled a postanarchist perspective in his rejection of confrontational 'Black 

Bloc'-style anarchist activism in favour of a more subtle—and rather pessimistic—view 

of social change:

Sean: I see you have a Kroptokin badge, yeah? So, what is the role of 
anarchy or anarchism in your life?

BlankFlag: I like the words, what is it... 'there is no freedom where there is 
authority', right? But my band is not the Black Bloc, yeah? Not 
the Black Bloc. But I think—I think we have a movement, yeah. 
But the movement is not like joining the demonstration. Our 
method is more like we write, nulis, and sing, y'know, nyanyi, 
although we know it will give a little effect. But at least we tried, 
y'know?
As for anarchy, well, everyone is an anarchist when they make 
their own vision for their own life.45

Postanarchism has been most influential as a critique of established forms of 

anarchist and leftist politics; however, it is not necessarily limited to a pessimistic 

political critique. Particularly for those influenced by the poststructuralist philosophy of 

Deleuze and Guattari (1987), the deterritorialising flight from fixed identities also 

enables a positive, creative and prefigurative construction of alternative ways of being 

(Braidotti 2009; Day 2005; Jun 2007, 2009; Nail 2010; Papadopoulos, Stephenson and 

Tsianos 2008). Day (2005:187-189) asserts that the postanarchist politics of affinity 

45 Interview with BlankFlag, July 2004. Original in both English and Indonesian.
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goes beyond both the politics of identity and the politics of demand to enable new, 

creative and anarchic forms of community.

However, in practice, a postanarchist critique often accompanies a political 

retreat into individualist lifestyle politics or routinised (and readily commodified) 

expressions of 'creativity'. For some of the anak DIY, postanarchism has facilitated the 

promotion of the personal against the political. Postanarchism challenges the 

essentialism and dogmatism of some previous anarchisms, but in doing so it often 

abandons the anarchist concern with class struggle, while privileging other, often 

narrower and less dominant, forms of political subjectivity (Franks 2007).

These competing political tendencies do not exist as well-defined sides in an 

open debate, but more as a strategic dilemma at the heart of the DIY community. 

Without a coherent shared political strategy, the Bandung DIY community remains 

highly unstable. However, some DIY activists, especially those influenced by 

postanarchism, view this instability as politically desirable, preventing political 

ossification and the emergence of hierarchical organisation. They argue that effective 

resistance lies in subverting and avoiding existing institutions of power, rather than 

engaging in direct conflict. Yet, while intended as an assertion of autonomy, this retreat 

from strategic 'macro-political' action also undermines their more ambitious, utopian 

hopes for a better world.

Autonomist politics offers something of a synthesis between the Gramscian and 

postanarchist approaches, challenging the distinction between 'war of position' and 'war 

of movement' through the contention that alternatives are formed through struggle (De 

Angelis 2007; De Marcellus 2003:14-15; Hardt and Negri 2000:407-411, 2005:64-69; 

Holloway 2005). While Day (2005:143-159) opposes the politics of affinity to the 

autonomist concern with class struggle and the productive power of labour, they are 

connected in the DIY politics of praxis. The anak DIY resolutely maintain their distance 

from the state-oriented sphere of formal politics, but their autonomous community is 

forged through a resistant practice which is necessarily political in the broader sense. 

They are not simply attempting to change themselves, but also attempting to enact a 

kind of anti-capitalist politics that seeks to 'change the world without taking power' 

(Holloway 2005).

DIY hardcore is more than a subcultural experiment; it is also part of an attempt 

to develop forms of cultural practice and political resistance that cannot be readily 

recuperated by capital or the state. The anak DIY may approach their autonomous 
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community as either a cultural weapon or a safe haven, but it can also be seen as a small 

part of a nascent movement away from capitalist domination, a form of revolutionary 

exodus. As an attempt to overcome capitalist alienation, DIY contributes to a 

prefigurative politics of anti-capitalist practice. Still, there remains a real tension 

between the idea of the DIY community as an end in itself or as the basis for a broader 

social transformation. The etika DIY is also caught between its role as a critique or 

negation of capitalism and its role as the positive basis for the construction of an 

alternative. These essentially political dilemmas are expressed through the contradictory 

aesthetics of DIY hardcore cultural production and performance, as described in the 

next chapter. They are also articulated in the development of DIY as an alternative 

system of production and exchange, which I explore in more detail in Chapters 5 and 6. 

The anak DIY are working through these contradictions in various ways, but they 

remain fundamentally unresolved.
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Chapter 4
The aesthetics and politics of DIY hardcore performance

The performance of hardcore music is at the heart of the productive practice of 

the DIY community and has a prominent role in their political project. The anak DIY 

regard the DIY show as the exemplary expression of the participatory DIY ethic, though 

hardcore performance also encompasses recorded music, artwork, fashion, and the 

voluminous discourse on music generated by the community. These collective activities 

of aesthetic production and consumption play a vital role in expressing and establishing 

the DIY values of kemandirian (autonomy) and komunitas (community). While the 

products of the cultural industries are marked by a disjunction between expression and 

reception, DIY hardcore seeks to unite them in a participatory performance. 

Overcoming the divide between producer and consumer is both an explicit political goal 

and central to the aesthetics of DIY hardcore. However, their performances also reveal 

some of the contradictions and limitations of the DIY project. Their values of autonomy 

and community are expressed as a dilemma between self-conscious critique and 

authentic engagement, which is refracted into a more general opposition between the 

aesthetic and political dimensions of DIY practice.

Political values inform the identities and activities of the anak DIY, although 

when it comes to their hardcore performances these values do not always sit easily with 

their more expressly musical or aesthetic concerns. DIY hardcore developed from the 

intersection of 'political punk' tendencies with attempts to establish an autonomous field 

of punk production. Though it is doubtful that DIY hardcore constitutes an aesthetic 

avant-garde—the 'punk moment' is long past—it is influenced by those avant-garde 

artistic movements, like the Situationists, which sought to unite 'art' with 'politics' and 

thereby supersede both (Debord 1977:191; Ford 2005:93; Nehring 1993; Plant 1992:62-

64). The formal aesthetics of DIY hardcore are not especially innovative or 

revolutionary, but both the discursive content and the organisation of performance 

express a radical politics.

Like many cultural critics, Adorno (1984:326-328, 343-352) argues that explicit 

political content or intentions degrade the aesthetic value of cultural expression and 

undermine the autonomy of art. The anak DIY are also wary of reducing their cultural 

production to a dogmatic political stance; however, they reject the idea that explicit 

politics has no place in aesthetic expression. Political messages are a valued part of DIY 
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hardcore performance, and their aesthetic judgements are intimately shaped by the 

political value they place on DIY performance. While the anak DIY oppose a narrowly 

'political' approach to expression, their political commitments necessarily inform their 

aesthetic expression and interpretation, and they are deeply concerned with the politics 

of cultural production.

Radical activist politics and protest movements of the kind favoured by the anak 

DIY have often drawn on the aesthetics of punk and other music-based subcultures to 

build 'cultures of resistance' (McKay 1996). Counter-cultural styles and performances 

express the intensity of their political convictions, establishing a community of affective 

solidarity (Juris 2008; Pickles 2001:36-37). Aesthetic commitment can help motivate 

and realise political action, and an initially aesthetic position can become a political one, 

as when fans of DIY hardcore become DIY activists. However, political commitment 

can also inform essentially aesthetic performances, lending them intensity and meaning, 

and can itself take on an aesthetic character.1 This also means that the political content 

of aesthetic production risks being reduced to mere form, a commodified style or set of 

genre conventions, thus rendering it more palatable to the cultural industries. DIY 

hardcore incorporates a political critique of just such processes of commodification, but 

this does not render it immune to them.

Still, as Hutnyk (2000:180-210) argues, musical politics can exceed the bounds 

of the narrowly 'cultural' and the associated processes of commodification. The 

aesthetics of DIY hardcore performance cannot be read as a simple, direct reflection of 

DIY values or anarchist politics; there is no essential connection between political 

positions and aesthetic forms (Frith 1996:277; Hesmondhalgh 1999:56; Rancière 2004). 

However, aesthetics and politics do share a common nature as fields of sensible human 

activity, or 'ways of doing and making' (Rancière 2004:13).  A distinction can be made 

between the politics expressed in music and the politics of music, concerned with its 

conditions of production (Attali 1985; Benjamin 1970; Hesmondhalgh 1999; Laing 

1985:126-127). Muñoz and Marín (2006) describe the politics of DIY production as a 

power of cultural innovation and self-creation, which is developed and expressed 

through musical and aesthetic forms without being restricted to them.

The organisational politics of DIY hardcore are particularly concerned with 

1 For example, the use of fascist and other 'extreme' political imagery in underground music is often 
reflexively depoliticised, either disavowed or re-framed as an ironic aesthetic technique (Collins 
2002:170-192; Kahn-Harris 2004a; Leigh 2008; Žižek 1993). However, such aesthetic techniques also 
provide space for more sincere expressions of reactionary politics (Noys 2010).
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asserting autonomy from the corporate music industry. Hardcore punk can be 

considered a relatively autonomous, restricted field of cultural production, with the DIY 

ethic serving to differentiate authentic punk aesthetics from corporate rock (Moore 

2007; O'Connor 2008). This autonomy is related to, but somewhat distinct from, the 

concept of 'pure art' as autonomous from the interests and demands of the social world 

(Adorno 1984; Bourdieu 1996; Marcuse 1979). The risk here for DIY hardcore is not so 

much the direct assimilation of their products into the mainstream, although that can 

occur, but the reduction of their critical stance and resistant practice to a particular 

aesthetic mode. Such marginal tastes are catered to through niche markets which are 

nevertheless part of capitalist cultural industries; thus, a stance of critical distance can 

be reduced to the pursuit of aesthetic distinction through the consumption of 

commodified difference.

However, DIY hardcore is not simply a form of negative aesthetic critique, or 

the pursuit of cultural distinction through a restricted field of taste. DIY also involves 

the positive assertion of alternative social values; through DIY hardcore performance, 

the anak DIY are engaged in establishing the etika DIY and its twin values of autonomy 

and community. DIY hardcore performance can be approached as a form of ritual 

activity—not so much in terms of the reified aesthetic aura of 'ritualised art' as identified 

by Benjamin (1968a), but as a cultural practice through which social values are 

dramatically explored, expressed, and constructed (Frith 1996; Small 1998; Turner 

1969, 1982). The values of DIY performance also extend beyond musical performance 

to establish a 'musicking subculture' (Sarbanes 2006), in which the collective experience 

of music-making sustains an ongoing community. The anak DIY seek to collapse the 

divide between performers and audience, production and consumption, to achieve an 

authentic, engaged, and critical form of cultural experience.

DIY hardcore performances are caught between their desires for direct affective 

engagement and self-conscious critique. This reflects their position as critics of the 

commercial underground scene who are seeking an authentic musical experience, and as 

critics of capitalism who seek to establish an authentic mode of living. Adorno sets up 

an opposition between the critical distance of aesthetic appreciation or philosophical 

analysis and the regressive, fetishistic 'identity-thinking' of mass consumption (Adorno 

1984, 2001; Adorno and Horkheimer 1979). Adorno reserves the former for 'high art', 

yet many forms of underground and even commercial music also contain the potential 

for critical appraisal and aesthetic negation.
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Nor can 'fannish' identification be dismissed as 'regressive', as it is also 

potentially critical and productive of meaning (Frith 1978a, 1996; Grossberg 1992, 

1997; Jenkins 1992). However, the stereotype of  'one-dimensional fans' trapped in a 

cult-like obsession does rest on a real process of fetishistic identification with texts, 

icons, or other commodities (Hills 2002:27-45, 131-143; Sandvoss 2005). Critical 

distance and fan identification are thus not so much markers of different fields of 

cultural value, but rather coexist as important dimensions of cultural production and 

consumption, though they find different expressions in different fields of activity. In the 

Bandung DIY hardcore scene, these tendencies can be loosely identified with the 

stylistic distinction between grindcore and youth crew, but they also represent an 

aesthetic and political dilemma that runs throughout their practices of musical 

performance and cultural production.

Some DIY hardcore performers—including, as I describe later in this chapter, 

members of Bandung's Domestik Doktrin—express an awareness of this contradiction, 

and engage in various performative manoeuvres in an attempt to resolve it. Laing 

(1985:26) describes punk as combining a directness of self-expression with 'artifice, 

exaggeration, and outrage', and DIY hardcore has taken both of these tendencies to 

extremes. Thompson (2004) argues that hardcore punk mobilises both affective excess 

and reflexive critique against its own commodification. The 'aesthetic profanity' 

(Thompson 2004:94) of DIY hardcore represents a contradictory attempt to move 

beyond commodity fetishism, while retaining the affective force and texture of hardcore 

as a particular aesthetic experience. DIY hardcore is a political critique of 

aestheticisation as a form of commodity fetishism, but it is also marked by a tension 

between the aesthetics of hardcore and the politics of DIY.

The anak DIY are attracted to the idea that artistic autonomy may be mobilised 

against the power of capital, but they are also wary of the risks of aestheticisation, 

which they associate with the alienating commodification of culture. DIY hardcore 

performances are attempts to communicate and realise the values of autonomy and 

community; they are also attempts to demonstrate a sophisticated critique of capitalism 

and its domination of cultural production, to engage with the corporate cultural 

industries as an active opponent. These often conflicting desires are further constrained 

by their commitments to particular styles, forms or genres of musical performance. DIY 

hardcore draws on the punk legacy, but is also an attempt to develop a form of musical 

practice which can serve as an effective form of anti-capitalist resistance while 
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prefiguring a viable social alternative.

Punk sejati (authentic punk)

In punk, the contradictory relationship between politics and aesthetics is exposed 

and intensified, but not resolved. The anak DIY identify strongly with hardcore, 

commonly understood as a sub-genre or development of punk, but they are also caught 

up in the tension between the aesthetics and the politics of punk. They appear to be 

moving away from a stylistically-defined subcultural identity towards more overtly 

political activities, downplaying the significance of their shared aesthetics. Yet, most 

came to radical or anarchist politics through their involvement in the underground music 

scene, and their politics remains closely associated with hardcore punk. The anak DIY 

remain committed to a movement or philosophy which they often identify as the real or 

authentic meaning of punk (punk sejati), but at the same time many of them are 

somewhat ambivalent about their personal identification as punks, as Ari articulates in 

the following interview excerpt:

Sean: OK, and what is punk, in your opinion? (joint laughter) Not that 
I'm putting you on the spot or anything…

Ari: Whoa... the definition of punk, for me, has gone through many 
revisions over time. It changes from year to year. When I first 
encountered punk, that was maybe back in '95, I saw it as a 
cultural reaction by young people who didn't want to follow a 
mainstream lifestyle, right? They wanted to be themselves, 
listening to and playing their own music, with their own style. 
They didn't want to join in with a conformist lifestyle, and all 
that. That could be through their clothing style, or like with 
mohawks—it got to the point where you needed to have a 
mohawk! But, increasingly, it's like—I guess now I see punk as a 
set of resistant ways of thinking, which is internal. It's composed 
of a style of understanding, beyond the surface. Because for me 
it's no longer—it's like, the outer display can be played with 
easily. Maybe tomorrow I can like, wear a tie-dye shirt, sit in the 
park and maybe be a hippy, right? Or, the next day, I can shave 
my head bald, and wear braces, wear boots, and I can be a 
skinhead. So, I no longer have the belief where I value, y'know, 
fetishism of fashion, right? But I see it as a call for resistance that, 
maybe, it's content is about control over or studying your own 
life, through doing what you enjoy doing. And coming closer to 
realising that there is something wrong with society, like there is 
exploitation, or injustice, stuff like that. You react against that, 
y'know? And that—for me, that's punk. A medium, right? It can be 
through the music that we play, yeah, or it can be through our 
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writing, or through a physical reaction at a demonstration, for 
example. Like that, right? So, it's difficult for me to summarise 
punk in one sentence. But what I've just explained, for me that's 
punk.

Sean: So do you still consider yourself to be punk?
Ari: Ahhh, maybe in some aspects, yes.2

Like Ari, many anak DIY are hesitant to wholeheartedly identify with punk, or to 

pin it down into a single genre or subcultural definition. They counterpose DIY, as a 

radical philosophy of praxis, to commodified punk aesthetics, and are ultimately 

unresolved as to the value of maintaining a claim to a punk identity. Arguments over 

what is 'real punk' (punk sejati) are a prominent part of social interaction at BalKot, 

much as in other punk communities and punk media around the world. In part, the punk 

sejati discussion reflects the sort of authenticity debates and identity politics found in 

any subcultural community, but it also reveals an underlying anxiety over the role of 

aestheticisation in the commodification of cultural activity.

This anxiety has long been a major theme in punk discourse, motivated by a 

sense that the essence and spirit of punk have diverged. Laing (1985:108-109) argues 

that this divergence followed the 'punk moment' of 1977, when punk style became 

solidified and detached from the punk spirit of resistance. As Clark (2003:234) puts it, 

'punk faked its own death', surrendering its aesthetic form so that its resistant content 

could live on in underground scenes and DIY networks inspired by the values and 

practices of punk. At the same time, these underground scenes often resurrect elements 

of punk style, particularly those which have been discarded by the mainstream. Laing 

(1985:128) argues that punk sought to both challenge and recover rock authenticity, and 

DIY hardcore aims to do the same with punk.

The often heated arguments between anak DIY over the 'real meaning of punk' 

are based on their tangible political struggles to assert their autonomy as cultural 

producers. For a few participants, the debate is primarily one of genre distinctions, a 

matter of distinguishing between 'hardcore', 'punk', and other genres in stylistic terms, 

though issues of lifestyle and even political stance inevitably creep in. For most of the 

anak DIY, however, it is more a matter of expressing their troubled relationship to the 

very concept of genre categories. This debate centres on whether 'punk', or 'hardcore', is 

a useful category to invoke for certain kinds of cultural resistance, or whether it has 

become (or always was) reduced to a standardised, commodified, and conformist set of 

2 Interview with Ari Purnama, November 2004.
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empty fashion statements.

A good cross-section of the views expressed in this debate can be seen in the 

posts to the 'punk sejati' thread on the BalKot email list (see Appendix D1 to D6). This 

particular discussion was inspired by a segment from a current affairs program on 

Indonesian television which presented a caricatured image of Indonesian punks. A long 

debate over the meaning of punk ensued, which developed into a more wide-ranging 

discussion on resistance and compromise under a capitalist system. TheRealThing 

declares punk to have always been mere entertainment, a trivial matter of personal style 

or consumption tastes with little essential relationship to political resistance (Appendix 

D3). However, most of the anak DIY agree that there is something more to punk than 

just the fashion, music, or commodified lifestyle. For example, Tremor argues that 'punk 

came into music in the context of deconstructing music and making it meaningful again' 

(Appendix D4). In one of his posts to the debate, Ari Purnama (writing as 'Ernesto 

MamaYukero') argues that punk has been reduced to a fetishised and commodified form 

of 'style over substance' (Appendix D2). Ari is sceptical of the current relevance of the 

sort of punk spectacle described by Hebdige (1979), considering that form of resistance 

to have already been devoured by the cultural industries, yet he also argues that punk 

contains a core of oppositional culture which needs to be aggressively re-appropriated 

and redefined:

I long ago lost my conviction in the 'identified and visible' forms of this thing 
called Punk. I decided not to be trapped in the romanticism which later only 
empties into fetishism and narrow stereotype, restricting the essence of punk 
itself! However this type of fetishism is no longer in 'possession' of Punk, 
which should be 'slippery', twisting from the grasping hands of the seekers of 
'novelty' and 'news value', who want nothing more than to keep scooping up big 
profit margins from cultural phenomena, this so-called anti-establishment!3

Punk discourse often differentiates between displaying a punk appearance—

following punk fashion—and maintaining an authentic punk self (Andes 1998; 

Duncombe 1997:60-62; Widdicombe and Wooffitt 1990). Like the punks described by 

Andes, the anak DIY often describe the maturation of their punk identity as a move 

away from surface features to a more thorough internalisation of punk values; they 

further present DIY hardcore as a collective maturation of punk. The anak DIY usually 

identify punk with a philosophy of life, like that articulated by O'Hara in The 

3 Excerpt from 'BalKot and the Quest for the Re-Interpretation of Punk', post to the BalKot email list 
(June 2004; see Appendix D2).
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Philosophy of Punk (1999), which they also associate with the etika DIY or anarchism. 

Indeed, Ucok and Ari were working on an Indonesian translation of O'Hara's book, as a 

DIY response to the recent Indonesian edition of Hebdige's Subculture: The Meaning of  

Style. The surface features of subcultural affiliation are seen as irrelevant to, or even in 

conflict with, an authentic punk identity. 

When asked directly about whether they identify as punk, most of the anak DIY 

responded with a qualified affirmative, as Ari does in the interview above. Similarly, 

Starveling, who does not have a typical punk image, asserts his punk identity in the 

following interview excerpt:

Sean: Do you consider yourself to be punk?
Starveling: Yeah. Yes. To me, I am a punk (laughs). Maybe other people don't 

see me as one, but I am, even though I don't dress like a 
stereotypical punk. Not with a mohawk hairdo, y'know, wearing a 
leather jacket, wearing spikes. I don't have piercings, don't have 
tattoos. But for me, punk isn't displaying the performance aspect, 
the style aspect, like mohawks, dyed hair. Instead, punk should be 
seen as how someone thinks about the reality that they face, 
y'know? Like, how they live their life.4

The majority of the anak DIY who identify with punk, either fully or partially, 

associate it with a form of resistance or an oppositional stance, and especially with 

anarchism. For some this is a rather nebulous politics of refusal, but others see anarcho-

punk as a more specific, and explicitly political, resistance movement, as xTillDeathx 

explains:

Punk is a movement or struggle against government, the bourgeoisie, and 
capitalists. I don't claim to be a fully anti-capitalist person, but we must work 
to minimalise capitalism itself. I also don't claim to be a punk person but I do 
support the punk movement and struggle.5

The more 'postanarchist' of the anak DIY present punk as a kind of fundamental 

human quality, a universal drive for autonomous self-expression fully divorced from its 

subcultural or genre associations. In his initial post to the BalKot email list that sparked 

the punk sejati debate, BlankFlag characterises punk as a generalised refusal of 

authority:

In my opinion PUNK is within every living person.
4 Interview with Starveling, October 2004.
5 Email interview with xTillDeathx, July 2005.
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When there are people walking in a line and there is one person who walks out 
of line, they are PUNK!
[…]
So, there are no rules in PUNK, that you have to like and hate the same things. 
But it does go this far… PUNK opposes conformity.
[…]
I THINK PUNK HAS EXISTED SINCE THE CREATION OF THIS EARTH 
OF HUMANITY … PUNK WAS NOT BORN BECAUSE OF THE SEX 
PISTOLS !!6

However, sometimes a distinction is made between punk and hardcore in terms 

of their approach to resistance, with hardcore representing a more positive form of 

social cooperation rather than the political negation of punk. As PoisonxFreexLife puts 

it:

I adopt the label hardcore more than punk as such. […] Hardcore is more—eh, 
just like punk itself, it's a culture of resistance. The only thing is, maybe 
hardcore is more about working collectively, whereas punk is more political.7

For most of the anak DIY, DIY hardcore is both a mode of authentic personal 

expression and a movement or community of shared values. The anak DIY are hesitant 

to describe DIY hardcore as a music genre or lifestyle (gaya hidup), preferring to 

describe it as a political movement (pergerakan) or struggle (perjuangan), or more 

broadly as a way of life (cara hidup). While subcultural discourses of identity construct 

subcultural style as an expression of an authentic inner self (Duncombe 1997:36-40; 

Muggleton 2000:87-93; Widdicombe and Wooffitt 1995:143-149), an authentic DIY 

hardcore self-identity can only be demonstrated through practice. This challenges the 

dichotomy between 'being' and 'doing' which is central to punk authenticity 

(Widdicombe and Wooffitt 1990).

While their exact interpretations vary, the anak DIY advocate punk—or DIY 

hardcore more specifically—as a philosophy of praxis rather than as a set of aesthetic 

values. Their ambivalence over punk is an articulation of their critique of commodified 

style and lifestylism. Their debates over 'real punk' develop into debates over the 

possibility of 'real resistance' under a capitalist system and the necessary compromises 

entailed in any critical engagement with capitalist culture. However, 'DIY', as a set of 

political values and productive practices, cannot be easily separated from 'hardcore' as a 

music genre and subcultural identity; both are connected to the problematic concept 
6 Excerpt from post to BalKot email list, June 2004; see Appendix D1 for complete translation.
7 Interview with PoisonxFreexLife, November 2004.
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'punk'. It is their hardcore fandom, their love of the particular aesthetic characteristics of 

hardcore performance, which provides much of their creative and emotional 

engagement with the DIY community. This DIY hardcore 'structure of feeling' 

(Williams 1977:128-135) provides an aesthetic texture to their identity, and a starting 

point for their social and political commitments.

Genre and resistance

The anak DIY seek to contest the reduction of punk and hardcore to a fashion 

statement, and are quite vocal in their opposition to manufactured 'trends' (tren). This 

could be seen as making a virtue out of necessity; the aesthetics of DIY hardcore are not 

particularly trendy within the underground, and many of the DIY bands lack the 

professional musical skills required to 'make it' in the scene. However, it also reflects 

the role of stylistic formatting as a central mechanism in the management and control 

exercised over cultural production by the institutions of the corporate cultural industries 

(Adorno and Horkheimer 1979:127-131; Ryan 1991:185-261; Sarkasz 2004). The anak 

DIY contest this formatting; at the same time, genre or genre-like classifications feature 

prominently in their discourse, and they maintain a strong investment in hardcore punk 

as a specific style of music.

 This investment is complicated by the contested nature of 'DIY hardcore' as a 

genre, particularly the tension between 'hardcore' as an aesthetic category and 'DIY' as 

an ethic of production. As Goshert (2000:87) argues, DIY hardcore cannot be reduced to 

a genre or subcultural style. The anak DIY express a certain hostility to genre as a 

system of classification, arising out of a general anarchist refusal of 'labels' and a more 

focused opposition to the role of genre within the music industry. However, while the 

anak DIY reject fidelity to genre as an explicit value or goal, they are actively engaged 

in defining and promoting DIY hardcore as a genre, or more precisely a set of 

elaborately and narrowly-defined sub-genres. This system of aesthetic classification 

serves to mark the boundary between insiders and outsiders, contributing to the 

subcultural distinction of the DIY hardcore scene; however, it also reflects a playful 

contempt for the genre classifications developed by the music industry and its 

associated media discourse. The anak DIY are not simply passive consumers of genre-

typed product; like other subcultural consumers, they also play a large role in shaping 

and defining genres. They both follow and seek to subvert genre classifications, 
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reflecting the contradictory nature of genre as a system of classification.

 As with other forms of punk and underground music, music genre and fashion 

are closely linked as mutually-reinforcing aspects of subcultural style. While the anak 

DIY position themselves against fashion punk, and spectacular 'street punk' dress and 

hairstyles are conspicuously rare at BalKot, many of them do wear hardcore fashions 

that follow well-established formats. The toned down youth crew style accords well 

with the DIY opposition to the commercial exploitation of punk culture, but it 

nevertheless reflects a particular stylistic 'type'. At BalKot, there is a fairly visible 

distinction between the clean-cut youth crew style and the much 'grungier' (slengean) 

grindcore or crust style, which is all long hair, dirty denim, studs, and a rather laid-back 

(cuek) attitude—closer to the dominant image of the underground. Grindcore fans tend 

to stick out a bit at BalKot meetings and events, but there is no evident social barrier to 

their participation. Musically and politically, there is quite a lot of commonality, 

developed through cross-overs and a shared DIY hardcore heritage. Many of the anak 

DIY move between or blend the two styles in their music, fashion, and identity; Images 

38 and 39 show both the differences in style and some evidence of cross-fertilisation.
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Image 38 A group of the anak DIY 
outside a show in Ciwidey (July 25, 
2004). They are mostly, but not 
exclusively, displaying a straight 
edge youth crew style. Several of the 
straight edgers pointed to the 
presence of the non-straight edge 
smoker in this photograph as firm 
evidence of their own tolerant 
attitude.

Image 39 Some of the anak DIY 
displaying the grungier, metal-
influenced grindcore style at the 
BalKot Secret 7 show.



 Musical expression is regarded as more authentic than clothing fashion, but it is 

also subjected to stylistic formatting. While personal tastes range more widely, a fairly 

restricted range of related styles dominates the musical production of the Bandung DIY 

hardcore community, mostly forms of hardcore punk or thrash.8 Hardcore is an 

intensification of the basic punk rock sound, with significant influences from extreme 

metal as well. The DIY hardcore aesthetic is fast, loud, cheap, and dirty, exhibiting a 

peculiar combination of the earnest and the grotesque. Above all, the music of the anak 

DIY is characterised by speed and noise; many songs last for a minute or less, though 

the frenetic pace leaves the performers exhausted and drenched with sweat after only a 

short set of songs. The aggressive noise and rapid tempo changes of hardcore music 

discourages passive background listening; the music demands attention.

Hardcore is also broken down into a multiplicity of sub-genres based on fine 

distinctions which, though rather opaque to outsiders, are readily apparent to those who 

are familiar with DIY hardcore. Youth crew is the dominant musical and subcultural 

style at BalKot, reflecting the collective's straight edge origins. The Bandung youth 

crew bands, like xManusia Buatanx, Freesoul, and KxHx, tend towards extremely fast-

paced hardcore thrash, including the ultra-fast styles known as 'fastcore' and 'power 

violence'. Vocal styles are usually quite harsh, with fast rhythmic shouting or arhythmic 

screaming of the lyrics. This provides a sharp contrast with the earnest content of their 

lyrics, which stress friendship, solidarity, and commitment to a straight edge lifestyle. 

Grindcore, like the related 'crust punk' style, combines the aesthetics and 

sensibilities of hardcore and extreme metal. DIY grindcore bands linked to BalKot 

include Muntah ('Vomit') and Rajasinga ('Syphilis'). Grindcore is a music style that adds 

a deeper metal sound to hardcore, featuring 'grinding' guitars, heavy bass, and a fast and 

repetitive drumming style known as 'blast beat'. Like several other genres of hardcore 

and extreme metal, grindcore vocals tend towards screaming, either in a high-pitched 

wail or a guttural death metal growl. Grindcore is also noted for taking the punk 

tendency towards short songs to a new extreme; grindcore includes 'micro-songs' of a 

few seconds in length, basically a quick burst of noise and a few barked words. 

Although in some respects youth crew and grindcore represent contrasting 

aesthetic tendencies, they are not entirely distinct. There is a lot of overlap and shared 

personnel between bands, as well as hybrid styles such as 'power violence', 'brutal youth 
8 Hardcore thrash refers to the faster styles of hardcore punk influenced by thrash metal, though 'thrash' 

is also sometimes used to refer to hardcore as a whole, as distinct from punk rock. In Indonesian 
scenes, thrash is often (mis)spelled as 'trash'.
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crew', and 'youth crust', which are quite popular with the anak DIY. The juxtaposition 

and cross-over between these styles has been facilitated by the erosion of a rigid straight 

edge youth crew identity in the Bandung scene, but also reflects a degree of subcultural 

rapprochement occurring at a global level. This reconvergence of youth crew and 

grindcore/crust emphasises the correspondences in terms of DIY principles, a preference 

for harsh and fast hardcore music, anarchist politics, vegetarianism, and a desire for a 

'positive scene', while downplaying the differences in terms of straight edge morality, 

fashion, and the minutiae of performance style.

Genre-typing has an important role in the standardisation and marketing of 

cultural commodities, shaping the creative process while also identifying or 

constructing a consumer market (du Gay and Negus 1994; Ryan 1991:207-217). 

However, music genres also arise from the consumer reception of music, the aesthetic 

judgements they make and the social relationships they establish (Frith 1996:75-95; 

Gunn 1999).  A subcultural music genre is not only a set of aesthetic characteristics, but 

also a particular mode of consumption, discussion, and distinction (Hibbett 2005). 

Indeed, it is the very naturalisation of genre, the correspondence between genre as 

marketing category and genre as social identity and experience, that gives it its power as 

a marketing and formatting tool (Hibbett 2005:73-76).

The anak DIY prefer to view their musical production as a form of autonomous 

self-expression, rather than as being representative instances of a genre-type. However, 

DIY bands do follow established genre conventions in their performances, often closely 

patterned on the performances of archetypical DIY hardcore bands. Rejecting genre can 

be a way of claiming creative independence, underground authenticity, and subcultural 

status. This resistance to genre is also a fairly typical characteristic of musicians and 

other cultural producers in general, asserting the specificity and immediacy of their own 

artistic expression against the 'logic of genre formation' (Gunn 1999:36). This can also 

be an assertion of professional status, as the role of a personalised artist (or 'star') is 

highly valued within the cultural industries (Ryan 1991:131-141).

The anak DIY do not just refuse genre classification outright; they are also 

engaged in a potentially subversive re-appropriation and redefinition of genre. The 

endless proliferation and cross-fertilisation of genres and sub-genres in underground and 

DIY music reflects the great deal of discussion of—and investment in—music which 

goes on in underground music scenes. Knowledge of narrowly-defined sub-genres is 

also a major part of establishing underground subcultural status (Thornton 1996:66-76). 
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The anak DIY are somewhat suspicious of such status-driven genre classifications, not 

the least because their own favoured styles are deemed rather unfashionable, but they 

are not immune from it. Although they downplay the importance of aesthetic criteria, 

the anak DIY are deeply engaged in evaluating and judging music, and thus construct 

hierarchies of value and difference.

DIY hardcore lacks the emphasis on musical virtuosity which characterises such 

genres as classical or heavy metal music; indeed, it often celebrates lack of technical 

proficiency. The anak DIY sometimes go so far as to reject aesthetic 'taste' as a valid 

criterion of judgement altogether. Instead, their value judgements are more concerned 

with the personal connections and relationships involved, and on adherence to DIY 

principles in the practice of musical production. DIY hardcore can be identified as a 

particular set of aesthetic characteristics, but it can also be defined as the music listened 

to, performed, exchanged, and discussed according to DIY principles. DIY hardcore is 

not just an aesthetic, it is also a political stance based on an anti-commercial approach to 

music-making.

Still, an aesthetic logic is usually dominant in genre classifications, and genre-

based marketing can reduce the political stances articulated by some performers to a 

reified and commodified aesthetic category. In so far as DIY hardcore is subjected to 

aesthetic genre-typing, the political and economic forms of resistance expressed within 

it may be suppressed or contained. While the DIY emphasis on practical anti-

commercial activity provides some defence against aestheticisation, it is not a guarantee

—as evidenced by the tranformation of 'indie' from an economic principle, describing 

bands committed to being released through independent record labels, to an aesthetic 

marketing category and mode of consumption (Hesmondhalgh 1997:270-271, 1999; 

Hibbett 2005).

Most of the anak DIY became involved in the DIY community through the 

underground music scene, as consumers or fans of particular styles of hardcore punk 

music.9 It is through this essentially aesthetic engagement that they were exposed to, 

and came to embrace, 'punk politics' and the etika DIY. At the same time, many of the 

anak DIY deny any essential connection between their politics and hardcore music.

Sean: What's the role of hardcore music in your life?

9 The most notable exception is the small group of young women who became involved with BalKot 
primarily through Food Not Bombs. They were not fans of hardcore punk music, and did not become 
fully integrated into the DIY community.
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Tremor: Yeah, the role of music, well it's pretty big...  and really that's the 
history of how I got involved in DIY. I was first introduced to it 
through the music. It started with just the music, but then I 
learned more and more about DIY itself. And now, naturally it 
still influences me, but for me DIY isn't limited just to its 
connection with music—it isn't just what sounds good to our ears, 
for us to consume with our ears, but it's what we do, today. On the 
other hand, there is a connection between them, but only in that 
maybe most people first got involved through the music, but it 
doesn't have to be that way.10

Most of the anak DIY identify with the philosophy of punk as an authentic 

identity, or with the etika DIY as an authentic form of cultural practice; however, they 

also display real commitment to many of the aesthetic forms associated with punk in 

general, and DIY hardcore in particular. The notable stylistic conservatism of the 

Indonesian underground extends into the DIY hardcore community; in many ways the 

anak DIY are even more resistant to aesthetic change because of their disdain for 

following global and local trends. Such stylistic conservatism may serve as a defensive 

barrier to commercial appropriation, as they have 'nothing new' to offer in purely 

aesthetic terms (Roberts 2005:584-585; Thompson 2004:132-122; Wallach 2008b:109-

112). Yet it also undermines the idea that autonomous production leads to creative 

innovation; DIY hardcore in Bandung displays little of the experimental 'techno-

hybridity' that Wallach (2008a:114-117) finds in an underground studio in Denpasar.

The anak DIY tend to describe musical styles with reference to particular bands 

or scenes. When asked to define or categorise their music, or relate their musical 

influences or tastes, the anak DIY often resort to a long list of band names. Similar lists 

appear in music reviews, acknowledgements in liner notes, and on personal websites. 

Such lists can be interpreted as an attempt to evade genre categorisation; by specifying 

their particular influences in this way, the classification is rendered more personal and 

nuanced, and the creative autonomy of individual producers (or collectives of 

producers) is emphasised. Still, especially when the same names keep appearing 

together, this practice is not far removed from straightforward genre-typing, and plays a 

significant role in defining and constructing genres. The 'star system' is a key 

mechanism in the commercial management of cultural production; genres are often 

defined on the basis of star performers, who establish a particular style template (Ryan 

1991:218-219).

10 Interview with Tremor, October 2004.
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The individualisation of the star system is moderated somewhat by the greater 

emphasis on bands rather than individuals in DIY hardcore, and the more collective 

associations with a particular scene or era. Scenes may be understood as an expression 

of a particular local history and identity (Stahl 2004; Straw 1991), but they may also be 

transformed into a more deterritorialised stylistic classification. Thus '88 Youth Crew' 

refers to a specific New York scene from the late 1980s, but also to a generic style 

which can now be found around the world; the same goes for '80s Swedish hardcore', 

'DC hardcore', 'Japanese thrash', and many others. This may also be done in a rather 

playful manner, as with Freesoul's use of the subtitle 'Sumedang City Hardcore', putting 

their West Javanese hometown on par with globally-recognised scenes.

However, the peripheral position of the Bandung scene is indicated by the fact 

that almost all hardcore styles are defined by bands and scenes that are located 

elsewhere. Local bands may be acknowledged for introducing a particular style to the 

scene, or for upholding authentic DIY principles, but are rarely seen to be aesthetically 

innovative in their own right. Straightforward tribute bands are less common in the DIY 

community than in more commercial sections of the scene, but many DIY bands still 

hew close to the formats established by more prominent international hardcore bands. 

Cover versions of well-known hardcore songs are quite common, and several Bandung 

DIY bands contributed to the Indonesian Minor Threat tribute album Gone But Not  

Forgotten (Asusila 2004), reflecting the significant influence of that pioneering 

American straight edge band on the local DIY hardcore scene. However, these 

influences are not purely musical; bands like Minor Threat, or the early anarcho-punk 

band Crass, are perhaps more important in terms of establishing political positions and 

DIY principles than for their aesthetic influence. On the other hand, some historically 

significant bands, like the Ramones, Black Sabbath, and the Misfits, are cited as seminal 

musical influences despite their commercial careers.

Mediated discussions of music play a key role in the construction and definition 

of music genres. The music press serves as a 'publicity machine' for the music industry, 

but also pursue their own economic and status interests (Ryan 1991:254-259). This is 

not always a straightforward shilling for the music industry; particularly for 

underground genres, it is often a more nuanced process of genre differentiation 

following the logic of artistic distinction (Hibbett 2005; Thornton 1996:160-162; 

Toynbee 1993). As the producers of their own media, the anak DIY can be said to have 

taken control of this process and subverted it to their own ends. Through their 
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interviews, reviews, profiles of DIY bands and DIY scenes, and other articles, DIY 

zines construct genre—or, in Bandung, reiterate, refine, and reinterpret the genre 

categories established in more central DIY scenes.

Given that most of the anak DIY are simultaneously musicians, fans, critics, and 

theorists, it is perhaps unsurprising that they have produced a voluminous genre 

discourse, while simultaneously disavowing genre categories. There is not much use of 

'technical' musical language in DIY hardcore, in part due to their committed 

amateurism, and so their musical discussions tend to be focused around genre, mood, 

and political considerations. Gunn (1999:32-36) argues that the 'metadiscourse' of genre 

builds on the adjectival descriptors used as a basic linguistic means to make sense of 

and communicate the experience of music. The use of terms such as 'fast', 'heavy', 

'harsh', and 'brutal' to describe and categorise hardcore may be an attempt to move away 

from the abstractions of genre back towards a more foundational level of musical 

experience.

However, there is a strong tendency for these descriptive labels to themselves 

become genres or genre-like categories—as with 'thrash' and 'grind', and to some extent 

'hardcore' itself, which refers to the 'harder' sound of the music as compared to classic 

punk as well as to a more 'hardcore' commitment to underground independence. 

Aesthetic and non-aesthetic classifications are merged; while this can undermine the 

reductive aestheticisation of genre classifications, it can also extend it, as terms like 

'political punk', 'anarchist', 'straight edge', and 'DIY' become aestheticised genre-like 

terms. This tendency may also be intensified by the frequent use of English descriptive 

terms in the Bandung scene. While labels such as 'darkcrustheavy hardcore'11 challenge 

any simple genre classification, such strings of English adjectives also require a 

significant degree of subcultural genre knowledge to decipher. The proliferating, 

involuted micro-genres of punk and hardcore can be interpreted as a form of niche 

marketing, or as the result of energetic competition for status within a fairly small 

subcultural space, but also as a conscious resistance to genre restrictions.

However, there is often a degree of parody in the endless division and sub-

division of hardcore genres which takes place within DIY hardcore. A widespread 

practice in hardcore is to establish a genre by attaching the '–core' suffix to some other 

descriptive term or genre label, as in fastcore, grindcore, metalcore, noisecore, 

11 A label applied to Hark! It's A Crawling Tar-tar, a Bandung DIY band formed in 2005 by former 
members of Domestik Doktrin.
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deathcore, mathcore, and emocore. This is often done in an irreverent or parodic 

fashion, as with 'spazzcore', 'uglycore' or, my personal favourite, 'cantplaycore'. The 

exaggerated parody of genre classifications represents a collective response by the anak 

DIY, and DIY hardcore more generally, to the use of genre by the corporate music 

industry. Such genre subversion is directly advocated by Sarkasz (2004) in an article in 

Benzine, in which he argues for an 'autonomous claiming of definition' as a way of 

resisting the genre classifications of the music industry:

Free categories like Hyper-Blast-Bombastic-Death-Metal or Satanical-Ultra-
Grinding-Godless-Core can show how seriously the dominant system of 
definition oversimplifies music. This example, I think, can allow music to 
remain autonomous, and there is no one person who can define it except for the 
performers. These bands, it seems, always have their own personal definitions, 
which are different to when people just label them as being simply death metal 
or metal bands. This is something which always differentiates them from other 
people, not needing to adhere to the specific stereotype in playing their music, 
and what is most important, they have claimed the music for themselves. 
(Sarkasz 2004:28)12

As well as being an assertion of creative autonomy, the subversion of genre 

classification can be considered a form of active fan creativity or 'textual poaching' 

(Jenkins 1992), a mode of resistance in which fans contest the dominant interpretations 

and structuring of media texts in order to claim them as their own. Certainly, an 

important element of DIY cultural production is a sense of 'talking back' to the dominant 

consumer culture (Duncombe 1997:107-114). Yet this engagement, however critical, 

also brings with it the risk of assimilation into the cultural industries. The genre 

discourse of DIY hardcore can be mobilised in opposition to the cultural industries, but 

it also serves as a 'point of entry' for more mainstream media, commercial music and 

clothing labels, and the cultural industries more broadly.

Performing alienation: Horror and humour in DIY grindcore

Grindcore combines punk irreverence and hardcore politics with the horror 

themes and gory, violent subject matter characteristic of much extreme metal. Grindcore 

presents a noisy, brutal, yet ironically humorous aesthetic, intensifying the negative 

aesthetic symbolism which Laing (1985) identifies in punk and pushing it even further 

towards parody. Grindcore performances tend towards the irreverent, satirical, and 

12 My translation. See Appendix C5 for the full article.. 
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provocative, as well as towards the grotesque and scatological. Thompson (2004:94-

103) describes grindcore and related genres as a form of 'aesthetic profanity', an attempt 

to find a form of expression which cannot be recuperated by commercial logic due to 

the sheer shock of its extreme, transgressive form. Given the wide range of aesthetic 

forms which have been successfully integrated into the music industry through genre-

typing, including grindcore and many other varieties of 'extreme' underground music, 

this bid for aesthetic autonomy seems doomed to failure; there is not much uncolonised 

aesthetic space available. On the other hand, DIY grindcore both develops and parodies 

the negative aesthetics and carnivalesque transgressions of underground music and 

popular culture, twisting them into a deliberate satire of capitalist alienation, 

exploitation, and self-destruction.

In Bandung, DIY grindcore bands such as Muntah, Rajasinga, and Anjing 

Tanah13 regularly engage in ironic performances, and have constructed ironic 

performative identities. Their aesthetic features can be quite discomforting and even 

alienating, while their discursive and symbolic content is often rather opaque, laced with 

obscure allusions and references that require some critical work to effectively 'decode'. 

Yet, especially when positioned within the broader discursive and political context of 

the DIY community, critical metaphors can be discerned within grindcore performances. 

Some DIY grindcore bands, such as Rajasinga, render this critique as an explicit anti-

capitalist allegory. Nevertheless, the ironic stance adopted by grindcore performers and 

audiences may also undermine this critical potential.

Grindcore performance is both a celebration of DIY amateurism and a 

'deconstruction' of rock's musical structure. Grindcore performances are particularly 

shambolic, combining amateurish informality with a tongue-in-cheek  irreverence. 

Musical 'mistakes' and technical failings are integrated into grindcore performances, and 

it is often difficult to distinguish a false start from a micro-song. The brief performance 

by the grindcore project Suicide Tenderly at the Tanjung Sari BalKot show epitomises 

this approach. This short-lived band—which did not really exist beyond this particular 

performance—was effectively a public practice session for Mayatschism14, vocalist for 

Muntah, and Tremor, who would soon go on to launch Rajasinga. Tremor explains his 

intentions as both having fun and 'redefining' music away from judgements of aesthetic 

quality:
13 Anjang Tanah is technically a 'power violence' band, but this genre is quite closely related to 

grindcore.
14 Mayat is Indonesian for 'corpse'.
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Sean: So what did you want to achieve with that band?
Tremor: Wow… OK, first of all, having fun. I mean, if you look at it 

musically, really, we're an insult to music! We really do insult 
music. We're redefining for ourselves what music is. Like, for 
example, [Mayatschism], when we played the other day, he was 
only playing the drums for the second time in his entire life! Yeah, 
you don't have to exalt music to make—to be able to have fun in a 
band, y'know? You don't have to be a great musician to be able to 
write songs and make records, and share them with your friends.15

Still, more conventional musical standards do still apply in grindcore as well; 

after all, Tremor went on to form Rajasinga with Muntah's highly-skilled drummer, 

Revan; such cross-membership is routine in the DIY community, but it is notable that 

Mayatschism was not retained, as a drummer on any kind of ongoing basis. Suicide 

Tenderly was a moment of having and poking fun, a very 'punk' interruption in the flow 

of performance, rather than an ongoing musical project.

 Muntah is a more sustained project, if not exactly a 'serious' band. The members 

of Muntah emphasise that their band is about having fun and releasing tension, rather 

than a career—perhaps an easy choice for most of them, as they met as architecture and 

design students and are headed towards professional careers. They are rather proud of 

not being 'real' musicians, though some of them are actually quite proficient. Muntah's 

music—as performed live at BalKot shows and available on their 2003 Rot'n Roll  

Bastard EP (Image 40)—generally follows the established grindcore pattern, but they 

deploy this structure (or anti-structure) as a literal deconstruction of popular music and a 

parody of rock. Many of Muntah's songs are 'anti-covers', grindcore-ised versions of 

popular, recognisable songs, with classic rock guitar riffs and suspiciously familiar 

lyrics breaking down into disorganised noise. For example, the songs 'Beat it Last' and 

'Idonwannaholdyourhand' start off as relatively standard, if clumsy, covers of well-

known songs (Michael Jackson's 'Beat It' and the Beatles's 'I Want to Hold Your Hand', 

respectively). However, disruptions such as misplaced notes, coughs, and laughter start 

to intrude, until the structure decays and the song is finished off in a brief blast of 

grindcore noise, accompanied by much laughter. Several other Muntah songs also 

contain recognisable guitar riffs or other features appropriated from rock, pop music, or 

other musical sources.

Muntah's parody of rock and pop draws on an established practice of ironic 

15 Interview with Tremor, October 2004.
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critique within DIY hardcore. However, the band members have also adopted some 

elements of the rock lifestyle (they are certainly not straight edge!). They resist a clear 

explication of their performance; against common DIY practice, they have not provided 

a lyrics sheet or liner notes with their EP. Muntah's drummer Revan and bass player 

Krishna describe their position as being 'like the extreme band in the extreme scene', 

reacting against the conventions of underground music and DIY hardcore with their 

rather kitschy and absurd presentation. When pressed further, however, they resisted 

classification:

Sean: So, what kind of music do you play?
Revan: When we're playing, we're just rocking, we don't even think about 

it.
Krishna: Yeah, if it rocks, it rocks. Whatever rocks—rocks!16

Despite this denial of classification and meaning, Muntah does follow in an 

established genre tradition, albeit one which adopts an ironic stance towards its own 

aesthetics. Grindcore aesthetics combines schlock horror and gore with crude insults 

and scatological humour in a deliberately provocative (some would say juvenile) 

performance of not-to-be-taken-too-seriously offensiveness. This embrace of 'bad taste' 

often becomes self-parody, but it also involves a genuine fannish commitment. Many of 

the anak DIY who are involved in the grindcore side of the community are dedicated 

fans of B-grade horror and 'exploitation' films, as well as related media products, 

especially those involving cannibalism and zombie themes.

The horror tropes of Indonesian grindcore are largely drawn from commercial 

horror media, though they are also somewhat influenced by local beliefs in evil spirits, 

sorcery, and witchcraft. There is a long history of such beliefs in the archipelago, but in 

their contemporary form they may also incorporate a sublimated expression of the 

internalised experience of state terror (Heryanto 2006:23; Siegel 1998a, 2001). 

However, while popular Indonesian horror references more seriously held beliefs in 

supernatural threats, grindcore maintains a more distanced, ironic and playful stance. 

Furthermore, while Indonesian popular horror texts tend to conclude with the 

suppression of the supernatural threat and the reassertion of the social order—often 

through the intervention of a religious authority figure (van Heeren 2007)—such 

narrative closure is absent from grindcore performance.

16 Interview with Revan and Krishna, May 2004. Original in English.
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Grindcore also involves an identification with the horrific. For example, 

Rajasinga have named themselves after syphilis, a deadly and 'corrupting' venereal 

disease. They perform with skull masks and fake blood stains (Image 44) and, in their 

song 'The Greatest Immitator of All Skin Diseases' from their 2006 live demo album 

Killed By Rajasinga, they explicitly compare their own subject-position to the disease:

Your genitals itch, they're covered in red spots
And tiny lumps, which are also red in colour

Stadium syphilis!
Stadium syphilis!

We're Rajasinga, spreading sickness in the moshpit!

The identification of hardcore with disease, death and decay is not restricted to 

grindcore bands, but ties in with the broader horror aesthetic of hardcore punk. The 

anak DIY often represent themselves as entities of horror, perhaps expressing a sense 

that their 'punk-ness', their resistant political and aesthetic position, has something 

horrific or unnatural about it. This is suggestive of Hebdige's (1979:90) characterisation 

of subculture as an 'unnatural break', or Hardt and Negri's (2005:190-196) argument that 

the social organisation of the resistant multitude has assumed a 'monstrous' form. The 

drawings of Bandung DIY hardcore artist Ken Terror—often used for posters, band 

logos, and zine covers in the local scene—regularly depict hardcore kids as menacing 

undead figures. For example, one of his designs for xManusia Buatanx  depicts a band of 

straight edge revenants, sporting devil-lock hairstyles and surrounded by skulls (Image 

41), while the poster for the BalKot Secret 7 show (Image 36) represents the anak DIY 

as skull-headed beings accosting a stereotypical businessman.

However, there is often something comical about the use of horror in grindcore, 

a playful appropriation of 'evil'. For example, Mayatschism's donning of a 'Satanic' pig 

mask at the Fight Junk Not DIY show, complete with a masking-tape pentagram, was 

more ridiculous than dark (see Image 45). While a clear transgression of Muslim 

sensibilities, in the intimate context of a DIY show this performance generated 

amusement rather than shock. Although grindcore is positioned in a global subcultural 

context, there is perhaps some resonance with local 'clowning' traditions of subversive 

humour and parody in Indonesian and Sundanese popular culture (Foley 1999; Jurriëns 

2004:174-179, Maurer 2002; Mrázek 1999, 2000).
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Image 43 Manufakturing Karma poster for Domestik Doktrin (by Ken Terror).

Image 42 An order of 'eyeball maggots soup' leads to grotesque results in Brengsek Bad Taste 
Comic #4 by Mayatschism (2002).

Image 40 Muntah's Rot'n Roll Bastard EP (2003). Copied 
onto CD-R and distributed in a photocopied paper sleeve. 
The message at the bottom of the back cover translates as: 
'thank you to everyone for your support and for all the stuff 
you brought up from your stomaches hmmm greetings to 
BARZAH ('Purgatory') and Dodet from the recording studio 
we still have the fun blaaaaaaaaaarrrrrrrrrrrgggggggghhh'.

Image 41 xManusia Buatanx t-shirt 
and poster image by Ken Terror.
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Image 44 Rajasinga performing at the Secret 7 show (February 20, 2005).

Image 45 Mayatschism from Muntah performing at the Secret 7 show (February 20, 2005).

Image 46 Ari, Revan, and Mayatschism at the Second Combat show (January 25, 2005).



A more grotesque grindcore aesthetic is evident in Brengsek Bad Taste Comic17, 

a DIY comic produced by Mayatschism (Image 42). Issue #4, 'More Than a Killing' 

(2002), contains minimal dialogue or narration, and features a relentless sequence of 

violent, grotesque images, often involving cannibalism and/or decomposition. These are 

no romantic images of erotic horror or political violence; instead, Mayatschism offers 

mute images of senseless, brutal, and disgusting acts of torture, murder, and 

consumption. The cannibal theme could be read as a critique of consumption as such, 

associating it with suffering, revulsion, death, and decay, or even as a veiled comment in 

support of animal liberation, but again, this is not explicitly conveyed. Brengsek  

includes a CD-R by Mayatschism's solo noise project Private Death Party (2002), a 

collection of chaotic and abrasive sounds assembled from 'stolen' audio samples. 

Together, they provide an uncomfortable experience, representations of violence 

without easy interpretation.

The offensive violence of grindcore contributes to its disruptive aesthetics. 

Adorno (1984:68-75) argues that critical, self-aware art is necessarily cruel and 'ugly', a 

denunciation of the ugliness of social reality. Such negative aesthetics provoke a 

fundamentally critical musical experience, moving beyond the representation of harsh 

reality to embrace the failure of representation itself (Adorno 1984:148-172). Similarly, 

there may be critical or even socially transformative potential within the uncomfortable 

experience of 'difficult listening' (Collins 2002; Frith 1996:20; Gracyk 1992; Kohl 1997; 

Laing 1985; Sloop 1999:63-67; Thompson 2004:135; Williams 2010). The brutal 

impenetrability of grindcore, as an attempt to express the inexpressible, contains 

something of this dissonance of aesthetic expression. This is typified by its intense yet 

often indecipherable style of vocal delivery—an embodied expression of punk noise 

that 'overrides the lyrics and shapes the song into an inarticulate scream' (Thompson 

2004:98).

However, this inarticulate excess is also a deliberate, ironic performance and an 

established genre convention. Adorno's approach to negative aesthetics severely 

underestimates the extent to which difficult, unpleasant, and painful aesthetics can 

become routinised and comfortable. Superficially 'negative' aesthetics do not necessarily 

disrupt identification, but can reinforce or facilitate it. For the anak DIY, the brutality of 

grindcore is a rather pleasurable experience, involving a degree of fan identification as 

well as critical interpretation. Even when no clear discursive meaning is conveyed, 

17 Brengsek means 'crappy', 'lousy', or 'no good'.
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grindcore aesthetics can be understood as forms of cultural capital, a means of cultural 

distinction between those who 'get' grindcore and those who do not. As with other forms 

of 'kitsch' or 'camp' aesthetics, grindcore repositions elements of 'bad taste' and redefines 

their aesthetic value by consuming or reproducing them in a different mode (Sontag 

1966). In many cases this can be considered an act of cultural appropriation, integrating 

popular aesthetics into dominant hierarchies of taste (Bourdieu 1984:282-283; Ross 

1989; Straw 1997:10-14). Newitz (2000:79) describes this as an attempt to 'laugh off the 

social and economic differences that continue to hurt and divide us'. However, kitsch 

aesthetics can also be deployed as part of cultural critique (Kjellman-Chapin 2010).

 Like other underground styles, there is often some ambiguity in grindcore's 

horror aesthetic. Do grindcore performances effectively critique, or merely evoke, the 

experience of alienation that they dramatise? Adorno (1984:27-28, 2001:59-60) agues 

that negative aesthetics provoke a fundamentally critical musical experience, revealing 

rather than surrendering to alienation. Similarly, Halnon (2006) describes the 

carnivalesque experiences and aesthetics of heavy metal as incorporating a dis-

alienating politics of resistance, while Williams (2010) argues that the apocalyptic 

excess of black metal expresses the social contradictions of capitalism, and thus may 

also gesture towards its overcoming. Yet such underground performances can also be 

interpreted as a nihilistic celebration of alienation, or as an individualistic elision of it. 

As Halnon (2005) argues, the experience of alienation may be commodified and 

consumed as a form of underground authenticity. Indeed, in the form of 'dark' 

alternative music, this spectacle of alienation constitutes 'one of the most pervasive, 

popular and profitable music styles in the commercialized mainstream' (Halnon 

2005:461-462).

However, within the Bandung DIY community, the horror themes and alienating 

performances of grindcore are often explicitly deployed as a critical metaphor for 

capitalist alienation, as in Rajasinga's song 'Zombi' (2006):

Is happiness just for the weekend?
Maybe you've become a zombie
Too tired for love?
Maybe you've become a zombie

Dead 8 hours a day
TV, masturbation media
Too tired for life
Too tired for life
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Rajasinga's critical intent is made abundantly clear in the extensive explanation 

accompanying the lyrics (Appendix B11), and by the broader DIY discourse on 

alienated labour and consumption. This draws upon the necromantic metaphor of 

commodified labour, in which human beings are reduced to 'time's carcass' (Marx 

1963:54), while the appropriation of human activity by capital appears as the horrifying 

reanimation of the dead (Comaroff and Comaroff 2002; Shukaitis 2007; Wayne 

2002:205). This critique is also represented in the poster accompanying Domestik 

Doktrin's Manufakturing Karma EP (2002), in which a corpulent bourgeois figure whips 

a cruelly-harnessed, decomposing body, against the backdrop of a polluted wasteland 

(Image 43). Zombies, as reanimated labourers that hunger for human flesh, are an ideal 

encompassing metaphor for the ways in which capital both derives from and consumes 

human activity; Shukaitis (2007:102) describes neoliberal capital as 'the refracted image 

of dead social struggles seeking to eat the brains of living labor', updating Marx's 

(1976:342) description of capital as 'dead labour, which, vampire-like, lives only by 

sucking living labour, and lives the more, the more labour it sucks'.

If production has apparently been replaced by consumption at the centre of 

identity-formation, zombies represent the re-emergence of displaced, alienated human 

labour (Comaroff and Comaroff 2002:796-799). Horrific, supernatural metaphors for 

capital are particularly common in the postcolonial world; while appearing to mystify 

capitalism, such beliefs are also quite perceptive regarding the 'occult logic' of capital 

accumulation (Comaroff and Comaroff 1999; McNally 2006:43-45; Smith 2001; 

Taussig 1980). For example, Taussig argues that the Satanic metaphors expressed in 

some South American folk beliefs reveals the seductive yet self-destructive 'deal with 

the devil' nature of their entanglement with global capitalism. In their song 'Setan 

Menyuruhku Untuk Membeli Produk 347' ('Satan Made Me Buy the Merchandise From 

347'), Anjing Tanah suggest that similar forces may be at play in the success of 

Bandung's distros (see Appendix B12).18

The horror themes of possession, decay, fear, and undeath are also well-suited to 

expressing the horrific loss of self characteristic of alienated existence. The Situationists 

condemn both work and consumption as empty experiences of 'dead time' (CrimethInc. 

2001:91; Debord 1977:147-164; Vaneigem 2006:159-163). Yet commodities themselves 

are alive with a dangerous spirit; 'whatever you possess possesses you in return' 

18 347 is a particularly popular and successful distro and clothing label from Bandung.
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(Vaneigem 2006:155). Wayne (2003:208-213) suggests that the metaphor of the ghost in 

commercial horror media captures something of the spectral, disembodied aspect of 

capitalist value. However, the horror of capitalism is not entirely 'spectral'; it also rests 

on the corporeal suffering of the commodified labouring body (Fracchia 2008; McNally 

2006:40-43). Expressing something of a grindcore sensibility, Marx (1976:926) 

describes capital as coming 'dripping from head to toe, from every pore, with blood and 

dirt'. 

Grindcore particularly emphasises the embodied experience of alienation, the 

zombification and cannibalisation of human beings brought about by both labour and 

consumption under a capitalist system. There is a grotesque realism in such 

exaggerated, carnivalesque depictions of the material human body, with its need to 

consume and its wastes, its growth and inevitable decay, connecting life and death 

(Bakhtin 1984:18-27; Halnon 2006:37-39). However, grindcore particularly emphasises 

the negative element, decay rather than growth, and horrific reanimation rather than 

fecund rebirth; the 'bodily harvest' (Bakhtin 1984:207) represented in grindcore is 

primarily one of waste and destruction. As Stallybrass and White (1986) argue, the 

disruptive power of such carnivalesque performances arises from the re-emergence of a 

displaced and sublimated class antagonism. The grindcore identification with the 

undead can also represent the 'spectre of communism', the potential rebirth of a working 

class political movement after the bloody annihilation of the Indonesian Communist 

Party. The sinister—if largely illusory—threat of a resurgent communist movement has 

played a central role in the security discourse of the Indonesian state (Goodfellow 1995; 

Hadiz 2006b; Heryanto 2006), and this threat is obliquely invoked by the grindcore 

performances of undeath, especially when combined with hardcore political themes of 

class struggle.

In some respects, the grindcore performance of alienation can be considered a 

form of 'overidentification'; that is, an excessive or exaggerated expression of 

commitment to dominant values and ideologies, such that their inherent absurdity or 

hypocrisy is revealed (Boyer and Yurchak 2010; Heryanto 2006:135-158; Shukaitis 

2010; Žižek 1993). There are significant slippages between overidentification, 

identification, and ironic parody, and the lack of a fixed exegesis often facilitates the 

recuperation of such performances as cultural commodities. However, at least within the 

DIY community, grindcore performance is more clearly positioned as an intentional 

form of subversive humour. Grindcore lacks the dramatic seriousness of many other 
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genres of underground music; it is more a mocking parody of capitalist alienation than 

an uncanny revelation of it.

However, this does not mean that it is lacking in either aesthetic or political 

investment. While Adorno (1984:72) considers attempts to integrate negative aesthetics 

through humour to be a retreat from critique, grindcore embraces it as a critical 

technique. The dramatic and disruptive reflexivity of grindcore performance, the 

aesthetic provocations and irruptions of humour, can be considered a form of 

'destructive humour' mobilised against the social order (Bakhtin 1984:42; Halnon 

2006:41-43). Such humour has an important role in anti-capitalist social movements, 

both as an expression of political antagonism (Cuninghame 2007) and in the formation 

of alternative collective identities (Flesher Fominaya 2007).

Wright (2000:125-127) associates self-critique, irony, and uncertainty with a 

maturation of political music, moving beyond dogmatic expression to a more 

sophisticated exploration of political practice and identity. However, as Hutcheon 

(1994:26-34) argues, the political effect of irony is often quite ambiguous; irony may 

represent a retreat from commitment, serving as a way to avoid taking any clear 

political position. Ironic consumption contributes to a detached, stylised, and self-

conscious sensibility that 'sees everything in quotation marks' (Sontag 1966:280). 

Grossberg (1993:203-207, 1997:225-228) refers to such ironic appreciation as a form of 

postmodern 'authentic inauthenticity', a reflexive awareness of the constructed nature of 

one's own identity and commitments that nevertheless seeks to salvage an illusory 

centre for investment and identification. In this sense, grindcore irony helps prevent a 

descent into the cynical pessimism or nihilism which often accompanies such 

relentlessly negative aesthetics.

Yet such ironic modes of consumption and performance can also be forms of 

commodified distinction (Frank 1997b:230-235; Hibbett 2005:69-73; Sloop 1999). 

Though Indonesian popular culture is much less marked by ironic modes than are its 

Western equivalents, a self-conscious irony does have a prominent role in the 

underground scene. Such irony helps maintain the community cohesion and social 

exclusion of the underground in the face of pressures from the mainstream (Duncombe 

1997:146-148). However, it also facilitates commercial compromises, enabling 

underground hierarchies of taste to be retained while still engaging with popular 

commercial culture. Such ironic consumption is often predicated on the separation 

between producers and consumers which DIY hardcore seeks to collapse.
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Within DIY hardcore, irony is enacted as a form of satirical performance with a 

deliberate critical intent, rather than simply as a form of stylish consumption. 

Nevertheless, grindcore irony can serve as a form of subcultural distinction. The power 

of irony derives from its ability to establish a community of shared knowing—but also 

its ability to target and exclude others (Hutcheon 1994:51-53). DIY grindcore 

performances are primarily aimed at an audience of 'insiders' who can be expected to 

get the joke, but they also imagine an external audience who do not. There are also 

targets closer to home. For example, Mayatschism's and Revan's playful 'tough guy' 

posing at the Second Combat show (see Image 46) is a parody of underground 

masculinity; at the same time, they are mocking the straight edge earnestness of the 

sign's progressive message, which Ari takes rather more seriously.

'Ironic' cultural resistance often shades into a stance of cynical compliance 

(Fisher 2009:12-14; Fleming and Spicer 2003; Virno 2004:84-88). An ironic distance is 

particularly associated with cultural and intellectual labour, where it helps creative 

workers to negotiate the necessary compromises between creative autonomy and 

capitalist organisation; for erstwhile cultural critics, a knowing, ironic stance allows one 

to engage with commercial culture while maintaining a 'clear theoretical and cultural 

conscience' (Sloop 1999:62). Žižek (1989:30) describes this kind of ironic cynicism as a 

form of 'enlightened false consciousness' that 'leaves untouched the fundamental level 

of ideological fantasy, the level on which ideology structures the social reality itself'.

The anak DIY themselves are clearly aware of the connection between cynical 

compliance and 'necessary compromises', as shown by the discussion on work as 

prostitution which developed out of the punk sejati debate (see Appendix D4, D5, and 

D6), which is not to say that they are entirely free of it. Irony can be characterised as a 

critical approach which leads to self-awareness and enables autonomous action, but also 

as a cynical, alienating mode which undermines conviction and clarity of expression. 

When it becomes central to the identity of a subculture or other group, ironic 

consumption can develop into a kind of 'lifestyle irony', a form of lived ironic practice 

which is caught between resistance and indifference (Gunn 2007:48-50). Laing 

(1985:94-97) argues that punk subversion may end up reinforcing that which it seeks to 

undermine, especially in the perception of those outside the discursive community of 

punk. In extreme metal, reflexive underground irony contributes to the primacy of 

aesthetic value over political commitment, producing a disjuncture between theory and 

practice (Kahn-Harris 2004a:106-108). 
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Thus, parody and irony are not necessarily subversive; their political 

significance depends on what is represented, but also how it is performed and received 

in a particular social and political context (Hutcheon 1994; Jurriëns 2004:29-31). 

However, within the context of the DIY hardcore community, the ironic parodies of 

grindcore performances are situated as part of a deliberate political critique of capitalist 

alienation, rather than merely aesthetic reflections or explorations. By rendering the 

metaphor explicit, the overtly political performances of Rajasinga and other DIY 

grindcore bands assert their political content over their aesthetic form. Grindcore 

performances are not abstractly negative critiques; rather, they retain a sense that they 

are representing and communicating aspects of social reality. The mocking attitude of 

grindcore points to the real absurdity of an alienated existence; the essence of 

grindcore's critical potential is the brutal truth presented irreverently. However, this 

political framing of grindcore performance is also a distancing manoeuvre, which may 

undermine the efficacy of their subversive and disruptive identification (or 

'overidentification') with the horrors of capitalist alienation. Grindcore parody often 

skirts very close to the kind of ironic sensibility which has helped many underground 

scenesters adapt to neoliberal modes of life and labour, and particularly to potential 

careers in the cultural industries.  

Sincere performance: Identity and commitment in DIY youth crew

While the ironic grindcore sensibility is influential in the Bandung DIY 

community, the straightforward approach of the youth crew hardcore style is more 

dominant. Youth crew is characterised by a sincere, earnest mode of performance, 

combining a focus on clarity of expression with a strong element of fan identification. 

Adorno (2001:46-53) regards such engaged listening and identification as a form of 

fetishistic 'identity-thinking', a total capitulation to music as commodity which denies 

the possibility of critical reception. Youth crew engagement does involve a degree of fan 

fetishism, though it is not without certain distancing mechanisms. However, youth crew 

sincerity also possesses real potential for critique and resistance, precisely through its 

emphasis on authentic investment, direct engagement, and clarity of communication. 

Grossberg (1992, 1997:64-88) and Hills (2002:90-113) identify an 'affective excess' in 

fan engagement and fan difference; in youth crew, this intense emotional engagement is 

also directed towards a form of political commitment.
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 There is a degree of correspondence among the aesthetics of youth crew, 

straight edge practices, and DIY values which approaches a subcultural homology 

(Willis 1978). Helton and Staudenmeier (2002:452-453) see a homology of 

'straightness' between straight edge principles and straight edge music, and there is 

certainly a strong match between straight edge values and youth crew lyrics. In 

recording a cover version of Minor Threat's 'Straight Edge' for the Gone But Not 

Forgotten album (see Appendix B13), the members of Freesoul are demonstrating both 

their fan appreciation of the DC band and their own commitment to straight edge. 

However, the connection to DIY hardcore introduces some disjunctions as well as 

further correspondences. The vehemence of hardcore music and vocal styles may fit 

with the earnest conviction of straight edgers, but some observers see a jarring contrast 

between hardcore music and their 'clean-cut', polite demeanour. Dinda, one of the few 

young women who became involved in BalKot, commented on the stark contrast 

between the hardcore music and the usual image and demeanour of the anak DIY 

themselves:

Sean: What do you think of the music—like, the bands from BalKot?
Dinda: The music is not really me (laughs). The music is hard and, like, 

they have a style that I think doesn't really fit with the appearance 
of the people, I see the persons or the members of the band and 
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then I hear the song, and I think, is this the same person who—
y'know? I mean, God, the bands! It's a huge contrast between the 
people and the songs. And I can't endure the screaming for very 
long...19

Yet there is a unifying theme of sincerity of expression running through DIY 

youth crew. Initially, my own bias towards a stance of critical distance, and the 

dominance of ironic consumption within the Australian music scenes with which I am 

most familiar, hindered my recognition of the political potential of this sensibility. A 

conversation with Sansan, the vocalist from KxHx, brought home the importance of this 

mode in DIY hardcore, and particularly in youth crew. KxHx had performed a version of 

the song '99 Red Balloons' at BalKot's Barackca show. My initial assumption was that 

this cover song was a tongue-in-cheek appropriation of the 1980s hit by German pop 

singer Nena, a parodic transformation of the rather kitschy New Wave pop song into a 

hardcore performance. However, in interviewing Sansan, it became clear that for him it 

was a much more straightforwardly positioned within hardcore punk via its performance 

by the prominent American youth crew band 7 Seconds:

Sean: So, why did your band sing the song—cover the song '99 Red 
Balloons'?

Sansan:  Oh! It's one of the—because I like that song. It's really very cool. 
It's a 7 Seconds song and I like their music. Yeah, with some of 
their lyrics it's like 'what on earth is that?' When people see the 
band they're like, 'hey, what does that mean?' Yeah, maybe for 
some people... But if it's like, for example, with the song '99 Red 
Balloons', the lyrics are about someone who, when they open a 
shop—a little toy shop—they release a balloon. And just then a 
war is going on and all the cities are being destroyed and so they 
just try... 'If I could find a souvenir, just to prove the world was 
here! And it is the red balloon, open your fingers and let it  
goooo!'
So it's, like, the meaning is like that we can try to do anything. 
That song is really cool.

Sean: Yeah, but it's like a cover song of a cover song, yeah? (laughs)
Sansan: It's a cover of a fucking awesome song.20

In many respects we were talking past each other, drawing on rather different 

sources of cultural capital and forms of engagement; for me it is an amusing 

appropriation of a 'retro' pop song, for Sansan a hardcore punk song with a serious anti-

war message. Sansan engaged with the song on a rather literal aesthetic level, as a fan of 
19 Interview with Dinda, October 2004.
20 Interview with Sansan, January 2005.
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7 Seconds and youth crew hardcore, without reference to the chain of appropriations 

which I found so interesting. However, while Sansan's engagement was not textually 

critical, it could certainly be interpreted as being socially critical, engaging with the 

anti-war narrative of the lyrics which is often subsumed by the retro kitsch aesthetics of 

the appropriated '80s pop song.

Though I must admit to finding the sincere youth crew style of performance 

rather less aesthetically compelling than more 'sophisticated' underground 

performances, there is something politically compelling about their sincerity, which 

seems to resist aspects of aestheticisation even while directly identifying with particular 

aesthetic features. Youth crew fans tend to take things at face value, and youth crew 

performers present a rather earnest message, with an emphasis on simplicity, clarity, and 

honesty in performance. On the other hand, their rather uncritical and often imitative 

celebration of particular valorised aesthetics suggests a degree of fan fetishism; the 

performances of 'star' youth crew bands have set the genre conventions which the 

Bandung youth crew kids follow closely. At times, youth crew earnestness appears to be 

an aesthetic pose. However, it also expresses a real desire to achieve an experience of 

unmediated communication, a direct correspondence of authentic self-expression and 

immediate reception. While this desire is ultimately unrealisable, it shapes the 

straightforward and discursively 'naïve' performance style of youth crew.

The youth crew sensibility is based on the ideal of an authentic experience of 

communication, but the performances themselves play a major role in establishing and 

validating this concept of authenticity. Youth crew performers attempt to convey a sense 

of discursive and emotional authenticity, especially in their vocal delivery but also in 

their more general stage demeanour (see Image 47). Frith (1996:209-215) locates 

sincerity within the immediate relationship and experience of a musical performance, a 

negotiated authenticity that rests on an act of collusion between performer and audience. 

Similarly, Moore (2002) argues that musical authenticity is an act or gesture of 

authentication, much like the discursive construction of subcultural authenticity 

described by Widdicombe and Wooffitt (1990, 1995). Youth crew values an authenticity 

of expression in which the performer 'succeeds in conveying the impression that his/her 

utterance is one of integrity, that it represents an attempt to communicate in an 

unmediated form with the audience' (Moore 2002:214).

Youth crew connects sincerity with personal integrity or honesty, and it assumes 

that one's personal experiences and authentic inner self can be successfully 
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communicated to others. It is not just messages sent, but messages received and 

understood. Thus, youth crew sincerity also relies on the authentication of reception and 

experience. There is a degree of audience identification involved in this, a validation of 

their own experience of life (Moore 2002:220). Such 'identity-thinking' is at the core of 

consumer fetishism, but it is also vital to the DIY goal of authentic communication. 

Perhaps more than most other forms of musical performance, youth crew hardcore is 

based on the mutual authentication of all participants. It is not simply about expressing 

one's own authentic self, but also sharing experiences, identifying with others, and 

acting together to collectively communicate this shared identity and the positions it 

entails. Youth crew—and DIY performance more broadly—helps to establish and 

maintain a shared community of communication.

Youth crew performances also contain critical messages, but these are usually 

linked to personal experience. For example, in his song 'Konsumsi Siapa' ('Whose 

Consumption?'), Sansan from KxHx links destructive development projects with his own 

childhood experiences of play:

All the fields have been levelled
Where we used to joke together
Steal some time to play together
And overcome all my shortcomings

Whose consumption.. whose consumption??

Now I'm sick of it
It's all been levelled
[By] ultra and mega developments
No longer any pride

Whose consumption.. whose consumption??21

Like other youth crew performers, Sansan emphasises the critical role of 

personal experience and emotional engagement over detached aesthetic or political 

critique. This is a reaction against the theorising tendencies in DIY hardcore, but it is 

also very much in keeping with the DIY values of autonomy and community. Youth 

crew authenticity is approached in terms of sincere self-expression and as an accurate 

reflection of social context; like punk authenticity, it is presented in terms of being true 

to 'real life' (Laing 1985:104). While this sometimes develops into an assertion of 

21 See Appendix B14 for the explanatory notes accompanying the song lyrics.
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personal as against political expression, critical social commentary and overt political 

statements do have their accepted place, especially if they can be repositioned as forms 

of  authentic self-expression. Acep, drummer for both  xManusia Buatanx and KxHx, 

describes music as an outlet for the expression of his own dissatisfaction, which in turn 

reflects broader social and political circumstances:

Music, for me, is just a means to express my dissatisfaction with something. 
Like, for example, social life in Indonesia or stuff like that. And this role of 
music is extremely important, because the thing is, I don't really have any other 
means to express this dissatisfaction of mine.22

Unlike grindcore, youth crew criticisms tend to be expressed as straightforward 

denunciations, rather than ironic parodies. For example, xManusia Buatanx's 'Boycott 

McDonalds' (Ibuku Diperkosa 2003a) is a direct call to action; the lyrics themselves are 

quite straightforward, allowing a relatively narrow range of readings, although they are 

in English:

From 60-ies to 90-ies, what have they done?
To your body, your family, and your society
Now in 2000 they getting worse, and what we gonna do, what we gonna say…

Boycott McDonalds!
Boycott McDonalds!
Boycott McDonalds!
Boycott McDonalds!

Explanation: Yeah! No need to explain anymore!

The message is clear and direct, and during live performances the band 

introduces the song with an impassioned condemnation of McDonald's and the fast food 

industry. The lyrical expression is rendered more sincere by the commitment of the band 

members to a vegetarian straight edge lifestyle, as well as their involvement in animal 

rights and anti-corporate activism, and specifically in Food Not Bombs and the 

McDonald's boycott campaign. In contrast, some other radical activists in Bandung 

distribute anti-McDonald's information, but still eat McDonald's food, arguing that their 

own knowledge of corporate exploitation gives them the freedom to consume without 

being manipulated or dominated by the industry. In informal conversations with me, a 

few of the anak DIY expressed their disappointment and disapproval of this particular 

22 Interview with Acep, September 2004.
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'hypocrisy'. As a direct call to specific action, 'Boycott McDonalds' challenges this form 

of knowing compliance. When DIY hardcore lyrics sincerely reflect and one's own 

opinions, emotions, and experiences, they are not regarded as a purely negative critique, 

but rather as a form of positive affirmation of one's identity and values.

Laing (1985:54) argues that 'ugly' punk voices are reaching for a purity of 

expression uncontaminated by cultivated musicality or other aesthetic pleasures. 

However, the screaming style of vocal delivery employed by the anak DIY undermines 

their emphasis on clarity of expression, though it does convey emotional intensity. Thus, 

youth crew performers fall back on other media to try to accurately convey their 

discursive intent and avoid a 'failure' of audience reception. At DIY shows, bands 

introduce their songs with lengthy discussions, personal stories, or political polemics, 

which often go on much longer than the songs themselves. These are considered 

particularly important when the lyrics themselves are in English. Lyric sheets with 

detailed explanations are routinely included with DIY releases, and are sometimes 

distributed at live shows as well. While there are exceptions, the anak DIY tend to 

promote the idea of a strong authorial voice and close identification with the lyrics; their 

preference for detailed explication suggests a commitment to a singular, fixed meaning.

In those forms of musical performance that emphasise lyrical expression, there is 

often a disconnection between the singer's voice, as an embodied instrument and means 

of expression, and the narrative voice of the lyrical text (Frith 1996:184-200). Youth 

crew attempts to unite these into a single voice of sincere self-expression in an earnest 

performance. Though DIY musical composition is usually a collaborative process, and 

songs are often received as expressing the collective voice of the band, there is also a 

strong sense that lyrics are the personal expression of the vocalist. When other band 

members have written the lyrics to a song, they are often called on to introduce and 

explain the meaning of the song during performances, asserting their authorship and 

ownership of the song and mitigating the potential failure of identification. For cover 

songs, the band members position themselves as sincere fans, identifying with the 

message of the song and asserting its personal relevance to them. It is not considered 

desirable that band members 'play along' with a performance with which they do not 

identify, so small disagreements over aesthetic or political issues lead to frequent splits 

and changes in personnel in DIY hardcore bands.

Through their simple, affirmative lyrics and detailed explication, youth crew 

performers seek to clarify their expressive intent and fix the meaning of their 
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performance. Youth crew sincerity is often counterposed to discursive complexity, and 

little ironic 'unmasking' or critical deconstruction is demanded or enabled by this mode 

of performance. While this may undermine aesthetic value by removing the need and 

possibility for critical interpretation, it may also strengthen their political impact, by 

overcoming purely aesthetic forms of reception. Youth crew sincerity works against the 

reduction of their specific messages to a form of aesthetic distinction, and strengthens 

the affective bonds of the community.

This sincerity of expression is backed up by an authenticity of social identity and 

practice, based on the performers' position within the DIY community, as well as their 

personal identities. Bourdieu (1984:240, 1996:164-165) connects artistic sincerity to 

social position, describing it as the symbolic efficacy which arises when there is a 

'perfect, immediate harmony' between the structural position of a performer and their 

consumption practices, disposition or habitus. While such perfect congruence is 

probably impossible, the authenticity of a DIY hardcore performance is based on being 

socially embedded in the scene or community (Moore 2007:451-452; O'Connor 

2008:86-88). However, DIY hardcore performance also has a strong sense of 'preaching 

to the converted', which may hinder its appeal to those outside the community, as well 

as tending to reinforce the taken-for-granted ideological assumptions of the anak DIY 

rather than challenging or furthering their critique. 

The anak DIY are highly critical of obviously 'staged' identities, such as the 

'fake' emotions of emo or the cool pose of alternative rock. However, as a form of 

performance—musical and social—DIY hardcore is an 'as if' representative enactment 

which necessarily involves playing a role as well as more spontaneous gestures of 

authentic identity (Frith 1996:203-215; Small 1998: 144-147; Turner 1982:102-123). 

Youth crew sincerity is in part a self-conscious denial of self-consciousness, an example 

of the 'reflexive anti-reflexivity' characteristic of sub- and fan cultures (Hills 2002:182; 

Kahn-Harris 2004a). Given the quite articulate and highly theorised nature of much of 

their discourse, when the anak DIY fall into the inarticulate immediacy of fan 

identification, it appears to be something of an act. Grossberg (1997:228-229) identifies 

this as 'sentimental inauthenticity', a counterpart to the ironic and grotesque sensibilities 

expressed through grindcore, a performance of commitment and identification which 

nonetheless involves a real affective engagement.

Adorno (1984:256-257) argues that the question of authenticity can only be 

raised where a degree of awareness of performance and representation prevents total 
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identification. Still, as Jenkins (1992:62) argues, there is also real critical potential in 'up 

close and personal' fan engagement, and there is no necessary connection between 

emotional detachment and effective critique. The reflexivity of the anak DIY is also 

grounded in their position as a community of social critics and political activists, and as 

part of a music scene which tracks and analyses its own development. The anak DIY are 

earnest, not naïve, in their sincerity of expression. Hardcore sincerity remains to some 

extent a performance of direct identification and uncritical engagement; yet, this 

identification is also an authentic expression of their social position and experiences. 

While the performers may perform their songs, they are not merely 'performing' their 

identity, or their relationship with the audience. The sensibility of sincerity extends 

beyond hardcore performances as such, to encompass the DIY approach to 

communication and social organisation more broadly. The clarity and emotional weight 

of youth crew expression reinforces the shared beliefs and values of the DIY 

community, including their political critique.

It is the shared ideals of autonomy and community that enable grindcore irony 

and youth crew sincerity to be integrated into a single performance community. In 

practice, these sensibilities are not completely distinct modes of performance; the 

performance styles overlap, and the social groups intermingle. Still, youth crew 

performance does come across as more authentic, while grindcore appears more critical, 

which is not to say necessarily more political. Indeed, in many ways the sincerity of 

youth crew appears more effective in terms of conveying an explicit political message, 

while the ironic ambiguity of grindcore risks reducing political critique to a form of 

aestheticised underground distinction. Still, the humour and horror of grindcore also 

involve affective investment, identification, and commitment, while youth crew 

sincerity necessarily involves a self-conscious performance of identity. Taken as a 

whole, DIY hardcore involves a self-conscious positioning as a community of authentic 

performance, but this authenticity is more a matter of establishing particular social 

relationships rather than an inherent aesthetic characteristic of a given work or 

performance.
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Image 48 Domestik Doktrin performing at the Teenagers From Mars show in Yogyakarta 
(September 18, 2004). Many of the anak DIY from BalKot travelled to see them perform.

Image 49 Ari from Domestik Doktrin at the Secret 7 show (February 20, 2005).



'C'mon, commodify us!': Politics and spectacle with Domestik Doktrin

'Ayo, jadikan kami komoditas!' ('c'mon, commodify us!'), urges the ironic banner 

displayed by Bandung hardcore thrash band Domestik Doktrin, above an image of a 

tank with skulls for treads (see Image 48). The band members veil their faces to obscure 

their personal identities, while vocalist Ari 'Ernesto' Purnama launches into detailed 

social critiques and political polemics. Such ironically provocative performances and 

statements are typical of the band, as well as Ari's other political/cultural interventions. 

Ari kicks off their performances by holding up a series of handwritten placards, 

announcing their performance to be a 'critique of the absurdity of Indonesian society', 

while the other band members set up their instruments. Between songs, and even during 

them, Ari engages in declamatory speech, rhetorically questioning and exhorting the 

audience, while making sweeping hand gestures. His performance is interwoven with 

the fast-paced hardcore thrash music provided by the rest of the band—guitarist Methui, 

drummer Kenji, and bass player Andri. In blending musical performance with political 

oratory, Domestik Doktrin challenges the conventions of both. The band's performances 

call attention to and seek to undermine their own commodification. Yet, in so doing, 

they also provide a spectacular and saleable commodity; moreover, they are conscious 

of this irony: Domestik Doktrin deploys spectacular performance as a critique of 

spectacle.

This contradictory position is not unique to Domestik Doktrin, but it does pose a 

particular problem for the band, given their rather strict devotion to DIY principles. 

Their spectacular critiques and Situationist subversion make for performances which are 

aesthetically compelling, and potentially commercially successful, but the members of 

Domestik Doktrin eschew commercial or even underground success. In answering a 

question about their goals for the band, both Ari and Methui emphasise the importance 

of serving as a practical demonstration of DIY production, as well as articulating an 

anti-commercial critique:

Ari: Personally I want Domestik Doktrin to be not just a band that 
plays music but to be a collective that's critical—critical,  
empowering—and one that can look at what is really going on 
around us in a critical fashion, and question it. So, not just playing 
music, but engaging in various other activities, beyond just the 
band. Something that can provoke hardcore punk resistance.
As a band, I guess, we'd really like to be able to tour overseas, 
like in Southeast Asia, or maybe to Australia or to America, if 
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possible. That's our hope, our little dream. We'd like that. But our 
broader dream, what we want the most is maybe that people can 
see that hardcore punk is not just merely music but a—not just a 
lifestyle but a weapon for reducing the incessant capitalism and 
consumerism in our lives now.23

Methui: I guess the one thing that I want to do with Domestik Doktrin is to 
show people that with the DIY concept we can be more advanced 
than bands who maybe have sold-out or who are taking the major 
label or mainstream route. And there is a little bit of propaganda 
about how DIY ought to be.24

Domestik Doktrin performances are highly politically charged, but the members 

of the band regard the demonstration of DIY principles in action as more important than 

conveying specific political messages or expressing a particular aesthetic form, which is 

not to say that these aspects of their performances are irrelevant. However, there 

remains a real concern that by providing a political performance, their critical project 

may be reduced to a mere aesthetic spectacle, a commodified display of rebellious 

aesthetic distinction. Their search for an authentically critical mode of expression 

generated deep aesthetic and political tensions within the band, which ultimately proved 

unsustainable.

While Domestik Doktrin play fairly standard fast hardcore thrash music, their 

performances are rather spectacular events with a distinctive, theatrically polemical 

dimension. Domestik Doktrin performances are enhanced by posters, banners, assorted 

costumes and props, and Ari's dramatic speeches that combine serious political 

commentary with self-deprecating humour and an irreverent attitude towards the 

pretensions of political art. Ari's declamatory mode of speech, often including archaic 

English exclamations such as 'hark!' and 'behold!', draws attention to his performance as 

a dramatisation or parody of political (and religious) speech. Yet, the members of 

Domestik Doktrin are also sincerely invested in conveying political meaning, as well as 

offering an aesthetically appealing performance. Domestik Doktrin performances flirt 

with spectacle, but they are quite clearly intended to be read as a subversive critique of 

both performance-as-commodity and politics-as-performance.

Domestik Doktrin performances combine the dramatic semantic complexity of 

grindcore with earnest youth crew commitment. While Domestik Doktrin songs are 

typically very short and high speed, their lyrics are full of social commentary, pop 

23 Interview with Ari Purnama, November 2004.
24 Interview with Methui, October 2004.
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culture references, and political argument. Ari's semantic wordplay draws on established 

hardcore patterns, but also reflects the popular Indonesian practice of plesetan, a 

humorous and sometimes subversive form of punning and word-substitution (Jurriëns 

2004:154-155, 2008:147-150; Maurer 2002). Through this wordplay, Ari displays his 

virtuoso linguistic skill in both Indonesian and English; however, his intent is not 

simply to present a dense semantic bundle to be unpacked by a knowing audience, but 

also to effectively communicate critical messages. Ari is particularly inclined towards 

extensive exposition; while it is routine for some kind of explanatory notes to follow the 

written lyrics of a DIY hardcore song, Ari's explanations often run to several 

paragraphs, complete with academic citations (for example, see the lengthy discussion 

of celebrity worship accompanying the short Domestik Doktrin song 'The Prank That 

Went Horribly Wrong', Appendix B15).

During Domestik Doktrin performances, Ari's placards and speeches make 

pointed criticisms of the conspicuous consumption which has come to dominate the 

Bandung underground scene, and also take issue with authoritarian trends in Indonesian 

politics. They urge people to reject the Indonesian elections as a sham democracy, 

advocate tolerance for diverse sexualities, and oppose censorship, whether state- or self-

imposed; similar topics are addressed by the song lyrics. Their rapid, stream-of-

consciousness style of presentation also corresponds with Domestik Doktrin's frenetic 

musical delivery. When performing at the more 'closed' DIY-focused shows, Ari also 

makes use of a lot of 'inside jokes', while still conveying a great deal of critical content. 

For example, he displayed the following placards at the start of Domestik Doktrin's set 

at a BalKot show in Tanjung Sari:

these are the anti-social orders from the Domestik Doktrin dog-vaccination 
division...

a band which will never be gobbled up by a major label because their guitarist 
can't tell the difference between a recording contract and a contract for a 
puppet show

we're more than just 'Golput'!25

We're Gol________*
*please fill it in for yourself with something intimate

25 GOLPUT stands for GOLongan PUTih, 'white (or blank) group', a play on the name of the former 
ruling party of the New Order era, Golkar ('Group of Functionaries'). Golput is the label given to the 
election boycott campaign which sought to highlight the undemocratic nature of  Suharto's rule, and a 
handful of anarchist activists made a quixotic attempt to revive it during the 2004 national elections.
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please turn off your mobile phones during the show... 'cause we know that DIY 
kids have phones with all the modern features, including pop-up x-ray 
telescopes

and another thing...
DIY... ohhh yeahh!

every tool is a weapon, if you know the right way to use it

Ari's placards keep the anak DIY amused while the band is setting up, but also 

draw attention to the problem of commodification and its consequences for effective 

political action. In the context of the BalKot show, they also have the effect of affirming 

DIY values and sense of community.

When performing at more broadly-based shows, Ari tends to make more pointed 

criticisms of commercialisation and conspicuous consumption and urges for an end to 

'anti-social' behaviours, such as the excessive use of alcohol and drugs, fraudulent 

commercial transactions, violence at shows, hostile mosh pits, and sexist or 

homophobic behaviour. This outspoken critical stance is often met by a degree of 

hostility from non-BalKot punks, who accuse the band, and Ari specifically, of trying to 

impose his own straight edge morals and suppress their freedom of expression. 

Nevertheless, with their theatrical performances and skilfully-played hardcore/thrash 

music Domestik Doktrin proved to be quite popular beyond the narrow confines of the 

Bandung DIY community, as well as being a favourite of the anak DIY.

Despite their spectacular form, Domestik Doktrin performances are informed by 

a theorised critique of spectacle. Ari articulates this apparently contradictory position in 

his 'Tumbakeroist Manifesto', a somewhat satirical political and aesthetic manifesto 

which he posted to the BalKot mailing list (see Appendix D7). Ari posted his Manifesto 

to the BalKot mailing list in June, 2004, and from then on began to integrate it into his 

performances with Domestik Doktrin. 'Tumbakero' is an essentially meaningless phrase 

which comes from a song by the Indonesian musical comedy group Warkop DKI ('DKI 

Coffee Stall'), whose films were popular in the 1980s for their broad, slapstick humour. 

For Ari, 'tumbakeroism' serves as a mostly empty signifier, taken as the label for a 

movement which is not really a movement, an 'ism' which lacks the coherence of an 

'ism'. The Manifesto itself is a cultural-political document that combines critical theory 

with appropriated 'kitsch' culture in an apparently haphazard fashion, and thus serves as 

an example of the strategy it advocates. It is both a sincere political statement and a 
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satire of political statements.

Ari's appropriation of 'tumbakero' does not reflect any real fan interest in 

Warkop DKI; instead, its usefulness for his purposes is that it is a discarded, outmoded, 

and 'bad taste' cultural artefact which is, nevertheless, widely recognised. However, he 

is a fan of popular American television shows from the 1980s. In the Domestik Doktrin 

song 'Profound Effect' (2002), Ari expresses the idea that such programs were a more 

significant, and ultimately longer-lasting, influence on his generation than the state 

propaganda of Suharto's New Order regime:

Never occurred you life can be diminutive
one minute you were born
few seconds ahead your funeral's paving the path
if I had a time machine I would go back to the glory days of the 80's
the notorious days of Scott Baio and Soeharto's dictatorship
nostalgic dream awakening
you and I seriously financially crippled, psychologically astonished,
in spite of that tremendous era, those were not the moment

-- long live the 80's TV heroes!!! -- from Scott Baio to Eric Estrada to Dwight 
Schultz.26

Ari clarifies his intent in a 2003 interview in Attack! Fanzine (Krogh 2003):

When I was a kid in the 80's, the Soeharto's dictatorship was really close-
minded and oppressive when it comes to freedom of expression and speech. In 
schools, children were indoctrinated by false ideologies of developmentalism 
and pseudo-democratic philosophies that were actually nothing but his own 
propaganda to keep him stayed in the throne. We were taught that he was the 
national hero of Indonesia's developmentalism, therefore we had to obey with 
what he was saying! People who claimed themselves opposed to his policies 
were kidnapped or being labelled as communists! That means, physical 
punishment, moreover social punishment, and this was a lot harder because it 
involved the family and the relatives of the people who were being labelled as 
commies.
At that time when I was in 3rd grade, I proclaimed that Soeharto was not my 
hero, in my class! I always said that Dwight Schultz (Howling Mad Murdock 
of the A-Team) was my hero! Plus Scott Baio! And teachers were not very 
happy about that! But...the heck with them anyway!27

Ari's engagement with 'low culture' draws on established practices in hardcore 

punk, in which such references are an established genre trope. This celebration of 

outdated and 'bad taste' cultural products is not intended as a celebration of commercial 
26 Original lyrics in English.
27 Original interview in English.
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culture against state authoritarianism; nor is it simply semiotic playfulness, though there 

is an element of that. Ari sees abandoned cultural artefacts as a potential critical 

resource, but also seeks to keep DIY hardcore at a radical distance from current 

commercial popular culture. In one of his posts clarifying the Manifesto, Ari describes 

Tumbakerology in rather 'postmodern' but anti-capitalist terms:

Tumbakerology returns cultural artefacts to their function as complements and 
tools for life fulfilment, it does not consider them to be the final goal of the 
existential desire of homo sapiens a.k.a so-called humankind. Contemporary 
homo sapiens society is marked by taking every step in line with the motive 
FOF:Fashion Over Function and SOB:Style Over Substance. [...]
Tumbakerology encourages and arms homo-sapiens to restlessly look for new 
unoriginal terminologies and jargons to assault and remove the present  
existence of words that have completely played out!28

'Tumbakerology' is thus a strategy for cultural (re)appropriation and 

decommodification, a Manifesto for the war between human existence and the capitalist 

cultural industries. Ari's argument for 'Tumbakeroism' revolves around the opposition 

between 'style' and 'substance'. He argues that, in order for the critical essence of punk 

to be retained, its form must be constantly changing, as it is inevitably assimilated by 

capital and reduced to a commodified style, becoming 'played out' in terms of its use as 

a form of political resistance or cultural agency. In 'Balkot and the Quest For the Re-

Interpretation of Punk!' (Appendix D2), Ari compares this to an endless greyhound race, 

in which the 'bait' must be kept running ahead of the dogs of capital. Thus, his strategy 

for avoiding commodification involves experimenting with aesthetic form. Jurriëns 

(2008:161) argues that such subversive deconstruction of the media spectacle 

demonstrates that 'the hyper-real can also be used as a creative and critical device'.

Ari explicitly draws on both the Situationist critique of the spectacle, and the 

post-structuralist concept of 'hyperreality' (Baudrillard 1983). Ari also uses Situationist 

techniques of artistic subversion and provocation, such as détournement, the creative 

appropriation and 'mis-use' of pre-existing cultural elements. In détournement, diverse 

sources such as advertisements, comics, 'high art' paintings and 'high theory' texts are 

mixed and matched, in order to set free the symbolic meanings and possibilities 

constrained by commodification (Ford 2005:36-37; Plant 1992:87). Punk and hardcore 

adopted this technique of 'semiotic guerrilla warfare' (Hebdige 1979; Marcus 2001; 

Nehring 1991, 2006), which has now become a rather conventional part of the punk 

28 From 'What is Tumbakerology, Anyway?', Appendix D8.
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aesthetic. It also has some commonalities with the 'textual poaching' of media fans 

(Jenkins 1992), though it lacks the close identification and reverence for canon which 

mark many such fan appropriations. Borrowings from mainstream or commercial 

sources, in particular, tend to be marked by a satirical or even openly hostile tone.

For example, the poster for the BalKot Secret 7 show included a range of 

détourned distro and clothing label logos transformed into political statements, a parody 

of the inevitable list of sponsors found on posters for commercial underground shows in 

Bandung (see Image 36). Tersanjung 13, a DIY grindcore band from Jakarta, produced a 

t-shirt which closely mimics the logo for the Indonesian alternative rock band Seringai

—a barbed comment that the underground scenesters in that band have now entered the 

commercial mainstream, thus making themselves fair targets for this kind of 

appropriation. More ambiguously, xManusia Buatanx has a t-shirt design based on the 

Harley Davidson logo, as well as patches based on the Ramones' presidential seal logo, 

although this latter is perhaps more of a self-mocking homage. DIY hardcore 

détournement is often both playful and political, but does not always send a clear 

message; for example, the Kompilasi Komplikasi Vol. 2 release by Ibuku Diperkosa 

Rekordz (2003b) features détourned images of The Joker, Karl Marx, and Mr. T as 

punks, thus juxtaposing politics, pop culture, and subcultural fashion in a subversive but 

indeterminate artistic gesture (see Image 51).

Ari himself is a particularly prolific 'détourner' of symbols and commodities, as 

demonstrated by his Tumbakeroist Manifesto. Indeed, his 'greyhound racing' theory is 

an explicit argument for détournement. Putting this theory into practice, Ari started 

wearing a caping petani, a bamboo peasant hat of the sort worn by agricultural 

labourers and becak (pedicab) drivers, daubed in slogans and obscure pictures. For Ari, 

wearing such a hat seemed to signify a complete rejection of 'cool' punk fashion; when 

he learned that the lead singer from popular Bandung punk band Keparat was talking 

about adopting the style, Ari decided that the time had come to retire his caping for 

good. However, some of his stylistic displays evidence a deeper level of political 

commitment; for example, while he is critical of the transformation of straight edge into 

a subcultural style, insisting that 'the X on your hand is just a symbol', rather than 

abandoning the symbol he modified it to incorporate the circle-A of anarchism (see 

Image 49).

Punk and hardcore aesthetics can be considered a form of bricolage, the creative 

assembling of innovative meanings from bits and pieces of symbolic detritus (Derrida 
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1978:278-293; Hebdige 1979:102-112). Hebdige argues that this punk bricolage 

represents a free play of symbols without fixed meaning, while Laing (1985:91-98) 

suggests that it is more of a shocking inversion and negation. However, as used by the 

anak DIY it is neither an arbitrary aesthetic technique nor an inarticulate, nebulous 

disruption. Rather, bricolage or détournement is used as a form of intentional 

subversion, a way of conveying very specific critical messages, as in the practices of 

'culture jamming' and 'adbusting' through which anti-corporate activists turn commercial 

advertising and branding against itself (Klein 2000:282-283; Rumbo 2002:138-139). 

DIY hardcore détournement is often explicitly critical, though it is also used for stylistic 

reasons, and the aesthetic and political aspects of détournement are not easy to 

disentangle.
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Image 51 Kompilasi Komplikasi Vol. 2, Ibuku Diperkosa Recordz (2003). A compilation featuring 
various Indonesian and international DIY hardcore bands.

Image 50 'We are what we eat' (and what we wear?). 347/Eat exhibition at Common Room, Bandung 
(December 16, 2004).



The anak DIY make considerable use of Situationist techniques and theory, yet 

they are also suspicious of the Situationists' attempts to (re)appropriate commodified 

aesthetics. Punk has been labelled both a continuation and a commodification of 

Situationist resistance (Plant 1992:145-147), while the Situationists themselves have 

become an established part of the 'pantheon of the historical avant-garde' in the world of 

art (Ford 2005:159). Situationist techniques have also been adopted in commercial 

graphic design; détournement and culture jamming are widely used in 'clever' corporate 

advertising, ironically appealing to the sensibilities of rebel consumers (Carducci 

2006:124-129; Klein 2000:296-299; Rumbo 2002:142-145). Détournement is a popular 

aesthetic strategy within the Bandung commercial underground scene; for example, the 

successful Bandung distro and clothing label 347 has made a name for itself through 

referencing and 'remixing' popular global brands (Luvaas 2008). This is clearly 

détournement rather than straightforward design theft, but it is also more a form of 

playful alteration and appropriation than a pointed critical parody (see Image 50).29

Thus, détournement shades into the depoliticised bricolage of fashion; the 

technique of revolutionary appropriation has itself been appropriated by the cultural 

industries. The Situationists articulated a critique of the recuperation of dissent, yet have 

themselves been recuperated. The anak DIY are well aware of the potential 

commodification of subversive aesthetic techniques, yet they continue to employ them 

in attempting to evade commodification. Paradoxically, Ari, an apparently enthusiastic 

disciple of the Situationists, is also a vocal critic of 'Situationist punk' as a form of 

commodified subversion, arguing for example that the Sex Pistols' manager Malcolm 

McLaren transformed Situationist resistance into a profitable business. This debate was 

raised in the lead up to a 2005 Indonesian tour by another Situationist-inspired band, 

The (International) Noise Conspiracy. While T(I)NC adopts a radical political stance, 

their music fits into the garage rock trend; more significantly, although the band 

emerged from the Swedish underground scene, they have since signed with a major 

record label.30 Some of the anak DIY eagerly attended the show, seeing it as a great 

subversive performance, but others rejected it as yet another corporate rock spectacle.

29 The subversive elements of 347's appropriations of brand logos are emphasised here, when they are 
presented as part of an art exhibition, more so than when they are encountered as everyday 
commodities.

30 The DIY attitude to T(I)NC is complicated by lead singer Dennis Lyxzén's former role in the 
prominent DIY straight edge band Refused. Some see his more recent project as a betrayal of DIY 
principles and hardcore aesthetics, while others are more willing to read sincere and subversive 
political intent in the antics of T(I)NC because of his DIY credentials. See, for example, Tremor's 
ambivalent comments on the band in one of his posts to the BalKot punk sejati debate (Appendix D4).
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 The Sex Pistols and T(I)NC can be regarded as examples of the 'selling-out' of 

Situationism, but also as taking the Situationist critique to one of its logical conclusions. 

Despite their professed opposition to 'pure art', the Situationists proposed their rather 

limited sphere of aesthetic activity as the only form of truly effective and radical 

political action, a vanguardist position which often verges on cultural elitism. As a 

theory and set of aesthetic techniques, Situationism celebrates a form of 'liberated 

consciousness' which often encourages a stance of ironic consumption and the pursuit of 

underground distinction—as when 'politically aware' fans of bands such as T(I)NC hold 

themselves aloof from those who consume their performances uncritically. No doubt 

this explains some of its appeal to cultural producers and the promoters of underground 

culture. While DIY bands such as Domestik Doktrin also appeal to a select few, those 

who understand their references and partake in their fairly narrow discursive 

community, there is no 'mass' of fans from which such people can distinguish 

themselves, nor is there much of a desire to amass such a following. As Domestik 

Doktrin puts it, 'we're absolutely preaching to the converted'.

Ari and Domestik Doktrin have not been fully seduced by the aesthetic appeals 

of postmodern irony; they retain a sincere commitment to emancipation through 

constructing their own autonomous community. Despite (or perhaps because of) their 

performances making such extensive use of détournement and similar 'ironic' aesthetic 

techniques, the members of Domestik Doktrin also display a particularly strict 

commitment to DIY principles. The process of a performance—meaning its social and 

economic basis as much as any discursive content—takes precedence over its aesthetic 

form. In an early discussion I had with him on the DIY community in Bandung, Ari 

describes the band Muntah as producing 'a really anarchist kind of music', despite the 

apolitical subject matter of their songs, because of their commitment to DIY autonomy. 

He argues that while political or socially critical messages are important, producing 

music on a DIY basis is of much greater political significance than any aesthetic 

posturing, no matter how 'subversive' in character.

I also do think sometimes the personal is political, because I see it's more like a 
process rather than the result. That means I would believe that the medium is 
the message. Even though a band, for example, talks about unessential things 
like how cool is your scooter, but he has a different—he has a hidden... not a 
hidden agenda, but he actually wanted to say something, but he's saying it in a 
metaphorical way. But more importantly he's doing it DIY, independently. I 
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think to me that's the message.31

Ari interprets Marshall McLuhan's famous statement that 'the medium is the 

message' within a DIY framework. Whereas McLuhan (1964) argues that the aesthetic 

and technological form of mediated communication is more meaningful than any 

specific discursive content, Ari deploys McLuhan's dictum to support the DIY argument 

that it is the economic and social basis of media production which is most significant. 

Thus, despite his strategy of appropriating or détourning the artefacts of popular culture, 

Ari argues for a standpoint of radical autonomy.

However, Domestik Doktrin's stance of DIY autonomy was challenged by the 

band's own (relatively modest) success. They had built something of a name for 

themselves within the Indonesian underground and within global DIY networks.32 Their 

popularity in the Bandung scene, which extended beyond the DIY community, was 

based in part on their aesthetic appeal to the hardcore market, and this often conflicted 

with their turn towards a more strict DIY position. There were also some aesthetic 

conflicts which accompanied Domestik Doktrin's success. Several of their older songs 

had become crowd favourites, but according to Ari the band had become 'sick of playing 

the same stuff over and over'. Audiences seemed to enjoy the band's skilful, but 

relatively straightforward, style of hardcore thrash mostly due to its suitability for high 

speed careening in the circle pit and catchy, shouted choruses. The band members 

wanted to engage in further aesthetic exploration and experimentation, but when the 

band started introducing such new material to their performances, it tended to fall flat 

compared to the enthusiastic audience response to their older, 'catchier' songs.

At the same time, Ari was concerned that their critical message was being lost 

behind the aesthetic appeal of their performances, becoming entertaining without being 

thought-provoking.  However, while the other band members shared a commitment to 

DIY values, they did not necessarily all share Ari's particular intellectual and political 

concerns. The band eventually split up in late 2005, following a long-awaited tour of 

Malaysia and Singapore in July 2005. This was due to a combination of personal 

conflicts, differing degrees of commitment, and diverging musical directions. It also 

reflected their unease with their own popularity, which exacerbated the existing tensions 

31 Discussion with Ari Purnama, April 2004. Original in English.
32 In 2004, their Manufakturing Karma EP was released on 7” vinyl by American DIY label 625 

Thrashcore. The band was also reviewed, and later interviewed, by the prominent DIY punk magazine 
Maximum Rocknroll. These links were facilitated by Ari's fluent English and the band's DIY politics, 
but were also based on the band's musical skills and aesthetic presentation. 
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within the band. Methui and Andri continued under the name Domestik Doktrin, while 

Ari and Kenji went on to form the post-hardcore/crust band Hark! It's A Crawling Tar-

tar, intensifying the semiotic and aesthetic playfulness which they began with Domestik 

Doktrin, while retaining an underlying DIY critique.

The satirical intentions behind Hark! are outlined in the liner notes of their first 

album, Dorr Darr Gelapp Communiqué (2007), which explains that, 'with our name, we 

sort of declaring the war with the hegemony that is perpetuated by government and 

social/moral institutions, by threatening them with our tar-tar infested teeth'.33 In their 

song '...And This Is Supposed To Save Our Marriage, Kundang?' (see Appendix B17), 

Ari quotes Audre Lorde's dictum that 'the master's tool can never dismantle the master's 

house', seemingly arguing against his own practice of semiotic borrowing. However, 

this statement can also be read with reference to his broader argument that social 

substance trumps aesthetic style; the 'master's tool' is not any particular aesthetic or 

commodity, but rather the capitalist system of production as a whole.

Through their performances, Domestik Doktrin sought to resolve the tensions 

between aesthetic and political expression. They attempted to strike a balance between 

clarity and sophistication, sincerity and irony, and critique and spectacle which would 

successfully keep commodification at bay. While their success in this endeavour could 

not help but be limited and temporary, for a moment they captured the essence of the 

etika DIY. Indeed, one of the assumptions of DIY politics is that such realisations are 

necessarily fleeting, as any successful form of cultural resistance must constantly shift 

and change, presenting the ravenous forces of the cultural industries with a 'moving 

target' which can never be successfully consumed. At the same time, Ari argues that 

strict adherence to DIY principles can provide a standpoint of authentic opposition from 

which to launch effective counter-hegemonic critiques of the capitalist system.

33 Original in English. See Appendix B16 for complete statement.
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Communique album, released by Singaporean label 
Thrashsteady Syndicate (2007).



Community and autonomy in the circle pit

 DIY hardcore is as much about how a performance is organised and experienced 

as it is about particular aesthetic features or explicit political messages. This is not to 

say that these specific features are insignificant; however, performances are primarily 

evaluated in terms of the etika DIY. Both the organisation of DIY shows and the 

performances themselves demonstrate the participatory DIY ethic. DIY performance is 

a collective experience of music-making, or 'musicking', through which the values of a 

social group are 'explored, affirmed, and celebrated' (Small 1998:183). Musical 

performances do not simply reflect social values, but also actively produce them, 

expressing the human power of social creativity (Frith 1996:270; Hastrup 2001; Muñoz 

and Marín 2006). Attali (1985) argues that the role of music as social ritual has been 

superseded by its commodification, but this is not the case for DIY hardcore, which 

continues to emphasise the social significance of live performance. Through the social 

organisation and experience of the DIY show, the anak DIY enact their core values of 

autonomy (kemandirian) and community (komunitas). However, their ability to fully 

realise these values through putting on a show is always limited by its character as a 

staged performance.

Most performances of underground music are marked by the same dramatic 

separation between performers and audience which characterises popular (Frith 

1996:63-64) and classical music (Small 1998:71-74).34 This basic separation is only 

highlighted by the occasional ritualised transgression. Punk tried to bridge this divide 

through various discursive and performative gestures, but failed to overcome it in any 

lasting fashion (Laing 1985:82-85). DIY shows are marked by a more complete 

rejection of this divide, as part of their critique of the cultural industries and the 'rock 

ideology' (Frith 1978a) more specifically. This is based in part on their generally low 

level of musical professionalism; DIY hardcore is in many ways a celebration of sheer 

enthusiasm over technical skill. However, the anak DIY also work towards this 

amateurism as a desirable community norm. More significantly, much of the audience at 

any given show will be composed of members of other DIY bands. All members of the 

community are encouraged to participate in cultural production in some fashion, and 

especially to join in the organisation of DIY shows. Thus, the performer-audience divide 

is temporary and situational, rather than definitive.
34 While Small associates this divide specifically with 'Western' traditions of musicking, it is also found 

in many styles of traditional Indonesian music, at least as they are currently performed.
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Image 53 Tremor (Rajasinga) and Acep (xManusia Buatanx) striking mock rock star poses at the 
Sumedang studio show (May 22, 2004).

Image 54 An enthusiastic circle pit at the Tanjung Sari DIY show (August 29, 2004).

Image 55 xManusia Buatanx's bass player being hoisted up by the audience at the Tanjung Sari show 
(August 29, 2004).



Small (1998:9) argues that music-making is a collective endeavour, involving all 

those who take part in staging a performance. In this sense, BalKot shows can be said to 

organise nearly the whole of Bandung's DIY community in musical performance. 

Wallach (2008a:231-236, 2008b:103-108) describes Indonesian underground shows 

(acara) as an experience of alternative community, and this is made all the more 

tangible for the anak DIY because the community that is invoked is based on real, 

ongoing collective activity and organisation. Their experience of musicking extends 

beyond the DIY show as a specific performance event to permeate the DIY community 

as a 'musicking subculture' (Sarbanes 2006).

The organisation of DIY shows are very much participatory, informal, and ad 

hoc; there are no firm barriers between the performers, the organisers, and the audience. 

While participation cannot be said to be completely equal, it is not divided up into 

rigidly distinct roles; band members are not exempted from helping to clean up the 

rubbish at the end of the night. Most of the more involved community members will 

take on various roles as musicians, organisers, promoters, ticket-sellers, critics, and 

members of the audience.

Audience participation at DIY shows also extends into the performances 

themselves. This participation goes beyond simply dancing to the music or routine call-

response exchanges, to direct physical contact, 'intruding' into the performance area, and 

frequently usurping the role of performer by gaining control of the microphone or other 

instrument. Many of these practices are well-established in punk, to the point of being 

genre conventions, but the anak DIY extend them to a deliberate assault on the relations 

of power expressed by the performer/audience divide. At DIY shows there is a fluid 

interchange between performers and audience; in contrast to commercial acara, where 

access to the stage is restricted, at a DIY show it is an open, shared space. Indeed, DIY 

bands often prefer to perform off the stage, with close and direct interaction with the 

audience. Egoistic modes of musical performance are regarded as inauthentic and 

commercial; while rock star poses may be parodied or mocked (see Image 53), any 

expression of an actual 'star attitude' brings community condemnation.

Youth666Crew, a member of a Bandung DIY hardcore band, is perhaps more 

honest than many when he admits to the continual attraction of rock stardom, but he 

nonetheless characterises it as fundamentally 'empty'. In contrast, he describes his own 

performances as a meaningful way of expressing himself, as well as 'having fun':
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Sean: What do you want to achieve with your band?
Youth666: Having fun, y'know? Having fun. And I want to express my 

emotions. There isn't anything else more to it than that. I don't 
want to lecture, y'know? In my lyrics I don't lecture, I just reflect 
what people's lives are like now. And sometimes my own 
dissatisfaction is reflected in the lyrics. And as for becoming a 
person who's like 'Whoa, a rock star!', I'm not like that. Although 
in my heart, yeah sure, of course I want to. Everyone kinda wants 
to, but maybe we need to think twice about it, because there's no 
content. It's just like empty, there's nothing there at all. It's zero.35

When it comes to their musical activities, many of the anak DIY describe their 

intentions primarily in terms of enjoyment and self-expression, in opposition to both 

commercial success and political 'lecturing'. The anak DIY value their performances as 

ways of conveying personal experiences and reflecting social context, but they are also 

pleasurable experiences of play. The anak DIY often characterise their performances and 

other productive activities as 'just playing around' (main-main aja) or 'having fun' 

(bersenang-senang). This is not to say that it is an unimportant form of activity. Tedy 

describes xManusia Buatanx as a band that was started 'just for fun', but that has also led 

to significant experiences and relationships:

Sean: What is it that you want to achieve with your band xManusia 
Buatanx?

Tedy: Actually, when we first started xManusia Buatanx in 2001, it was 
just a way to reduce stress, refreshing with friends and—that's 
still the case, but when we played our first gigs, at first it was just 
for fun, just for fun, but now we can also make a contribution for 
others, here, through our records. Like, I can see from the music, 
and especially our lyrics, with xManusia Buatanx, I guess we want 
to convey our personal experiences or even our personal opinions. 
And we want to provide a point of view so that, yeah, who 
knows? Maybe someone could see, and maybe agree, and we can 
correspond, and we can do a tour or travel around to new places 
and that—that's pretty good, y'know? So, it's not only—maybe at 
first it was only just for fun but eventually it developed more and 
more into something that provides more and more—it's making 
more of a contribution that I feel is quite good, y'know, for our 
friends.36

DIY hardcore involves a playfulness of approach, apparent in both grindcore and 

youth crew styles of performance, but this is also a form of 'serious play' (Turner 

1982:31-32). If it is not 'work', exactly, nor is it safely contained to the leisure sphere; 
35 Interview with Youth666Crew, January 2005.
36 Interview with Tedy, September 2004.
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the militant amateurism of DIY performance is a form of political activism, reflecting 

the position of the DIY community in opposition to the professionalism of the music 

industry. Though planned and routine performative gestures are essential to any 

performance, the anak DIY regard the playful, spontaneous dimensions of performance 

as more authentic forms of expression, both in individual and collective terms. This 

matches Vaneigem's (2006:194-196) description of creative spontaneity as a de-

alienating experience of self-realisation. The casual, informal atmosphere of a DIY 

show is intentionally cultivated, but this does not mean that it is experienced as 

inauthentic. Rather, such performances play a major role in establishing and validating 

DIY authenticity, and in constructing and expressing the DIY values of autonomy and 

community.

The participatory, community spirit of a DIY show is perhaps best shown by the 

practice of the 'circle pit', which in the Bandung DIY community is particularly 

associated with youth crew hardcore performance. The circle pit itself originates from 

American hardcore punk, but has been adapted by the anak DIY, to make a sharper 

contrast with the chaotic 'moshing' of the Indonesian underground. A circle pit is 

basically a roughly single-file of 'kids' running and skipping quite quickly in a large 

anticlockwise circle in the pit area at the front of the band (Image 54). This usually 

involves a great deal of playful interaction, grabbing on to each other, laughing, and 

singing (or shouting) along with the band. This enables more direct interaction with the 

audience, with band members sometimes joining in the circle pit or participating in a 

'dogpile', in which the vocalist or other performer is pursued by a crowd of hardcore 

kids, who shout along to the song and often wrest control of the microphone, 

concluding with the pursuing kids piling on top of their quarry in an exuberant heap. In 

Bandung, a common variant ends with the performer being seized and lifted above the 

heads of his pursuers in a kind of audience-initiated crowd-surfing (Image 55). Circle 

pit 'rough housing' can get quite energetic, but, unlike the moshing at many Indonesian 

underground shows, it usually stops well short of personal injury.

The circle pit and other DIY youth crew pit behaviour emphasise the unity of the 

participants, though with a certain freedom of action as well. KxHx assert the role of the 

circle pit in their song 'Mosh Part One': 
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Ayo…ayo…kiita ke circle pit37

Bring your ass
Go to pit
Let's sing along together
In pit!!

Explanation: Your body's a bit sore but you'll feel good once you're in the circle 
pit.

The circle pit is more a display of enthusiasm than of aggression, an expression 

of unity and community spirit in keeping with both the etika DIY and the youth crew 

style. It also works towards the straight edge goal of making the show 'a safe and 

comfortable space' (Irwin 1999:370-371). Although the circle pit is sometimes described 

as a form of moshing, the anak DIY explicitly champion the circle pit against the more 

disordered and individualised moshing or pogo styles of pit dancing which are dominant 

in Indonesian underground scenes. It is also quite different to the ordered, territorial 

violence which Tsitsos (1999:410) describes as characteristic of American straight edge 

youth crew shows. DIY shows involve rules of conduct to allow for displays of 

enthusiasm and energy in the pit while restraining violence; although these broke down 

at some of the larger BalKot shows attended by 'outsiders', they are generally willingly 

followed by the anak DIY themselves.

In Bandung, this style of circle pit has not spread beyond the DIY community, 

though it seems to have some purchase in other youth crew-influenced scenes in the 

region. An attempt by Domestik Doktrin to introduce it at a hardcore show in 

Yogyakarta, where more chaotic and aggressive pit behaviour prevails, was 

spectacularly unsuccessful. When Domestik Doktrin performed at the Teenagers From 

Mars show in Yogyakarta, Ari arranged a rather theatrical introduction for the BalKot 

concept of the circle pit, dubbed a 'safety pit', which he explicitly introduced as a way to 

build a show that would be more inclusive in terms of gender, age, and sexual identity. 

The audience appeared to enjoy the performance, complete with brightly-coloured pool 

floats and other props, but the 'safety pit' never materialised. Instead, the densely-packed 

pit 'degenerated' into arguments and violence. Ari was quite upset by this development

—not just that the audience was unwilling or unable to try out the 'safety pit', but even 

more so that they did not appear to be receptive to his underlying message of a peaceful, 

inclusive scene free of macho aggression.

37 'Hey... hey... we're heading to the circle pit'. The rest of the song is in English.
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Within the Bandung DIY community, the circle pit is a significant, but not a 

universal, aspect of participation. Even during a youth crew set, most of the audience 

will not actually join in the pit, though much of the core group of BalKot participants 

will usually be in or around it. As at other underground shows, there is also a ring of 

more involved spectators forming the walls of the pit and interacting with it; at the 

BalKot shows, this often extends up onto the stage. People in this zone tend to watch 

the performance intently, take photographs, write notes, and intermittently interact with 

the pit in a more physical fashion. This is where I usually positioned myself, as I tend to 

feel rather awkward joining in the pit; it also includes most of the young women who 

are active in BalKot, some other people who relate to the DIY community more as 

activists than as fans, people documenting the show for zine reports or other purposes, 

and people taking a breather from the pit itself. Not everyone at a show focuses on the 

performance; many people make use of it more as an occasion for socialising and 

trading DIY hardcore merchandise. Of course, people also tend to move between 

different modes of involvement over the course of a show. 

Still, the pit remains a key expression of collective identity for the anak DIY. A 

much greater proportion of the audience actually participates in the pit at DIY shows 

compared to other underground shows, although it is even more of an exclusively young 

male space. Lack of participation in the pit, except during the performances of the 

headlining touring bands, was a major charge laid against those people from outside 

BalKot who attended BalKot-organised shows. My own reticence to join in the pit was 

also remarked on, though in a more friendly fashion. While Small (1998:9) defines 

musicking as incorporating any active contribution to music-making, including attentive 

listening, like most musical cultures the anak DIY emphasise some forms of 

participation over others. Playing in a DIY hardcore band is considered the most active 

form of participation, while other members of the community are expected to heed the 

exhortation to 'get in the pit, motherfucker!'38 The 'politics of the pit' reflects and 

reinforces the broader exclusion from the community of those people who are outside 

the core anak DIY identity. Though several of the anak DIY identified these exclusions 

as problems to be overcome, this rarely translated into effective action. Indeed, a more 

inclusive form of expression would likely undermine, or at least radically transform, the 

community identity of DIY hardcore.

38 This English slogan comes from a Domestik Doktrin t-shirt design; the use of 'motherfucker' here is 
for emphasis, and as a sign of inclusive familiarity, and is not intended to be personally offensive.
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In Bandung, the circle pit is mostly a youth crew phenomenon; community 

members who follow other styles often join in as well, particularly when a youth crew 

band is playing, but the association with youth crew remains strong. Tsitsos (1999) 

argues that punk dance styles express subcultural values in a homological relationship; 

the circle pit, as practised in Bandung, is a good 'fit' for both DIY and straight edge 

youth crew. The boyish exuberance contained within the circle pit matches well with the 

spirit of Bandung youth crew, with its emphasis on unity, friendship, and a kind of 

disciplined playfulness. This is somewhat different to the riotously carnivalesque 

atmosphere which reigns in many underground shows, but it is also a celebratory 

expression of community.

This shared experience of a DIY show approaches Turner's (1969:96-97, 

1982:32-60) concept of communitas, the unstructured 'we-feeling' which emerges in 

liminal performative states. Communitas is an 'instant of pure potentiality' (Turner 

1982:44), in which a communal experience momentarily evokes unbridled human 

creative power. Though it is a shared experience, communitas is also a 'relationship 

between concrete, historical, idiosyncratic individuals' (Turner 1969:131). Similarly, the 

experience of komunitas at a DIY show is a common feeling between individuated and 

autonomous participants engaged in a collaborative activity. The anak DIY are 

attempting to realise a unity of action and awareness which is less a loss of self than a 

recognition of the relationship between self and social context, autonomy and 

community. While this feeling is most clearly evoked within the circle pit, it is 

potentially achieved by different participants through different forms of participation. 

For my own part, on the rare occasions when I venture into the pit I feel far too self-

conscious to achieve a spontaneous experience of flow or communitas, but I do 

approach it when I become absorbed in a performance, and also when beholding the 

mass of activity which constitutes a DIY show, especially when it is the culmination of 

a long period of collective organising work in which I have played some role. 'Losing 

oneself' in the flow a DIY performance is a participatory experience, not that of a 

passive observer.

Turner (1969:129) posits communitas as a ritual experience of 'anti-structure', a 

temporary suspension of the normal structure of society, albeit one which ultimately 

reaffirms it. Similarly, Attali (1985:27-30) describes music as a sacrificial ritual, 

reaffirming society and containing violence by imposing order on noise. However, the 

community-feeling of a DIY show is not necessarily 'anti-structural' in this way, and 
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there is not a complete correspondence between the experience of communitas and the 

value of komunitas.39

The experience of a grindcore performance is somewhat more 'anti-structural', 

though in a disruptive and alienating sense rather than an unstructured community-

feeling. The musical form of grindcore usually does not inspire the same degree of 

energetic audience participation as other styles of hardcore; the short, haphazard, and 

intense bursts of noise which characterise grindcore music are more conducive to 

isolated headbanging, or a distanced contemplation of the spectacle. Even headbanging 

can be disrupted by the many false starts, sudden shifts and abrupt endings of grindcore 

songs. Grindcore does have its own means of encouraging participation, mostly in the 

form of playful exchanges between band members and the audience, with a lot of joking 

and provocative comments designed to solicit a response. Overall, though, grindcore 

performances tend to be much more theatrical and less participatory compared to youth 

crew hardcore.

In disrupting the flow of performance, grindcore challenges uncritical reception 

and fetishistic identification. This experience is akin to the 'alienation effect' advocated 

by Brecht (1964:136-140), a deliberate interruption in the flow of fetishised 

identification and passive engagement. Laing (1985:76-81) argues that the 'shock effect' 

of punk performance disrupts direct identification with the singer's voice, and thus 

enables a more critical form of identification with the performers' oppositional stance. A 

shared understanding of grindcore's ironic performance and satirical critique may 

further enable identification with the DIY community, and hardcore as a whole. The 

playful irreverence and amateurism of grindcore contribute to the experience of 

komunitas; however, the alienation effect of grindcore may also serve to (re)construct 

the aesthetic distance between performers and audience which DIY hardcore seeks to 

undermine.

DIY hardcore performance thus contain elements of both structure and anti-

structure. However, this is not expressed as a ritual progression from order, through 

disruption, to the reassertion of order. While DIY hardcore performances play a crucial 

role in the development of the social values of the DIY community, they are not fully 

integrated into a 'total social process' (Turner 1982:54). Rather, structure and anti-

structure are expressed concurrently in the tension between autonomy and community, 

as in the ordered disorder of the circle pit. DIY performances remain contradictory in 

39 This correspondence is perhaps overly suggested by the Latinate form of the Indonesian term.
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intent and realisation, torn between the desire for an immediate authentic experience 

and their role as part of a critical political project.

This tension is often experienced as an oscillation between the distanced 

consciousness of discursive analysis and the focused experience of flow, losing oneself 

in creative activity. The power of music to express social values is often associated with 

its pre-discursive, immediate and corporeal mode of communication (Frith 1996:215-

216; Hastrup 2001:42-43; Richter 2008:168-169; Small 1998:135-142). At times the 

anak DIY seem to be striving towards some kind of direct, unmediated form of 

expression, conveying their intentions through sheer noise and speed. Musical 

progression has narrative qualities (Frith 1996:169; Small 1998:158-173), but the 

intense but brief micro-songs which are commonly performed by the anak DIY do not 

have time to develop much of a musical narrative. They do engage in some lyrical 

storytelling, but many DIY hardcore songs are examples of single-note expression—

singular bursts of sound accompanied by a few blunt, shouted words. Hardcore gives 

inarticulate voice to their own experiences and breaks down the barriers between 

participants, but the musical and lyrical narratives are often fragmented or undeveloped.

Yet, the sonic assault of hardcore is given both aesthetic and political meaning 

by an extensive, extra-musical discursive framework. Social values are constructed 

through processes of interpretation and discussion, processes which have an uncertain 

relationship with the immediate experience of music as such. This is not to say that 

music is empty of meaning; rather, the meaning of a musical performance is constructed 

through the interaction between the music and the social and discursive context in 

which it is experienced (Collins 2002; Frith 1996:259; Gunn 1999; Milioto Matsue 

2009:138-139; Sarbanes 2006). For example, the meaning of DIY hardcore songs are 

not only conveyed through the act of singing—hardcore vocal delivery is 

characteristically unclear, even when they are not singing in English—but also through 

spoken introductions and printed lyrics sheets. Frith (1996:158-182, 190-191) argues 

that singing should be regarded as a form of vocal music and a speech act, rather than as 

text, but DIY hardcore combines these forms of communication. Listening and moving 

to the music without an awareness of the song's textual content is to miss the authentic 

meaning, while reading the lyrics without feeling the music and engaging bodily with 

the performance is to miss out on the authentic experience.  

In the case of DIY hardcore, the extra-musical discourse is as much political as it 

is aesthetic. The aesthetic qualities of DIY hardcore music, such as its intense speed and 
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aggressive vocal style, carry a definite emotional content or mood, but do not directly 

constitute a particular political position. Rather, DIY performances are infused with 

political meaning through the overall social context of DIY hardcore as a community, 

movement, and subculture. Conversely, the musical, lyrical, and affective aspects of 

DIY hardcore performance serve to connect the participants to the DIY community and 

position them in relation to broader social and political forces. As Ovetz (1993:10) puts 

it, 'The music itself exhibits a vibrancy and body that not only slams up against our 

preconceptions of what music, songs, and noise is but does so within a social context'.

Like folk music, DIY hardcore positions musical performance as both sincere 

personal expression and an authentic community voice. However, while the 'folk 

ideology' connects the authenticity of performance to an idealised representation of a 

community of origin (Frith 1978a:184-187, 196-200; Moore 2002:216-218; Redhead 

and Street 1989), in DIY hardcore the community being authenticated, and acting as the 

source of authenticity, is the actually existing DIY community as present and 

participating in the performance. DIY hardcore does not presuppose an established 

community of authentic 'otherness', but rather seeks to constitute a community in part 

through a generalised experience of participatory music-making. The performance of 

hardcore music is thus also a way of performing the social relations that compose the 

scene itself (Milioto Matsue 2009:138-139).

Although this creative expression of DIY values is experienced most intensely in 

the 'Temporary Autonomous Zone' (Bey 1991) of hardcore performance, the process 

extends beyond the transient experience of the DIY hardcore show. The authenticity of 

DIY hardcore performance—and thus its efficacy in expressing and establishing the 

social values of komunitas and kemandirian—is grounded in the performers' everyday 

activities as members of the DIY community, their adherence to DIY principles in their 

cultural production, and the perceived correspondence between their acts of musical 

expression and the positions and identities which inform them. This dimension of 

authenticity is not restricted to youth crew sincerity; while grindcore performance may 

disturb the direct correspondence between authenticity of expression and authenticity of 

experience, it is very much integrated into this overall process of social identification 

and authentication. DIY hardcore moves beyond routinised gestures of inclusiveness to 

seek a realised union of performers and audience, through the collective expression of 

shared values. 

As a participatory form of self-expression, the performance of DIY hardcore 
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provides an experience of the etika DIY, an example of the interrelationship of 

autonomy and community. There may also be something in the experience of 

participatory music-making as such which corresponds with the values of DIY. Sarbanes 

(2006:23) argues that in musicking subcultures, the 'co-subjectivity' of participants, as 

autonomous actors sharing a similar experience, leads to a 'collaborative production of 

meaning'. In putting on a DIY show, individual actors form a collective pattern, a sort of 

organised anarchy; the 'unity in diversity' at a DIY show further reinforces its value as 

an expression of the etika DIY.

Through musical performance, 'desired relationships are brought into virtual 

existence so that those taking part are enabled to experience them as if they really did 

exist' (Small 1998:183). However, while Small (1998:218-220) views the collective 

expression of values through musicking is an essentially aesthetic experience, DIY 

hardcore deploys it as part of a conscious political project. DIY performance is a 

deliberate, theorised and politically-motivated attempt to realise alternative social values 

and construct an autonomous community. As such, DIY komunitas  is an example of 

what Turner (1969:132-140, 1982:47-50) calls ideological and normative communitas; 

that is, an attempt to capture, analyse, and represent the spontaneous experience of 

communitas, and also to realise and maintain a community on the basis of such a model. 

Turner argues that these approaches ultimately fail to capture the existential experience 

of communitas, as they inevitably return to the routinisation and structure that are 

inimical to the spontaneous immediacy of true, anti-structural communitas. 

It may be, as Turner argues, that something vital is lost when there is an attempt 

to extend communitas beyond the spontaneous, existential moment. This does appear to 

be the case with the deliberate attempts to mobilise the carnivalesque in the 

underground scene, where it is often reduced to an aestheticised and commodified 

image of freedom and transgression. Yet, with the etika DIY, perhaps something is also 

gained. Sarbanes (2006:30-31) suggests that at least some of the anti-structural qualities 

of communitas can be maintained and even extended when it is transformed into a 

utopian vision or set of oppositional values, especially when these are also put into 

practice as part of a musicking subculture. Vaneigem (2006:200-203) argues for the 

emancipatory political effectiveness of what he calls 'poetry', the conscious organisation 

of creative spontaneity as a lived experience. Hastrup (2001:42-43) distinguishes this 

kind of 'poetic' performance from mere mimetic representation, arguing that the former 

is characterised by the intersubjective creation of new social meaning. While there 
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remains a certain tension in DIY performance between the experience of community 

and critical intent, the strength of the etika DIY is that a reasoned ideological model 

coexists with a living, musicking community. The DIY values of komunitas and 

kemandirian are socially productive, rather than purely performative and experiential; 

they are part of everyday practices and relationships rather than contained within a 

liminal moment. The ideal social relations of the DIY community are immanent in the 

daily organisation of the community as well as made manifest during a show.

Running in circles?

The communal experience of putting on a DIY show is a moving and compelling 

expression of the etika DIY. However, it is still very much putting on a performance and, 

as such, is vulnerable to aestheticisation and commodification. DIY hardcore 

performance makes visible—or audible—the refusal of aesthetics and politics to remain 

distinct. DIY hardcore's combination of music and politics is both compelling and 

limiting, and its limitations derive from its own aesthetic character, as well as the 

appropriation of its aesthetic forms by the cultural industries. The anak DIY face an 

especially acute form of the broader contradiction which confronts radical artists, 

cultural critics, and media fans alike: the conflict between aesthetics and meaning in a 

social order that reduces cultural production to the production of aestheticised 

commodities. Perhaps they are doomed to remain running in circles, endlessly 

suspended in the contradiction between cultural resistance and fetishised consumption. 

However, the anak DIY also appear to be pushing towards some kind of synthesis, 

trying to break through to achieve a cultural experience which is both aesthetically 

compelling and meaningfully—politically—critical.

In the performance and reception of DIY hardcore, the problem of aesthetics and 

politics is entangled in the opposition between identification and critique. Affective 

engagement and critical analysis are both essential to the DIY project of building an 

autonomous community, but these modes of performance and reception are also 

vulnerable to processes of aestheticisation, through which the social agency of the 

participants becomes subordinated to the objectified, aesthetic features of their 

performances. DIY critique is primarily a matter of social and political engagement 

rather than detached aesthetic contemplation, while identification in DIY hardcore is in 

part a productive form of agency, constructing and affirming the critical values of DIY. 
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However, while DIY performance is a form of social action with political significance, 

it also incorporates both the pleasures and risks of aesthetic identification and aesthetic 

distinction.

Drawing on Adorno's (1973) concept of negative dialectics, Hills (2002) argues 

that media fans are trapped in a recursive, albeit potentially productive, state of 

unresolved dialectical tension. Similarly, Duncombe (1997:114) argues that, despite 

their radical promise and aesthetic appeal, in political terms DIY zines and other forms 

of underground culture 'remain at best a coping mechanism: an eternally frustrated 

strategy that does little to identify and nothing to cure the problem'. Similarly, 

Thompson (2004) describes hardcore punk aesthetics as challenging, but never fully 

overcoming, commodification. Yet Thompson also argues that 'punk occupies the 

privileged site [of autonomy] that Horkheimer and Adorno reserved for art but could not 

fill' (Thompson 2004:135).

DIY production is often promoted in terms of the creative control and artistic 

independence it affords (Moore 2007:450-451). Yet the idea that it is 'all about the 

music', elevating aesthetic autonomy to the central value, often leads to—or at least is 

used to justify—commercial entanglements (Hesmondhalgh 1997, 1999; Hibbett 2005; 

Moore 2005; O'Connor 2008:89). In underground music, the pursuit of such aesthetic 

autonomy can also have a significant depoliticising effect (Kahn-Harris 2004a:103-

104). However, while the anak DIY do frequently talk about the advantages of DIY 

production in terms of artistic freedom, they are more concerned with developing 

autonomy and community as social values in their own right. Indeed, as Thompson 

(2004:81-117) suggests, it often appears that DIY hardcore aesthetics are driven by anti-

commercial intentions, rather than the other way around. 

Despite its focus on autonomous production, DIY hardcore remains vulnerable 

to being reduced to the recognition and replication of objectified genre conventions. 

There are no purely aesthetic barriers which can protect their culture from the market, 

and, to the extent that DIY hardcore is reduced to an aesthetic category, commodity 

fetishism and the pursuit of aesthetic distinction threaten to overwhelm its radical 

political project. While the anak DIY express a deep hostility towards aestheticisation, 

in practice they have not managed to entirely disentangle themselves from the stylistic 

associations of hardcore punk, nor is it clear that this would be a politically useful 

achievement. Although they are wary of reducing their cultural production to an 

aesthetic form, the anak DIY remain devoted to the particular aesthetic features of their 
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cultural practice. Much of the attraction of DIY hardcore comes from its genre 

characteristics and its role as a subcultural fandom; the anak DIY struggle to have their 

cultural activities mean something beyond this, without abandoning it entirely. 

Like other music genres, DIY hardcore can be approached as a particular mode 

of engagement or 'affective sensibility' (Grossberg 1992, 1997), with political as well as 

aesthetic implications. However, there is not a single, holistic mode of engagement or 

performance in DIY hardcore. Rather, DIY performances are marked by a conflict 

between a self-consciously critical mode and a more direct and sincere mode of 

engagement. On the surface, these modes appear to be associated with ironic grindcore 

and sincere youth crew performances, respectively, but this is an oversimplification; the 

tension between these modes exists in every DIY hardcore performance. Laing 

(1985:26) considers this tension to be definitive of punk, which combines a focus on 

direct, authentic self-expression with 'artifice, exaggeration, and outrage'. It is also 

found in autonomist politics, which combines an attempt to organise autonomously with 

a desire to communicate antagonistically (Cuninghame 2007; Wright 2000:121-127).

These modes produce differing, but never wholly disentangled, experiences of 

music; they also express, and help constitute, differing aesthetic and political intentions. 

The differing modes of performance characteristic of youth crew and grindcore reflect 

the attempts by the anak DIY to grapple with the contradictions of politically or socially 

meaningful performance. The performative nature of DIY hardcore both enables and 

limits its effectiveness as an expression of social values; the anak DIY seek to challenge 

the limitations of performance, as an aestheticised form of potentially inauthentic 

cultural production, while retaining its role as a drama of human relationships. While 

youth crew sincerity attempts to overcome the limitations of aestheticised performance, 

grindcore parody reveals and deconstructs it. The anak DIY seek to realise a form of 

authentic performance, pushing towards an ideal of perfect, unmediated communication 

and participatory community, while also articulating a critique of inauthentic 

performance through parody, aesthetic profanity, and a drama of alienation.

The performances of Domestik Doktrin, in particular, reveal a heightened 

awareness of this contradiction, though they have not yet identified a means of 

overcoming it. Rather than the 'oscillation between intense “self-reflexivity” and “self-

absence”' which Hills (2002:171) argues is characteristic of fan cultures, the anak DIY 

are seeking to transcend the opposition between these modes and experience a direct, 

yet critical, form of communication that unites reception and performance, community 
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feeling and autonomous expression, and aesthetic pleasure with political critique. The 

anak DIY have not yet succeeded in achieving a synthesis of these opposing modes, but 

their expressed political goals demand such a resolution. DIY hardcore is an expression 

of critical values, and the central political project of the anak DIY is the construction of 

an autonomous community of critical cultural production.

Underground music is always threatened with being reduced to a niche market, 

or to a 'critical' and ironic, but essentially compliant mode of consumption. The anak 

DIY seek refuge in their marginality, but this strategy has its own risks. Pushed too far, 

the wilful embrace of aesthetic marginality can result in a loss of meaningful content 

(Duncombe 1997:148-153). Aestheticisation is not simply a matter of fetishising 

particular aesthetic forms, but can also involve the fetishisation of a particular identity 

or mode of reception, a style of consumption which emphasises the pursuit of aesthetic 

distinction or 'authentic' difference (Bourdieu 1984, 1996; Hibbett 2005; Thornton 

1996).

Hibbett's (2005:64) description of the constant struggle of DIY indie rock to 

remain 'one step ahead' resonates with Ari's allegory of the greyhound race, with 

underground culture constantly running ahead of the forces of commercialisation. The 

trap here is that the sense of being 'ahead of the game' can become the entire purpose of 

the race, with DIY autonomy reduced to the pursuit of underground distinction. This 

logic of distinction may be opposed to the logic of capital accumulation but, through 

this very opposition, also reflects and reinforces it; distinction is thus a powerful vector 

for both commodification and decommodification. The anak DIY are aware and critical 

of this process, associating it with the appropriation, commodification, and alienation of 

cultural production. Nevertheless, like other producers and consumers of underground 

culture, they are themselves complicit in the pursuit of distinction based on hierarchical 

systems of aesthetic classification. One of the main defences that the DIY community 

has against aestheticised forms of commercial appropriation is simply their own styles' 

lack of  broader appeal; the 'subcultural capital' which circulates within the DIY 

community is not only inaccessible, but unvalued and largely unrecognised by the 

majority of people outside it. 

While the anak DIY value creativity and freedom of expression, DIY autonomy 

is not reducible to the ideology of aesthetic autonomy which dominates art. In his 

Aesthetic Theory (1984), Adorno explores the dialectic of form and content, yet he 

ultimately excludes specific social and political content from his concept of aesthetic 
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value, elevating the abstract formalism of modern art over intention, communication, 

commitment, and meaningful politics. He defines aesthetic value in terms of an 

enigmatic artistic 'truth content'—that is, the inevitable failure of representation which is 

revealed through critical analysis (Adorno 1984:185-193). The social is present in 

Adorno's theory as the determining structure, invoked to provide a final materialist 

validation, but it is largely banished from aesthetic experience itself (Adorno 1984:320-

369). While Marcuse (1979) has a wider view of what constitutes an aesthetic 

experience, he likewise associates the emancipatory potential of art with the apparent 

autonomy of formal aesthetics from the social. This abstract concept of aesthetic value 

is predicated on the failure of representation and communication, and rests on a model 

of social structure which does not allow space for the specific texture of lived social 

experience. It thus reproduces the very fetishism of form which dominates the field of 

art, reducing content to the frustrated longing for a transcendent metaphysical truth.

Adorno connects aesthetic value with symbolic violence and the decay of 

meaning, a critical negation of the fetishistic consciousness of a commodified world 

(Adorno 1984:368-369; Leslie 2004). Music always contains a trace of this kind of 

aesthetic negation or 'noise' (Attali 1985:24; Kohl 1997:8-10), and punk has often been 

described as a creative disruption of mass culture and specifically rock music (Hebdige 

1979; Nehring 1993; Laing 1985; Marcus 2001). However, as Williams (2010) argues, 

while this kind of aesthetic negation may reveal and dramatise capitalist alienation, in 

the absence of any coherent, collective political organisation it can only gesture towards 

its overcoming. Furthermore, the reflexive distancing which often accompanies 

aesthetic expressions of negativity reflects the 'radically indifferent' and abstracting 

logic of the commodity form, while also enabling its re-grounding in aestheticised and 

reactionary forms of cultural politics (Noys 2010:118).

Frith (1996:20) suggests that a utopian and anti-structural 'negation of everyday 

life' can also be identified within popular music; he associates this with the gap between 

experience and understanding in musical performance, the repeated attempt by people to 

make meaningful sense out of the 'meaninglessness' of musical experience (Frith 

1996:262-264). Similarly, Grossberg (1992:64-65) argues that fans' investment of 

energy and passion brings empowerment and generates further creative potential, but 

this investment lacks any fixed, central meaning. Grossberg  (1997:223-232) further 

suggests that reflexive, postmodern forms of ironic consumption constitute strategic 

attempts to salvage significance, meaning, and affective commitment in the absence of 
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any possible authenticity. However, the political implications of this engagement with 

emptiness is a matter for debate. Whereas Adorno and Grossberg focus on the negative, 

ostensibly critical potential of the gap itself, Frith (1996), Jenkins (1992), and Fiske 

(1992) focus on the positive social construction of meaning which this gap necessitates. 

Hills (2002) and Sandvoss (2005) adapt Frankfurt School theory to argue that, while fan 

culture involves 'filling in' the emptiness of mass culture, this is a fetishistic form of 

identification rather than a form of resistance or empowerment. As Hills (2002:181) 

puts it, this process 'extends and intensifies' the logic of commodification.

 DIY hardcore represents a conscious, concerted effort to push this social 

construction of meaning to overcome the divide itself, an attempt to unite production 

and consumption into a single act of participatory communication. DIY hardcore music, 

like DIY zines, is part of a 'repeated attempt to close the gap between audience and 

entertainment, consumer and product, that consumer capitalism accentuates' (Duncombe 

1997:113-114). The anak DIY are not, for the most part, engaging as consumers of 

culture industry commodities; rather, they are engaged with their own collective 

performance and acts of production. DIY hardcore is marked by some of the same 

contradictions as fan cultures, but its position in relation to the cultural industries is 

rather different. The gloomy criticisms of the Frankfurt School need not apply.

The empty content of negative aesthetics does not accord with the importance 

that the anak DIY place on clearly conveying specific social and political messages. The 

anak DIY emphasise the value of a DIY position over explicit political statements, but 

specific expressive content is important both as a critique and as a positive affirmation 

of value. Their critical reflexivity is based more on social and political self-awareness 

than on ironic refusal or detached aestheticism, while the experience of DIY hardcore 

involves a real, visceral pleasure, which cannot be entirely reduced to the fetishism of 

particular aesthetic forms. The anak DIY are very much concerned with the dialectic of 

form and content, but they seek to resolve it through the assertion of 'substance' over 

'style'. Substance is equated with the 'authentic punk' practices of DIY production, while 

style is epitomised by the fetishised consumption of 'fashion punk'. While DIY 

substance does inhere in particular performances and products as a reified 'authenticity', 

it is an essentially social form of value which is based in specific DIY methods and 

relations of production.

At times, the anak DIY still identify DIY hardcore performance with a romantic 

notion of individual creative expression. More often, they follow Marcuse (1969:23-48, 
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1979:71-73) and Vaneigem (2006) in taking artistic experience as a utopian model for a 

more general social liberation. In practice, the anak DIY remain focused on a relatively 

narrow set of productive activities and genre formats. However, they have also made 

significant steps towards developing a socially situated concept of creativity. They 

describe their own activities as constructing a community of participatory music-

making, enabling forms of expression which are both 'free' and socialised. As Lukács 

(1971:139-140) argues, cultural production has the potential to point the way towards 

the emancipation of social creativity, so long as it leaves aside the reified category of the 

pure aesthetic.

Formal aesthetics sets expression in opposition to meaning, but in DIY hardcore 

meaning is essential to expression as a  form of social action. The anak DIY place 

relatively little value on a purely aesthetic critique; DIY performances are expected to 

both reflect and critically comment on their social context. As Williams (1977:199-205) 

argues, political commitment divorced from such social relations risks being reduced to 

a mere ideological gesture. Indeed, in DIY music scenes, 'sometimes the “apolitical” 

bands are more subversive because they are creating new ways of living rather than just 

talking about it' (Ovetz 1993:7). The anak DIY reject both sterile formalism and 

dogmatic political preaching, embracing the tension between expression and 

representation. Both the immersive experience of performance and the discourse of 

genre have strong narrative components, in the sense that they present human subjects 

in a social context, linking the aesthetics of music to social life (Frith 1996:90-91; Small 

1998:158-173). Such realist narration can be distinguished from simple description in 

that it is dynamic and participatory, seeking to express rather than reduce and objectify 

lived social experience and interests (Lukács 1970; Wayne 2003:251-256).

Yet DIY hardcore does not follow the kind of linear, reflective realist narrative 

championed by Lukács (1970, 2007). Its form is much more Brechtian: a dynamic, 

performative realism which seeks to reveal and challenge rather than simply 

representing society (Brecht 1964, 2007). Indeed, some DIY activists repeat the 

quotation, attributed to Brecht, that 'art is not a mirror to hold up to society, but a 

hammer with which to shape it'. DIY hardcore performances disrupt any linear narrative 

or musical structure, breaking down into a collective 'scream of refusal' (Holloway 

2005), which may also open up possibilities for overcoming current social forms. Laing 

(1985:54-59) describes punk as possessing a grim, realist authenticity in its voice, 

though this is limited by the accretion of punk aesthetic forms. In grindcore, this realism 
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takes the form of a disruptive, negative parody. Grossberg (1997:231) calls this horror 

sensibility a 'grotesque inauthenticity', representing reality as 'a meaningless and 

dangerous place in which the only possible response is to further attack the last vestiges 

of meaning and pleasure so that nothing but the sheer spectacle of a negative affect 

remains'. However, grindcore also contains something of the positive, grotesque realism 

described by Bakhtin, reaching through spectacular transgression and negation towards 

a collective renewal (Bakhtin 1984:19, 403-415; Halnon 2006:43-45). The anak DIY 

seek to locate a critical form of expression between uncritical realism and abstract 

nihilism.

With its concern for visceral social experience, DIY hardcore is akin to what 

Adorno (1984:119-122) labels 'anti-art', or a socially-grounded 'profane culture' (Willis 

1978), as against the sterile autonomy of formal aesthetics. DIY hardcore displays a 

'vulgar' concern with meaning, social relevance, and instrumental aims; it reflects their 

desire to express and communicate specific concerns and intentions, both explicitly 

political and otherwise, as well as their broader resistance to commodification. The 

profanity of DIY hardcore lies less in the particular aesthetic forms it adopts than in its 

assertion of cultural production as a social experience. Laing (1985:131) describes punk 

as caught between the construction of subcultural identity and the avant-garde 

disruption of meaning; DIY hardcore aligns more with the first tendency, yet it positions 

this as a form of critical activity.

The content of DIY hardcore is not primarily textual or aesthetic, but rather is 

grounded in social relationships and political practice. It thus fits with Williams's 

(1977:151-164) argument that cultural production should be approached as a dynamic 

social practice rather than an abstract aesthetic medium. DIY hardcore is primarily 

about engagement with one's fellow community members through participatory music-

making. Musical performance can be a socially creative act, bringing desired social 

relationships into existence (Muñoz and Marín 2006; Sarbanes 2006; Small 1998:183-

185). As Hastrup (2001:41) says of theatre, hardcore performance does not simply 

represent the social order, but 'mocks, reverts, makes counter-claims and creates'. While 

critique and subversion feature prominently in DIY hardcore, the anak DIY explicitly 

stress the positive, socially creative aspect of their performances, valuing them 

primarily for the social relationships they help to construct. The correspondence 

between hardcore aesthetics and DIY values approaches Willis's (1978:3-7, 191-193) 

concept of subcultural homology, a symbolic fit between a subculture's material culture 
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and its 'structure of feeling', though there are also various points of slippage and 

disjuncture. As a structure of feeling, DIY hardcore expresses 'a social experience which 

is still in process' (Williams 1977:132). Furthermore, this partial or tentative homology 

is not an automatic correspondence but the product of a conscious attempt to express 

DIY values through performance.

DIY hardcore represents an attempt to go beyond punk as an aesthetic refusal, to 

construct an alternative structure rather than remaining trapped in an endless anti-

structural performance. While Sarbanes (2006) describes musicking subcultures as 

disorderly, anti-structural modes of sociality, DIY performances also contribute to the 

'orderly' expression of DIY values. The DIY project utilises the performative experience 

of komunitas and kemandirian in an attempt to build a sustainable community of 

cultural production. This complicates any easy identification of structural and anti-

structural elements in DIY performance; the experience of the autonomous community 

which characterises DIY performance is not a temporary liberation from the structure of 

the DIY community, but rather a temporary realisation of it. This reflects the positive 

social dimension of cultural production as the creative affirmation of 'human meanings 

and values which a dominant social system reduced and even tried to exclude' (Williams 

1977:151).

Fundamentally, the etika DIY is not an aesthetic ideology, though it has aesthetic 

implications. It is a philosophy of praxis, in which values (and value) are consciously 

constructed through cultural production and consumption. A key tenet of DIY is that 

what is most politically significant is neither the explicit content nor the aesthetic form 

of cultural products, but rather their position within the relationships of production. In 

this sense, DIY hardcore can be considered a politics of form which goes beyond 

aesthetics (Benjamin 1970:85; Duncombe 1997:126-129; Gosling 2004:171; Laing 

1985:127-128). The political significance of DIY hardcore is based not on hardcore as a 

genre but in DIY as a theorised system of practice which could, in theory, be applied to 

nearly any form of cultural production. However, this does not mean that the dialectic of 

form and content can be reduced to a simple conflict between commodified aesthetics 

and effective politics.

While the anak DIY do make intermittent gestures towards expanding or 

universalising the etika DIY beyond hardcore performance, in practice 'DIY' and 

'hardcore' remain closely associated within the community itself. The aesthetic form and 

representational content of DIY hardcore performances make important contributions 
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towards their political project. Their aesthetic attraction to and affective investment in 

specific genres of hardcore punk plays a key role in the generation of community 

feeling which is so important to their struggle for autonomy. The discursive content of 

DIY performances, and the conviction that what is expressed is also received and 

valued, is also vital. As a communicative act, a DIY hardcore performance is both a 

representation and an instance of a social relationship, and the value system of the DIY 

community is both represented and constituted by these acts. The anak DIY articulate 

their politics through their performances explicitly, expressing their critiques and 

affirming their political positions, and implicitly, in that their performances are 

organised and staged according to the values of the etika DIY. Still, there is always the 

risk that DIY performance, like other forms of participatory political art, will fall into 

the trap of merely 'repackaging social interaction as aesthetic performance' (Stallabrass 

2004:183).

In DIY hardcore, reflexive experience and collective social values are linked 

through practice, yet this practice remains contradictory. The aesthetics of DIY hardcore 

performances express their attempts to reconcile critique and identification, negation 

and authentic expression, and thereby salvage both the social value and the specific 

critical content of their performances. These tensions are not as yet fully resolved; the 

Bandung DIY community itself is somewhat unstable, and perhaps transitory. For the 

most part, their attempts at synthesis appear premature. Yet, at least for a time, the anak 

DIY have managed to use their 'musicking subculture' to sustain an emergent value 

system which is neither fully routinised nor purely liminal. Their goal of an 

'autonomous community' is immanent in their social organisation as well as their 

musical performance, and provides a starting point at least for them to resist the 

processes of aestheticisation and commodification. The anak DIY use both the 'anti-

structural' and the 'structural' features of DIY performance to critique alienation, to help 

articulate the etika DIY, and to assert the primacy of social over aesthetic—and thus 

economic—value.

DIY hardcore aesthetics are an attempt to realise a non-commodifiable form of 

cultural production, but they also express the realisation that this goal is fundamentally 

unachievable within a purely aesthetic framework (Duncombe 1997:126-129; 

Thompson 2004:81-117). However, the logic of DIY as a principle of productive social 

activity goes well beyond hardcore music as a specific category of aesthetic practice, 

and both the potentials and the limitations of DIY resistance extend into other terrains of 
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struggle. DIY hardcore is a set of economic practices based around participatory 

production as much as it is a genre of music and a style-based subculture (Goshert 2000; 

Gosling 2004; Moore 2007; O'Connor 2008; O'Hara 1999:153-166). As Thompson 

(2004:103-108) argues, the 'profanity' of DIY hardcore is economic as well as aesthetic. 

For Thompson, the ultimate irony of DIY hardcore performance is that it is a sincere 

refusal of commodification which is nevertheless expressed through a deep investment 

in hardcore commodities. In the next chapter, I investigate the attempts by the anak DIY 

to resist the reduction of their products to aestheticised commodities through investing 

them with a social value of authenticity.
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Chapter 5
DIY products: Authenticity as decommodification

The Bandung DIY community is sustained by a network of production, 

exchange, and consumption of cultural goods which operates according to DIY 

principles of autonomy from the market. The Kolektif Balai Kota and the Bandung DIY 

community are deeply engaged in the production, exchange, and consumption of 

hardcore music and associated artefacts, such as recorded music, zines, and band 

merchandise. Although these products are intended for exchange within an economic 

system which retains many market features, the anak DIY actively resist the reduction 

of their cultural production to an assemblage of commodities for sale. DIY production is 

an attempt to decommodify cultural production, to emphasise the performative and 

social qualities of their products while avoiding the alienating consequences of 

objectification and commodity exchange.

In a sense, then, the anak DIY are attempting to resist commodification through 

their cultural commodities, a productive but contradictory position which is 

characteristic of punk, and of underground or fan production more generally 

(Duncombe 1997; Hills 2004; Thompson 2004). Commodification and 

decommodification can be considered complementary processes, as artefacts move into 

and out of the commodity state and between different regimes of value (Appadurai 

1986; Kopytoff 1986). In this sense, consumption is always a form of 

'decommodification', a context in which commodities become valued for their own 

particular, qualitative use rather than their abstract exchange value.

However, this opposition is not only present as a process of transformation, but 

also as an underlying conflict inherent in commodity exchange within a capitalist 

system of production (Marx 1976:198-209). The anak DIY are attempting to resolve and 

move beyond this contradiction, overcoming the fetishism of commodities by locating 

authenticity and value directly in the social processes of production and exchange, 

rather than objectifying them as inherent properties of their products. While they have 

not been completely successful in this, DIY hardcore does suggest that there are ways in 

which values of collective authenticity can be usefully deployed against the 

commodification and fetishisation of cultural production. 
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No sponsorshit! The political economy of the DIY show

DIY hardcore shows are the major collective activity of the Kolektif Balai Kota, 

and are at the symbolic if not necessarily the economic centre of the DIY community. 

Organised 'by the kids, for the kids', the DIY shows put on by BalKot are very much 

participatory endeavours; there are no firm divisions among the performers, the 

organisers, and the audience, and thus consumption is not separated from production. 

BalKot shows are run on a strictly non-profit, no sponsorship basis. This ensures that 

there is no industry or source of funding—apart from the DIY community itself—

exerting its power and interests over the performances. Nor are shows organised as 

money-making ventures for the bands or BalKot itself; indeed, they are a major cost in 

terms of resources and energy. The anak DIY thus face a number of practical and 

financial difficulties in putting on a show, but they are strongly motivated to overcome 

these obstacles; a successful DIY show reflects the participatory ethic of DIY and, as an 

exciting and lively event, provides a compelling example of DIY principles in action.

The anak DIY do not judge the success of a show primarily in financial terms, 

but they do prefer it if a show proves to be financially self-sustaining. However, the 

large number of foreign DIY bands touring Bandung in 2004 and 2005 placed BalKot 

and the DIY community under increased financial and organisational strain.1 Locating 

suitable venues for shows is an ongoing problem, as there are few convenient and 

affordable venues that are willing to host hardcore punk shows. The anak DIY often 

need to emphasise their credentials as 'well-behaved' straight edgers in order to secure a 

venue. While smaller local shows can be held in practice studios, for the larger 

international tours they usually end up hiring community or university halls at prices 

which they cannot really afford; several of these shows were held at the UNINUS 

(Universitas Islam Nusantara) student hall, which charged a Rp 500 000 fee, as well as 

taking 20% of ticket sales.2

Sound equipment is another daunting expense, costing Rp 1 000 000 or more for 

fairly poor quality equipment and technicians of often questionable skill. Many DIY 

musicians do not own their own instruments, which must also be rented. As with the 

1 When a tour by German band S.O.L. was scheduled for around the same time as the Second Combat 
(Malaysia) tour in January 2005, BalKot ended up 'outsourcing' the organisation of the S.O.L. show to 
another community within the Bandung scene. The resulting event showcased a number of new 
underground bands from a diverse range of genres, but was perhaps overly ambitious compared to the 
smaller but more sustainable BalKot shows. The organisers hired Buqiet Skatepark, a popular but 
expensive venue, and ended up losing quite a lot of money in the process.

2 This is equivalent to $75 Australian, but is closer to $500 in relation to income and purchasing power.
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audio equipment, these instruments are often in poor repair. Their ramshackle 

equipment contributes to the distinctive aesthetic qualities of DIY hardcore, both 

musically and visually, but the anak DIY are often frustrated by equipment failures and 

performance limitations. Many also have trouble being able to afford studio time for 

recording or practice sessions. The anak DIY are quite aware of the damage this does to 

the quality of their performances, a deficiency which is highlighted by the often superior 

musicianship and equipment displayed by touring bands from wealthier scenes. 

Bandung DIY hardcore can perhaps be considered a triumph of enthusiasm over 

technical limitations, but these limitations are still acutely felt.

Funding for DIY shows comes from a number of sources. The most obvious is 

ticket prices; however, DIY principles restrict the amount which can be raised in this 

fashion. High ticket prices are a major complaint levelled against the commercial scene, 

and the DIY community prides itself on keeping ticket prices as low as possible. BalKot 

usually sets the entry price at a rather inexpensive Rp 5 000, including for shows 

featuring international acts.3 Where costs are relatively low, as with the acoustic 

performances by Rachel Jacobs and Steve Towson, BalKot will gladly organise free 

shows. In any event, the anak DIY are hesitant to become reliant on ticket sales, which 

may lead to them becoming dependent on attracting an audience beyond the DIY 

community itself. A source of funds which the anak DIY completely reject is 

commercial sponsorship; many regard such sponsorship as the line of demarcation 

between a DIY and a commercial show. Retaining their organisational independence 

from such commercial entanglements is a central goal for the BalKot collective, and 

publicity material for their shows often includes statements such as 'sponsored by: no 

one', 'no sponsorshit!', or parodies of common sponsors' logos, as seen in the poster for 

the Secret 7 show (Image 36).

If there are any proceeds left over from a DIY show, they are put back into the 

DIY community, being used to support subsequent shows and other BalKot events. 

However, ticket sales do not always fully cover costs, and BalKot does not have an 

accumulated reserve of funds. Thus, in organising a show, the collective must rely on 

various additional fund-raising techniques, which mostly rely on voluntary 

contributions from within the DIY hardcore community itself. One basic method of 

fund-raising at BalKot is 'seribu pertama' ('first thousand [rupiah]'), basically 'passing 
3 Rp 5 000 is equivalent to $0.75 Australian (or $5 in terms of purchasing power). Entry to 

commercially-sponsored underground shows in Bandung typically costs between Rp 5 000 and Rp 12 
000, though prices can be much higher if the show features a touring international act.
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the hat' at BalKot meetings for voluntary donations towards meeting a particular 

expense.4 While the practice of 'seribu pertama' is an excellent demonstration of the 

DIY ethic, it does not come close to meeting the financial needs of a DIY show. Local 

fund raising is also done through the sale of merchandise, or even holding fund-raising 

shows to raise money for more ambitious shows or tours. Occasionally, more substantial 

donations are solicited from, or volunteered by, more affluent DIY scenes; for example, 

BalKot received Rp 500 000 from the Jakarta scene to help organise the Bandung show 

for Hungarian band Barackca.

Finally, a significant financial contribution comes from the bands that want to 

play at the show. BalKot has a 'pay to play' policy, in which each band is expected to 

contribute Rp 100 000 to the show.5 In a sense, a BalKot show is 'sponsored' by the 

bands that are playing; they contribute money as well as their performance. The anak 

DIY argue that these payments allow the collective to put on shows which are 

independent of commercial interests, and thus reinforce the autonomy of the bands and 

the DIY community. These contributions can also be considered part of a DIY economic 

exchange: the bands give their performance, and some money, to the community in 

exchange for the opportunity to perform, a supportive and engaged audience, and the 

time and effort spent by the collective to organise the show.6 However, it is also usually 

expected that the local bands will be refunded some proportion of their financial 

contribution, assuming sufficient money is raised through ticket sales.

When a DIY show is organised as part of a tour by an international band, BalKot 

can expect a much higher turnout, and thus more income from ticket sales, although 

there are also correspondingly higher expenses, including the need for a larger venue 

and better sound equipment than for an exclusively local show. A contribution may also 

be made to subsidise the travelling expenses for the touring band, in addition to 

providing some accommodation, local transport and food. However, the anak DIY are 

not prepared to pay them for their performance as such, and expect DIY bands from 

more affluent countries to limit their financial demands on the local DIYers. 

Occasionally, this leads to friction between the anak DIY and foreign bands, when their 

4 Seribu pertama is ironically named after a similar practice in which young men pool their money to 
buy alcohol.

5 Rp 100 000 is worth around $15 Australian, though in relation to income and purchasing power it is 
closer to $100.

6 Commercial shows often charge a fee for lesser-known bands to audition for inclusion in the line-up 
(band seleksi), but this practice is quite distinct from the DIY hardcore 'pay-to-play' policy. At 
commercial shows, new or amateur band seleksi perform well before the invited (and paid) 
professional bands, while the anak DIY do not differentiate between bands in this way.
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definitions of DIY principles clash. Typically, however, DIY bands from Europe and 

North America approach their Southeast Asian tours as something of a 'working 

holiday', a chance to experience and perform in 'exotic' locations with any financial 

contributions they receive simply helping to defray the costs of travel. From a strictly 

commercial point of view, international tours are losing propositions for both the 

touring bands and the Bandung DIY community; however, the translocal relationships 

established between individuals and scenes through such tours are highly valued within 

DIY hardcore. The need for coordination and planning between scenes also helps to 

extend national and regional networks.

In placing live performance at the centre of their economic and value system, the 

anak DIY are emphasising the perspective of musicians and fans against the logic of the 

music industry, and are seeking to realise in practice the imaginative role which live 

performance plays in the ideology of popular music. Performance is central to the 

experience of many music fans, for whom recordings and other commodities often serve 

to recover or imagine the relationship established through live performance (Frith 

1996:211). For professional musicians, live performance has retained a central 

economic as well as a symbolic role, in large part because of exploitative industry 

practices which deny artists income from record sales (Albini 1997; McLeod 2005:522-

524). The punk emphasis on live performance over studio production aligns the genre 

with the position of the 'working musician' rather than the 'recording artist' (Frith 

1978a:161-162; Laing 1985:53, 123). However, DIY hardcore further distances 

performance from professional wage work, approaching it as a creative activity that is 

outside or even against the economic logic of the market.

For the anak DIY, live performance is the most authentic form of musical 

expression; as a collective, participatory, and transient event, a show is less open to 

being reduced to a mere commodity than is the case with physical goods. Services can, 

of course. also be commodities, but the organisation of DIY shows militates against 

their alienation as a market transaction. As Thompson (2004:123) puts it, 'At best, all 

nonperformance punk commodities only carry traces of the affect and community that 

shows attempt to evoke'. Frith (1996) and Moore (2002) describe musical authenticity 

as part of the experience of performance, an ascriptive act of authentication rather than 

an inscribed quality. However, this authenticity can also become objectified, cohering in 

commodities such as musical recordings, merchandise, media images, and the 

performances themselves as a commodified spectacle; in the music and entertainment 
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industries, live performance—or its representation—is widely used to promote and 

authenticate other commodities (Attali 1985:85; Auslander 1998:10-15; Grossberg 

1993; Moore 2004; Thornton 1996:26-27). The anak DIY are wary of performance as 

spectacle, the reduction of musical production to a commodified image or the 

soundtrack to a marketing campaign.

At a DIY show, the distinctions between performers and audience, production 

and consumption are undermined, while the social value of the performance as a 

collective expression of cultural creativity is emphasised. The desire to maintain these 

intimate relations of performance is a significant factor in the DIY hostility to 

commercial success (Goshert 2000:95-96; Moore 2007:446-453). In a notable contrast 

to the spectacular performances of corporate rock or pop, at a DIY show the 

circumstances of production are laid bare. The various economic and organisational 

activities and relationships that go into putting on a show are not relegated to 

'backstage', but rather are brought out into the open, and even promoted and publicised. 

The amateurism of DIY shows, including their technical and organisational faults and 

break-downs, works against their fetishisation as a reified commodity. DIY shows are 

never fully divorced from the productive contributions of the community, including the 

bands, the organising collective, audience members, and the social networks in which 

they are embedded. Nevertheless, while DIY shows may be quite resistant to being 

reduced to commodities in and of themselves, they also serve to authenticate the more 

fungible DIY products, many of which are available for purchase or trade on the 

merchandise tables found at every DIY show.

DIY records: Cassette culture in a digital age

Live performance is at the heart of their system of cultural value, but the DIY 

community is sustained on a daily basis by the production and exchange of media 

products, and particularly recorded music in the form of cassettes, CDs, and digital 

music files. These media objects are the life-blood of the DIY economy, the most 

commonly exchanged goods and also of high social and symbolic value. Compared to 

DIY shows, records are somewhat more prone to being perceived in economic terms, as 

commodities, but they are also valued for their role in recording, representing and 

supplementing live performances, and for their own socially situated authenticity. 

Accessing, exchanging, copying, and collecting records and other media commodities 
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are vital to the maintenance of DIY social networks—not only through their expressive 

cultural content, but also through the social and economic relationships established 

through their distribution.

In DIY hardcore, recording is viewed as ancillary to live performance. DIY 

bands do release studio albums, but many songs are also recorded live, and both 

hardcore aesthetics and limited funds encourage a raw, lo-fi sound. Even when they do 

not directly record a live performance, DIY hardcore recording techniques typically aim 

to represent the live sound. A studio album is a major undertaking for DIY bands, and 

usually follows several years of live shows and demo tapes. xManusia Buatanx, one of 

the most established DIY hardcore bands in Bandung, began recording their first multi-

tracked studio album in 2004. Making an album is a more private affair than holding a 

DIY show, and recording the instrument tracks separately detracts from the 

performative quality of the music-making. Nevertheless, the xManusia Buatanx 

recording sessions were still community events, with several anak DIY hanging out with 

band members in the studio and commenting on the recording process. 

Adorno (2001) and Attali (1985:87-132) view the mass reproduction of music 

through recording technology as inimical to creative production and authenticity; they 

describe the record industry is a harbinger of a hyper-commodified system of repetition, 

which dominates and compels consumers while disempowering musicians. However, 

recording can also be considered an art form with its own social and aesthetic values 

(Frith 1996:226-245; Gracyk 1996; Thornton 1996:26-86). Through DJing, remixing, 

and 'mash-up' techniques, recorded music has also become the basis for new forms of 

performative, creative, and productive use (Demers 2006:71-110; Gunderson 2004; 

Levay 2005; Shiga 2007). DIY hardcore is rather conservative in this regard: hardcore 

records remain focused on recording or representing live performance, and while cover 

songs (and parodies) are common, the anak DIY have not embraced remix practices or 

technologies.7

The most common record formats for DIY hardcore music are cassettes and CD-

Rs8, either put out directly by the bands themselves or by small DIY labels. Vinyl 

7 A few DIY hardcore bands in Bandung, including Domestik Doktrin and Hark! It's A Crawling Tar-tar, 
have made limited use of sampling on their recordings, but this is not a widespread practice. Such 
samples tend to be of non-musical media, such as film and television dialogue, and used as transitions 
rather than integrated into the music itself. Underground acts in some other genres, such as Homicide 
(hip-hop) and Kontaminasi Kapitalis (digital hardcore), use samples more widely in their music.

8 A CD-R is a blank, recordable CD format, suitable for home copying (burning). However, they also 
degrade much faster than professionally produced music CDs.
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records are sought after, but not produced within the local scene, while professional CD 

releases are usually too expensive for DIY bands. Compilations are especially common, 

and many feature DIY bands from other scenes in Indonesia, or even from overseas, 

alongside local bands. DIY releases are much cheaper than their commercial 

equivalents, typically selling for between Rp 6 000 and Rp 14 000, while commercial 

releases cost between Rp 12 000 and Rp 18 000 for cassettes, or double that for CDs 

and VCDs.9 DIY releases tend to have much lower production values, often being home 

copied onto CD-Rs or blank cassettes and sporting photocopied cover art and liner 

notes; however, this is also part of their appeal (see Images 4, 40, and 56). As was once 

usual for Indonesian underground records, DIY releases are unregistered and untaxed, 

circulating within a 'grey market'.

Cassette tapes remain the dominant audio format in Indonesia, and are common 

in DIY hardcore as well. The anak DIY have a somewhat conflicted attitude towards 

cassette technology. On the one hand, it is a marker of their 'backwardness' compared to 

scenes in more affluent countries; Indonesian DIYers, like most other Indonesians, have 

not been able to fully participate in the shift to digital music, and are thus cut off from 

some cultural circuits. On the other hand, the humble cassette has a degree of aesthetic, 

economic, and even political authenticity which the anak DIY can deploy. Within global 

DIY hardcore, punk, and indie scenes, cassettes have a historical association with 

independent music and resistance to the corporate music industry, having been used to 

establish DIY networks and to reconfigure the relationship between producers and 

consumers (McConnell 2006; Ovetz 1993:12-15; Rosen 1997; Spencer 2005:343-348). 

The anak DIY draw on this history of cassette activism, and also value cassettes for their 

low cost, ease of reproduction, and even their low fidelity sound; some regard the hiss 

and distortions of the cassette medium as a warmer, more inviting sound than the cold 

purity of digital recording.

The anak DIY also promote cassettes as a local response to the inequalities of the 

global music industry. The relative inexpensiveness of cassettes plays a significant role 

in this, but they also have symbolic value as a popular music technology in Indonesia 

and other parts of the global periphery, where their accessibility enables a popular 

'cassette culture' of local cultural and political expression (Barendregt and van Zanten 

2002; Jurriëns 2004:68-76; Manuel 1993; Sen and Hill 2000:168-174; Wallach 

2008a:67-90). While underground music (including DIY hardcore) circulates in quite 

9 Rp 6000 is worth just under $1.00 Australian. 
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separate networks from popular Indonesian music, there are parallels in their use of 

inexpensive cassette technology to attain a degree of cultural autonomy.

The anak DIY have been somewhat slow to adopt digital music technologies. In 

part, this reflects Indonesia's peripheral position in the global economy, on the wrong 

side of the 'digital divide'. The anak DIY are also uneasy with some of the aesthetic and 

social implications of digital music; many feel that the cassette and vinyl formats 

contribute important qualities to the music, and they regard digital audio as lacking the 

artistic authenticity and personal warmth which they find in analogue formats. The 

artwork and liner notes which accompany a physical recording are also a valuable 

element of DIY culture. However, the anak DIY are not strongly committed to audio 

fidelity or abstract artistic quality, and value the exchangeability and reproducibility of 

digital music, which enable inexpensive sharing and long-distance transmission while 

undermining its commercialisation.
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Image 57  Inkoherent DIY Nutritionist's Indonesian edition of Barackca's Open Your Mouth (2004).

Image 58 7" vinyl edition of Domestik Doktrin's EP, 
by 625 Thrashcore, San Francisco (2004).

Image 56 Freesoul's Dengar, Lihat,  
Rasakan! ('Listen, Look, Feel!') CD-R 
demo release (2004).



The standard CD was never established as a widely used recording format in 

Indonesia, although karaoke VCDs and (pirated) mp3 collections sold on CD-ROM 

have become quite common (Barendregt and van Zanten 2002:85-101).10 Professional 

CD technology remains relatively rare and expensive in Indonesia, and is hardly ever 

employed by the anak DIY. However, CD-R has become a common format for home 

production and copying, and is gradually taking the place of cassettes within the 

Bandung DIY community. While CDs were initially promoted by the music industry to 

counter the perceived threat of home taping and other autonomous uses of recording 

technology (Ovetz 1993:14-15; Rosen 1997:112), the development of cheap, easily 

recordable CD technology has undermined this.

In addition to home-copying, the anak DIY produce CD-R albums for sale; these 

may be copied professionally, but are often burned in small batches at home. Some are 

simply labelled with a permanent marker, though those produced for distribution are 

usually printed or labelled with a sticker. DIY releases usually include a cover, lyrics 

sheet, and other liner notes, often including explanations for the lyrics, statements of 

intent or other messages from the band, and sometimes comics or other illustrations. 

This contributes to the overall aesthetic and communicative experience of the recording, 

and also allows for the conversion of an easily reproducible medium into a more unique, 

collectible and valorised form. For example, my copy of the 'Indonesian tour limited 

pressing' of Barackca's Open Your Mouth EP (Inkoherent 2004) declares itself to be 

number 03 of 100 (see Image 57). The Inkoherent label specialises in such 'limited 

edition' releases, producing CD-R re-issues of albums by touring international DIY 

bands in small batches of a few hundred. The sense of exclusivity, and the association 

with the experience of live performance, adds to the value of these records within the 

DIY community; however, this 'collectible' value is not fully reflected in their price 

(between Rp 10 000 and Rp 12 000).

In contrast, vinyl records are both highly valued within the DIY community and 

also command a high price. Vinyl records are highly sought after by Indonesian fans 

due to the iconic status of the 7” single within global punk and hardcore, but there is no 

10 In contrast to its prominent role in Indonesian popular music, the VCD—combining music with video 
footage or still images—is not a key format for DIY hardcore. While the anak DIY do record videos of 
some of their shows, these tend to circulate rather informally; for example, a home-produced VCD of 
the Tanjung Sari BalKot show was simply passed around and copied rather than being sold or traded 
through DIY distribution channels. More recently, they have begun using YouTube and similar online 
sites to share recordings of live performances. However, the promotional video is not an established 
form within DIY hardcore, and is generally regarded as a hallmark of commercialisation.
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extant vinyl industry in Indonesia and so such records are restricted to rare and 

expensive imports.11 Even the few vinyl releases by local bands, such as the 2004 vinyl 

release of Domestik Doktrin's EP by the American DIY label 625 Thrashcore (Image 

58), can be quite difficult to obtain.12 For the anak DIY, vinyl records are expensive and 

collectable prestige goods, but not a routine part of their own practices of production 

and exchange. 

The value attached to vinyl is based in part on the perceived superiority of the 

vinyl sound and the possibilities for aesthetic expression through sleeve designs, 

coloured vinyl and enclosed artistic or literary material. Vinyl records demand an 

engaged and active mode of consumption, requiring more care and interaction during 

playback, particularly when listening to the short 7” format favoured by DIY hardcore 

fans. The nostalgic authenticity of vinyl is mobilised as a form of resistance to the music 

industry, a refusal to engage with the commercial trends in technology and aesthetics 

(Hayes 2006; O'Connor 2008:81-82; Thompson 2004:130-133). For the anak DIY, this 

punk nostalgia for past scenes and practices is also inflected with a degree of romantic 

distance; their consumption of vinyl expresses a desire to connect with DIY scenes in 

America, Europe, and elsewhere. Their attachment to vinyl aligns the anak DIY with 

global hardcore, as against mainstream music fans and the Indonesian music industry, 

while also marking their marginal position within it.

In whatever format, a record collection can serve as a marker of distinction, 

based on the display of the collector's exclusive subcultural knowledge as well as the 

rarity and expense of the records themselves (Straw 1997). Record collecting is often 

viewed as a hypocritical form of identification with punk, 'an antithetical and alienated 

form of luxury consumption' masquerading as fidelity to punk history (Bywater 

2009:2). While Walter Benjamin (1968b:67) describes collecting as 'the most intimate 

relationship that one can have to objects', Baudrillard (1996:91-114) describes it as the 

fetishistic accumulation of an endless series of objects abstracted from their function, an 

ultimately self-centred and alienated practice founded on limitless desire-as-lack. Attali, 

drawing on Baudrillard and Adorno, argues that in record collecting the alienated 

11 An imported vinyl record can cost several hundred thousand rupiah from local boutiques and distros, 
though they are available more cheaply through DIY networks.

12 This is a re-release of their Manufakturing Karma EP, available locally on cassette through Parau 
Records (2002). The vinyl version is available to hardcore fans in affluent countries for a pittance 
(under US$4 from some American and European distros), but its Rp. 40 000 cover price is rather more 
significant in Indonesia, when it can be found at all. Ari from Doemstik Doktrin reports having given 
away or traded most of those he had for local distribution.
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exchange and repetitive accumulation of empty simulacra displaces creative production 

and use, such that:

Stockpiling then becomes a substitute, not a preliminary condition, for use. 
People buy more records than they can listen to. They stockpile what they want 
to find the time to hear. (Attali 1985:101)

Yet the value of punk record collections cannot be reduced to the abstract 

accumulation of market value, or the collector's value of rarity, as these are complicated 

by considerations of historical significance, musical quality, and personal attachment 

(Bywater 2009; Hayes 2006:63-64; Thompson 2004:124-130). Record collections can 

serve to connect people to music scenes, as a material link to particular places, times, 

and social identities, though there may also be something of the compulsive, fetishistic 

accumulation of the commodity completist at play (Hosokawa and Matsuoka 2004; 

Straw 1997, 2002a:164-169).

The practice of record collecting has been somewhat undermined by the shift to 

digital music formats which are readily copied and divorced from any particular storage 

medium. As O'Connor (2008:81-82) explains, punk and hardcore labels were initially 

wary of digitalisation, but despite some initial resistance, many have now embraced 

online digital distribution. The anak DIY remain more ambivalent; they often make use 

of mp3s or other digital audio formats for the long-distance exchange of music, but do 

not engage in a great deal of mass online file-sharing. Instead, they tend to convert 

audio files to CD format for local distribution and use. Few of the anak DIY have the 

affordable, fast, and regular access to the internet required to fully embrace digital audio 

formats and file-sharing technologies. They also have some concerns that digital music 

may erode the affective relationships established through the collection and exchange of 

physical media.

Kibby (2003) suggests that the rise of digital music is leading to the death of the 

record collection, as a carefully-constructed assemblage of discrete fetishised objects, 

and its replacement by a shifting and indefinite collection of disposable files. The mp3 

format is intangible and highly compressed, 'designed for massive exchange, casual 

listening and massive accumulation' (Sterne 2006:838). Because of its extreme 

portability, digital music can be regarded as an intensification of the commodification of 

music, encouraging exchange and accumulation over use. For the anak DIY, mp3s are 

perhaps too easy to copy and exchange, as the affective value of any given song or 
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transaction may be lost in a mass of impersonal, anonymous transfers and accumulation 

of files. 

However, the intangibility and ease of reproduction provided by digital 

technology also challenges the objectification and commodification of music. The 

music industry has sought to combat this by developing new models for the marketing 

and delivery of digital music, with mixed success (see Cvetkovski 2004; Garofalo 2003; 

Styvén 2007). While digital music has posed real problems for the industry, it can be a 

boon for independent artists, small labels, and consumers (Demers 2006; Joyce 2009; 

McLeod 2005; Shih Ray Ku 2002). Ultimately, the value of digital music remains tied 

to the affective experiences and social relationships which it helps to establish (Scannell 

2001; Rodman and Vanderdonckt 2006). As they gradually increase their use of digital 

music technologies, the anak DIY are seeking to bring it into line with their existing 

values and systems of exchange. This shift can be expected to further emphasise the 

value they place on ease of production, reproduction and circulation as against the 

accumulation of musical commodities.

Attali (1985) argues that with the rise of the recording industry, performance has 

been superseded by the production and accumulation of alienated commodities. DIY 

hardcore developed as part of the resistance to this shift, a reaction against the music 

industry and an attempt to develop new relations of musical production. In doing so, it 

has drawn on the very recording technologies developed by the music industry. The 

organisation of musical production can be related to musical technologies, but this 

relationship is not a linear or deterministic one, and the development of new musical 

technologies has had contradictory political and cultural effects (Cvetkovski 2004; Frith 

1986; Goodwin 2004; Hesmondhalgh 1996, 1997). As Rosen (1997) and Ovetz (1993) 

argue, recording technology is a terrain of struggle, part of a wider political struggle 

over the conditions of production and the value of music. Just as earlier DIY scenes 

used cassette technologies to support their autonomous networks of production and 

exchange, digital music now provides new means to evade the control of the corporate 

music industry. While the anak DIY are not at the forefront of new technologies, nor are 

they passive followers of global trends; rather, they seek to critically adapt available 

technologies to their own forms of social organisation, though this necessarily alters 

their own methods of production and distribution in the process.
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DIY zines: Make! Read! Share!

Independent, DIY publications are another vital product within the DIY 

community, helping to define and maintain the community while also being 

authenticated by it. These publications take various forms, including leaflets, comics, 

newsletters, and magazines, but the major format is the zine—self-published, non-

professional, small-circulation, and highly personal publications, usually produced 

using a photocopier. Zines have a particularly important role with punk and DIY 

culture; as well as being an important networking tool for punk and hardcore scenes, 

promoting underground music and disseminating political ideas, zines are themselves a 

form of empowering creative activity that demonstrate the DIY ethic (Duncombe 1997; 

Holtzman, Hughes and Van Meter 2007:48-49; Moore 2007:453-457; Spencer 2005).

Zines from Bandung, elsewhere in Indonesia, and around the world circulate 

regularly within the community, although local production is rather erratic. Zines are 

sold and traded directly by their producers, by readers who want to pass them on, or via 

DIY distros such as Methui's Endless DIY store or Peniti Pink, a zine library based in 

Jakarta with strong links to the Bandung DIY community. Local zines vary in cost based 

on size and reproduction quality, usually between Rp 1000 and Rp 6000; this is often 

just enough to cover photocopying costs. Zines are often traded, and some are given 

away for free or, more commonly, lent for copying. Peniti Pink serves as an important 

source and repository for zines in Indonesia, functioning as an archive and distributor; 

while zines are available to read at the library, a more important role for the collection is 

as a source for copies; the anak DIY can place orders from Bandung, and either pay for 

photocopying or trade in copies of other zines. Peniti Pink strongly encourages people 

to get involved in writing their own zines, using the slogan 'buat!baca!bagi!' ('make!

read!share!').

For the anak DIY, zines form a crucial connection to DIY hardcore as a global 

network. Zines originating in places such as the Philippines, France, Australia, and the 

United States make their way to Bandung through DIY exchange networks. While local 

zines help develop the Bandung DIY community and regional networks, prominent 

American zines such as Maximum Rocknroll, HeartattaCk, and Profane Existence are 

perhaps the most important source of information about DIY hardcore on a global scale. 

These help orient the Bandung scene to DIY hardcore as a global movement, while also 

reinforcing the dominance of American scenes. Some less prominent publications have 
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also found their way to Bandung; the anak DIY regularly receive bundles of Equalizing  

X Distort, a newsletter from Toronto associated with a hardcore punk radio show. On 

rare occasions, these sources have provided others with information about the scene in 

Bandung, through regional scene reports, reviews, and interviews.

Inspired by international DIY and anarcho-punk zines, Indonesian zines such as 

Tigabelas, Predestine Hour of Death, and Membakar Batas played a key role in 

crystallising the DIY hardcore current within the Indonesian underground. Zine 

production in Bandung has declined since the early 2000s, and a wide selection of local 

zines is no longer readily available at distros or music shops. Still, zines continue to 

circulate and inspire further production, and local zines, such as xLapukx and Beyond the 

Barbed Wire, have an important role in the Bandung DIY community. These zines tend 

to focus on a combination of hardcore punk music, anarcho-punk politics, and scene-

related news and commentary; those favoured by the anak DIY often discuss straight 

edge and vegetarianism. Zines can also contain personal stories, short fiction and poetry, 

philosophical musings, comics, reviews of films and books, and almost anything else 

that can be represented on paper.

In 2004, the BalKot activist Deden launched the zine xLapukx as an explicit 

attempt to revitalise DIY zine activities within BalKot and the DIY community.13 The 

zine is a personal project, but it is also an attempt to give voice to the BalKot 

community. Deden solicited contributions from various participants and sought to 

showcase BalKot bands and activities. The cover of xLapukx #1 illustrates this 

combination of personal initiative and community-orientation (Image 59): the front 

features Deden's 'mouldy' (lapuk) old Converse shoes and junior high school socks, 

while the back reproduces a collection of old show leaflets from the Bandung scene. 

This issue includes interviews and profiles for several BalKot bands, a report on the 

R.A.M.B.O. tour, a scene report for Solo (Central Java), and reviews of zines and music 

releases. It also includes an article I wrote on the commercialisation of the distro 

industry and one on the relationship between straight edge and anarchism by 'Kropotkin 

the Ass Kicker'. xLapukx is particularly focused on straight edge and youth crew, 

reflecting both Deden's own subcultural alignment and the dominant current within 

BalKot. The zine is a modest personal endeavour, but it is closely bound to the BalKot 

13 Interestingly, the first issue of xLapukx includes a disclaimer urging readers, 'don't call this a zine, just 
call it something to read', demonstrating the DIY resistance to labels, and perhaps passing comment 
on the perceived transformation of zines into a trendy scene. However, in practice Deden and the other 
anak DIY still refer to it as a zine.
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community as it existed at the time.

In 2005, Tremor launched Beyond the Barbed Wire, a more explicitly political 

anarcho-punk zine with a more grindcore or crust sensibility (Image 60). By this time, 

the Kolektif Balai Kota was beginning to decay; Beyond the Barbed Wire is still 

produced according to DIY principles, but aims at popularising DIY activism to the 

broader underground scene. As well as reviews, interviews, scene reports, and DIY 

'advertisements', the zine devotes a considerable amount of space to political and social 

commentary, most often related to the underground scene. For example, issue #2 

includes an interview with the DIY grindcore band Proletar (from Jakarta), an interview 

with Ucok from Homicide, a report on anarcho-punk protest actions in Blora (Central 

Java), and a short column I wrote on the contested meaning of 'DIY'.
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Zines have played an important role in the personalisation of politics within DIY 

and anarcho-punk culture (Duncombe 1997:26-32; Leonard 1997:238-239; Nicholas 

2005; Spencer 2005:47-57). They are a particularly intimate form of publication, with a 

strongly personal and often idiosyncratic voice. For example, in his zine Lyssa Belum 

Tidur, Ucok muses on various social issues, largely through the prism of daily life and 

his experiences of fatherhood (the zine is named after his daughter, its title translates to 

'Lyssa Isn't Asleep Yet'), though he also includes more overtly political and scene-

related content. However, while some personal zines are entirely the work of a single 

person, scene-oriented zines tend to draw on wider contributions from friends and 

associates, and may also reprint articles from other publications. An important role for 

DIY hardcore zines is to promote, review, and interpret other DIY products, such as 

shows, records, and other zines. Zines are often highly personal individual projects, the 

products of one person's initiative, but they are also produced in the context of, and 

contribute to, a wider community of communication (Duncombe 1997:44-60; Moore 

2007:456; Spencer 2005:27-36).

DIY zines thus possess an authenticity which is both personal and collective. 

This authenticity is in part expressed through their aesthetic features; perhaps even more 

than DIY recordings, zines embody the participatory 'Do-It-Yourself' ethic. The zine 

aesthetic tends to be messy, cramped, and disjointed, but, like hardcore punk music, also 

possessed of a certain frenetic enthusiasm. While most zines in Bandung are originally 

printed from computer or typewritten, others are cut-and-pasted or hand-written. The 

messy aesthetic of zines serves as a marker of authenticity—zines should look as if they 

are amateur and idiosyncratic, the antithesis of 'slick' commercial design (Duncombe 

1997:97-99; Spencer 2005:205). This aesthetic is shaped by the conditions of 

production, but it is also exaggerated or even simulated for stylistic effect—an aesthetic 

negation of the glossy fashion magazine.

However, as Ucok argues, it is production according to the DIY ethic that 

differentiates zines from magazines and other forms of commercial media, though he 

also suggests that this has an impact on the content and format of the publications:

Sean: How are zines different from magazines?
Ucok: Yeah of course there is a difference, because magazines are owned 

by a corporation, so there are a lot of people and a lot of money 
involved, a lot of interests involved, so maybe a magazine doesn't 
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have the potential to represent individual thoughts. And also zines 
are more oriented to what is going on in the community, because 
they are on a more micro-scale; there aren't so many interests at 
play, so much money at play. What a zine needs is just the desire 
to do something, to become the media. Now there are lots of 
people who are changing the content and the presentation of their 
zines to be more like an impressive magazine. Consequently, a lot 
of money gets involved, and then even more interests get 
involved, until the zine is no longer a zine; it's really just a 
magazine with content that emphasises commercial issues over 
community issues. That’s all.14

The DIY authenticity of zines is grounded in their circumstances of production, 

which may be expressed through their surface features or textual content but is not 

reducible to them. Their celebration of unprofessionalism inspires others to follow suit, 

encouraging self-production; many explicitly urge readers to write their own zines or 

engage in other forms of cultural production. Perhaps more importantly, they serve as a 

model, breaking down the barriers between production and consumption and carrying 

the implicit message that self-production is possible (Duncombe 1997:123-124; 

Thompson 2004:107-108). This is broadly true of most DIY products, but zines are 

perhaps the most accessible; all they really require is a few ideas, some paper, and 

access to a photocopier. Significantly, zine production is usually referred to using the 

terms bikin or buat (make) rather than tulis (write), suggestive of a craft activity rather 

than a literary endeavour. Especially when a zine includes contributions by multiple 

authors and artists, the process may also be described as menyusun zine ('putting 

together a zine'). Making a DIY zine is seen as an authentic and non-alienated form of 

creative activity, in contrast to the alienated labour of capitalist production (Duncombe 

1997:94-104; Moore 2007:455).

Communication and reciprocity are central to zine production; most zines 

contain frequent requests to get in contact with the creator(s) and contributors, as well 

as encouraging contributions, reciprocal reviews or plugs, and trades. The exchange of 

zines also helps to establish relationships; as Spencer (2005:15) puts it:

[A zine] resembles a gift more than a product, as it typically bypasses the profit 
motive. The flow of zines, and the personal network that has developed around 
them, resembles human contact. The zine has passed physically through the 
network connecting people together, sharing the sense of solidarity in their 
interest in the underground of independent culture.

14 Interview with Ucok, January 2005.
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DIY activist and zine 'Vicious Vagina' of Peniti Pink expresses a similar analysis, 

emphasising the human connection established through zines:

What makes zines different is the touch of the personal there; that makes zines 
so special. Sometimes you could picture a person in it, from the way he writes 
or she writes, from the issues that he or she talks about. You could feel that 
someone is trying to talk to you, like talking but it's in the writing format, 
which you'll never get such a thing from other media. […] So I always see it 
like—a zine is like a person in a writing format. So that's why you never—
Peniti Pink never actually puts any of their zines at the distros to be put on a 
shelf to be sold. We prefer to just send some of the zines to local sub-
collectives or some distro and free distribute them, don't let them just make a 
pile on their distro's shelf. Please don't do that! Because this is not a t-shirt or a 
cassette or a product. This is the people who're trying to talk to other people, so 
please make sure that they're being distributed. That's all we keep telling the 
people, that's all we keep trying to do, because we never see it as just stuff or a 
product. It's a person, in the format of a—something that's writing.15

Duncombe (1997:36-40) describes zine writing as an attempt to create an 

authentic self. However, this social value of authenticity may also become objectified in 

zines as material commodities, and thus open to appropriation. Marketers have adopted 

the zine format in their search for saleable authenticity, leading some zine creators to 

'sell out', while others adopt a defensive posture (Duncombe 1997:131-137). Zine 

authenticity is a contested value; for example, several people closely associated with the 

Bandung DIY hardcore community have contributed to Subciety, a zine produced for the 

commercial underground music label of the same name (a division of the Firebolt 

fashion label and distro chain). Subciety combines DIY-oriented content with 

advertising for the label's products, and as such has a contested relationship to the DIY 

community. Overall, Subciety's style and content are quite zine-like, though it is printed 

on newsprint rather than photocopied. It is distributed free, and contains a lot of DIY 

and anarcho-punk related content, but also bears a prominent advertisement for Subciety 

music releases on the back cover. Thus, despite the involvement of activists with strong 

DIY credentials, many Bandung DIYers consider it to be a fake zine. This is ironically 

commented on with the cover of issue #4 asking, 'dare we called this a ZINE now?' (see 

Image 61). Issue #4 includes interviews with several American DIY hardcore figures, 

and opinion columns by local DIY activists Ucok and Tremor, as well as various music 

and zine reviews.

15 Interview with Vicious Vagina, August 2004. Original in English.
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This ironic distancing is perhaps aimed at salvaging a degree of underground 

authenticity. Irony is a common authenticating technique in zine culture, building an 

exclusive connection between those who 'get it', yet often foreclosing a more sustained 

critique of commercial culture (Duncombe 1997:146-148). The DIYers involved in 

Subciety also defend the zine as a mechanism for reaching out and publicising DIY and 

anarcho-punk issues, appropriating a commercial venture for their own purposes, while 

critics have condemned it as a hypocritical form of commercial marketing. Indeed, 

Subciety's appearance of being an authentic zine, its radical political content, and real 

connections to the DIY community actually generate much fiercer condemnation from 

the anak DIY than the straightforwardly fashion-oriented indie mags. There is always a 

suspicion that some people are simply using DIY production as a step on the way to a 

career in the commercial cultural industries.

Some see the internet as the future of DIY self-publishing (Duncombe 1997:197-

198; Spencer 2005:70-88). The role of zines within DIY hardcore has been usurped to a 

significant extent by the proliferation of online discussion forums, webpages, blogs, and 

social networking sites. However, even in this age of the internet, the Bandung DIY 

community retains a strong attachment to zines as a communications, networking, and 
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community-building tool. Zines remain an important and valued commodity for the 

anak DIY, possessing a degree of authenticity which newer media forms have not (yet) 

developed. As with music recordings, they retain an attachment to the materiality of 

zines, and are wary of the potential hierarchies established through unequal access to 

information technology. Still, the internet has taken over much of the networking, 

advertising, and basic scene-reporting features of zines, as well as serving as outlets for 

personal expression. 

The anak DIY have particularly embraced social networking sites, such as 

Friendster, MySpace, and Facebook. These provide a quick, easy, and inexpensive form 

of translocal communication, without the limitations of a physical medium for 

reproduction and distribution. However, they have not fully integrated this new medium 

into the DIY economy of value, and the corporate ownership of these sites is at odds 

with the etika DIY. While social networking sites allow for the development, 

maintenance, and negotiation of personalised social networks, these relationships are 

also shaped by the underlying site architecture and the forms of 'identity work' they 

encourage (Bigge 2006; Boyd 2006; Coté and Pybus 2007). This contributes to the 

commodification and reification of friendships and other personal relationships, and 

their exploitation by corporate interests. Like many other users, the anak DIY attempt to 

subvert these structures, subordinating them to their existing DIY networks and making 

creative use of the available applications; they frequently use pseudonyms, provide false 

details, and violate the provided categories of classification and use. Yet, this aspect of 

their community-building still takes place within enclosed, corporate-owned sections of 

the internet. The anak DIY do express some concern with this, but so far the 

convenience, inexpensiveness, and reach of online social networking appear to be 

winning out over the more thorough autonomy of zines.

'No fucking copyright'

An important aspect of most DIY media products (vinyl records being an 

obvious exception) is that they are relatively easily and inexpensively copied, and the 

anak DIY encourage and promote such copying. DIY cassettes, CDs, and zines 

frequently bear statements against copyright, ranging from 'free to copy' to the more 

confrontational 'NO fucking copyright!!! Satan bleesing [sic] to bootleg this shit!' (from 

Kompilasi Komplikasi Volume 2, Ibuku Diperkosa Rekordz 2003b). Obtaining a copy 
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gives you the right to make more copies and distribute it freely, so long as you do not 

intend to profit from it yourself. Band logos, t-shirt and badge designs are also made 

freely available, so that friends and fans can produce their own DIY band merchandise.

Although the anak DIY retain an attachment for more traditional DIY formats, 

many of them are also excited by the possibilities offered by digital media and 

networking technologies to freely distribute their cultural products. By reducing the 

costs of distribution, digital technology facilitates the development of online gift 

economies (Barbrook 1998; Giesler and Pohlmann 2003; Studer 2004) or digital 

commons (Bauwens 2009; Dyer-Witheford 1999:201-206; Lessig 2001). There is also a 

historical connection between DIY cassette culture and more recent digital practices; 

virulent industry campaigns against home-taping in the 1980s prefigured the more 

recent industry panic over online file-sharing, and encouraged the development of a 

DIY subculture of media piracy (McLeod 2005; Rosen 1997:111-112).

Media piracy poses a challenge to the established copyright and intellectual 

property system—a system which presents a barrier not only to widespread access, but 

also to creative (re)use and production (Demers 2006; Lessig 2001, 2004; McLeod 

2003; Shih Ray Ku 2002; Vaidhyanathan 2001). Intellectual property artificially 

constructs scarcity in non-rivalrous 'immaterial' products, thus enclosing, reifying and 

commodifying cultural and knowledge practices (Lindenschmidt 2004:11-17; May 

2006; Sumner 2006). In Indonesia, attempts to impose the globally-dominant 

intellectual property framework has run up against local artists' own collaborative 

values and practices of cultural production (Aragon and Leach 2008). The conflict over 

intellectual property is not simply between consumers and producers, as it is often 

presented, but also a terrain of struggle between creative workers and the owners of 

capital (Dafermos and Söderberg 2009; Dyer-Witheford 1999; Ertuna 2009; Ross 

2009:161-188; Rossiter 2003; Wark 2004:195-199; Wayne 2003:23-26).

The anak DIY are generally hostile to the international intellectual property 

rights regime (which is admittedly rather ineffectual in Indonesia), although there are 

varying positions on rights and media piracy (pembajakan) to be found within the 

community. Some, like the aptly named Pro Piracy Distro in Jakarta, adopt a 

confrontational pro-piracy stance, embracing the 'pirate' label along with the pirate flag 

and other symbols, which also resonate with their anarchist politics. The Bekasi-based 

DIY label Ibuku Diperkosa Rekordz also promotes piracy as a challenge to the 

commercial music industry; their 2003 Bandung Lautan Hardcore compilation, which 
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reproduces complete albums by A Friend For Life, Anjing Tanah, Domestik Doktrin, 

and xManusia Buatanx without official permission, features a long statement 

encouraging piracy:

Yeah, PIRACY WILL NEVER DIE!!!
As a record label, we're not scared of our releases being pirated. Although a lot 
of DIY labels don't agree, who knows why, maybe it ruins some of their 
commercial tricks, ha. [...] I'll tell you a secret, all the material on this album 
has been stolen. (Because our original intention was 'piracy'. However, if it is 
pirated with the permission of the band, what then?). Yep, you can just consider 
this release to be fake/forbidden ['palsu/haram']. After all, we failed to get the 
proper 'permission' for it all. Although we were sure we'd get the blessing of 
the band members. (And as it happens they did give us their blessings!) Praise 
Satan… as quick as lightning this haram product becomes instantaneously 
halal.16

The label encourages piracy, but seemingly within limits. This ambiguous stance 

is also reflected in the status of the product itself; while some other DIY labels may 

oppose their practice of re-releasing material, the bands have given their approval. This 

allows the label to claim some DIY legitimacy for the release, which is reinforced by 

their encouragement of further copying of the CD, thus averting accusations of 

commercial interest. Ibuku Diperkosa thus has some valid basis for their ironic 

statement 'Thank you for purchasing this authentic “pirated” product!!!'17 Similarly, the 

Burger Killing HxC Benefit Compilation from Bekasi-based Mad Klub Records (2005) 

encourages copying, so long as the anti-commercial DIY community spirit is 

maintained:

Hey, this material is anti copyright. So you can just copy and re-release this 
material if you need to use it as an extra source of funds for gigs or whatever. 
It's time for us all to share and care for each other, our environment and all 
other living things.

Note: All proceeds from the sale of this CD will be given to those who need it.

In contrast, many more professional underground recordings carry the standard 

legal warning against copyright infringement, or even statements directly targeting 

underground practices. The warning on hardcore band Komplete Kontrol's cassette 4" 

HC Pace Dance (Howling Mad Records 2004) cheekily combines the legal disclaimer 

with appeals to scene ethics, proclaiming in English that 'unauthorized duplication for 
16 See Appendix C6 for a translation of the complete statement.
17 In the original Indonesian, 'Terimakasih anda telah membeli produk asli “bajakan”!!!'
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your own profit benefit is a violation of applicable laws in our scene, and will get you in 

big trouble'. However, in DIY terms the band's appropriation of many of their song 

lyrics from former member Ari is a more serious breach of scene ethics than simply 

copying the recording.

The appropriation, copying, re-use, and theft of music, logos, designs, writing, 

and other 'intellectual property' is a fairly widespread practice in the Indonesian 

underground. More broadly, media piracy is endemic in Indonesia, where it forms the 

basis for a major commercial industry; cheap pirated music, video, and software are all 

far more common than expensive 'legitimate' copies (Barendregt and van Zanten 

2002:87-89; IIPA 2005). Many people in the Indonesian underground scene argue that 

piracy of mass media products serves as a form of resistance to the domination of the 

corporate cultural industries as well as a way of responding to their subordinate and 

marginal position in the global economy. In an article on copyright and piracy from his 

zine Momen Inersia, Indonesian DIY activist Jean defends his own consumption of 

pirated media, arguing:

We won't kill the industry, we're just outside the target market which creates 
the market itself. We're just a group of people who're working out an economic 
mechanism so that we too can enjoy the ecstasy of their products and be 
satisfied, although with uglier and cheaper packaging. [The legal customers] 
are people who are happy to be in a seller-buyer relationship with the 
industry... But as long as CD and DVD writers, printers, and photocopy 
machines are still in circulation, there will always be piracy (Jean 2004b).18

In making media more widely available, this kind of rampant media piracy can 

be considered a 'democratising' challenge to centralised music industries (Laing 

1986:335-336; Stobart 2010). However, as Laing points out and Jean tacitly 

acknowledges, it also tends to replicate and circulate the most popular media, 

reinforcing their position of dominance while undermining local production. Many 

forms of piracy are also deeply embedded in commercial activities, being harnessed for 

marketing and publicity, as vectors for commodity delivery, and as sources for 

marketable innovation (Choi and Perez 2007; Flowers 2008; Johns 2009; Peitz and 

Waelbroeck 2006). Thus, in many contexts media piracy is hardly a radical or 

transgressive practice, even if it is technically against the law.

Generally, the anak DIY feel no particular qualms about consuming pirated 

18 My translation.
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commercial products, but also seek to differentiate their own copying practices from the 

commercial piracy industry. DIY practices of 'piracy' are informed by the etika DIY, 

where autonomy is balanced by community norms of reciprocity. In consciously 

refusing copyright for their own creative endeavours, the anak DIY are promoting the 

interests of creative production and communication against the artificial limits on 

cultural (re)production imposed in the interests of corporate profits. This consciously 

political anti-copyright stance can be distinguished from the everyday forms of 

copyright violation.

With its conscious opposition to restrictive copyright, DIY hardcore has some 

parallels with the Creative Commons, free culture, and free software movements (Kelty 

2008; Lessig 2004; O'Sullivan 2008; Stallman 2002; Studer 2004). These movements 

promote 'open access' creative projects that encourage contribution, collaboration, and 

modification, while establishing Creative Commons and other 'copyleft' licensing 

systems as an alternative legal framework to restrictive copyright. However, by 

engaging with intellectual property as a legal and economic framework, the Creative 

Commons gives it additional political and ethical legitimacy. The liberal concept of 

individual property rights that underlies the 'open access commons' can also lead to the 

further commodification and alienation of collective cultural practices (Berry and Moss 

2006; Coombe and Herman 2004; Kleiner 2007). Creative Commons and the free 

culture movement tend to express the particular position and interests of elite creative 

workers, while other forms of labour involved in cultural production are largely 

excluded (Ross 2009:167-169; Wayne 2003:25-26).

DIY hardcore takes a quite different approach, eschewing legalistic clarity and 

rigidity for negotiated community norms. DIY practices are not primarily oriented 

towards reforming the legal intellectual property regime, but rather seek to operate by 

completely independent rules. The appropriation of commercial products and designs is 

an established DIY hardcore practice, but within DIY networks media reproduction is 

governed by an ethic of attribution and consultation. DIY creators do exercise some 

special rights over their works, while also positioning them within a broader context of 

collective contributions. This system largely works based on trust, communication, and 

community sanctions, but also leads to conflict.

Within the Bandung DIY community, it is often unclear what copying practices 

are acceptable; while reproduction for personal use or non-profit distribution is widely 

accepted, reuse and modification are more contentious. On occasion they also run into 
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problems with commercial piracy; for example, I found an (unapproved) Domestik 

Doktrin t-shirt for sale in a commercial distro. The band had made the pattern freely 

available and, while this commercial use was in violation of DIY principles, they did 

not directly challenge it. While generating a degree of disappointment and anger, such 

misuse is seen as a necessary risk; rigidly policing copyright is the antithesis of DIY, 

and it is difficult for the anak DIY to enforce their own ethical codes on those outside 

their community.

DIY copying practices are governed by an ethic of sharing, collaboration, and 

attribution. While these practices break the fetters of copyright, encouraging relatively 

open distribution, the anak DIY also institute other (albeit much less strictly defined) 

restrictions that help define the boundaries of their community. The anak DIY make use 

of technologies of reproduction to facilitate the circulation of their products, 

strengthening the gift-like aspects of their exchange practices and thus helping to 

establish and maintain their social relationships.

Suspect merchandise and authentic production

While DIY production is opposed to the pursuit of profit, it is still concerned 

with the production of goods and services for sale—in a sense, then, with commodities. 

Commodities can be said to have their own 'social lives', as material objects to which 

people develop various affective attachments and socially-meaningful relationships 

(Appadurai 1986; Kopytoff 1986; Miller 1987; Straw 2002a). These relationships are 

affected by, and represented through, the circulation, accumulation, use, and disposal of 

commodities as material artefacts. However, the anak DIY are uneasy with the 

commodification of their activities and products, and often adopt a rather ambivalent 

and contradictory attitude towards their own products, both asserting and denying their 

value. The value of commodities is always based, in part, on the affective or social 

relationships established between people and the things they produce, consume, and 

exchange, but for the anak DIY this value is never fully attributed to the products as 

objects in themselves.
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Image 62 Badge-making workshop on the Balai Kota steps (June 16, 2004). The candle flame 
is used to seal the plastic laminate.

Image 63 A screen-printing organised by some of the anak DIY from the Kolektif Balai Kota 
who also work producing distro merchandise (August 7, 2004). 



The most valued DIY products—hardcore performances, records, and zines—are 

overtly communicative cultural products, and the anak DIY emphasise their 

performative and communicative role as against their objectified economic value. 

However, the anak DIY also produce various other forms of merchandise such as t-

shirts, badges, patches, caps, and other paraphernalia, available for purchase or trade 

alongside the cassettes, CDs and zines on the 'merch tables' found at any DIY show. 

Although they are an important source of revenue for other DIY projects, and also play 

an important role in identity formation and display within the DIY community, such 

forms of merchandise are generally invested with less authenticity than recordings and 

publications within the DIY value system. They are viewed with some suspicion as the 

most commodity-like of DIY products, tainted by association with 'fashion punk' and 

the marketing of commercial bands.

However, while a few DIY bands refuse to produce shirts and other forms of 

promotional merchandise, many rely on such products as a source of funds to help pay 

for recording and touring. It also gains in symbolic value when purchased as a memento 

of attending a live show, or if the wearer has a personal connection to the band. Band 

shirts and similar merchandise are one of the most visible forms of media for promoting 

and identifying with the local scene and broader DIY hardcore culture. Providing others 

with the means to produce them is also encouraged, through making designs and 

instructions available, or organising skill-sharing workshops. For example, the Kolektif 

Balai Kota organised a DIY badge-making workshop at BalKot, where we learned how 

to seal badges using a candle (Image 62), and a more intensive screen-printing (sablon) 

workshop, focusing on band patches and t-shirts (Image 63). Such self-made accessories 

are seen as relatively authentic displays of identity and affiliation. Overall, the DIYers 

see their production and sale of clothing and other merchandise as a peripheral activity, 

yet it has an important role in sustaining their other forms of production, both through 

raising funds and by contributing to the maintenance of a collective community identity.

Even when it comes to more valued products such as recorded music, the anak 

DIY often express reservations about their worth, while simultaneously expending a 

great deal of effort on their production and circulation. They are often dismissive of the 

quality of their work, describing their products as 'just for fun' (bersenang) or 'just 

playing around' (main-main aja). At the same time, they do clearly value the social 

interactions and relationships established through these activities. A good example of 

this contradictory position is the disclaimer included with the vinyl release of the 
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Domestik Doktrin EP (2004):

Statement of Awareness
Please don't buy this record because it looks attractive or because all your 
friends have one. For your sake, don't waste your money on it unless you know 
what it is you're buying and think that it really might be useful or meaningful to 
you. Please do not think that buying this product is going to do anything to 
change the world, or to improve your life or anyone else's. Just think that by 
buying this record, you will gain some information about what's going on 
around us, that describes in our lyrics, also you will make new friends with us. 
Therefore, we encourage you to write us & use this release as a tool for 
annihilating the evil status quo.19 

This self-deprecating stance is in part a claim to anti-commercial authenticity, 

which can be considered to be part of the underground pursuit of subcultural capital; the 

aesthetic value of cultural artefacts is often based on the denial of their economic value 

as exchangeable commodities (Bourdieu 1996; Moore 2007; Hibbett 2005:63; Ryan 

1991:50-54; Thompson 2004:81-117). However, it also reflects a deeper suspicion of 

the commodity form. Thompson (2004:122) refers to this as the 'shame of 

exchangeability', a reflexive and self-critical stance that articulates the disquiet of DIY 

punks at the continual reduction of their acts of cultural production to fetishised market 

commodities. However, it also echoes what Mauss (2002:29) calls the 'exaggerated 

modesty of the giver', the almost ritualised down-playing of the value of a gift which 

serves to emphasise its social value as a gift. While the anak DIY may be dismissive of 

their own products, they tend to praise those produced by other members of the 

community, and in general terms emphasise the authenticity of DIY products.

'Authenticity' is a highly loaded and contested term, particularly in relation to 

cultural commodities. Within subcultural studies, a dominant approach is to view this 

authenticity as something that is discursively constructed in opposition to an inauthentic 

'mainstream' (Auslander 1998; Lindner 2001; Moore 2002; Muggleton 2000; Thornton 

1996; Widdicombe and Wooffitt 1995; Williams 2006). While this approach can be used 

to study the 'politics of authenticity' as a form of resistance (Boyle 2003; Duncombe 

1997:32-40; Kohl 1997; McLeod 1999), it more often appears as a mirror image of 

marketing theory, which is concerned with how to develop 'authentic' brands or 

commodities (see Peterson 2005).

 DIY performances and commodities not only discursively construct and 

19 Original in English.
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appropriate a quality of authenticity, they also mediate the explicitly social relationships 

which constitute the DIY community. A materialist approach to authenticity does not 

demand that authenticity be seen as an inherent, objectified quality of a cultural artefact. 

Rather, the authenticity of such objects derives 'from their active participation in a 

process of social self-creation in which they are directly constitutive of our 

understanding of ourselves and others' (Miller 1987:215). As Pratt (2007) argues, 

authenticity is also a political value, a valorisation of specific social origins and 

conditions of production articulated in opposition to the alienating rupture of 

commodity production. In this sense, authenticity is a 'shadow cast by an economy 

organized around exchange value' (Pratt 2007:295).

Collective, participatory, and communicative performance is the ideal against 

which DIY products are evaluated, and the anak DIY regard the show as the most 

authentic form of DIY hardcore production. This privileging of the DIY show over other 

forms of product or commodity can in part be explained by the opposition between 

artistic authenticity and reproducibility identified by Walter Benjamin (1968a). While 

Benjamin (1968a:236-237) identifies a democratic tendency in the erosion of the artistic 

'aura' of originality through mechanical reproduction, for Adorno (2001;  Adorno and 

Horkheimer 1979:120-167) and Attali (1985:102-117) it represents a profound loss of 

artistic value. However, this underestimates the ability of even highly reproducible 

commodities to be invested with an aura of artistic or social authenticity (see Frith 

1986; Gracyk 1996; Hosokawa and Matsuoka 2004:155-158; Thornton 1996:66-76). 

There is also a countervailing tendency in DIY hardcore to value accessibility and ease 

of reproduction (Ovetz 1993:11-12; Rosen 1997). DIY records and zines can gain an 

aura of DIY authenticity through circulating freely, being easily copied and passed from 

hand-to-hand.

The anak DIY are not free from the desire to collect and accumulate, although 

some of their products are more prone to this fetishistic mode of consumption than 

others. It is most marked in relation to vinyl records, rare and expensive commodities 

which they cannot reproduce themselves, but is present to some extent in relation to all 

DIY hardcore products. The affective value of DIY authenticity is grounded in the 

social relationships of the DIY community, and more distant connections to other 

scenes, but it can also become an objectified (and fetishised) aesthetic value ascribed to 

DIY products as commodities for sale. The 'lo-fi' aesthetic of haphazardness and low 

technical quality has become a valued goal in its own right, although it also expresses 
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the conditions and relations of DIY production (Duncombe 1997:126-129; Hibbett 

2005:61-62; Rosen 1997; Spencer 2005:341-343). DIY products are valued for 

expressing the personal mark of their maker(s), displaying traces of the production 

process itself and communicating something of the social relationships in which this 

process is embedded; their forms express an aesthetic of authenticity.

While the DIY politics of authenticity cannot be entirely disentangled from the 

politics of form, there is no necessary connection between the etika DIY and the specific 

'quick and dirty' style of hardcore punk. Other movements, such as folk revivalism and 

the Slow Food movement, advocate DIY production in an artisanal mode, emphasising 

careful, quality work and leisurely enjoyment against the hectic pace of capitalist 

consumer culture (Bennetts 2004; Cavanaugh 2007; Honoré 2005; Parkins and Craig 

2006:51-61; Pratt 2007).20 Like DIY, craft authenticity derives from the social 

conditions of production, the relationships which are established between producers, 

consumers, and the places and processes of production (Pratt 2007:293-297; Wherry 

2006). However, these relationships also become materialised and objectified in 

authentic commodities, and thus potentially reduced to an alienated and marketable 

aesthetic quality (Cavanaugh 2007; Dolan 2007; Fridell 2007; Meneley 2004; Pratt 

2007:297-299). Similarly, the strong and intensely personal attachment of fans to media 

commodities often becomes reified as an inherent quality or value of the commodity 

objects themselves (Hills 2002:67; Sandvoss 2005).

Thus, socially constructed authenticity often resolves as an expensive 

commodity for sale. The value of such commodities is contradictory; they are invested 

with the authenticity of their own specific forms of aesthetic, affective, or historical 

value as singular artefacts, but this may also infuse them with additional market value 

(Bywater 2009; Harvey 2002; Kopytoff 1986:80-81; Pratt 2007:297; Straw 2002a; 

Thompson 2004:119-137). Much of the value of cultural commodities is based on their 

role as unique expressive works and forms of human communication, and the 

'monopoly rents' afforded by this singularisation are fundamental to their production and 

sale on the market (Harvey 2002; Ryan 1991:53-59). As Thompson (2004:126-128) 

argues, DIY punk hardcore attempts to break this relation between value and price, but 

is not completely successful in doing so. Like other 'authentic commodities', DIY 

20 Within the world of underground subcultures, some forms of metal and post-rock also display a 'slow' 
aesthetic of practised musicianship, while a section of the Steampunk subculture explicitly combines 
an anarcho-punk DIY ethic with elaborate, hand-crafted Gothic ornamentation (see SteamPunk 
Magazine, http://www.steampunkmagazine.com).
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hardcore products 'spiral in and out of the commodity form' (Pratt 2007:297).

Appadurai defines the commodity as a phase in the 'social life of things', the 

'situation in which its exchangeability (past, present, or future) for some other thing is 

its socially relevant feature' (Appadurai 1986:13). The commodity, as an objectification 

of relations through exchange, thus appears as a universal social form. In contrast, Marx 

emphasises the historically particular and contradictory nature of commodities under 

capitalist conditions of production, as the bearers of both a qualitative 'use value' and 

quantitative 'exchange value' (Marx 1976:125-131). Use value is bound up with the 

material and social character of commodities as useful (or desired) objects, while 

exchange value represents the abstract, socially constructed value used to determine the 

relative value of goods when they are produced and exchanged on the market. From the 

perspective of the capitalist market, use value is an immeasurable excess which is 

nevertheless essential for the production and realisation of economic exchange value 

(Harvey 1982:5-9; Marx 1973:646; Spivak 1985). Spivak (1985:80) describes use value 

as a disruptive form of value which is 'both outside and inside the system of value-

determinations'. However, where Spivak sees indeterminacy and disjunction, Marx 

posits an antagonistic relationship in which 'commodities as use-values confront money 

as exchange-value' (Marx 1976:199).

Thompson (2004) and Holtzman, Hughes and Van Meter (2007) analyse DIY 

punk and hardcore in terms of this antagonism, arguing that DIY production is an 

attempt to assert and expand use value as against capitalist exchange value. However, 

focusing on this opposition does not clearly distinguish DIY products from other forms 

of cultural commodities, which also remain suspended in the contradiction between use 

value and exchange value (Hills 2002:34-35; Ryan 1991:50-54). Use value is a 

somewhat problematic concept in relation to cultural and artistic products, which are 

often valued in aesthetic terms for their apparent 'uselessness' (Adorno 1984:342-343; 

Bourdieu 1996; Iles and Vishmidt 2011:57-58; Stallabrass 2004:114-124). Yet, as 

Stallabrass (2004:129-149) argues, art has become increasingly 'useful' as well as 

economically valuable; aesthetic value is thus revealed as a form of use value that exists 

within the commodity form.

Within DIY hardcore, aesthetic value is explicitly associated with the social use 

of DIY products for communication and community-building. However, viewing DIY 

value practices simply in terms of the assertion of 'use value' risks equating DIY 

production with the standpoint of consumers in a capitalist market. Consumption in 
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general can be considered a form of 'decommodification' through singularisation, as 

objects are extracted from the sphere of commodity exchange and invested with more 

singular forms of social meaning (Gregory 1997:81; Kopytoff 1986:80-83; Miller 1987; 

Straw 2002a:164-165). Miller presents consumption as a form of work that:

translates the object from an alienable to an inalienable condition; that is, from 
being a symbol of estrangement and price value to being an artefact invested 
with particular inseparable connotations (Miller 1987:190).

Especially in relation to popular culture, consumption has often been redefined 

as the active and creative production of identity (Fiske 1989; Friedman 1994; Jenkins 

1992; McRobbie 1994:31-33, 2000; Miller 1998). This approach has the potential to 

reveal the ways in which consumption or use is also a form of social reproduction; 

however, in practice, much of the theoretical discourse on 'productive consumption' 

takes as its assumed basis the apparent rupture between consumption and production 

which is characteristic of capitalist economics (Graeber 2007; Gregory 1997:45-48, 

Pratt 2007:295). As Graeber (2007:76) argues, this assimilates non-alienated forms of 

productive activity to the category of consumer behaviour, thus imagining human needs 

and desires primarily in terms of the individualised, destructive use of commodities.

Non-market values are not confined to the sphere of consumption, but can also 

be expressed and realised through relations of production and exchange (Godbout 1998; 

Graeber 2001; Gregory 1997). Rather than focusing on the 'use value' of DIY products 

for personal consumption, the anak DIY value these products primarily for the social 

relations established through the shared experiences of performance and other DIY 

practices of cultural production. DIY commodities are never fully alienated from their 

conditions of production, and it is these conditions that establish their authenticity 

according to the etika DIY. Thus, DIY authenticity is not only discursively or culturally 

constructed, but it also has a material—which is to say, an economic and social—basis. 

DIY products are embedded in a system of evaluation and authentication, but this is not 

a purely semiotic system of objects, as Baudrillard (1996) argues; rather, DIY value is 

grounded in the material processes and social relationships of production and exchange.

DIY production is not entirely disentangled from capitalist processes of 

commodification, but the social value of DIY authenticity is consciously constructed 

and mobilised against the alienated economic value characteristic of the capitalist 

commodity form. While DIY products do enter into commodity relations, they are also 
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embedded in other forms of value relation; DIY products are 'decommodified' not only 

through consumption or use, but also through the operation of alternative systems of 

production and exchange. These constitute a relatively autonomous, if partial, DIY 

economy, though it does not operate by a strictly economic logic; the value of DIY 

hardcore products is never completely abstracted from their role in mediating 

relationships among people. The anak DIY assert the social value of their products—

their authenticity as artefacts and performances produced according to the etika DIY and 

embedded in the community relationships of DIY hardcore—against their reduction to 

market commodities.

Aufheben (1995) argues that, despite its DIY ethos, punk 'lacked an explicit 

critique of the commodity-form'. However, Thompson (2004) argues that latter-day DIY 

punks have developed precisely such a critique, which they have also put into practice 

through DIY production. Like other punks, the anak DIY have established a critical, if 

contradictory, relationship to their own products; while they celebrate their products as 

the expressions of creative labour and objects of cultural consumption, they are hostile 

to them as commodities, that is, as objects of economic exchange. This paradoxical 

approach to their own products reveals something of an underlying conflict between 

different systems of value; that is, between the dominant capitalist system and the etika  

DIY. In the following chapter, I investigate the economic and social logic of the DIY 

system of value, its relationship to the production of cultural commodities, and its 

political implications for the DIY community.
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Chapter 6
DIY production and the politics of value

The DIY economy is in part an alternative system for producing and exchanging 

commodities, but it is also an attempt by the anak DIY to decommodify their hardcore 

activities, to establish a sustainable and autonomous sphere of cultural production. The 

principles and practices of DIY hardcore production and exchange establish an 

alternative value system that stands in opposition to the organisational norms of the 

corporate music and cultural industries, as well as capitalist modes of production more 

generally. In establishing their community of production outside the circuits of capital, 

the anak DIY seek to break free of commodification and establish DIY hardcore as an 

example of fully autonomous, non-alienated, authentic production. DIY production can 

be understood as an attempt to resist the dominance of the commodity form, and thus 

part of the ongoing social struggles against capitalist alienation (Bonefeld 2010; Cleaver 

2000; Dyer-Witheford 2004; Holloway 2005; Vaneigem 2006).

While DIY hardcore does not completely escape the logic of the commodity 

form, and it remains dependent on the capitalist market in many ways, it does make 

significant steps towards realising an alternative system of cultural production. DIY 

production has many features of a gift economy (Cheal 1988; Godbout 1998; Gregory 

1982; Mauss 2002) and a cultural commons (De Angelis 2007:238-244; De Marcellus 

2003; Hardt and Negri 2009; Linebaugh 2008; Soron and Laxer 2006) in which 

qualitative social value trumps the abstract, quantitative value of the capitalist market. 

The anak DIY contest the privatisation of cultural production through copyright, and 

refuse to participate directly in the accumulation of capital through the exploitation of 

alienated labour. They approach DIY production as a form of social action and 

communication, resisting its separation into distinct and alienated processes of 

production, exchange, and consumption. 

In part, this reflects the nature of cultural production in general; as expressive 

communication and performance, it resists easy transformation into alienated 

commodities and abstract labour (Ryan 1991; Wayne 2003:36). Indeed, Hardt and Negri 

(2000:289-399, 2005), along with other scholars in the autonomist tradition (Lazzarato 

1996; Virno 1996, 2004), argue that the rise of the cultural industries and other forms of 

'immaterial labour' has rendered production directly social and in common, thus 

strengthening the creative autonomy of labour. DIY production certainly highlights the 
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relationship between expressive forms of cultural production and the autonomous power 

of social creativity (Holtzman, Hughes and Van Meter 2007; Muñoz and Marín 2006; 

Ovetz 1993). However, the DIY value system remains partial and contested, reflecting 

the fundamental conflict between the commodified and the socialised aspects of cultural 

production.

The organisation of DIY production is shaped by an ongoing struggle for 

autonomy from the capitalist drive for accumulation and the attendant alienation of 

human creativity. While DIY hardcore as a set of commodities can be reincorporated 

back into the capitalist system, DIY as a community practice of autonomous production 

remains to a significant degree 'outside' both direct corporate control and the value 

system of capital accumulation. The anak DIY assert that what is valuable is not their 

products in and of themselves, much less the profit that can be derived from 

commodified production, but rather the social bonds and relationships established 

through their productive activities. In this sense, they are engaged in a value struggle, 

that is, a political struggle to define what is valuable (De Angelis 2007; Graeber 2001).

Doing it independently: DIY enterprises

'Do-It-Yourself' suggests production for personal use, but in fact the anak DIY 

are most actively engaged in production for exchange. The production and exchange of 

DIY hardcore is undertaken through a network of small, independent labels, 

distributors, and other enterprises that operate to a large extent outside the corporate 

music and cultural industries (Azerrad 2001; Goshert 2000; Gosling 2004; Moore 2007; 

O'Connor 2008). While not entirely free from entanglements in the market economy, 

these DIY enterprises vigorously assert their autonomy not only from the major labels, 

but also from the logic of capital accumulation. The circulation of DIY products within 

this economy has many features in common with commercial market transactions; it 

involves the buying and selling of goods, setting prices, and privately-run enterprises. 

However, despite this, there is also an anti-commercial logic which applies; most 

significantly, the etika DIY is opposed to the employment of alienated wage labour.

The archetypical DIY enterprise is a small, independent record label, often 

started by one or more band members in order to release their own music and that of 

their friends. While not able to completely ignore commercial considerations, these 

labels are primarily motivated by social and artistic rather than economic goals (Moore 
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2007:457-461; O'Connor 2008:24-28). They operate based on friendship and trust rather 

than legal contracts, and there is little to no demarcation between the operations of the 

enterprise and the personal tastes, relationships, and attitudes of the individuals 

involved. Like other DIY projects, DIY labels tend to be quite transient, appearing and 

disappearing all the time; many are little more than a label affixed to a release put out 

by the band itself, though they may grow from this into more long-term projects. 

Successful DIY labels may become professionalised businesses over time, especially if 

they significantly expand their roster and seek wider distribution, as has happened to 

many underground labels in Bandung. A few become relatively well-established and 

ongoing concerns while still retaining a commitment to the DIY ethic; examples from 

the Bandung area include the DIY labels For The Kids Records and Pin Rose 150.

DIY labels are often launched and directed by a single person or small group, 

but they are also motivated by the desire to make a contribution to the DIY hardcore 

community and are embedded in its collective activities. For example, Ari 'Ernesto' 

Purnama from the band Domestik Doktrin launched a label called 'Inkoherent DIY 

Nutritionist' specifically to re-release albums by touring international DIY bands; 

Inkoherent releases include Barackca (from Hungary), S.O.L. (Germany), Secret 7 

(Singapore), and My Disco (Melbourne). By copying and distributing these recordings 

as localised, affordable CD-Rs, including liner notes, contact details, and new artwork 

by BalKot's 'Ken Terror', Ari sought to help build relationships between the local anak 

DIY and the touring bands:

What I want to achieve is that I want people here in Indonesia to be able to get 
to know these bands. Because, especially right now, I'm releasing bands that 
will be coming to Indonesia, like Barackca and maybe later My Disco from 
Australia. I want people here to know those bands, because although they're 
international bands maybe they aren't too well known. But I want people here 
to get to know them, and not just know about the big hardcore punk bands 
from the US. So I want to supply information to people here, that's all.1

Ari also plans to expand out into various forms of 'DIY education', as he wants 

Inkoherent to be more than just a record label:

It's called Inkoherent—not Records and not Tapes, but simply 'DIY Nutritionist' 
(laughs). What this means is that we can be a nutritionist, like a supplier of 
health for the DIY community in Indonesia. It's figurative speech, yeah? So, 
it's possible that in the future we won't just release tapes and CDs and stuff like 

1 Interview with Ari Purnama, November 2004. 
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that. We'll also release other things. Maybe we can do books, or even art 
exhibitions, paintings—stuff like that.2

Independent record labels are often identified as the bedrock institutions for 

underground music, but distribution systems are also vital, as significant vectors for 

both independence and commercial compromise (Hesmondhalgh 1996, 1999; O'Connor 

2008:35-43). A DIY distribution enterprise—traditionally called a 'distro' in DIY 

hardcore, though this term has taken on unwanted commercial connotations in Bandung

—may arise out of a band or label's efforts at self-distribution, an individual's desire to 

trade some of their personal record (or zine) collection, or may be established as a more 

dedicated and comprehensive service. DIY distributors are usually embedded in the 

local DIY hardcore community, but they also facilitate translocal exchange 

relationships. The Bandung scene has particularly strong links to labels and distributors 

in the Jakarta area3, but these links also extend to Malaysia, Singapore, and even farther 

afield to Europe, North America, and Japan. The production and exchange of records, 

zines, and other DIY media serve to link different individuals, enterprises, and 

communities together into an extensive global DIY network, of which BalKot, and the 

Bandung scene more generally, is but one tiny corner.

Within the Bandung DIY community itself, distribution tends to take place 

through rather informal hand-to-hand exchanges, at merchandise tables at shows (Image 

64), or through a practice known as lapak, setting out goods on a mat or box at a 

meeting, show, or other event (Image 65). In 2004, guitarist Methui opened the Endless 

Independent Store, which provides a shop front and mail-order service for DIY 

recordings and other merchandise from Bandung and around the world (Image 66).4 The 

Endless Independent Store is atypical for DIY distribution in Bandung because of its 

'shop front', based in a room in Methui's grandmother's house, which also provides the 

anak DIY with a meeting place. The store has many similarities with underground 

distros, especially as they first developed in Bandung during the 1990s, although 

Methui carefully and deliberately avoids calling his store a 'distro'; he considers his own 

method of operation to be fundamentally different to the profit-oriented fashion 

boutiques that have appropriated that term in the Bandung scene:

2 Interview with Ari Purnama, November 2004. 
3 These include Teriak Records (Depok), Tukangsayur Records (Tangerang), Stop N Go Records 

(Jakarta), and Pro Piracy Distro (Jakarta). 
4 Originally named Sangar DIY Store (sangar means 'spooky').
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Image 64 A collective merchandise table at the BalKot Secret 7 show (February 20, 2005).

Image 65 An individual DIY lapak out the front of the Pogo Attack underground festival, 
Buqiet Skatepark (September 5, 2004).
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Image 68 Alex from Art of the Underground (a DIY label and distro from Buffalo, New York) 
laying out his wares at Endless, before Rachel Jacobs's performance (November 28, 2004).

Image 67 Inkoherent DIY Nutritionist 
poster by Ken Terror.

Image 66 Methui's Endless Independent Store. 
Endless stocks a small but rather diverse range of 
DIY music from Indonesia and around the world.



As for why I've set up this DIY store , it's in order to help some bands and 
people that maybe still see DIY as the best path for the hardcore punk scene, or 
for grind and crust as well. And generally, I don't call it a distro because there's 
this perception in Bandung that distros are, well, they've become dedicated to 
selling t-shirts that might cost even more than the outlet price, or at big shops. 
That's what they're dedicated to, y'know? So that's why I'm providing this DIY 
store myself, because people who come here can do as they please. And when 
it comes to buying something, I do trades. I don't have fixed prices.5

Methui argues that while the etika DIY is distinct from the 'etika major label', it 

can compete with it, albeit on a smaller and more intimate scale:

Sometimes there are people who see hardcore punk and the DIY ethic as 
something that can be used for mass production, for sale to a bunch of 
consumers, at prices that are like, y'know, really expensive. I don't agree with 
that. However, with DIY we can compete with, like, the major label ethic, with 
the distribution of the releases that we publish with a DIY concept. With the 
DIY concept, maybe it can be even better than the major label or the so-called 
mainstream system, because you can release what's important to you. And DIY 
is really important in the hardcore punk scene, because with DIY we can 
communicate directly with people, or individuals—with everyone, with all the 
people here, and also with other scenes.6

Long-distance DIY distribution takes place largely through mail-order, now 

often facilitated by the internet, though also using catalogues included in zines and 

newsletters. Attempts are also made to transform these transactions into more 

personalised forms of correspondence; scene reports, newsletters, personal letters, and 

gifts are often included in the packages and orders. Occasionally, international 

connections are experienced in a more direct fashion; for example, the anak DIY were 

able to trade with Alex from Art of the Underground, a DIY label and distro from 

Buffalo, New York, when he accompanied acoustic punk performer Rachel Jacobs on 

her Indonesian tour (see Image 68).

While some well-established labels and distributors accept credit card payments, 

Indonesian DIY distributors still make use of the more traditional method of sending 

cash through the post. The underground in Indonesia (and, indeed, throughout Southeast 

Asia) is rather notorious for mail-order and credit card fraud (carding), and so DIY 

distribution relies on a fair amount of trust, established through reputation or, preferably, 

personal contact. Particularly where DIY networks overlap with the more commercial 

5 Interview with Methui, October 2004.
6 Interview with Methui, October 2004.
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underground scene, DIY producers and enterprises sometimes run into violations of this 

ethic of trust; for example, distros may exploit DIY producers by copying, selling, or 

inflating the prices of their goods without their permission. However, the extension of 

ethical 'business' practices to international networks is a matter of some debate in the 

Bandung scene. Following statements made by Ari criticising carding at a Domestik 

Doktrin performance, the guestbook of the Domestik Doktrin web page was flooded 

with abusive posts, criticising Ari and the DIY community for their 'intellectual' 

moralising. In his response, Ari argued that, while certain forms of piracy and fraud 

directed at corporate targets are perhaps excusable, if not laudable, a different standard 

is meant to apply within global DIY networks:

The problem is if carding is done indiscriminately, to the point where they 
don't care if they rip-off small DIY labels or on-line stores, like from South 
America or Eastern Europe or even from Indonesia, for example, where the 
money they get from sales will be used for subsequent band releases. Clearly 
this doesn't just harm the label themselves, but also harms individuals in 
Indonesia who are really concerned about the importance of communication, 
cooperation, and networking in the international DIY hc/punk community.7

Although there are no clearly defined sanctions, violations of the DIY ethics of 

trust and respect can have significant social consequences. The production and 

distribution of DIY hardcore commodities, and the enterprises associated with these 

activities, are embedded in the social relationships they establish (Goshert 2000:93; 

Moore 2007:451-453; O'Connor 2008:85-90). Furthermore, these practices are valued 

through and for these social relationships; as O'Connor argues, DIY production is 

fundamentally driven by a social logic. The anak DIY do not collapse this social logic 

into aesthetic value, and they sharply counterpose it to the economic. For example, in 

the explanatory notes for their song 'D.I.Y. or D.I.E.', the band Bones Brigade (a 

precursor to KxHx) dismiss accusations that the etika DIY leads to 'poverty', stressing 

instead the social value of DIY practices:

It's true! We can start! Are we gonna get going? Do it together!!
Why do we need sponsors, when we've got friends to help us?!
Help each other and do it independently!!!
Wahh!! Now that's cool!!!

7 See Appendix D10. The contrast between the tone of the initial posts—many using a kasar (coarse) 
form of Sundanese mixed with Indonesian slang to invoke a macho street authenticity—and Ari's 
lengthy, measured, intellectual response illustrates a significant degree of discursive and ideological 
separation.
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Explanation:
What do you get from DIY, from a community or scene like this?? Some 
people say 'poverty'!!! Sorry for the difference of opinions, but I think that's 
wrong! I get new friends, experiences, and learn how to design t-shirts and 
stickers from my friends, how to sell t-shirts hand to hand, and a lot more. Yes, 
it's true that I won't get rich doing stuff like this!! But in my opinion success 
isn't just about having money but it's about having lots of friends, experiences, 
and having the chance to make history.8

Thompson (2004:149-157) argues that, in its hostility to commodification, DIY 

punk enacts a wilful drive to market failure. Such spectacular rejection of commercial 

success may generate symbolic value within oppositional fields of cultural production 

such as punk (Bourdieu 1996; Hibbett 2005; Moore 2007). The choice facing 

independent music often appears to be to sell out or die (Hesmondhalgh 1999:51). Yet, 

as O'Connor (2008), Goshert (2000) and Gosling (2004) describe, there remains a 

significant if contested terrain of DIY autonomy and authenticity. While it is better to let 

a project 'die' than to 'sell out', the anak DIY are more concerned with sustainability; an 

ongoing, autonomous and self-sustaining DIY enterprise is considered more successful 

than one which folds due to lack of funds. More broadly, this ethic of sustainability is 

applied to the community as a whole; the anak DIY consider it better to display the 

viability of DIY through consistent, ongoing and 'everyday' activity than to flare out in a 

brief but spectacular display of punk attitude. Nevertheless, they struggle to maintain 

their various DIY projects and enterprises as a viable alternative to production for the 

capitalist market.

There is a strong debate among activists associated with DIY communities over 

whether DIY enterprises represent a form of self-organisation or self-exploitation (see 

Wright 2000:128-130). Schalit (1998) argues that the ideological and cultural 

commitments of those who work in the alternative or underground cultural industries 

contribute to the intensive exploitation of their labour. This does seem to be applicable 

to the commercial underground in Bandung, where wage labour is employed, and 

especially to the border zone between DIY and commercial production. Within the DIY 

economy proper, however, there is no wage labour or approximations thereof; what 

exploitation exists is almost entirely self-exploitation. Still, this raises the spectre of 

'primitive accumulation', the accumulation of wealth in the form of money and 

commodities which under the right circumstances can be appropriated or transformed 

8 Taken from the self-released Bahasa Bayi / Bones Brigade split (2004).
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into the accumulation of capital (Marx 1976:873-876).

However, it is my contention that, unlike the commercial underground, DIY 

hardcore in Bandung cannot be viewed simply as an alternative market or a form of 

'guerrilla capitalism' (Silverstein 2006). By BalKot standards, an enterprise or activity 

cannot be considered DIY if it is motivated by the desire for financial gain, and they are 

expected to operate in accordance with the principles of kemandirian and komunitas. 

The organisation of DIY hardcore production and distribution represents an attempt to 

reconcile community solidarity with the assertion of individual autonomy; DIY 

enterprises exist as independent personal projects, but they are also seen as arising from 

and contributing to the wider DIY hardcore community. The anak DIY argue that 

participation in DIY production empowers all participants, and facilitates human 

creativity and communication. In assessing this claim, it is necessary to keep in mind 

that the 'DIY economy' is a partial system, still deeply embedded within the capitalist 

economy. Nevertheless, the anak DIY are striving to extricate their productive activities 

from the market and embed them within an alternative value system, a kind of 

reciprocal gift economy or commons, with mixed success.

Between gifts and commodities: DIY exchange

The Do-It-Yourself ethic encourages production for personal use, but most of the 

goods produced by the anak DIY are intended for exchange. Furthermore, DIY products 

are usually given a price, and the majority transactions take the form of cash purchases. 

In this sense they remain market commodities. However, the DIY economy does not 

follow specifically capitalist logic, and the boundary between an economic enterprise 

and informal trading or gift-giving between friends is rather blurred. Direct trade or 

barter—exchanging DIY cultural products for each other—is generally considered 

preferable to a one-way sale for cash, though monetary prices are often used to calculate 

a balanced transaction. Trading in this fashion is seen as resisting commodification, at 

least partially avoiding the reduction of cultural products to a monetary exchange value. 

Although DIY exchange remains entangled in the wider market economy, it is also 

informed by an ideal of non-commercial gift exchange.

Money intersects with the DIY economy in complicated and contradictory ways. 

DIY hardcore is not fully self-sustaining, and relies on the input of money and 

commodities from outside. Money enters the DIY economy both as cash payments for 
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DIY products and as donations for specific DIY projects. However, such contributions 

are not highly valorised within the DIY community compared to contributions of time, 

effort, and creative labour. There is a certain shame associated with monetary 

transactions, even in gifts of money, though this is moderated when they can be 

presented as a collective contribution to the community. While money plays a key role 

in the operation of the DIY economy, the anak DIY regularly disavow its importance. 

This ambivalence reflects the dual function of money under capitalism, as both a 

specific medium of exchange and as a generalised measure of value (Harvey 1982:241-

251; Lucarelli 2010; Marx 1976:188-227). As a universal equivalent, money establishes 

relationships between things (and people), but also tends to dissolve these relations into 

its own logic of universal abstraction (Marx 1973:221-228, 1976:227-244; Simmel 

1990). Yet money—particularly when it is represented in terms of a physical commodity

—can also be domesticated within other systems of value, though not without exerting 

its own disruptive influence.9 Anthropological studies of money tend to emphasise its 

various social and symbolic uses, as a mediator for social relations and a representation 

of particular forms of social and political power (Comaroff and Comaroff 2006b; Foster 

1998; Graeber 2001:91-115; Gregory 1997; Hart 1986, 2007; Maurer 2006).

Money thus plays a key role in political struggles over value (Cleaver 2000:153-

158; Comaroff and Comaroff 2006b:130-131; De Angelis 2007:51-54; Graeber 

2001:66-68). In Indonesia during the financial crisis and Reformasi, the role of money 

as a symbolic medium of political communication came to the fore, as defaced and 

mock banknotes were used to challenge the legitimacy of Suharto and the New Order 

(Strassler 2009). I encountered similar expressive uses of money in the post-Reformasi  

period, though directed more at the role of money as abstract exchange value rather than 

the legitimacy of the state. During a transaction with a DIY lapak vendor, I received in 

change a Rp 1 000 note with the message 'money, why are you so valuable?' written on 

it in pen.10 This succinctly expressed the DIY approach to money; the anak DIY 

routinely use money in its role as a medium of exchange, while rejecting it as a 

9 For example, Siegel (1986:163-202) argues that money is largely integrated into traditional Javanese 
systems of social hierarchy, though it also retains a dangerous ability to 'translate' and dissolve 
boundaries. In contemporary Bandung, however, while money certainly is used to display and 
reinforce existing systems of social inequality, these tend to be understood more in terms of modern 
class relations than traditional Sundanese hierarchies of deference.

10 In Indonesian, 'uang mengapa kau begitu berharga?' Ironically, from my point of view, this message 
itself served to radically transform the value of the note; no longer a measure of abstract exchange 
value, it now has a place in my collection of research materials. Of course, this is also influenced by 
the fact that, for me, Rp 1 000 is an insignificant amount of money.
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universal measure of value. However, the circulation of money cannot be so readily 

disentangled from its accumulation, and so they also express an anxious criticism of 

their own use of money.

Thompson (2004:88, 150-151) argues that DIY economics represents a form of 

petty commodity production, in which commodities are produced in order to be 

exchanged for other commodities, and this does capture something of its operational 

logic. Whereas capitalist production starts and ends with money, and aims to accumulate 

more money as a measure of abstract social value, petty commodity production starts 

with the desire to obtain commodities as specific use values, and uses the production 

and exchange of other commodities as a method to achieve this. This distinction can be 

represented by Marx's (1976:247-257) simple formulae (where C represents 

commodities, M represents an amount of money, and M' represents a larger amount of 

money):

Circulation of commodities: C—M—C
Circulation of capital: M—C—M'

When analysed in terms of economic value, DIY production is essentially about 

the exchange of use values, mediated by money, rather than the accumulation of money, 

mediated by use values. While unbalanced transactions are possible, the necessary drive 

to accumulation characteristic of capitalism is absent. Indeed, the DIY economy is 

marked by a particular concern with balance, with the anak DIY making efforts to 

maintain a fair balance of value in individual transactions.

There is a degree of closure to the DIY economy; while it is by no means a fully 

autonomous system, DIY products and the income derived from them are ideally 

exchanged only for other DIY products, resisting reduction to an abstract and universal 

exchange value. However, money is necessarily brought into the DIY economy from 

outside; it is both a way of contributing value to the community and a reminder that 

they have not achieved the independence and self-sufficiency they seek. Money allows 

commodities and resources to be transferred into and out of the DIY community, and 

thus enables the extension of their social and economic networks, but it also enables the 

severing of linkages and the drawing of boundaries. While money appears to represent 

limitless exchangeability, it also introduces a logic of property ownership, which can 

impose limits on social connections and claims (Strathern 1996). It is precisely because 

they regard money as a hostile and antagonistic value that money plays this role for the 
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anak DIY; to treat a transaction as a purely monetary exchange is to exclude it from the 

purview of the etika DIY, and thus from the DIY hardcore community.

The use of money within DIY exchange is also a vector for the further 

commodification and alienation of their own products. The impersonal relations of 

market exchange break down established relations and hierarchies, and are often 

associated with an individualised and abstract experience of personal freedom or 

autonomy (Harvey 1990:103; Miller 1987:186-187; Simmel 1990:297-303). Hart 

stresses the power of money to re-establish connections as well as divide, describing it 

as 'a link between our personal lives and the wider reaches of an impersonal world' 

(Hart 2007:16). However, individual autonomy and community solidarity are both 

dissolved by the expansionary logic of money-as-capital (Marx 1973:222-226). As the 

'quintessential expression of the commodity-form' (Cleaver 2000:154), money both 

connects and alienates. Money mediates between different value systems, but in doing 

so it also subordinates them to its own abstract measure of value.

In some respects, the DIY economy is a system of petty commodity production, 

existing on the margins of the wider market economy, remaining dependent on it and at 

least partially bound up with its economic logic, without being directly organised for 

capitalist accumulation. However, the concept of petty commodity production does not 

fully capture the principles or practices of the DIY economy. DIY productive activities 

are not motivated primarily by a desire to obtain goods, although this is not a negligible 

factor; rather, the dominant motivation is the desire to engage in productive activity, 

supported by a desire to communicate and share one's work with others. The DIY 

economy is production rather than consumption-driven; the DIY system of exchange 

exists primarily to support and sustain the creative, cultural production of the DIY 

community, and to give it social value as a community endeavour while maintaining the 

autonomy of the producers. Most DIY products are intended for exchange, but they are 

not dominated by their commodity nature.

Rather than obtaining commodities or accumulating wealth, DIY exchange is 

primarily and overtly oriented towards creating, maintaining, and expressing the social 

relationships that constitute the DIY community. In this sense it is similar to the 

anthropological concept of gift exchange, as described by Mauss (2002) and Sahlins 

(1972), and revisited by many others (Godbout 1998; Graeber 2001:151-228; Gregory 

1982; Strathern 1988). Gregory makes a sharp distinction between gift and commodity 

exchange, arguing that the former is based on:
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the personal relations between people that the exchange of things in certain 
social contexts creates. It is to be contrasted with the objective relations  
between things that the exchange of commodities creates (Gregory 1982:8).

Carrier (1992:200-203) links this dichotomy to Occidentalising and 

Orientalising discourses within anthropology, a reification of the distinction between 

'the West' and 'the rest'. As Graeber (2001:211) notes, the concept of 'the gift' and 

especially 'the gift economy' collapses a diverse array of social logics, value systems, 

and exchange practices into a somewhat artificial unity. However, from within a 

dominant capitalist social order, the opposition between gift and commodity makes a lot 

of sense—not the least as a demonstration that other ways of life are possible. The gift 

is useful not only as a descriptive anthropological category, but also as a powerful tool 

in anti-capitalist political discourse and prefigurative practice. 

Gift exchange is particularly associated with the social organisation of small-

scale, kin-based societies, but it has not disappeared in modern capitalist societies; 

modern practices of gift-giving remain vital parts of social life, supplementing, 

constraining, and challenging the market economy (Carrier 1990; Cheal 1988; Godbout 

1998; Williams 2005). Much of the value ascribed to the modern gift is based on its role 

in embodying and mediating social relations that exist and operate at least partially 

outside and against the market, and Hyde (1983) argues that this anti-economic logic of 

the gift plays a particularly important role in the value of cultural and artistic 

production. Gift exchange can itself be considered a form of symbolic or moral 

economy (Bourdieu 1977; Cheal 1988:12-19; Mauss 2002:83-85), but Godbout 

(1998:130) and Graeber (2001:8-9) suggest that it can only be understood by moving 

beyond 'economic' logic altogether. 

Rather than calculating an equal and immediate exchange, gift economies are 

often characterised by deferred, imbalanced, indirect, or incommensurable exchanges, 

leading to ongoing relations of mutual obligation. Crucially, Mauss (2002) sees these 

obligations as extending beyond the simple need to repay a material gift, shaping the 

social relations between individuals and groups. The obligation to reciprocate 

challenges the ideal of gift-giving as free, disinterested and altruistic. Indeed, for 

Bourdieu (1977:171-178), gift exchange is based on ideological misrecognition, a self-

interested economistic exchange disguised as an act of generosity. Derrida (1992:7) 

declares the free gift to be 'the very figure of the impossible', as recognition of a gift 
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invokes reciprocity, thus denying the gift as such. However, the image of the 'perfect 

gift' as disinterested is itself the product of the market approach to 'interest' or value, and 

the particular distinction between freedom and obligation which this establishes (Carrier 

1990; Godbout 1998:175-186; Graeber 2001:221; Mauss 2002:96-97).

According to Mauss (2002:83), the ethic of the gift prevails 'where obligation 

and liberty intermingle'; similarly, through their exchange practices the anak DIY seek 

to realise and reconcile their values of community and autonomy. As in gift economies, 

the anak DIY use exchange to open and maintain specific social relationships within a 

restricted and personalised network. There is also a degree of continuity between gift 

exchange and more 'total' or generalised forms of reciprocity, without the expectation of 

specific, defined recompense (De Marcellus 2003:7-9; Godbout 1998; Graeber 

2001:158-163; Mauss 2002; Sahlins 1972:193-194). DIY relations lack the fixed, 

ascribed character often associated with such generalised reciprocity, and the etika DIY 

has its own particular conception of the balance between community and autonomy. 

Still, DIY principles do incorporate a social and political ideal of generalised and 

mutual interdependence, which significantly shapes DIY practices of production and 

exchange.

In practice, however, the anak DIY tend to favour more immediately balanced 

forms of reciprocity, at least when it comes to everyday forms of direct exchange 

between individuals. In contrast to other forms of gift exchange, where reciprocity tends 

to be delayed, displaced, and unequal, such 'balanced reciprocity' (Sahlins 1972:194-

195) involves some degree of calculation of exchange value, and can shade into forms 

of barter or market exchange, as it typically does in DIY exchange. The monetary values 

assigned to DIY commodities encourage the calculation of an apparently 'objective' 

balance of value rather than a more negotiated exchange. Thompson (2004:122) argues 

that 'the gift stands as the preferred punk object that exchange betrays'.

However, the DIY concern with balance can also be explained with reference to 

their value of autonomy. Mauss (2002:16-18) emphasises the way in which gift-giving 

compels reciprocity and generates ongoing obligations. While these often constitute 

mutual relations of indebtedness, they can also be marked by forms of competition and 

domination (Aragon 1996; Bourdieu 1977:171-178; De Marcellus 2003:9; Graeber 

2001:221; Gregory 1982:46-51; Hyde 1983:70-73; Mauss 2002:50-54; Strathern 1988). 

DIY exchange is rarely overtly antagonistic, but there is a certain degree of competition 

for status involved in participation in the DIY economy. Giving freely is both valued 
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and viewed with suspicion by the anak DIY; while it can be assimilated into the ethic of 

generalised reciprocity, it can also be a form of commercial promotion, competitive 

display, or patronising charity. Through balanced exchange, the anak DIY seek to retain 

their individual autonomy, and to avoid the creation of ongoing debts and obligations 

and the concomitant status hierarchies.

Yet, this calculated autonomy in turn undermines their ideal of community 

solidarity. Graeber (2004:218-221) argues that this kind of balanced, individualistic 

exchange closes off the potential to establish a social relationship, whereas more 'open' 

or unresolved forms of reciprocity establish sets of ongoing and interconnected social 

relations, which are more favourable to the development of a common community. Still, 

although this kind of balanced exchange involves a directly calculated and closed form 

of reciprocity, it retains a gift-like character as a vector for sociability and in its denial 

of competitive self-interest (Sahlins 1972:219-220). There is a strong expectation that 

the connections forged through DIY exchanges will develop into an ongoing 

relationship, or at least be personalised in some way, rather than remaining at the level 

of an impersonal commodity exchange. Individual DIY exchanges are also embedded in 

wider, collective relations of reciprocity; while individual relations of debt and 

obligation are resisted, the DIY economy relies on a collective obligation to engage with 

others' DIY activities. The idea is that the strictly economic side to DIY exchange 

should be balanced and fair, without room for economic gain, while the social relations 

mediated by the exchange are ongoing, personalised, and immeasurable in economic 

terms.

The anak DIY also engage in less obviously reciprocal forms of gift-giving, most 

notably where their activities most closely approach political activism. Food Not Bombs 

is based on sharing a free gift of food, and the anak DIY often distribute free media, 

such as leaflets, newsletters, and the content of their webpages and internet posts. 

However, even in these cases the reciprocal logic of the gift is at work. FNB activists 

stress that they are not a charity; instead, the gift of food encourages recipients to enter 

into a discussion about the group's principles, read their leaflets, or even become 

volunteers. Ideally, the desire to disseminate information is matched by a desire to 

receive it and, perhaps more importantly, to enter into a dialogue on issues of shared 

interest; gifting thus facilitates an empathic dialogue, mediating mutual identification by 

'facilitating and documenting each party's imaginative participation in the life of the 

other' (Fennell 2002:93). As the FNB slogan on the poster for the R.A.M.B.O. show 
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puts it, they are 'making foods shareable like the goddamn mosh pits!'

This kind of generalised, indirect reciprocity also takes place through networks 

that extend beyond the Bandung DIY community as such. However, it is in their 

international links that the potential inequality of gift relations are most evident, as the 

Bandung scene receives far more from foreign scenes than they can reciprocate.11 DIY 

hardcore itself is seen as a gift from foreign (mainly North American and European) 

scenes, past and present. While it is received with pleasure, there is also a sense that it 

creates a debt of obligation which the anak DIY cannot repay. In gift exchange, those 

who give often assume a superior status to those who receive (Gregory 1982:47-48; 

Mauss 2002:83-84), and the relative lack of interest in Indonesian hardcore in the West 

intensifies the imbalance in this relationship. Recognition from these foreign scenes 

would entail an acknowledgement of both the initial 'gift' of hardcore and the efforts by 

the anak DIY to reciprocate with their own contributions, and thus establish a basis for 

more personalised and egalitarian relations. Some steps towards this goal have been 

achieved, as the Bandung scene has established more direct connections to global DIY 

hardcore networks, but the relationship remains profoundly unequal—though not, 

generally speaking, exploitative.

There is a strong ethic of participation and mutual aid in DIY hardcore, 

challenging commodification while seeking to balance the principles of autonomy and 

community. In practice, the anak DIY continue to use money as a mediator and balancer 

of exchange, while also attempting to enact a gift-like logic of personalisation and 

continuing reciprocity against the alienating logic of the market. The dilemma here for 

the anak DIY is that attempts to establish open (or generalised) forms of reciprocity 

within a non-egalitarian society can result in a hierarchical system of unequal debts and 

obligations, while carefully calculated and balanced transactions risk being reduced to 

impersonal market exchanges. While they are seeking to establish and maintain a 

system of exchange which embodies the principles of the etika DIY, their autonomy 

always threatens to evaporate into alienated individualism, while community can 

become a restrictive hierarchy. Thus, they face an ongoing struggle to establish and 

maintain DIY principles in their economic activities. 

DIY mechanisms of distribution incorporate various forms of gifting, trading, 
11 For example, in 2005 a 'solidarity show' was held at the KTS autonomous social centre in Freiburg, 

Germany to support efforts by the BalKot collective to establish their own social centre, along with 
the release of a fund-raising CD entitled Für ein Autonomes Zentrum in Bandung. Given the 
acknowledged economic inequalities between scenes, there was no expectation that BalKot would in 
turn contribute financially to KTS or the Freiburg scene.
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and commercial transaction, displaying intertwined elements of both gift and 

commodity exchange. Yet rather than indicating that gifts and commodities exist on a 

single continuum of calculated exchange, as Appadurai (1986) suggests, this interaction 

highlights their conflicting logics. Following Simmel (1990:82-90), Appadurai (1986:3-

4) describes exchange as a form of reciprocal sacrifice, with both parties surrendering 

something of value in exchange for an alternative object of desire. However, this model 

is predicated on both scarcity and economic self-interest, and thus recapitulates and 

generalises the surface logic of a market economy (Graeber 2001:30-33, 2007:71-78; 

Gregory 1997:45-48, 2009:289-290; Kamolnick 2001; Lukács 1971:94-95). While 

exchange-as-sacrifice may capture aspects of commodity exchange, it does not 

accurately reflect the dominant social logic of DIY exchange.

 Like many other cultural artefacts, DIY hardcore products remain associated in 

significant ways with those who have produced them, even as they circulate through 

exchange networks. In contrast to commodities, the power of gifts is that they remain to 

some degree inalienable even as they are exchanged (Fennell 2002; Godbout 1998:130-

135; Godelier 1999; Graeber 2001:210-228; Gregory 1982:18-20; Mauss 2002:14-16, 

58-59; Strathern 1988:159-167). Weiner (1992) refers to this as the paradox of 'keeping-

while-giving', but this apparent paradox is the very basis for the value of the gift—their 

ability to establish mutual, unresolved relationships. While there may be a degree of 

conflict between the desire to keep and the desire to receive, this is not the essence of 

the modern gift, which lies instead in the desire to give and establish community (De 

Marcellus 2003:7-9; Godbout 1998; Hyde 1983). For Vaneigem (2006:75-82), it is the 

expansion of the alienating market that, paradoxically, makes a truly free, non-sacrificial 

gift possible, and thus ushers in its own negation:

The extreme quantification of exchange reduces man to an object. From this 
rock bottom a new type of human relationship, involving neither exchange nor 
sacrifice, can be born (Vaneigem 1983:75).

The DIY economy has, in part, moved beyond commodity exchange and other 

forms of competitive sacrifice, towards a system of mutual gain. DIY exchange does not 

necessarily entail a sacrifice, and in any case such sacrifices are not key to the 

interaction. DIY value is located in the personal relationships established through 

exchange, and the experience of participatory production and consumption which the 

exchange mediates. This mutual gain is particularly evident in DIY performance, but 
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also in the exchange of easily-reproduced, non-rival goods, such as digitally-recorded 

music and photocopied zines, where the parties to the exchange can make copies rather 

than surrender their own access to the product. As access to information technology 

penetrates the Bandung scene, the 'free gift' may gain further ground over market 

exchanges; with access to cheap forms of reproduction, it is quite possible to both 

accumulate and circulate, 'keeping-while-giving' without paradox.

DIY exchanges are not simply about accumulating value—whether abstracted as 

money or in terms of the individual 'use values' of commodities; instead, there is a 

strong desire to keep DIY products in circulation. Often, the anak DIY do not make 

clear distinctions between their personal collections and stock for distribution; the 

products they collect remain open for further reproduction and exchange, and this 

possibility makes a significant contribution to their use value. DIY products remain 

'live', simultaneously invested with personal meaning and exchangeable within the DIY 

economy. The anak DIY consistently emphasise the importance of DIY enterprises as 

forms of networking and community-building, as well as modes of self-expression. 

Even the more obviously economic activities such as lapak, merchandise tables, and 

mail-order distros, are seen as being important mainly as opportunities for social 

interaction and information sharing. Much of the value of a DIY product explicitly lies 

in the social relations that are established or maintained through its production, 

consumption, and exchange; thus, the DIY economy or value system works against the 

commodification of hardcore.

DIY production and the hardcore commons

Whether their products are sold, traded, or gifted, an important principle of DIY 

economics is that the monetary value of a commodity, its price, does not encompass the 

whole of its value. According to DIY non-profit principles, the price should normally 

compensate for the cost of materials, its physical production, reproduction, and 

distribution; however, it is not usually considered payment for the effort and creativity 

which goes into the product. The anak DIY do not always explicitly make this 

distinction, being more likely to talk in terms of a 'fair' or DIY price, but it is an 

important principle of their economy. Ideally, the cultural content associated with DIY 

activities is contributed for free, as an act of communication and community building, 

as reflected in the DIY rejection of copyright and other restrictive approaches to 
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'intellectual property'.

If the carefully balanced transactions which mark many exchanges of DIY 

commodities appear as calculated economic acts, behind these exchanges there lies a 

huge amount of 'unaccounted for' creative and organisational labour, given relatively 

freely and without the expectation of direct recompense. The price of a DIY commodity 

does not come close to capturing its social value, and according to DIY principles it 

should not do so; indeed, the value of a commodity in DIY terms can be increased by 

efforts to reduce its price, as 'under-pricing' a commodity contributes to its DIY 

authenticity. The DIY system of production and exchange cannot be reduced to the logic 

of the market, and the core DIY economic principle is actually anti-economic: the 

production of a commons as opposed to the accumulation of capital.

According to the etika DIY, value is primarily invested in the act of production, 

though this value can only be realised through exchange and consumption. In contrast to 

the commercial culture industry, DIY practices collapse the distance between these 

processes, seeking to unite them into a direct relationship of communication. This is 

clearest in the act of performance, but it also applies to less transient commodities. As 

with most cultural commodities, the value of DIY products lies more in their intellectual 

and creative content than in their physical media. However, the DIY system of 

production and exchange does not seek to fully reflect this value in monetary terms. The 

economic dimension of DIY transactions is primarily about off-setting the costs of 

material production, distribution, and reproduction rather than paying for access to 

restricted intellectual or creative property. Particularly with reference to the creative 

content of their commodities, DIY exchange can be more a form of sharing rather than a 

commercial transaction, even if some money changes hands or it takes the apparent 

form of a balanced barter exchange.

The DIY community is based on the exchange, sharing, and accumulation of 

information, as Tedy and Nino from xManusia Buatanx explain in an interview in 

xLapukx #1:

xLapukx: Ok then, any final words for this interview?
T[edy]: There are a lot of people who need something. It's good to give 

and receive. Specifically, it's just a need for something like 
collectivity, it's collective. It doesn't necessarily need to be 
anything specific, just gather together one or two people to chat, 
hang out and, y'know, exchange ideas and opinions. And it's 
really very wonderful. It's very effective for us, for them, and for 
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everyone else. With more and more people exchanging more and 
more ideas, more ideas that I might never have encountered 
before, and now I can get them.

N[ino]: The point is, if you want to make something big or kick-ass, it has 
to start from something small. Everywhere, if we make an effort 
we proceed step by step. Sharing thoughts, sharing ideas and 
information. The time has come for giving rather than hoarding 
information.

 A vital aspect of DIY production and exchange is the reciprocal pleasure of 

sharing one's own creations with the wider DIY community. The DIY economy 

contributes to the production of a cultural commons, a shared intellectual sphere 

defended and mobilised against the enclosures of capital (De Angelis 2007:148-149; 

Dyer-Witheford 1999:201-206; Lindenschmidt 2004; Shorthose and Strange 2004; 

Sumner 2006). Such commons draw upon the logic of the gift, but do not rely on direct 

reciprocity (Hyde 1983:77-84; Studer 2004). Instead, cultural production is approached 

as a generalised and communal endeavour; commons are produced and reproduced 

through an active, collective labour process that Linebaugh (2008:45) calls 

'commoning'. Kropotkin (1955, 1968) views this kind of decentralised, cooperative 

labour as both fundamental to human nature and as the basis for a potential anarcho-

communist society. Hardt and Negri (2000:364-367, 2005, 2009) and other post-

autonomists (Dyer-Witheford 1999:227-233, 2006; Vercellone 2007; Virno 2004:35-41, 

2007) draw on Marx's (1973:706) concept of 'the general intellect' to argue that a 

universal commons of shared knowledge, culture, and sociality is now emerging in 

conjunction with the rise of a global multitude of 'immaterial labour'.

 At its most communal, the DIY community does approaches this ideal of a 

global, egalitarian commons; some of the anak DIY most influenced by social anarchist 

and Marxist politics hold an explicit goal of building a society based on the principle 

'from each according to one's abilities, to each according to one's needs'. However, in 

practice the DIY economy remains tied to a much narrower network or community, and 

there remains a tension between their desire to share widely and their desire to maintain 

a certain degree of social closure and distinction. Various forms of cultural 'ownership', 

both individual and collective, exclusive and non-exclusive, are asserted within DIY 

hardcore, alongside a sense of freely contributing to a shared culture. The DIY value of 

komunitas is enacted in terms of highly personalised relationships rather than a 

collective commonweal. Cheal (1988:87) suggests that autonomous gift-giving practices 
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survive as a system of economically redundant transactions, largely contained within the 

private or domestic sphere.  Elements of a gift economy can also be located in the 

public sphere, through the establishment of public commons (Soron and Laxer 2006). 

However, the DIY system is not content to remain within either the private sphere of 

consumption or the public sphere of redistribution, but rather positions itself as an 

autonomous basis for cultural production.

As Shorthose and Strange (2004) argue, the autonomy associated with artistic or 

cultural production relies on the social interactions, collaborative labour and 'creative 

ecology' of their communities and commons. This form of commons can be considered 

a form of socialised 'peer production'  (Bauwens 2009) or 'ethical economy' (Arvidsson 

2007:16-19, 2009) organised according to a value logic of voluntary cooperation and 

communication. There remains a certain logic of accumulation within the DIY 

commons, but this is not the individual accumulation of economic capital. Rather, there 

is a collective accumulation of shared social and cultural value, associated with the 

production and circulation of the common (De Angelis 2007; Dyer-Witheford 2006; 

Hard and Negri 2005:196-208, 2009).

Cultural and knowledge commons tend not to be characterised by scarcity in 

rivalrous resources. Rather than being threatened by 'the tragedy of the commons' 

(Hardin 1968)—that is, depletion through over-use enabled by unfettered access—such 

commons are primarily threatened by enclosure, exclusion, and lack of participation 

(Hardt and Negri 2009:280-285; Harvey 2011; Hunter 2003:500-513; Lessig 2001:175-

177; Lindenschmidt 2004:7-8; Studer 2004).12 The circulation of the common, and the 

value it generates, can be compared to the phenomenon of 'gift increase', in which gift-

giving ultimately yields a greater return, generating value and community (Godbout 

1998:181; Hyde 1983:37-38). Participants receive more than they can ever fully repay, 

and so always retain a debt of obligation to the community. Yet specific, quantified 

repayment is neither demanded nor expected, and this obligation is rarely experienced 

as a burden or sacrifice. Rather, the often considerable amount of labour contributed to 

the DIY hardcore community is given as a gift, a mutual relation of interdependence 

entered into willingly and with pleasure.

Cultural production may be particularly predisposed to generating a commons 

12 Even with regard to more materially limited resources, the 'tragedy of the commons' appears with 
capitalist enclosure and the destruction of community, rather than within functioning commons 
regimes. In traditional environmental commons, use and access are controlled by various forms of 
community management and regulation.
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on the basis of such gifts of labour. Hyde (1983:47, 143-149) argues that artistic 

inspiration is itself received as a gift, which must be passed on through artistic 

production as a 'labour of gratitude'. Art, as a form of cultural production, thus serves as 

a gift linking the artist to the community, past, present, and future. Godbout (1998:82-

86) emphasises that it is the role of the artistic community which draws art away from 

the commodity and towards the gift; this tendency is even stronger in DIY production, 

where the community is directly experienced, participatory, and egalitarian. The anak 

DIY certainly feel a generalised debt of gratitude, frequently thanking diverse sources of 

inspiration, and their records, zines, and other products usually include long lists of 

acknowledgements. In addition to their families, friends, and individual contacts in the 

scene, these also tend to include long lists of bands, labels, zines, and other DIY 

enterprises, along with specific scenes, communities or 'crews', and DIY hardcore in 

general. Some also include references to God (and/or Satan). For example, on The 

Power of Youth DIY youth crew compilation,13 Freesoul thank:

Allah SWT and the Prophet Muhammed SAW, all band in this compilation, 
Balkot youthcrew, Mampang moshcrew, Sumedang hardcore/punk, Time Up 
recs, For The Kids recs, Mad Klub Records, all DIY bands, zines,  
records/labels, distros and all people who still believe with DIY movement! 
Agol-0809, Ega'nteng, Menyeng, Devi Kiky Ariani, Bagol, Adul 'Janda', Abam, 
Bang Dani, KenFukkinTerror, thank you for all your help. WE LOVE YOU 
ALL AND KEEP DIY STILL ALIVE DUDE!!!

While their sources of inspiration are sometimes mystified (as artistic inspiration 

so often is), the anak DIY also specifically note the contribution made by their own DIY 

community and by DIY hardcore as an ongoing global movement. Although this does 

not impose any specific obligations or debts in return, they position their own 

production as a way of giving something back. While it is certainly possible to gain 

status and influence through one's contributions and initiative, the anak DIY tend to 

downplay the worth of their own contributions, while emphasising the value of others', 

in keeping with the egalitarian ethos of the DIY community. Thus, rather than repaying 

or imposing a specific debt, their gifts of labour further strengthen their reciprocal 

connections to the DIY hardcore community. In this sense, DIY production leads 

towards (without fully achieving) the state of generalised, collective and total 

13 This 2004 release featured six bands from neighbouring West Java scenes, and was a collaborative 
effort by three DIY record labels: For The Kids (Sumedang), Time Up (Depok) and Mad Klub 
(Bekasi).
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reciprocity that underpins the logic of the gift (Graeber 2001:158-163; Mauss 2002:6-8, 

89-91).

Within the DIY community, value is primarily invested in the act of musical 

performance and other forms of cultural production, and it is this area of contribution 

which most closely approaches a form of generalised reciprocity, a 'free gift' to the DIY 

community. Skill- and information-sharing is a basic and expected practice; the anak 

DIY contribute their time and effort to the community as a whole, with the expectation 

that others will make their own contributions in accordance with their abilities and 

inclinations. While the distribution of more tangible cultural artefacts is realised through 

more precisely balanced mechanisms of economic exchange, the sphere of DIY 

production is based on the gift of creative labour. However, some engagement in the 

more commodified sphere of exchange is often necessary for the value of this gift to be 

realised. The DIY economy is thus a somewhat contradictory system, combining 

elements of commodity exchange with gift production.

 The creation of new cultural and informational commons is a key part of 

struggles against capitalist alienation (Dyer-Witheford 2004:15-18), and DIY production 

reaches towards an ideal of non-alienated labour (Duncombe 1997:94; Holtzman, 

Hughes and Van Meter 2007; Ovetz 1993). DIY labour—creativity, skills, knowledge, 

and effort—is not measured in terms of quantitative exchange value, but as a qualitative 

contribution which is never fully alienated from those engaged in production. The etika  

DIY asserts the autonomy of the DIY hardcore community of production against the 

sacrificial logic of the capitalist labour market, in which the 'socially productive power 

of labour develops as a free gift to capital' (Marx 1976:451). This autonomy is 

necessarily partial and contested, but the production of value within DIY hardcore is not 

driven by capital accumulation; DIY practices of production and exchange contribute to 

the development of a cultural commons of DIY hardcore, as a shared and flexible—but 

not completely open—community of collective means.

Objectification, alienation and hardcore fetishism

The anak DIY  value their performances and artefacts primarily in terms of the 

affective relationships established through their production, exchange, and use, as forms 

of social communication rather than as objectifications of abstract economic value. DIY 

hardcore opposes the obfuscation of origins and the processes of production that 
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characterise the commercial cultural industries. The principles of DIY production thus 

challenge and undermine the fetishism of commodities, approaching cultural production 

as a creative social practice rather than as an assemblage of objectified commodities 

conveying an abstracted, reified economic value. However, as a partial and 'subcultural' 

mode of production, DIY hardcore cannot fully break free from the commodity form.

Marx (1976:163-164) defines commodity fetishism as the process by which 

commodities in a capitalist economy acquire a 'mystical character', becoming animated 

by an active social value beyond their use value as objects of consumption. At the same 

time, the human, social relations which imbue commodities with this value are effaced, 

assuming 'the fantastic form of a relation between things' (Marx 1976:165). Commodity 

fetishism is thus an alienating process of reification and decontextualisation, through 

which value is presented as an immanent property of self-encapsulated things rather 

than as a social process or relationship (Holloway 2005:43-57; Lukács 1971:83-103; 

Taussig 1980:33-36; Wayne 2003:183-219). Processes of mediation and objectification 

of value are by no means specific to capitalism (Graeber 2001:104-106, 2005; Turner 

2008:54); however, the reified 'separation of the doing from the done' that is 

characteristic of capitalist value gives rise to a profound self-estrangement (Holloway 

2005:43-46).

Through the capitalist system of generalised commodity production, labour 

power—the human potential for production and social creation—is itself rendered into 

an alienated and objectified commodity (Marx 1964:106-119, 1976:270-280; McNally 

2006). As an alienated commodity and the source of capitalist value, labour itself is split 

into an antagonistic relation between concrete labour and abstract labour—that is, 

labour as a specific, embodied form of creative activity producing particular use values 

versus the averaged, homogeneous, and quantitative measure of labour time that 

produces value-as-capital (Arthur 2001; Bonefeld 2010:264-266; Cleaver 2000:127-

134, Marx 1976:131-137, 283-306, 992-995; Murray 2000a). Commodities are the 

bearers of dead labour, mediating the accumulation of surplus value in the form of 

capital and the subordination of living labour that this entails; commodity fetishism thus 

conceals and mediates the antagonistic class relation that lies at the heart of the 

commodity form.

Marx's approach to commodities emphasises their role in the mediation of 

relations of production, rather than isolating production and exchange as independent 

situations. In contrast, Simmel (1990:59-101) argues that exchange is the source of 
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value, through the objectification of subjective desires and their sacrificial exchange—

an approach also adopted by Appadurai (1986), Kopytoff (1986) and Miller (1987). 

Miller puts a distinctly optimistic spin on this analysis, arguing that the objectification 

of commodities enables a 'genuinely self-productive relationship between persons and 

objects' (Miller 1987:121). However, while this approach correctly positions value as a 

social relation, and captures something of the appearance of commodity relations, it 

fails to look beyond the fetishism of commodities as objects of exchange to the 

underlying source of value, the productive power of human activity (Marx 1973:610-

616, 1976:125-132). It thus obscures the extent to which the 'social life of things' rests 

on the alienation of the social life of human beings.

It is no accident that DIY production is focused on performance and other 

cultural or artistic activities. The 'symbolic work' of artistic production is particularly 

closely associated with the social production of value and meaning, and thus it is often 

perceived as standing in opposition to the fetishisation of commodities. Adorno (1984) 

and Marcuse (1979) argue that through its attempt at representation, authentic art 

reveals, rather than conceals, the contradictions of a commodified world. Although the 

aesthetic value of artworks rests on their objectification, Adorno describes this as 'a 

fetishistic quality that transcends mere commodity fetishism' (Adorno 1984:324). Leslie 

(2004:92) describes art as a strange commodity, as 'its simultaneously sensuous and 

intellectual existence is never simply use value or exchange value, but an effort at 

universal human values or a reminder of their absence'.

However, the critical aesthetic experience that Adorno and Marcuse posit as a 

form of emancipation can also lead to an intense fetishisation in which the social value 

of an artwork is effaced (Bourdieu 1996:227-231). Indeed, Adorno (1984:256) describes 

aesthetic experience as 'the complete surrender of the self to the work'. As a distance is 

established between creators and their audience, creative products become mere 

representations of social value, which is subsumed into the 'artistic aura', the fetishised 

authenticity of the original work of art (Benjamin 1968a:222-226). Even the performing 

arts may be reified as an objectified 'work' rather than a collective, participatory 

experience (Adorno 1984:146; Attali 1985:46-57; Small 1998:4-5). So long as art is 

contained within the restricted field of reified aesthetics, it remains 'yet another domain 

for the fragmented subject' (Lukács 1971:140), merely representing rather than realising 

the potential for a non-alienated creative practice. Art does retain something of the 

autonomy that constitutes its particular social role, but as it has been drawn more 
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directly into the alienating world of the commodity market this aesthetic autonomy has 

become increasingly entangled with the fetishised autonomy of capital (Dezeuze 2011; 

Iles and Vishmidt 2011; Leslie 2004; Stallabrass 2004).

The DIY hardcore opposition to the capitalist value system is not limited to a 

surface critique of the commodity form, but is more fully expressed through their 

commitment to non-alienated and autonomous production. The anak DIY approach 

cultural production as a collective social process, generating forms of value that cannot 

be reduced to an abstract, quantitative measure. DIY production is therefore aimed at 

overcoming commodity fetishism and other forms of capitalist alienation. Still, cultural 

artefacts play a key role in mediating the social relations that constitute the DIY 

hardcore community. Through this role, DIY products are imbued with an affective, 

personalised form of value, which Thompson (2004:134-137) calls the 'good side' of 

commodity fetishism. However, while Thompson identifies this as a form of aesthetic 

use value, in the Bandung DIY community it appears more as an explicitly social and 

qualitative form of exchange value, akin to the 'bonding value' of the gift (Godbout 

1998:173-175).

The circulation of DIY products facilitates the construction of the DIY 

community and wider DIY networks, and the anak DIY approach their products as 

objects which mediate, or even simply provide a pretext for, these relationships. As 

Gregory (1982:19) argues, 'What a gift transactor desires is the personal relationships 

that the exchange of gifts creates, and not the things themselves'. According to Mauss 

(2002:15, 59), the value or power of the gift is that it contains something of the spirit of 

the giver. There may be a sort of fetishism at work here, in which an object seems to 

become the person, taking on or usurping aspects of their identity; this is evident, for 

example, in Vicious Vagina's characterisation of DIY zines as 'a person in a writing 

format'. Many cultural commodities are also closely identified with their creative 

producers or artists; this close identification serves to validate the authenticity of these 

commodities, working against their complete reduction to abstract exchange value, yet 

it also serves as an important basis for their valorisation, branding, and commodification 

within the cultural industries (Ryan 1991:37-50; Stallabrass 2004:145; Wayne 2003:26-

32).

Like commodities, gifts are an objectification of social relations and identities 

(Godelier 1999; Strathern 1988; Weiner 1992). Godelier presents this as a form of 

misrecognition, in which:
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People project onto things and embody in the matter and form of these... 
objects the imaginary kernels and the symbols of the real relations they 
entertain with others and with the world around them (Godelier 1999:169).

However, as Graeber (2001:224, 2005:411) points out, the value of such non-

capitalist 'fetishes' are often appreciated with a remarkably unfetishised consciousness. 

That is, they tend to display dynamic and temporary forms of objectification that do not 

result in an ongoing displacement of human agency. While the forms of objectification 

associated with non-capitalist gift economies may conceal and mediate unequal power 

relations, they are not characterised by the exploitation of commodified labour (Gregory 

1982:47-48; Strathern 1988:133-167). It can thus be useful to distinguish between 

objectification in general and the alienating objectification of labour in the form of 

fetishised commodities, which is historically specific to the capitalist mode of 

production (Bonefeld 2010; Kamolnick 2001:79; Lukács 1971:83-92; Marx 1973:831-

832, 1976:174; Sayers 2003:120-121).  Like gift economies, DIY hardcore production is 

characterised by the personification of objects rather than the objectification of persons 

(Gregory 1982:41-45; Strathern 1988:176-182; Taussig 1980:36-38).

While the anak DIY articulate—and attempt to put into practice—a thorough 

critique of commodity fetishism, their relation to objectification is more ambivalent. 

Thompson (2004:119-123) describes DIY punk as being torn between a valorisation of 

the aesthetic form of their commodities and a hostility to the exchangeability that this 

objectification enables. Through the DIY hardcore ideal of direct and authentic 

communication, and their valorisation of the live show, the anak DIY do express some 

suspicion of the processes of objectification and mediation associated with the exchange 

of cultural artefacts. However, such objectification is perhaps an inevitable consequence 

of using material media for expression and communication, and the anak DIY are not 

particularly hostile to objectification or exchange in general. Rather, they oppose the 

reduction of their productive activity to an abstract measure of alienated labour, 

arguably a much more historically contingent process.

Rather than a straightforward process of objectification, the reified forms of 

capitalist value display a certain spectral immateriality (Bonefeld 2010:265-267; Marx 

1976:128; Murray 2000b:105-106; Stallybrass 1998:184; Wayne 2003:207-213). This 

dematerialisation reaches its apotheosis in money-as-capital, the 'pure fetish form' of an 

apparently self-reproducing and autonomous commodity, the abstracted and reified 
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commodity form of alienated human labour (Lukács 1971:94; Marx 1981:515-517). 

Graeber (2001:94-99) describes money as an objectification of our generic capacity for 

action, yet it also has a powerfully corrosive effect upon other objectifications of value. 

Nor is this process restricted to the production and exchange of commodities; the 

alienating commodification of products continues to cling to them as specific objects of 

consumption and use, as 'even the individual object which man confronts directly, either 

as producer or consumer, is distorted in its objectivity by its commodity character' 

(Lukács 1971:93). The fetishisation of commodities also involves a certain contempt for 

them as specific material objects (Marx 1973:273; Stallybrass 1998). The objectified 

value that the anak DIY ascribe to their records, zines, and other products as material 

artefacts thus works against the abstracting logic of commodification.

Commodity fetishism not only involves the effacement of social relations, but 

also the hollowing-out of use value, the reduction of meaningful content to fetishised 

form. In the case of cultural commodities, this dematerialisation involves an erasure of 

the social context and specific expressive content which constitutes their use value as 

cultural objects (Iles and Vishmidt 2011:57; Ryan 1991:50; Wayne 2003:193-194). 

Through their commodification, the products of human creative activities are reduced to 

their monetary value, their profitability, at the expense of their particularity as cultural 

objects and their role as facilitators of human relationships and communication. The 

consumption of cultural commodities may thus become the stockpiling of dead value 

and dead time (Attali 1985:124-127; Vaneigem 2006:154).

Debord (1977:36-39) and Baudrillard (1983, 1996) argue that, in modern 

consumer culture, the role of commodities as material objects has been displaced by the 

commodity image. According to Debord (1977:46-48), use value has been replaced by 

an illusory spectacle of itself, fully subordinated to the abstract exchange value of 

capital, while Baudrillard (1996:219-224) argues that we consume the 'idea of the 

relationship' with commodities rather than commodity objects themselves. This kind of 

symbolic consumption is particularly applicable for branded commodities, which derive 

much of their value from the affective relationships established with the image or idea 

of the brand (Arvidsson 2006; Klein 2000:15-26; Lury 2004). Foster (2008) and 

Mazzarella (2003:192-210) describe the logic of the brand as a form of 'keeping-while-

giving', generating a strong affective bond akin to that of the gift. Yet the images, ideas, 

and affective associations that constitute brands are produced and circulated as 

commodities themselves, reified and alienated while also retaining their own particular 
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aesthetic qualities, uses, and conditions of production (Mazzarella 2003:37-56). They 

thus continue to display the contradictions of the commodity form, without being fully 

reduced to abstract value.

This has a significant impact on the cultural industries, in which star artists are 

often marketed as brand objects (Lash and Urry 1994:137-138; Ryan 1991:217-219). 

Mediated and commodified cultural performances may involve genuine engagement, 

but they often produce an illusory relationship of intimacy with the 'star' or other object 

of fan adoration (Coutas 2008; Fairchild 2007; Sandvoss 2005; Stevens 2004). From the 

point of view of the industry, the consumer audience may itself become a fetishised 

commodity (Ang 1991:53-59; Appadurai 1986:55-56; Debord 1977:43). There is thus 

no simple opposition between passive, fetishised consumption and active engagement; 

the work of investment and interpretation engaged in by some consumers also plays a 

role in the fetishisation of cultural commodities. 

Thus, even when they are produced as highly standardised and reproducible 

commodities, the products of the cultural industries are still marked by a contradictory 

dialectic of value, a dependent yet often antagonistic relationship between aesthetic use 

value and economic exchange value (Hills 2002:31-35; Mazzarella 2003:53-56; Ryan 

1991:50-54). Hills argues that fan consumers are:

simultaneously inside and outside processes of commodification, experiencing 
an intensely personal use-value in relation to their object of fandom, and then 
being re-positioned within more general and systematic processes of exchange-
value (Hills 2002:44).

Thompson (2004:81-82) argues that DIY punk production involves pushing this 

contradiction as far as it can go, striving (yet ultimately failing) to break free of the 

commodity form itself. DIY hardcore products do partake in the aestheticisation of 

value which marks the authentic artwork, attributing social value to a mystified and 

romanticised process of creative self-expression. Yet there is also a contrary tendency at 

work in DIY production, harnessing the progressive potential of reproducibility 

identified by Benjamin (1968a) to challenge the fetishistic dimensions of 

aestheticisation. The anak DIY do assert the use value of their products as critical and 

creative cultural goods, but they place greater emphasis on their social value as objects 

produced within the commons of DIY hardcore.

The anak DIY have developed a systematic critique of commodity fetishism, and 
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attempt to put this critique into practice through DIY production. However, the 

fetishistic logic of the commodity relation is not restricted to the spheres of production 

and exchange, but extends into other areas of social life as reified patterns of 

consciousness and the alienation of everyday life (Holloway 2005:56-57; Lukács 

1971:92-103; Vaneigem 2006). This alienation lies at the root of the 'identity-thinking' 

associated with the fragmented, objectified, and inverted subjectivity of capitalist 

society (Adorno and Horkheimer 1979; Holloway 2005:57-71; Lukács 1971:89-90; 

Wayne 2003:184-192). The tendency of some in the DIY hardcore community towards 

a post-anarchist refusal of labels and categories is, at least in part, an attempt to escape 

from this kind of reified consciousness, a move towards the kind of critique of identity 

advocated by Adorno (1973) and Holloway (2005:106-117, 2009).

However, this does not mean that a critical awareness or defetishised 

consciousness is sufficient to overcome capitalist commodification. While commodity 

fetishism is, at one level, a distortion of social consciousness, it is also an active, 

material process of dispossession and alienation, which cannot be simply denied or 

deconstructed at the ideological level (Holloway 2005:71-72; Lukács 1971:197; Taussig 

1980:28-30; Žižek 1989:30-31). The abstraction of value associated with commodity 

production is a 'real abstraction', rooted in the antagonistic class relationship that shapes 

the social and material conditions of life (Bonefeld 2010; Cleaver 2000:110-117; Marx 

1973:831; Murray 2000a, 2000b). A critique of commodity fetishism is vital to anti-

capitalist practice, but it remains the case that 'fetishism does not disappear with the 

critique of its existence' (Holloway 1992:161). Indeed, symbolic challenges to 

commodification are themselves often incorporated by the market, transforming the 

desire for a non-commodified life into a quality of fetishised commodities.

The anak DIY go beyond this kind of commodified critique, making a valiant 

effort to enact their anti-capitalist values through autonomous production, but in 

practice DIY production remains entangled in the broader market economy. The DIY 

economy in its present form could not exist without the largely unacknowledged, 

exploited and alienated labour that goes into making the blank CDs and cassettes, the 

paper and t-shirts, the audio equipment and musical instruments, and all the various 

other materials and services which are used for the production of DIY commodities. Yet 

these contributions tend to be treated fetishistically, reduced to a monetary cost that 

must be factored into DIY hardcore production, but which is not reckoned as a 

contribution to the commons of DIY value. As Thompson (2004:133-134) points out, 
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the valorisation of certain kinds of creative labour within the DIY economy renders 

invisible the contributions made by other forms of labour, which in many cases remain 

solidly within the realm of capitalist production.

Products from other DIY scenes may also become fetishised through their 

cultural dislocation, particularly those that originate from more central scenes in North 

America and Europe. In the postcolonial context of Indonesia, their aura of 'Western' 

modernity is a powerful vector for fetishistic modes of investment, aspiration and 

identification (Luvaas 2009a; Mazzarella 2003:256-261; Siegel 1986:203-231, 1997). 

Local DIY products also become increasingly fetishised as they move outside of the 

core DIY community, becoming alienated from their original social conditions of 

production and the associated DIY value system.

As a category of social forms, the fetish is particularly associated with contact 

and exchange between different value systems (Graeber 2005:410-411; Pietz 1985, 

1987, 1988; Spyer 1998). The role of commodity fetishism within the capitalist value 

system expresses the profound disjuncture of value at its centre, and it is the 

fetishisation of this disjuncture through the commodity form that enables capital to 

appropriate and subordinate other value systems. The commodity fetish thus mediates 

capital as a total, global system of valorisation through alienation (Bonefeld 1987; 

Cleaver 2000:146-148; Lukács 1971; Marx 1976:711-724, 1060-1065; Turner 2008:46-

49). However, as Holloway (2005:78-91) emphasises, this is an ongoing process of 

fetishisation rather than a fully accomplished social fact, and thus remains open to 

counter-movements of resistance and refusal. Indeed, there is a mutually constitutive yet 

antagonistic relation between fetishisation and opposition to it (Bonefeld 1987:70-71; 

Holloway 2005:98-105).

While the DIY critique of commodity fetishism has not won them full autonomy 

from the market, DIY production is a practical attempt to resist or evade commodity 

fetishism, establishing a system of production which does not reduce creative activity to 

a reified and abstract measure of economic value. A DIY product or performance should 

facilitate and express non-alienated social relations, as a form of authentic 

communication and a mediation of personal relationships. This DIY authenticity can be 

considered a form of fetishism or objectification, in that objects stand in for social 

relationships and experiences, and such objectified authenticity often plays a significant 

role in the commodification of cultural production. However, within the DIY economy 

the process of social constitution is made explicit, and commodity values never obscure 
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the productive value of human creativity and sociality. DIY authenticity, then, can be 

regarded as a real, material quality, an expression of the social value which is produced 

and realised through the 'DIY economy' as an alternative system of value. The relative 

autonomy of DIY production, at least within the Bandung DIY hardcore community, is 

ultimately based on their refusal of alienated, commodified labour and the valorisation 

of cultural production as a socially creative practice.

Creativity and autonomy

The etika DIY is a system of value grounded in an independent network of 

production, which operates to a significant extent outside the commercial organisation 

of the cultural industries. However, DIY production can also be considered  in terms of 

creative labour, a form of labour which remains somewhat problematic for the capitalist 

economy even as it is increasingly incorporated within it. Artistic creativity represents 

freedom from alienated work, but within the cultural industries this creativity is itself 

transformed into a form of labour that produces alienated commodities. The valorisation 

of certain forms of creative work within DIY hardcore risks recapitulating or 

strengthening the ideological discourse on creativity which has assumed a prominent 

role within neoliberal capitalism, while also directly and indirectly producing value for 

capital. Yet their focus on creative expression also connects with their attempts to 

engage in de-fetishised and non-alienated forms of production, emphasising the 

connection between cultural performance and social creativity.

In anthropology and cultural studies, creativity is often reduced to a rather 

narrow concept of aesthetic or symbolic production-through-consumption (Graeber 

2007:75-78; Löfgren 2001). An alternative anthropological approach casts creativity as 

social creativity, the production of values and social relations (Turner 2008; Graeber 

2001). While Friedman (2001) and Bourdieu (1996:235-239) define creativity in terms 

of the iterative recombination of forms within an established structure or symbolic 

economy, the anak DIY are seeking to break with the established social order and create 

a new system of value. Yet, as Graeber (2001:249) suggests, if creative action is to be 

revolutionary, it must also relate to and act on the larger social structures in which it is 

embedded. Collective musical performance and other forms of artistic or cultural 

production can play an important role in generating new values and relationships, and 

also in rendering them sensible (Hastrup 2001; Muñoz and Marín 2006; Ovetz 1993; 

Sarbanes 2006; Small 1998; Turner 1982; Williams 1977:206-212).
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Marxist and anarchist approaches to artistic production often associate it with 

free or non-alienated activity, expressing the human power of conscious creation and 

prefiguring a more general emancipation of life and labour (Marcuse 1969, 1979:71-73; 

Marx 1964:113-114, 1973:611; Sayers 2003:114-116; Vaneigem 2006:190-203). Attali 

(1985:133-148) celebrates musical composition as a free and autonomous form of 

creativity, which he predicts will supersede commodified music. This has some 

resonance with the DIY hardcore approach to musical production; however, while 

Attali's concept of composition is based on rather individualistic forms of artistic self-

expression and self-appreciation, DIY hardcore production emphasises shared 

performance and communication.

In their studies of DIY music scenes, Ovetz (1993:10-11) and Muñoz and Marín 

(2006:147-148) locate the creative potential of DIY performance within the music itself. 

However, at least in relation to the Bandung DIY hardcore scene, creativity appears far 

more in the organisation of production and performance than in the music or other 

aesthetic forms they produce. Indeed, there is little evidence that DIY hardcore is more 

innovative (in strictly musical or aesthetic terms) than the corporate music industry, 

despite its focus on styles which are largely excluded from more mainstream markets. 

Yet the standardisation of DIY hardcore remains largely informal and outside of 

corporate control, and thus expresses rather than stifles the DIY community's own 

autonomous relations of creativity.

The kind of social creativity engaged in by the anak DIY can be distinguished 

from the formal aesthetic innovation associated with the art world and the cultural 

industries more generally. Within the cultural industries, creativity is often reduced to 

the fashion cycle, a managed succession of new (or recycled) styles and stars mobilised 

to counteract the declining value of extant cultural products (Adorno and Horkheimer 

1979:120-131; Hesmondhalgh 2007:189-211; Ryan 1991:177-180, 257-259; Straw 

2002a). Managed creativity also has a key role in the neoliberal, precarious workforce, 

where it appears as a rather generic economic quality of marketability or employability 

(Böhm and Land 2009:79-81; Moore and Taylor 2009; Peck 2009; von Osten 2007:52-

55; see also Florida 2004). Shorthose and Strange (2004:47) argue that this managed 

and alienated creativity should be distinguished from authentic artistic production, 

which 'occurs within communities of similarly independent artists, working within 

radically new, relatively self-determined informal networks and mutual support 

systems'.
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Creative, artistic production appears both as a specialised form of labour and as 

an autonomous activity in opposition to labour as such (Adorno 1984:238-239, 320-

324; Bourdieu  1996; Bryan-Wilson 2009:4; Iles and Vishmidt 2011). Even when it is 

incorporated into the cultural industries, creative labour resists capitalist processes of 

valorisation (Ryan 1991:42-45; Shorthose and Strange 2004:49; Wayne 2003:17-37). 

Virno (1996:191-192), following Marx (1976:1048), describes such work as a form of 

'virtuoso labour' in which 'the product is not separable from the act of producing'. 

Virtuoso labour

finds its own fulfilment (that is, its own purpose) in itself, without objectifying 
itself into an end product, without settling into a 'finished product', or into an 
object which would survive the performance. Secondly, it is an activity which 
requires the presence of others, which exists only in the presence of an 
audience (Virno 2004:52).

Marx (1976:1044-1048) characterises virtuoso labour as 'unproductive'—that is, 

as a marginal form of labour which does not produce value for capital. However, Virno 

(1996:193, 2004:56-59) and other (post-)autonomists (Hardt and Negri 2000:289-294, 

2005:108-115, 2009:131-149; Lazzarato 1996) argue that, with the rise of the cultural 

industries and 'post-Fordist' capitalism more generally, such virtuoso or immaterial 

labour has become quite central to capitalist production. With the generalisation of 

aesthetic, informational, and affective forms of production, capital has come to depend 

more directly on the production of subjectivity and sociality, and thus 'the production of 

communication tends to become immediately the process of valorization' (Lazzarato 

1996:144). Hardt and Negri further argue that production in general has become directly 

political or 'biopolitical', based on an autonomous social subjectivity which cannot be 

fully captured by capital as 'the capacities of biopolitical labor-power exceed work and 

spill over into life' (Hardt and Negri 2009:152).

However, this approach overstates the autonomy of creative, affective, and 

intellectual forms of labour, which are still structured by capitalist processes of 

measurement, commodification, and accumulation (Aufheben 2006; Böhm and Land 

2009; Camfield 2007:38-44; De Angelis and Harvie 2009; Huws 1999, 2001; Spence 

2010; Wright 2005). It is important not to exaggerate the generalisation of 'creativity' in 

contemporary production or the degree of freedom it provides. Within the cultural 

industries, a hierarchical distinction is often maintained between named, virtuoso 

creative workers and those involved in industrial and technical work (Hesmondhalgh 
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2007:197-210; Ryan 1991:107-114; Wayne 2003:17-19). While specialised creative 

workers themselves do tend to enjoy a relatively significant degree of autonomy, this is 

often accompanied by intense experiences of insecurity, (self-)exploitation, and 

alienation (Gill and Pratt 2008; Hesmondhalgh and Baker 2010; Huws 2006:8-11; 

McRobbie 2002; Neilson and Rossiter 2005; Pedaci 2010; Ross 2004, 2008, 2009). 

Thus, rather than an emancipation from work, the rise of precarious and 'immaterial' 

forms of creative labour can be seen as 'the re-imposition of the domination of capital 

on labour' (Aufheben 2006:42).

When subsumed within the capitalist labour market, the production of the self 

associated with creative work becomes the commodification of the self; 'people are now 

their own commodities, and they are responsible for their own training, marketing and 

subsequent saleability' (Moore and Taylor 2009:109). Personal relationships and 

identities are deployed as part of the work of networking, self-promotion, and self-

branding, commodified as social or human capital (Böhm and Land 2009:91-93; Coté 

and Pybus 2007; Hesmondhalgh and Baker 2010:13-16; McRobbie 2002:519-523; 

Vishmidt 2010). Even the communities and commons established through such 

networking often appear as a form of 'self-interested sharing' (Arvidsson 2009:21). 

Under these conditions, the subjective experience of precarious creative work is highly 

ambivalent, incorporating positive feelings of independence, pleasure, and sociality, but 

also cynicism, anxiety, and isolation (Fisher 2009:31-38; Gill and Pratt 2008:15-19; 

Hesmondhalgh and Baker 2008, 2010; Papadopoulos, Stephenson, and Tsianos 

2008:233-235; Virno 2004:84-93).

The DIY hardcore community is built on close personal relationships and deep 

emotional attachments that resist the production of this kind of neoliberal affect. Like 

other musicians and creative workers, they tend to invest a significant amount of their 

identity and emotional life into their performances. However, such authentic personal 

feelings, expressions and attachments may also be transformed into managed, 

instrumentalised, and alienated forms of affective or emotional labour (Brook 2009; 

Dowling 2007; Hesmondhalgh and Baker 2008; Hochschild 2003). Affective labour is 

always to some extent a performance, but it usually involves a degree of genuine 

emotion (Hochschild 2003:38-55, 186-198). This trace of authentic human feeling can 

be a source of resistance to the alienating effects of affective labour, yet it is also 

essential to its productivity for capital (Brook 2009:24-27; Weeks 2007).

This blurring of the boundary between work and life is a contradictory process, 
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enabling new forms of autonomy, expression, and enjoyment, but also new forms of 

exploitation and alienation. It intensifies creative workers' self-sacrificing attitude to 

labour, as they are encouraged to work harder and longer while forgoing income and job 

security for the assumed extra-economic benefits of pleasure, commitment, 

identification, and self-expression (Dyer-Witheford and de Peuter 2006; Hesmondhalgh 

and Baker 2010:9; McRobbie 2002:521-523; Ross 2000, 2004, 2009:18-19, 43-49; 

Schalit 1998). Underground scenes, fan cultures, and other forms of cultural commons 

also serve as a source of 'free labour', producing content, training, publicity, and forms 

of organisation that can be appropriated by capitalist enterprises (Arvidsson 2007; 

Banks and Deuze 2009; Baym and Burnett 2009; Dafermos and Söderberg 2009; 

Kostakis 2009; Kücklich 2005; Moore and Taylor 2009; Terranova 2003). While some 

creative workers are subjected to ever-more intrusive measurement of their time and 

efficiency, others find that their creative freedom and play has become work—indeed, 

often overwork and intense exploitation—as capitalist production colonises everyday 

life.

Nevertheless, much creative production does remain to some extent outside 

direct exploitation by capital, generating forms of value which may be appropriated by 

the market, but which are not fully subordinated to it (Arvidsson 2007, 2009; Rossiter 

2004; Shorthose and Strange 2004; Wark 2004). This value can be considered a form of 

rent extraction rather than value production (Hardt and Negri 2009:137-142; Harvey 

2002). Mandel (1975:377-407) argues that the growth of cultural, knowledge and 

service labour represents the expansion of unproductive labour, a sink for excess capital 

which reveals an underlying crisis of value. Yet, this also drives an accelerated 

commodification of these services. As Harvie (2005) argues, capital has a tendency to 

make all labour productive of itself, not the least through the reproduction of labour 

power itself as an alienated commodity. The distinction between 'productive' and 

'unproductive' labour is dynamic and contested, as various forms of creative and 

reproductive labour are directly and indirectly integrated into processes of capitalist 

value production, while also struggling against it (Dalla Costa 1992; Dyer-Witheford 

1999; Fine, Jeon and Gimm 2010:76-81; Harvie 2005).

As a market commodity, creative labour is routinised and alienated; however, it 

cannot be fully contained by these processes of commodification, and it remains 

troublesome for capitalist processes of valorisation. Although creative performance can 

be transformed into a commodified service, it also possesses many of the qualities of 
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political discourse and action (Rancière 2004; Virno 1996; 2004:53-56). As von Osten 

(2007:58) argues, 'Artistic ways of living and working contain forces that cannot fully 

be controlled, because they not only engender but also always take part in the 

dissolution of their own conditions'. Artistic or cultural production gestures towards a 

negation of commodified life (Adorno 1984; Leslie 2004; Marcuse 1979; Vaneigem 

2006:190-194). DIY production is an attempt to harness, develop, and intensify this 

potential for autonomy and resistance, to remain 'unproductive' in Marx's sense.

However, in defining authentic DIY production in terms of a relatively narrow 

range of creative activities, the anak DIY also risk reiterating the sort of division of 

labour and economy of aesthetic value which is dominant in the commercial cultural 

industries. Creative autonomy may manifest as an intensification of the antagonism 

between capital and labour, but it can also work to conceal and fetishise this relation of 

struggle. Frith (1978a:200-202, 1986) argues that the anti-commercial discourses of 

artistic authenticity within popular music do not so much strengthen its independence as 

obscure its integration into the commercial music industry. However, punk is often 

characterised as a challenge to rock music as a form of skilled, artistic labour (Laing 

1985:60-61), and DIY hardcore has inherited much of this attitude, rejecting the 

professionalisation of music and celebrating amateur production. DIY production 

largely eschews the romantic 'cult of the artist' (Benjamin 1968a; Bourdieu 1996:290-

295), which presents creativity as a form of metaphysical genius, removed from its 

political and social conditions.

Like many commercial cultural commodities, DIY products are most directly 

identified with a particular creator or group of creators, even though the work of many 

other people has often gone into their production and distribution. On the other hand, 

DIY creativity also has a significant collective dimension, in that a product can be 

identified with a particular 'scene' or community, or even an organising collective like 

BalKot. Also, those identified as artistic creators tend to carry out a much wider range 

of productive tasks than is typical for creative workers in the cultural industries, 

including much of the mechanical (or digital) reproduction and distribution of their 

products. Indeed, DIY producers are rarely referred to as either artists (seniman) or as 

workers (karyawan or buruh), but rather as creators (pencipta) or makers (pembuat or 

pembikin). DIY production bridges the divide between imaginative or mental work and 

material labour, challenging the division of labour that prevails in the commercial 

cultural industries.
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As I have argued in Chapter 4, the anak DIY reject a narrowly aesthetic 

understanding of cultural production, but they also resist any reduction of it to another 

form of alienated 'work'. The DIY hardcore movement follows in the tradition of 

anarcho-punk and the Situationists (Black 1991; CrimethInc. 2001; Holtzman, Hughes 

and Van Meter 2007; O'Hara 1999; Vaneigem 2006) in attempting to escape from 

alienation by living creatively and producing outside the wage system, rather than 

confronting capital directly in the workplace. In this it can be distinguished from 

attempts to organise movements around such contradictory political formations as the 

'art worker' (Bryan-Wilson 2009) or the 'precariat' (Foti 2004; Mitropoulos 2005; 

Neilson and Rossiter 2008; Papadopoulos, Stephenson and Tsianos 2008:222-258; Ross 

2008).

Their ideal creative subject is that of the artisan rather than the labourer or artist. 

In part, this reflects a romantic attachment to marginal and archaic forms of market 

production, a utopian longing for an imagined past of 'pure' petty commodity 

production. However, it is also an attempt to realise an anarcho-communist present or 

future, to establish the etika DIY as a viable way of life. The DIY economy, and the 

community it sustains, is ideally based on mutual and equal relationships among 

producer-consumers, facilitated by non-alienating forms of exchange. This figure of the 

artisan both precedes and transcends the division between inspired artist and exploited 

labourer, remaining autonomous and mobile, yet positioned within community networks 

and engaging in socially useful forms of creative activity (Day 2005:172-177; Deleuze 

and Guattari 1987:409-415; Osterweil and Chesters 2007; Raqs 2005:209-210). This 

kind of creative DIY production challenges the sacrificial logic characteristic of 

capitalist alienation (Vaneigem 2006:107-116).

However, the DIY emphasis on artisanal independence can also encourage a 

stance of individualistic, privatised authorship (McConnell 2006). Within the 

underground scene, 'Do It Yourself' is often assimilated into an ideology of artistic 

autonomy and self-sacrifice which works against the class consciousness of scenesters 

as cultural workers. When adopted by creative workers within a capitalist enterprise, 

this perspective often becomes a form of self-management that obfuscates the 

underlying relations of exploitation (Aufheben 2006:33-34).

Within the Bandung DIY community, the figure of the autonomous artisan 

competes with something approaching Harvey's (2000:200-205, 233-255) 'insurgent 

architect', engaged in imaginative construction on an ambitious scale, while remaining 
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socially grounded. The anak DIY are not only engaged in autonomous acts of 

commodity production and exchange, they are also building a community in accordance 

with their values. Artistic or cultural creativity is particularly associated with the 

production of new values and social relations, and despite being constrained by its 

commodification within particular fields of creative labour, it remains a powerful 

expression of the human powers of imagination and social agency. In basing their 

community around DIY hardcore and other forms of independent cultural production, 

the anak DIY are attempting to harness this power of social creativity to break free from 

capitalist alienation and establish an autonomous system of value. DIY music scenes 

provide 'glimpses of new ways of living that are fundamental to the music and how it is 

played, shared, circulated, and reproduced' (Ovetz 1993:22).

DIY production and the politics of value

All cultural commodities retain some use in mediating communication and 

social relationships, and thus lend themselves to various forms of decommodification. 

However, while these forms of decommodification pose various dilemmas for capital, 

they do not necessarily challenge the capitalist value system; indeed, they are in many 

ways integral to it. The anak DIY seek to go beyond these everyday forms of 

decommodification to challenge the central logic of capitalist alienation and 

accumulation. Although constrained by economic and political realities, traces of a 

distinct DIY system of value are evident within the daily transactions of DIY production 

and exchange, which reflect and support the social organisation of the DIY community. 

While I have referred to this project as the 'DIY economy', it is also a form of political 

praxis; the decommodification of production is part of a political struggle to produce a 

commons of shared means, knowledge, and value against the enclosures of capital (De 

Angelis 2007:238-244; Soron and Laxer 2006:28-36).

In seeking to extricate their products from the market economy, the anak DIY 

have constructed an embryonic gift economy or creative commons, which is both 

emergent in their everyday economic practices and consciously constructed as a 

political project. The values of the etika DIY are defined and established through the 

political and social activities of the DIY community. Thus, the DIY economy is an 

example of the politics of value; not so much in Appadurai's (1986) sense, meaning the 

struggles to appropriate value through exchange, but rather as the struggle to define 
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what is valuable (Graeber 2001:88; De Angelis 2007:24-25). While there certainly are 

political dimensions to the production and circulation of value within the DIY 

community, these are perhaps less significant (being rather pedestrian issues of status 

and influence found in any small-scale community) than the political ramifications of 

the conflict between different systems of value.

The capitalist market in alienated commodities may be currently dominant 

throughout much of the world, but human agents also draw on various other value 

systems in managing their relations through objects. Gregory (1982, 1997) emphasises 

the coevalness of these different systems of value, each operating within particular 

spheres and at particular times; however, capital endlessly seeks to incorporate and 

displace these other forms of value (De Angelis 2007:178-181). At the same time, the 

universalising abstractions of capitalist value can never fully suppress the diversity of 

alternative histories and values (Chakrabarty 2000; Spivak 1985, 1999). The 

expansionary drive of capital accumulation thus renders the interaction between 

commodity values and other values into an antagonistic relation.

The authenticity of DIY production is an expression of a system of value which 

is at odds with the alienating values of capitalist economics. DIY value is established 

primarily through the etika DIY as a particular, holistic system of production, rather than 

through consumption or even exchange as isolated processes. Still, there is clearly not a 

single, bounded system of value at play in the DIY economy, and the value of DIY 

products are marked by a central contradiction. However, this contradiction is not, as 

Thompson (2004:137) and Kopytoff (1986) suggest, primarily between exchangeability 

and use; within the DIY economy, exchangeability and use are interdependent. Rather, it 

is a conflict between their economic and their social value, that is, between being valued 

as a commodity or as a gift.

The gift and the commodity represent opposing, but not necessarily mutually 

exclusive systems of value (Gregory 1982; Mauss 2002). This opposition helps to 

explain the ambivalence of the anak DIY towards their own products and the 

contradictions of DIY exchange; the objects and services exchanged are both gifts and 

commodities, caught between DIY authenticity and the alienating processes of 

commodification. On the one hand, there is the dominant capitalist system of value in 

which fetishised commodities are possessed by an apparently objective and immanent 

quantitative value. On the other, there is a system of production and exchange in which 

objects, texts and performances are valued 'primarily because they embody some human 
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quality' (Graeber 2001:211). While capitalist societies are marked by a separation 

between the production of people and the production of things, mediated by the market 

in fetishised commodities, gift economies are marked by the unity of these spheres 

(Graeber 2001:78-83; Gregory 1982:29-33; Strathern 1988:144, 293-294). DIY value is 

created through the production of cultural commodities by individuals and groups 

within the DIY community, and realised through sharing this value through 

performance, communication, and exchange. This realisation, in turn, contributes to the 

generalisation of skills, knowledge, and social networks which enable production in the 

first place.

In practice, the DIY economy has features of both gift-giving and the sale of 

commodities; this reflects the conflict between opposing systems of value, but also their 

attempts to resolve the internal contradiction between the DIY values of community and 

autonomy. The market is commonly associated with freedom, independence, and 

alienation, while the gift is associated with obligation, dependence, and belonging 

(Godelier 1999:204; Gregory 1982:24; Hyde 1983:66-68; Simmel 1978:283-303). DIY 

products remain in a contradictory position, both the objects of balanced economic 

exchanges between autonomous individuals and gifts to the community, contributing to 

the production of a shared commons. However, a simple opposition between market-as-

autonomy and gift-as-community is problematic, and is itself largely the product of 

market logic; one of the advantages of looking at DIY in terms of a gift economy is to 

overcome the false dichotomy between freedom and obligation which the market 

establishes (Godbout 1998:191: Graeber 2001:220-221; Mauss 2002:83-91). The anak 

DIY seek to establish a community of free solidarity, without the forms of dependent 

obligation often associated with traditional gift economies or the alienating freedom of 

the market. 

The rather ambivalent relations that they have to their own products reflect the 

fact that their attempts to disentangle their practices from capitalist production and 

market exchange remain partial and contradictory. However, at its best, the DIY 

economy approaches a form of generalised reciprocity, with the anak DIY making 'free 

gifts' of their time, effort, and creativity. The commodity form can usurp this social 

value as a fetishised authenticity, but, to the extent that the anak DIY explicitly and 

consciously focus on the social context and relationships involved in their commodity 

exchanges, they manage to keep this fetishism at bay.

In contrasting the DIY and capitalist economies, and the forms of fetishisation or 
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objectification characteristic of each, it is useful to conceive of them in terms of systems 

of value production. Production in this sense is inseparable from the reproduction of 

particular social relations—it is production as self-transforming social praxis (Caffentzis 

2002; Marx 1976:711; Turner 2008). Capitalist production is also a process of social 

reproduction; however, what is reproduced is an antagonistic relationship between 

labour and capital—that is, between human creativity and its own abstracted and 

alienated representation (Marx 1976:711-724). The commodity form—and the 

necessary resistance to it—is thus a political relation of class struggle (Bonefeld 1987, 

2010; Cleaver 2000; Holloway 2005:54-57; Lukács 1971).

The decommodification of DIY hardcore can therefore be considered a form of 

class politics. Cleaver (2000:156) describes the refusal of price as 'the refusal of 

capital's rules of the game... the working-class perspective with a vengeance'. Money 

plays a key role in the struggles over value that mark the expansion and maintenance of 

global capitalism (Cleaver 2000:156-158; Comaroff and Comaroff 2006b; Graeber 

2001:66-68; Gregory 1997; Harvey 1990:100-104). Although the DIY economy makes 

use of prices for its products, significant aspects of production and exchange remain 

unmonetised; most significantly, there is no price for creative labour. DIY exchange 

relies on a certain quantitative commensurability, established through the mediating role 

of money, but the etika DIY is mobilised against money in its role as the representation 

of abstract, alienated labour—that is, as capital. This decommodification of labour can 

be considered the most important step in the decommodification of everyday life 

(Cleaver 2000:159; McNally 2006:50-53; Vaneigem 2006).

Rather than organising as workers, the anak DIY have organised creative 

production against work. The value practices of DIY hardcore draw in part on the 

relative autonomy of artistic creativity as one of the least alienated forms of production, 

but also attempt to develop this into a more comprehensive independence from capital. 

The refusal of work has often been an important part of the Situationist, autonomist, and 

anarchist movements; while often dismissed as a form of 'lifestyle anarchism', it would 

be a mistake to simply counterpose this refusal to labour struggles in the workplace. The 

imposition of work through the market is central to the domination of labour by capital, 

and thus resistance to this imposition can be considered a central form of class struggle 

(Bonefeld 2010; Cleaver 2000:84-92, 2005; Dauvé and Nesic 2008; Tronti 1980; 

Zerowork 1975). For the anak DIY, this resistance to work does not mean personally 

'dropping out' from the workforce, but rather excluding wage labour from within the 
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DIY economy.

DIY production is explicitly mobilised against commodity fetishism as the theft 

of human agency, and the anak DIY have rather successfully resisted the direct 

commodification of labour within their own system of production. However, the DIY 

economy exists in a rather precarious position, surviving in the margins of the 

commercial underground scene and the wider capitalist economy. It is very much a 

partial system, remaining encapsulated within and dependent on the market as a source 

of income, resources, and labour power. Value, as commodities and as creative human 

labour, is diverted or 'détourned' (to steal a term from the Situationists) from the market 

system into the DIY economy, but also circulates back out into the dominant system. 

Moreover, these diversions are rarely total. As individuals, too, the anak DIY are 

necessarily engaged with the capitalist economy at many levels, as workers and 

consumers. While some DIY activists see the etika DIY as a general philosophy of life, 

in practice they tend to remain focused on a rather narrow range of hardcore cultural 

production, and so the DIY value system largely remains contained within its 

'subcultural' milieu. The overall effect of DIY hardcore production is thus to minimise, 

rather than avoid or eliminate, the exploitation of labour and the alienation of life.

At the same time, however, it refuses to remain within the sphere of private 

consumption, trespassing into the 'economic' domain of production and distribution. 

Unlike the DIY hobbies which Adorno (2001:187-197) rather contemptuously dismisses 

as a mere shadow of the working day, DIY hardcore cannot be considered just another 

form of passive consumption masquerading as active engagement. Tremor describes 

DIY hardcore as a substantive political and economic alternative which emerges 

through practice:

Well, my ideal is for hardcore punk to really be, like, an alternative to today's 
society, and it's an ideal that—like, for example, society as a whole is like this: 
we don't talk about the state, we have already routinised the idea that we need a 
leader to organise our lives. That's just like robbery, to me. Everyday political 
life is no different to robbery, y'know? Where there's all these problems, right, 
most of them begin from economic roots. And it's the same with a change in 
power. Therefore the economy—these economic problems can—yeah, the ideal 
alternative can be promoted through what we call DIY. When we get to a 
society that is like this, completely, we no longer need a change in power. So 
really, for me, it's a movement that's a real alternative to the things we hate 
today.14

14 Interview with Tremor, October 2004.
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Like Holloway (2005), Tremor proposes an immanent alternative to capitalism, 

emerging in the interstices rather than seeking to directly seize political power. 

However, while Holloway (2005:1-10) argues that emancipatory politics begins with a 

'scream of refusal' against existing conditions of alienation and dispossession, DIY 

hardcore is as much a positive movement towards autonomy as it is a negative reaction. 

DIY production is about engaging in productive activity outside, rather than within-and-

against the capitalist organisation of production. This organisational separation may at 

times be tenuous or under threat, but it cannot be dismissed as simply ideological. 

Holtzman, Hughes and Van Meter (2007) argue that DIY production succeeds in 

establishing a degree of real autonomy from capital:

As a distinct form of anticapitalist struggle, DIY culture has provided a means 
of circumventing the power of capitalist structures, while at the same time 
creating substantive alternatives. This is evident not only in DIY cultural 
production but in social relationships and the creation of use-values outside and 
independent of capitalism (Holtzman, Hughes and Van Meter 2007:54).

However, as commodification both gives rise to and requires 

decommodification, the possibility for such a radical 'outside' to capital may also be 

called into question. As Aufheben (1995) concludes with regard to anarcho-punk, 

although they 'created a not insignificant area of autonomy from capital, such autonomy 

was always disfigured by the continued existence of exchange relations'. Still, while it 

falls short of complete autonomy, DIY production itself is relatively free of the capitalist 

drive to accumulation.

Within capitalist society, gift systems can be considered a social practice of 

decommodification, establishing a 'moral economy' or haven of personal intimacy that 

provides a refuge from the alienation of the market (Cheal 1988; Fennell 2002; Godbout 

1998; Mauss 2002:91-107). As Godbout argues:

The modern gift creates networks that are sheltered from this pervasive 
alienation by objects, that give things back their meaning, a return made 
necessary by the rupture from the world brought about by the surfeit of objects 
(Godbout 1998:148).

Williams (2005) takes the view that the persistence of non-commodified 

relationships disproves the commodification thesis altogether, arguing that the market 

cannot be considered hegemonic in modern society. However, these refuges are 
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themselves constantly threatened with colonisation by the economic logic of capital (De 

Marcellus 2003; Godbout 1998:162; Vaneigem 2006:79). Such anti-market spaces, 

movements, and practices may prove to be ultimately functional for the market system 

as a whole (Böhm and Land 2009; Carducci 2006; Kozinets 2002). The struggle for 

autonomy which motivated the refusal of work has been re-enclosed as the precarious 

independence of neoliberal work and lifestyles, while seemingly autonomous forms of 

DIY production may, directly or indirectly, contribute to the accumulation of capital.

 The DIY community, like the broader underground scene, can be seen as a 

reservoir of value for the cultural industries, containing styles, knowledge, labour, and 

social relationships to be exploited. Terranova (2003:104) argues that even apparently 

autonomous forms of underground production originate 'within a field that is always and 

already capitalism'. Some analysts influenced by autonomist theory argue that 

contemporary cultural or cognitive capitalism is marked by a new value relation of 

external appropriation rather than alienation, as social value produced largely outside 

the capitalist organisation of work is drawn into marketised channels of distribution and 

control (Arvidsson 2007, 2009; Bauwens 2009; Hardt 2010:349-351; Rossiter 2004; 

Wark 2004). This perspective rather overstates the case, as many cultural producers still 

work directly within capitalist forms of organisation. However, it does point to the ways 

in which the alienation of cultural production extends beyond the direct wage relation.

The enclosure of the commons is not only the historical basis for capitalism—

what Marx (1976:874-875) labels 'so-called primitive accumulation'—but also an 

ongoing and integral process of accumulation through dispossession (Bonefeld 2001; 

De Angelis 2004, 2007:136-141; Hardt and Negri 2000:256-259; Harvey 1982:436-438; 

Midnight Notes 1990). At same time, this process of enclosure is countered by the 

production of new commons (De Angelis 2007:238-243; De Marcellus 2003; Dyer-

Witheford 2006; Hardt 2010; Hardt and Negri 2009; Linebaugh 2008). However, not all 

commons regimes are necessarily anti-capitalist; while commons are often experienced 

as zones of emancipation from the market, and may even be mobilised as part of anti-

capitalist movements, neoliberal capitalism also relies upon their existence (Barchiesi 

2003; Caffentzis 2010; De Angelis 2009; Harvey 2011).15 This dependence is 

contradictory, as 'the more the common is subject to property relations... the less 

productive it is; and yet capitalist valorization processes require private accumulation' 
15 Nor is this entirely unique to the neoliberal era; referring to an earlier period of capitalist 

development, Luxemburg (2003:345) argued that 'capitalism in its full maturity also depends in all 
respects on non-capitalist strata and social organizations existing side by side with it'. 
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(Hardt 2010:350). 

The post-autonomists argue that this contradiction has become central to cultural 

or cognitive capitalism, as capital has come to rely on the appropriation of the totality of 

autonomous social, creative and intellectual activities that constitute the global 

commons or 'general intellect' rather than the alienation of individual wage labour 

(Dyer-Witheford 1999; Hardt and Negri 2005:196-202, 2009:131-149; Vercellone 2007; 

Virno 2004:63-66, 2007). According to Hardt and Negri (2000:356-359, 2005:140-157) 

and Virno (2004:100-110), the socialised commonality of immaterial labour produces an 

immeasurable value that cannot be captured by capitalist systems of valorisation, 

superseding Marx's (1976:303-306) contention that value is a measure of socially-

necessary labour time. The self-productive labour of the networked global multitude 

thus 'seems to provide the potential for a kind of spontaneous and elementary 

communism' (Hardt and Negri 2000:194). Virno (2004:110) somewhat less 

optimistically refers to this as 'the communism of capital'.16

Marx saw the development of 'the general intellect' as both a necessary result of 

capitalist production and as forming the basis for its potential overcoming (Marx 

1973:699-706; Vercellone 2007:26-31). The affinity between new media and 

communication technologies and the establishment of cultural commons does indicate 

that the contradiction between the forces of production and the relations of production 

remains an important context for social struggles (Caffentzis 2007; Dyer-Witheford 

1999:38-42; Hardt and Negri 2009:152; Wayne 2003:50-60). However, it seems far too 

optimistic to link this to an imminent supersession of capitalism; as Aufheben (2006:35-

36) argues, immaterial production has not escaped from what Marx (1976:1023-1038) 

calls 'the real subsumption of labour under capital', that is, the direct structuring of 

production by capital.17 Labour—however creative, intellectual, and social it may be—

remains subject to capitalist processes of valorisation through measure (Caffentzis 2005; 

Camfield 2007; Cleaver 2005; De Angelis 2007:165-193; Dowling 2007:124-126; Fine, 

Jeon and Gimm 2010; Henninger 2007; Wright 2005:38-42).

The apparent dissolution of the boundary between 'work' and 'life' only 

intensifies the antagonism between them. The production of labour power requires the 

16 Similarly, Barbrook (1998) describes the online gift economy as a form of 'really existing anarcho-
communism' that is paradoxically 'sponsored by corporate capital'.

17 Negri (1992:72-73) uses 'real subsumption' rather idiosyncratically to refer to his contention that post-
Fordist production has expanded to encompass the whole of social life, thus rendering the law of value 
obsolete. However, this appears to be a both a misreading of Marx and a flawed analysis of 
contemporary capitalism.
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ongoing production of opposing systems of social life, value practices that fall outside 

the circuits of capital. Yet capital is characterised by a constant expansionary drive for 

boundless self-accumulation, and has expanded more directly into areas of social 

reproduction, often displacing or subordinating the logic of the gift or the commons. 

Capitalist valorisation is also a process of disvalorisation, the destruction and alienation 

of other values (Cleaver 1992:120-122). Thus, as De Angelis (2007) argues, the 

production and reproduction of capitalist society are bound up in struggles over value:

On one hand, there are the value practices that aim at maximising flows of 
monetary value upon which survival in the market rat race depend. From this  
perspective, all other human value practices are subordinated to the monetary 
measure and profit. On the other hand, there are the value practices that 
constitute the social flows of doing, understood as a network of affects and 
reproduction, hence not simply as the means to an end, but as life processes 
(De Angelis 2007:183).

Aufheben (2008) criticises De Angelis's concept of value struggles, 

counterposing the internal class antagonism of production to what they see as his 

autonomist over-emphasis on an 'outside' to capital. However, the value struggle 

approach seeks to encompass struggles against capital within and without the wage 

relation, acknowledging the distinction while emphasising the common class 

experiences of dispossession and resistance (Cleaver 2000:85-92; De Angelis 2004; 

Kasmir and Carbonella 2008). De Angelis (2007:70-71, 229-237) argues that an 

'outside' is continually produced and reproduced as the 'detritus' of capital, the waste or 

excess values and value practices thrown off by the circuits of capital and the subjective 

experience of its antagonisms. The Bandung DIY hardcore community has been formed 

out of the waste of the commercial underground—not only discarded styles and media 

formats, but also the subjective experience of the anak DIY as people who have been 

marginalised, excluded, or alienated from the scene, and from the capitalist cultural 

industries more broadly. As Cleaver (1989) argues, the margins of capital can be centres 

for other value systems. Yet, these margins also provide a resource for capitalist 

processes of expansion and enclosure.

The dialectic between 'inside' and 'outside' reflects the differing perspectives of 

capital and labour within their antagonistic relation. Capital is a form of labour, 

alienated from and against itself, and so its relationship with labour is necessarily an 

internal antagonism (Arthur 2001; Bonefeld 1992, 2010; Cleaver 2000:81-82; Endnotes 
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2010; Holloway 2005:56). On the other hand, labour apprehends capital as an external 

power, or more precisely as a process of externalisation or self-estrangement, and so can 

potentially free itself from this relation. While alienated wage labour is subordinated to 

capital, the productive power of labour does not depend on capital. The working class is 

'at one and the same time, the articulation of capital, and its dissolution' (Tronti 

1980:29). In the words of the radical labour movement slogan, which has also been 

adopted by Indonesian anarcho-punks, 'the boss needs us, we don't need the boss'.18

The autonomist Marxist tradition emphasises this productive autonomy or 'self-

valorisation' of labour, and the revolutionary exodus which it makes possible (Cleaver 

1989, 1992; Hardt and Negri 2005; Negri 1980, 1992; Toscano 2003; Tronti 1980; Virno 

1996). DIY production can be considered an example of this kind of self-valorisation, a 

demonstration of our power to create other values (Holtzman, Hughes and Van Meter 

2007; Milburn 2001; Muñoz and Marín 2006; Ovetz 1993). The anak DIY are asserting 

their own power of social creativity, seeking to demonstrate in practice that alternative 

systems of value are possible. They emphasise the positive aspect of labour as creative 

activity rather than negative sacrifice (Marx 1973:610-616). Moreover, they are 

consciously self-creative, enacting a form of radical political imagination that gestures 

towards a truly autonomous and egalitarian society (Castoriadis 1987:369-373, 

1997:316; Graeber 2004:24-37, 2009:509-534).

Capital accumulation appears as a limitless self-expansion, but this is better seen 

as a totalising drive rather than a total system (Caffentzis 2005:104-108; De Angelis 

2004:60-61, 2007:37-42; Holloway 2005:88-91). The self-expansion of capital requires 

ongoing processes of dispossession, but it also thereby produces its own limits and 

contradictions (De Angelis 2004:70-77, 2007:142-149; Harvey 1982). There are a 

myriad of everyday struggles expressing values in conflict with capital as such, and 

capital requires such value practices to fuel its self-expansion. Capital transforms life 

processes into abstract value, but this totalising drive can never be fully realised; 

alternative value practices, such as those of the DIY community, remain possible. DIY 

practices are particularly notable in that they seek to present a coherent alternative in the 

economic sphere of commodity production, which capital has claimed most fully as its 

own. In this sense it is not simply a non-capitalist outside but an anti-capitalist 

movement. Even anti-capitalist movements can end up producing value for capital, and 
18 At the 2007 May Day march in Jakarta, members of the Jaringan Anti-Otoritarian (Anti-Authoritarian 

Network), including some activists from the Bandung DIY scene, held a banner with this slogan in 
Indonesian: 'bos butuh kamu, kamu tidak butuh bos.'
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the autonomy of the Bandung DIY community remains uneven and contested. Still, 

although the autonomy of the DIY value system is compromised by capitalist processes 

of appropriation and dispossession, within its own limited sphere it is remarkably 

successful at challenging the alienation of the market.
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Chapter 7
Conclusion

The Bandung DIY hardcore community, organised around the Kolektif Balai 

Kota, was established as an internal critique of the underground music scene—a 

rejection of the tendencies towards professionalisation, entrepreneurialism, and nascent 

capital accumulation associated with the rise of the distro industry. While the anak DIY 

have detached themselves from the commercial scene to some extent, the organisational 

basis of their community remains hardcore music and its associated subcultural 

identities. Yet they also articulate anti-capitalist values with the potential for broader 

political and social application. Through applying the etika DIY (DIY ethic) in their 

performances, social organisation, and relations of production and exchange, the anak 

DIY express and realise the DIY values of kemandirian (autonomy) and komunitas  

(community). The etika DIY is aimed at the decommodification and de-alienation of 

cultural production and, in particular, of creative labour. In their attempt to put into 

practice this value system as an alternative model of life, they have pushed the 

emancipatory potential of DIY hardcore to the very limits of the subcultural.

The DIY community, as I have described it here, is a conjunction of several 

marginalised political and cultural tendencies within the underground scene, an unstable 

alliance of minority tastes and anarchist critiques arising at a particular moment in the 

development of the scene. The DIY community has been shaped by the marginalisation 

of youth crew and grindcore styles within the broader scene, the depoliticisation of the 

underground and the rise of an assertive underground entrepreneurialism, and their own 

realisation of the limits of straight edge and other subcultural responses to the 

commercialisation of the underground. DIY hardcore in Bandung has been particularly 

affected by the decline of anarcho-punk; it is both a critique of spectacular politics—

particularly the conjunction of Reformasi protest politics and subcultural punk style—

and an attempt to salvage what the anak DIY see as valuable in the politicisation of 

punk. Thus, the anak DIY are both contesting and taking part in the decline of the 

protest movement and the turn to lifestylism which has marked Indonesian youth 

culture and radical politics in the post-Reformasi era.

The practices of the anak DIY both reflect and resist the neoliberalisation and 

recuperation of the underground. However, DIY hardcore is very much a minority 

response, and the DIY community is extremely marginal in relation to Indonesian 
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political culture. Both DIY hardcore and the sort of anarchist and autonomist politics 

that inform it are strongly shaped by their origins in more affluent and less overtly 

authoritarian capitalist societies. While the etika DIY does function as a critique of the 

consumption practices of the Indonesian 'modern middle class' as well as the 

commercial underground scene, it has not been particularly well adapted to the social 

and economic conditions faced by the majority of Indonesians. Thus, while most of the 

anak DIY are on the margins of the middle class, DIY often appears as a self-critique by 

relatively privileged subcultural and activist youth rather than a critique of the most 

widespread impacts and experiences of Indonesian capitalism.

Their main vector for broader influence is through the underground scene, which 

does have a quite significant impact on Indonesian youth culture and, given the 

substantial demographic weight of Indonesian youth, potentially a significant impact on 

Indonesian social life in general. Yet, it is precisely this relationship with the broader 

underground which is contested by those anak DIY who seek to position the community 

as part of a counter-cultural or political struggle. However, the discourses and practices 

of the DIY community have not been framed in a way which is likely to gain much 

traction outside of the underground scene or its associated artistic and activist milieux.

While the anak DIY are organised around an intensely intimate, face-to-face 

community of performance, this local DIY hardcore community is also embedded in 

global DIY networks of communication and exchange. Their orientation to an 

underground elsewhere is a claim to global equivalence, and a potential route of escape 

from local constraints, but it is also a dislocated and deterritorialised longing for 

identities that have arisen from other conditions and other struggles. Zulkarnain (2004) 

argues that this fetishistic attachment to global subcultural forms, and a lack of 

engagement with local culture, restricts the political effectiveness of Indonesian punk as 

a resistance movement, while Baulch (2002:231) argues that, despite its association 

with a moment of significant cultural and political rupture, 'the globalization of 

alternative youth culture did not directly provide Indonesian youth with foreign 

repertoires with which to resist local forms of oppression, or to effect carnivalesque 

inversion upon local cultural hegemonies'.

However, the development of a local Bandung underground scene, with a 

commitment to independent production, does represent an attempt to overcome the 

alienating disjunction between deterritorialised cultural commodities and local 

experiences. This gap is not simply a reflection of the peripheral position of Bandung 
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within global structures, but is inherent in the commodity form; thus, the 

reterritorialisation of hardcore and other underground styles cannot be reduced to a 

schematic process of cultural localisation. The Bandung underground, and especially 

DIY hardcore, is also a form of 'globalisation from below'—the building of  translocal 

connections and struggles that are not primarily mediated by the circulation of capital or 

the interactions of nation-states. DIY hardcore in Bandung is not simply a local 

adaptation of particular global aesthetic forms, but an active—if marginal—part of a 

global DIY hardcore scene, as well as a politically-motivated project of autonomous 

community-building within the Bandung underground. 

At its most political, the Bandung underground scene targeted the Indonesian 

state as a local manifestation of global capitalism (Pickles 2001). Yet, its politics 

remained focused on contesting the most overtly authoritarian expressions of state and 

corporate power, rather than challenging the logic of capital itself. Bandung scenesters 

are now focused on asserting the authenticity and independence of their own economic 

enterprises against state restrictions and corporate appropriation. In contrast, the anak 

DIY are most concerned with the dominance of capital accumulation within the 

underground itself, which they view as part of the global hegemony of the capitalist 

value system. By and large they are less directly concerned with the uniquely national 

expressions of capitalism, though they share a basic assumption that Indonesian 

capitalism is particularly authoritarian, corrupt, and neo-colonial.

Nevertheless, the DIY critique does target the broadly neoliberal aspirations 

embraced by many Indonesian youth in the post-Reformasi period. DIY hardcore in 

Bandung needs to be understood in the context of the accelerated neoliberalisation of 

Indonesian society which followed the decline and overthrow of the more overtly 

authoritarian and oligarchic New Order regime. While the quest for autonomy which 

characterised both the underground music scene and the broader youth revolt against the 

New Order has been harnessed to an aggressive neoliberalism, the anak DIY insist that 

real autonomy is incompatible with propertarian individualism or the logic of capital 

accumulation. In practice, the DIY hardcore community provides a small group of 

young, educated, and mostly male cultural producers with a tightly constrained yet 

highly valued route of escape from the precarious, exploitative, and alienating 

conditions faced by urban youth in capitalist Indonesia.

The direct political impact of DIY hardcore in Indonesia has been minimal, but it 

has had a role in providing an education in cultural production and self-organisation for 
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some young musicians, artists, writers, and activists. For all its limitations, DIY 

hardcore does have a real, substantial impact on the lives of those who participate in it, 

as Ari Purnama explains:

Sean: What has been the major impact of hardcore punk on your life?
Ari: Oh... a lot! Maybe if it wasn't for hardcore punk, I wouldn't have 

met you and other people who have had a lot of positive 
influences on me. I guess hardcore punk has opened a lot of  
doors that I thought would be impossible to open, before. 
International communication, the bands from America that are 
coming here now who I can get to know. I've found out about a 
lot of issues through hardcore punk. I've become a book lover 
through hardcore punk, for example. I understand how the 
capitalist system works and, like, the evils of capitalism through 
hardcore punk. So the real significance—the bottom line is—it 
made me become a person who thinks critically.1

In addition to helping forge local and transnational connections and introducing 

hardcore kids to critical ideas, the Bandung DIY hardcore community is itself a venue 

for youthful agency and creative expression. In this, it is much like other sectors of the 

Indonesian underground, as demonstrated in previous studies by Baulch (2007), Pickles 

(2001), Resmi (2001), and Wallach (2008b). However, the values and practices of the 

etika DIY constitute an attempt to go beyond this, to realise a more thorough social 

alternative and to work around some of the fundamental antagonisms within Indonesian

—and global—capitalist society. The cultural politics of DIY production is not primarily 

a politics of identity or recognition, but a politics of value.

DIY values

At the heart of the DIY community are the twin values of kemandirian 

(autonomy) and komunitas (community), which the anak DIY seek to realise and 

reconcile in the form of an autonomous community, finding unity in diversity and 

solidarity through independence. While these values may appear rather abstract and 

general—after all, any social group must negotiate some sort of balance between 

collective and individual subjectivity—they are put into practice in particular ways 

within DIY hardcore. Within the DIY community, the underground values of scene 

unity and individual initiative are transformed into egalitarian solidarity and anti-

1 Interview with Ari Purnama, November 2004.
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capitalist autonomy. Through their social organisation and decision-making processes, 

their musical performances, and their practices of production and exchange, the anak 

DIY construct a model of a mutual society of free individuals in keeping with their 

anarchist ideals (see Kropotkin 1968).

DIY autonomy is primarily about taking the initiative and engaging in 

productive activity, free from the organisational control of the corporate cultural 

industries, but also free from the forms of self-exploitation associated with the profit 

motive. DIY autonomy is collective, but it is also based on a significant degree of 

personal autonomy, while individualism is restrained by the DIY emphasis on 

egalitarian relations and collective solidarity. The DIY concept of community is based 

on free association and affinity—that is, commonalities of interest and friendly intimacy

—rather than on essentialised identities. The anak DIY have less tolerance for self-

promotion or informal relations of authority compared to the local underground scene. 

Unlike the 'imagined communities' associated with subcultural affiliations and 

identities, DIY community is based on direct personal contact and preferably face-to-

face relation. Even distant transnational connections are ideally transformed into 

personal relationships of friendship and trust.

The DIY show is a key venue for enacting the values of autonomy and 

community, a transient yet powerful coming together of critique and communitas in a 

participatory, collective, and creative experience. There is some conflict between these 

goals, reflected in the distinction between grindcore and youth crew performance styles, 

but there is also an attempt to reconcile them. The ideal in DIY hardcore performance is 

a shared affective experience based on sincere and critical forms of self-expression. The 

participatory experience of a DIY show can be considered a social ritual through which 

DIY values are not only expressed, but also constructed and maintained (Frith 1996; 

Small 1998; Turner 1969, 1982). Although the intense experience of a DIY performance 

cannot be sustained, just as important as the performance itself is the collective effort, 

organisation and pooling of resources that go into every DIY show.

The values of autonomy and community are also expressed through the 

mechanisms of DIY production and exchange, as the anak DIY attempt to decommodify 

and defetishise their cultural products. These products are viewed as an extension of the 

affective social relationships of the DIY community rather than as abstracted 

commodities, and DIY mechanisms of trade approach a form of reciprocal gift exchange 

rather than a commodity market (Cheal 1988; Godbout 1998; Gregory 1982; Mauss 
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2002). However, the anak DIY are also wary of the relationships of indebtedness and 

obligation that can be established through such exchanges, and thus retain a reliance on 

balanced exchanges mediated by abstract monetary value. DIY can thus be regarded, in 

some respects, as a form of petty commodity production (Thompson 2004). 

Nevertheless, a significant amount of value—particularly in the form of the cultural and 

intellectual labour that goes into production and the social labour that goes into 

organising performance and exchange—remains unaccounted for in market terms. DIY 

komunitas is thus realised as a cultural commons of shared labour, ideas, and products. 

Though DIY hardcore is not entirely free from the logic of the market, and the anak 

DIY remain reliant on the capitalist economy for many of the goods and services which 

enable their DIY activities, it nevertheless constitutes a significant attempt to establish a 

system of production and exchange that is autonomous from capitalist processes of 

alienation and accumulation.

In separating themselves from the mainstream and the commercial underground, 

the anak DIY can be regarded as pursuing a form of subcultural distinction and the 

relative autonomy provided by a marginal field of cultural production (Bourdieu 1996; 

Hibbett 2005; Moore 2007; O'Connor 2008). This concept of aesthetic independence is 

an important element in the philosophy of punk (O'Hara 1999), and remains important 

in DIY hardcore. However, as Duncombe (1997) and Thornton (1996) argue, this 

underground autonomy remains linked to and ultimately dependent on the mainstream 

against which it defines itself. To the extent that their punk self-marginalisation takes 

the form of a performance of exclusion and precariousness, it may also reassert rather 

than undermine the dominant hierarchies of class privilege (Traber 2001).

However, I would not characterise DIY cultural production as being motivated 

by the accumulation of (sub)cultural capital (Bourdieu 1984, 1996; Thornton 1996). 

Bourdieu's model of cultural or symbolic capital assumes an overly economistic 

structure for the field of cultural production, in which status hinges on the accumulation 

of a quantitative form of symbolic value through market-like competition. This does not 

fit with the overtly social and cooperative basis for DIY value, which is immeasurably 

qualitative and held in common. DIY value is not readily transferable to wider cultural 

fields, nor is it directly exchangeable for economic gain, although it not entirely 

autonomous from them. While Bourdieu presents the struggle for creative autonomy as 

the oppositional logic of a relatively autonomous field of cultural production, it can also 

be regarded as an antagonistic class relation arising from the transformation of creativity 
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into capital (Ryan 1991; Wayne 2003:6-37).

 In asserting the autonomy of their community of production, the anak DIY 

attempt to resist aestheticisation and commodification through an aesthetic and 

economic 'profanity' (Thompson 2004), bringing the social to the forefront. Militantly 

amateur, they value both sincerity of self-expression and critical intent, but are primarily 

concerned with a DIY authenticity which is based in the organisation of production and 

associated social relationships, rather than in either aesthetic forms or discursive 

content. There is always the risk of slippage between the organisational independence of 

DIY production and particular aesthetic or genre categories (Hesmondalgh 1999; 

Hibbett 2005). However, their commitment to DIY praxis—the application of the DIY 

ethic to the production, performance, and exchange of hardcore music and other cultural 

products—gives DIY authenticity a material and overtly social basis.

As Williams (2008) argues, personal and collective autonomy is a social relation 

that emerges from—or is actively constructed through—anti-capitalist struggles. In 

emphasising the social relations of DIY production, the anak DIY seek to overcome the 

reduction of their cultural production to an abstract assemblage of fetishised 

commodities, and thus claim a degree of autonomy not afforded by a purely aesthetic 

approach to cultural distinction. The DIY community has managed to extract itself from 

direct entanglements in the capitalist cultural industries, but it remains constrained by 

and dependent on the wider capitalist economy and conditions of production. So, 

although the anak DIY have staked out a terrain of collective autonomy which exceeds 

that of artistic independence or underground authenticity, it remains a partial and 

relative autonomy.

Nevertheless, although it does not display the kind of tight homological 

relationship among values, aesthetics, and structure described by Bourdieu (1984, 1996) 

or Willis (1978), the Bandung DIY community is shaped and organised according to a 

distinct value system. Indeed, it is consciously modelled after a conceptual ideal, an 

imagined utopia which is not merely represented but also enacted. The DIY community 

is thus an example of 'constituent power', the socially-creative power of humans to 

imagine and constitute new social relations (Castoriadis 1987; Graeber 2001:251-261, 

2004:36; Negri 1992:101-103, 1996). While these relations involve their own forms of 

objectification or fetishism, the anak DIY are remarkably successful at avoiding the 

alienation of their own creative powers of self-constitution. The DIY ethic demonstrates 

the possibility for non-alienated relations of cultural production, performance and 
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exchange, even if it cannot quite match the utopian imaginations of many of its 

proponents.

Positive punk?

The anak DIY are engaged in the assertion of social value, as well as its critical 

disruption or deconstruction. Many of them—especially those coming from a straight 

edge background—consciously position DIY hardcore as a form of 'positive punk', 

emphasising their constructive acts of  cultural production and community-building 

over the disruptive aesthetic and social negation often associated with punk (see Gifran 

2008). DIY hardcore's emphasis on the positive, socially affirmative aspects of its 

aesthetics, politics, and social practice does set it apart from related formations within 

underground culture, which are marked by a preoccupation with spectacles of negation. 

However, there is often a degree of conflict between autonomous DIY production and 

antagonistic political expression (Wright 2000). Given its position as a marginal 

'counter-cultural' community, a constrained and partial alternative model rather than a 

complete social formation, I do not believe that DIY hardcore can be said to have 

entirely moved on from negative critique. Instead, it has extended the underground 

critique to the commodification of the underground itself, and intensified the 

underground commitment to autonomous production. DIY hardcore thus offers a 

constrained escape route without actually overcoming the dialectical oppositions 

between underground and mainstream, resistance and domination, or labour and capital.

The anak DIY do have an explicit understanding that capitalism is at the root of 

alienation, and while this does not in itself free them from the constraints of 

aestheticised resistance, they do strive to overcome these limitations, to make their 

production and consumption of cultural products matter in a social and political sense. 

Influenced by both underground cultural activism and critical theory, the anak DIY have 

formulated a critique of aestheticisation as the death of meaning and an opposition to 

lifestyling as the commodification of everyday life. While the genre character of DIY 

hardcore ties it to the concept of 'subculture' as an aesthetic community, DIY as a 

community of critical praxis takes on the character of a social and political movement. 

The anak DIY seek to engage in participatory and critical performance, to transcend the 

limits of genre, style, and commodified lifestyle. In this they are heeding the 

Situationists’ assertion that it is no longer possible to 'combat alienation by means of 
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alienated forms of struggle' (Debord 1977:122).

Punk has often been characterised as a form of refusal articulated through 

commodities (Hebdige 1979; Thompson 2004; Willis 1993). Laing (1985) describes 

punk as the resurgence of music-as-noise, inverting, negating, and disrupting the order 

of rock. However, Nehring (1993:318) argues that it also involves 'a creative and 

positive struggle with the dominant culture'. Similarly, Pickles (2001) describes 

Bandung punks as using their spectacular performances of disruptive style to build a 

movement for positive social change. This connects with Bakhtin's (1984) description of 

the carnivalesque as a positive negation that both destroys and renews. However, punk 

itself has been commodified time and again, reduced to a series of aesthetic postures 

and spectacles. Thus, in order to assert punk authenticity and autonomy, it is necessary 

to define it in strict economic and political terms—as a DIY praxis—or to declare it 

essentially undefinable and thus unassimilable. Both strategies are observable in DIY 

hardcore (Thompson 2004; Goshert 2000:101), and are taken up by the anak DIY in 

Bandung.

The anak DIY are making a sincere attempt to avoid the merely rhetorical or 

symbolic negation which is characteristic of much punk resistance. However, a 

significant part of the perceived positivity of DIY hardcore is based on the negative act 

of abstaining from certain capitalist circuits of production and consumption. The self-

marginalisation of DIY hardcore, punk, and other forms of underground culture can be 

considered a form of negative dependence, an ambivalent form of resistance which 

remains dependent on that which it seeks to negate (Duncombe 1997:190-194; Gunn 

2007:57-60; Laing 1985:105; Traber 2001:55-56). As carnivalesque inversion or 

dependent counter-culture, undergrounds can provide a critical alternative, but also 

contribute to the normalisation of dominant social structures.

In part, DIY autonomy serves as an ideological critique, a negative disruption of 

the totalising structure of capitalism, akin to the role which Adorno (1984) and Marcuse 

(1979) assign to aesthetic value, or Jameson (2004) to the utopian imagination. This 

kind of aesthetic negation remains fundamentally limited. Thompson (2004) describes 

DIY punk production as remaining trapped in the contradiction between economic 

exchange value and aesthetic use value, while pointing towards the need for something 

more. It thus 'fails twice', in both capitalist and anti-capitalist terms (Thompson 

2004:156-157). 

Ultimately, Adorno's (1973, 1984) concept of 'negative dialectics' remains a 
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static, individual standpoint of critical distance and intellectual negation, which is 

unable to progress towards any kind of revolutionary synthesis. Similarly, Jameson 

(1991, 2004), presents an image of capitalism as a framework of total ideological 

domination, with no routes of escape apart from an intellectual or representational 

'revelation' of the structure itself. The mirror image of this is the affective investment of 

fans, a 'pure' positive energy focused on an absence of meaning (Grossberg 1997; Hills 

2002). Both negative aesthetic critique and positive affective investment can be found in 

DIY hardcore performance, but neither stance seems to offer any real escape from 

capitalist alienation or commodity fetishism.

The etika DIY is an attempt to go beyond this static dichotomy, to develop a true 

alternative—not simply a critique of capital but a competing social logic. DIY hardcore 

practices of decommodification are also a form of class struggle, opposing the 

alienation of labour through autonomous cultural production. As Ovetz (1993:21) 

argues, 'Contrary to attempts to subordinate so-called "cultural" or "subcultural" 

activities to more "political" struggles, the [DIY] scene can be recognized as an overt 

political force antagonistic to capital's organization of life around work'. DIY autonomy 

can be linked to the autonomist concept of a revolutionary 'strategy of refusal' (Tronti 

1980) or exodus (Hardt and Negri 2005; Virno 1996). Hardt and Negri (2009:153) 

connect this strategy to the production of a global commons, arguing that, while class 

struggle still requires a political confrontation with capitalist power, 'it also requires an 

exodus from the relationship with capital and from capitalist relations of production'.

While not all of the anak DIY accept the positioning of DIY autonomy as an 

explicitly anarchist or autonomist political movement, they do embrace it as a collective 

movement against or away from the power of capital. DIY autonomy can be regarded as 

a form of self-valorisation, the autonomous production of non-alienated value and social 

relations (Holtzman, Hughes and Van Meter 2007; Milburn 2001; Muñoz & Marín 

2006; Ovetz 1993). The autonomist concept of self-valorisation is based on an inversion 

of the dominant class perspective—that is, it positions working class struggle as the 

primary motive force within capitalist society, a positive and creative expression of 

antagonism to which capital must react (Cleaver 1992; Dyer-Witheford 1999:65-69; 

Negri 1980, 1992:90-95; Toscano 2003). Unlike many autonomist and post-autonomist 

theorists, the anak DIY do not locate escape in the dominant forms of cultural labour—

they are highly critical of the forms of exploitation and commodificaton that 

characterise the cultural industries—but they do tend to view their own production 
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practices and social organisation as possessing a greater degree of autonomy from 

capital than is warranted.

A serious weakness in both DIY and autonomist strategies is the downplaying of 

the dialectical nature of the antagonism between capital and labour. Autonomism, like 

many contemporary forms of anarchism, over-emphasises the social and productive 

power of labour—later expanded to incorporate reproductive labour and other aspects of 

social life—casting it as an autonomous force arrayed against the parasitic political 

power of capital. This is an important corrective to those structuralist Marxist 

approaches which see capital as the only active social force. However, it severely 

underplays the role of capital in structuring and subsuming life, labour, and values. 

Capital depends on the appropriation of the autonomous social powers of self-

constitution and self-organisation, but these are both controlled and exploited by capital. 

Thus, as Toscano (2003:10) argues:

Isn't the real struggle today precisely that of identifying the conditions for an 
antagonism that would not be entirely detached (autonomous) from the 
conditions of production and reproduction of contemporary capitalism?

 

However, many post-autonomists have joined the post-anarchists in explicitly 

abandoning dialectical logic altogether, shifting from a focus on the primacy of labour 

to a focus on the primacy of flight, pitting an evasive and autonomous multitude against 

authoritarian command (Day 2005; Hardt and Negri 2000, 2005; Jun 2007; Virno 1996, 

2005; Papadopoulos, Stephenson and Tsianos 2008). This perspective owes much to the 

work of Deleuze and Guattari (1987), with escape and subversion conceptualised as 

rhizomatic 'lines of flight' rather than a dialectical opposition.2 This is often framed as a 

politics of positivity, an affirmation of difference and creative power (Braidotti 2009; 

May 1994:67-85). However, in effect, it identifies creative resistance and political 

alternatives with the deterriorialising aspects of capitalism itself.

Attempts to control the productive power of human subjectivity can never fully 

suppress the drive to autonomy and escape; yet capital also encompasses—and in a 

sense is constituted by—certain drives for autonomy, for 'free labour'. The precarious 

autonomy that has come to the fore under neoliberal capitalism appears less as the self-

valorisation of labour than as an expression of capital's own self-valorising drive to 

emancipate itself from labour (Comaroff and Comaroff 2000:301; Endnotes 2010; 
2 In the case of Hardt and Negri, it is also associated with an explicit return to the pre-dialectical 

materialism of Spinoza.
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Holloway 1995:189-192; Marx 1978:185-186; Tronti 1980:31-32; Vishmidt 2010). Yet, 

capital is itself constituted by the self-estrangement of labour—and therefore labour can 

be considered to be negatively constituted by its struggle against its own alienated 

representation (Arthur 2001; Bonefeld 1992, 2010; Endnotes 2010; Holloway 2005:56). 

Politically, this implies that the struggle against capital—against alienated work—is 

fundamentally a struggle for the self-abolition of the working class. 

The political practice of DIY is in many respects one of escape—yet it is also 

one of opposition and resistance. Holloway (2005, 2009) seeks to combine the 

autonomist emphasis on the primacy of struggle with Adorno's negative dialectics, 

arguing that the assertion of alternative values and possibilities must start from a 

position of negative refusal. Like Lukács (1971), Holloway argues that an emancipatory 

class politics must be, above all, a movement against capitalist alienation; however, 

where Lukács identifies the organised working class as the revolutionary subject, 

Holloway advocates a more diffuse politics of dis-identification. Within capitalism, he 

contends, the positive 'power to' of human creativity is split into a fetishised, 

dominating 'power over' and a negative, resistant 'anti-power' (Holloway 2005:27-38). 

Similarly, Graeber (2004:24-37) identifies an 'imaginary counterpower' as the 

application of the social imagination to restrict, subvert, and escape from established 

social hierarchies and, in many cases, thereby constitute new forms of social 

organisation. This meshes well with the etika DIY, which is clearly inspired by a basic 

hostility to the capitalist culture industry and its effects on the underground scene, and 

indeed to capitalist relations of production in general, despite the emphasis the anak 

DIY place on the positive experience of their own alternative relations of production.

De Angelis (2005) criticises Holloway's focus on negation, arguing that an 

affirmative politics of value is necessary in order to organise collectively and 

strategically, not just against but beyond capital. As Dauvé and Nesic (2008) argue: 

A purely negative vision of the world and of oneself is synonymous with 
resignation or acceptance of anything. The proletarian only starts acting as a 
revolutionary when he goes beyond the negative of his condition and begins to 
create something positive out of it, i.e. something that subverts the existing 
order.

Cleaver (1992:129) also argues that it is necessary to identify and build positive 

moments of working class autonomy alongside negative moments of anti-capitalist 

struggle. However, what is required is a dialectical movement from negation to the 
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positive construction of alternatives. Whether it is conceived of in negative or in 

positive terms, the problem of the autonomist 'strategy of refusal' is also the problem of 

DIY hardcore as a form of political struggle—the lack of a clear strategy to overcome 

the fundamental antagonism of capitalist society. Given the totalising logic of the 

capitalist value system, the concept of an 'outside' remains problematic. This is not to 

say that capital is actually total; rather, the problem of the outside can be situated within 

a context of ongoing value struggles (De Angelis 2007). Such struggles produce 

movements, communities, and commons which are at the same time 'inside, outside, 

and against capital' (De Marcellus 2003). 

The framework of enclosures versus the commons can be a useful way to 

conceptualise this inside/outside dialectic of capitalism, connecting the experience of 

alienation to processes of dispossession (Caffentzis 2010; De Angelis 2004; Harvey 

1982, 2004; Kasmir and Carbonella 2008; Midnight Notes 1990). Value is constantly 

produced and reproduced 'outside' the circuits of capital, according to alternative value 

systems such as the etika DIY, but capital also appropriates such values and draws them 

back in—indeed, the reproduction of labour and accumulation of capital are reliant on 

such ongoing enclosures. As De Angelis (2007:225-237) argues, the 'outside' can thus 

be identified as the waste of capital, a source of resources or value upon which it 

depends, and a terrain of struggle between capital and its alternatives. This contested 

outside includes the natural environment and geographic peripheries, but also cultural 

margins or undergrounds.

In this sense, DIY autonomy is both a positive value and an antagonistic social 

relation of resistance. However, in the context of their strategy of refusal or withdrawal, 

the 'positive' orientation of the anak DIY may prove counter-productive. As Aufheben 

(1995, 2006) argues, the subsumption of labour to capital continues to shape the 

experiences of those engaged in cultural production, even if they have fled to 

subcultural undergrounds. Although there is a real and significant distinction between 

the alienated labour that is carried out within the capitalist organisation of work and 

more autonomous forms of production, such undergrounds still generate significant 

value for capital through their connections—direct or indirect—to the cultural industries 

(Arvidsson 2007; Böhm and Land 2009; Terranova 2003). Much of the training, skill-

sharing, and social networking undertaken by the anak DIY can also be applied to 

working within the commercial cultural industries, although this has only been done to a 

limited extent. Closer ties with the commercial underground will no doubt accelerate 
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this; yet, if they continue to isolate themselves from the wider scene, they risk even 

greater impotence and ultimately dissolution.

DIY value cannot be reduced to the negative dialectic of use value and exchange 

value—or concrete and abstract labour—that constitutes the class struggle within the 

capital relation. But nor can the anak DIY fully escape from the fundamental 

antagonism between capital and labour, with its associated dialectic of domination and 

resistance. In political terms, the anak DIY may be getting ahead of themselves with 

their focus on social affirmation; the domination of culture by capital has manifestly not 

been successfully negated in any significant social sense, and so they risk simply 

reasserting dominant values of self-expression and personal enjoyment, or establishing 

an isolated and politically impotent community. DIY hardcore is in the contradictory 

position of expressing an affirmative, structuring set of social values while being 

positioned politically as a disruptive oppositional movement. Their attempted negation 

of the negation remains tentative and partial, and with no dialectical overcoming they 

are unable to resolve their opposition to capital, and thus risk falling back into abstract 

subcultural negation or fetishistic investment.

Of course, given the power disparities at play, the anak DIY are in no position to 

'smash capitalism'—and neither were the anarcho-punks of the Reformasi era who 

actually employed such slogans. However, a more consistently dialectical approach to 

resistance could help them to clarify their own position and the possibilities open to 

them. In particular, they could seek to engage more directly with labour struggles within 

Bandung's growing cultural industries, building on their own practices of self-

organisation and autonomous production. There is also scope for more active solidarity 

with the social struggles of Indonesia's urban poor—not just as rhetorical supporters or 

'outside' agitators, but rather taking joint action based on a common experience of 

dispossession. As Graeber (2002:73) points out, creative cultural producers often play 

an important role in revolutionary coalitions, which 'tend to rely on a kind of alliance 

between a society's least alienated and its most oppressed'.

As it is, the anak DIY are still only gesturing towards a possible synthesis. The 

anak DIY do articulate a coherent, structural critique of the capitalist culture industry, 

and have posed the possibility of an alternative model of cultural production. However, 

despite their emphasis on a lived alternative, it remains a model, and a partial one at 

that. The etika DIY is in many respects a utopian system, albeit one which is enacted 

rather than merely represented. Yet this kind of prefigurative politics can easily retreat 
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into representation, merely gesturing towards rather than constituting an alternative. 

While DIY production is presented as a positive, alternative value system, in terms of its 

political impact it largely plays the role of an anti-capitalist critique. As a form of 

political resistance, DIY hardcore evidences profound weaknesses. At its most assertive, 

it can become a form of class politics mobilised against class—a rejection of the role of 

the precarious cultural worker—but it offers no real path to overcoming class 

antagonism, just a temporary and partial respite. 

Still, there is also a political tendency within DIY hardcore that is striving to 

become part of a global counter-cultural social movement, itself part of a broader 

tendency towards an emancipatory politics of everyday life. The possibility exists for 

DIY hardcore to lead to something more than yet another example of a frustrated 

utopian impulse colliding with a commodity-fixation. Though it might not survive in a 

recognisable form as 'DIY hardcore', the essential values and aspirations of the etika 

DIY have the potential to be more broadly applicable. After all, these values are not 

unique to DIY hardcore, much less the Bandung DIY community, but can be found 

expressed in many different forms where people are engaged in a struggle against the 

alienating logic of the capitalist value system. This politics of anti-alienation is also a 

positive politics of the imagination, re-asserting the social creativity which lies at the 

heart of human existence (Dyer-Witheford 2004; Graeber 2009:523-526; Vaneigem 

2006).

Through DIY hardcore, the anak DIY are attempting to create a community of 

effectively critical cultural expression, to resolve the contradiction between their 

emancipatory politics and the negative aesthetics of hardcore punk, and so to escape 

from the trap of commodified culture. The Bandung DIY community remains torn 

between those who see this autonomous production as a goal in its own right, a way to 

satisfy their own needs and desires, and those who position it as part of a broader 

movement undermining the capitalist social order. Still, to the extent that DIY hardcore 

is produced and circulated outside the capitalist value system, the anak DIY have been 

remarkably successful at resisting alienation and overcoming commodity fetishism. This 

is a significant achievement, however partial and temporary.

DIY hardcore has helped a small community of young people in Bandung to 

establish a degree of autonomy, to share skills, knowledge, and resources, and to 

establish relatively non-alienated social relationships. It has also provided them with a 

practical education in self-organisation and the politics of cultural production within, 
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without, and against capital, which may be usefully applied in more direct forms of 

political resistance. Ultimately, the Bandung DIY hardcore community may play a role 

in the recomposition of anti-capitalist struggles—and particularly the Indonesian 

'counter-cultural' and anarchist movements—at a historical moment characterised by 

their fragmentation and decline in the face of aggressive neoliberalism, resurgent 

authoritarianism, and the routinisation of crisis.
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Kontrol Diri (straight edge hardcore zine, Bogor)
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Maximum Rocknroll (hardcore punk zine, San Francisco)
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Nothinc. (CrimethInc.-inspired DIY activist zine, Indonesia)

Odyssey (Kolektif Kontra Kultura newslettter, Bandung)

Predestine Hour Of Death (DIY hardcore zine, Depok)

Profane Existence (anarcho-punk zine, Minneapolis, USA)

Punks Bergerak (AFRA anarcho-punk zine, Jakarta)

Ripple (alternative rock and lifestyle magazine, Bandung)

Subciety (underground zine, Bandung)

Submissive Riot (anarcho-punk zine by Riotic, Bandung)

Tigabelas (DIY hardcore zine, Bandung)

Trolley (indie mag, Bandung)

Zerox (DIY hardcore zine, Singapore)
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Appendix A: Sample interview questions

1. Mengapa Anda mengambil bagian dalam Balkot? Bagaimana Balkot menurut  
pendapat Anda?

   Why do you participate in BalKot? What is your opinion of BalKot?

2. Apa itu 'DIY'? Apakah DIY soal yang penting untuk Anda?

   What is 'DIY'? Is DIY an important issue for you?

3. Apa itu 'punk'? Apakah Anda menganggap diri sendiri punk?

  What is 'punk'? Do you consider yourself to be punk?

4. Apa peran musik underground dalam hidup Anda?

  What is the role of underground music in your life?

5. Bagaimana Anda memasuk dalam scene musik underground? Bagaimana scene  
underground di Bandung saat ini?

   How did you get involved in the underground music scene? What is the underground 
scene like in Bandung right now?

6. Bagaimana pendapat Anda mengenai fenomena distro di Bandung?

  What is your opinion of the distro phenomenon in Bandung?

7. Bagaimana hubungan di antara DIY punk dan kebudayaan Indonesia?

  What is the relationship like between DIY punk and Indonesian culture?

8. Bagaimana hubangan di antara DIY dan bagian scene lebih komersial?

  What is the relationship like between DIY and the more commercial scene?

9. Bagaimana hubungan di antara DIY punk dan politik?

  What is the relationship between DIY punk and politics?

10. Mengapa 'straightedge'? Bagaimana peran straightedge dalam scene inu?

  Why are you straight edge? What is the role of straight edge in the scene?

11. Apa yang ingin dicapai dengan [band/zine/label/etc] ?

  What do you want to achieve with your [band/zine/label/etc]?
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12. Umur berapa?

  How old are you?

13. Apa bekerja atau belajar Anda?

 What do you do for work or study?

14. Bagaimana keadaan keluarga Anda?

  What is your family situation like?

15. Mau komentar tentang apa saja lagi?

  Is there anything else you would like to comment on?
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Appendix B: Song lyrics and liner notes

B1. 'Lower Class Blues (350 Years Reminiscent)' by Domestik Doktrin
(Ibuku Diperkosa Rekordz 2003a; original lyrics in English)

Never asked for...
Misplaced in an irreplaceable social hierarchy
let's blame the whole thing on feudalism
misled by heroes worshipper's indoctrination
let's blame it on V.O.C.
and its tremendous mind-masturbating curriculum
And time...
time's still passing by...
remains singular for last
You blamed it on your life
vendetta will not die!

B2. 'Band Hardcore Majalah HAI' by Anjing Tanah
(Uglysmokers Tapes 2002; my translation)

Now HC bands can also appear in HAI magazine
Soon the 'underground' bands will be as big as Slank1

We hope so, because the kids in the band need to be really famous
Before they'll be featured on Fame

There are HC bands in HAI magazine,
Another kind of shit in the toilet

Hey you HC kids, when will your band appear on the screen
With a clip like Rizal, lip-synching at the Indosiar party?
So go ahead and go mainstream, but the music should stay underground
Idealistic artists, HC is dead

There are HC bands in HAI magazine,
Another kind of shit in the toilet

B3. 'Kaum Pekerja' by Marjinal
(Tempequality Rekot 2001; my translation)

The workers take action together
Demanding justice for us all
Proclaiming their rejection
This is no time for waiting quietly
The capitalists laugh with glee

1 Slank is a famous Indonesian rock band. Other Indonesian pop culture references in the lyrics include 
the celebrity television show Fame, and actor/performing artist Rizal, who signed an exclusive 
contract with Indosiar television.
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Atop a pool of workers' blood
Let's all take action together
To fight oppression
Be submissive and oppressed, quiet and oppressed
Be submissive and quiet, or stand up and fight!
Long live the workers! Long live the workers!
Lo, the proud workers!
The workers are always oppressed
Turned into tools without any rights
The capitalists laugh with glee
Atop the workers' sweat and blood
The workers feel proud
Because they sweat for us all
Let's all take action together
To liberate the workers
(Stop PHK)2

B4. 'Friends of Friendship' by Blind To See
(Riotic Records 2001; original in English)

You and me we're standing strong
Struggle together through all the wrongs
The winner have to move on
It's finally brotherhood has to be gone
Friends of friendship! A bond so strong
Friends of friendship! We'll always be together
Friends of friendship! A bond so true
Friends of friendship! It's me and you
Friends of friendship! A bond so strong
Friends of friendship! We'll always be together

B5. 'Sustainable Spirit Scene' by Komplete Kontrol
(Howling Mad Record 2004; original in English)

I saw you at the show right from the start,
without missing any pleasant part.
We sang-a-long together on every most part,
what we did was more than just scream and shout.
The days aren't gone,
the spirit lives on,
we will break the frontier!
Forget the old days,
forget the replay,
we start a new career!

Catching up on every number,
support an undistorted significant scene.

2 PHK stands for Pemutusan Hubungan Kerja (Termination of Employment).
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Well it's not what you wear,
but the hardcore intent that what we can share,
hardcore idol that we possessed

It's not on your shirt,
it's not on your skateboard shoes,
hardcore essence lies in between.
It's not your CD collection,
it's not on your pants,
hardcore vitality lies deep within...
your coronary transplant!

B6. 'Lawan' by Jeruji (Video version)
(Subciety Records 2004; my translation)

We love this country,
But we hate the system.
Remember, there is only one word:
RESIST!

Burning to take on the attackers
Fight on to meet the enemy
Resist! (x4)

Fight on without any surrender
Thrash on to smash authority
Resist! (x4)

B7. 'Tercekik Impian (Planet Remaja)' by xManusia Buatanx 

(unreleased; my translation)

'Round and round… 
Now the teen magazine from planet fashion delivers this week's trend
Isn't it a really incredible body?
Complete with all the fittings
Made for showing off at the mall
Winking while shopping
Searching for a doctor to suck out the fat from waist and thigh
Call now, as seen on tv,
For the anti acne pills
To make yourself beautiful
But they ruin what is really sexy
Money is no problem
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B8. 'Ready For The Geek Attack?' by Domestik Doktrin
(Parau Records 2002; original in English)

It was me, the one who's being humiliated
Guilty as charged as my haircut brushed your echo belly
Celebrity's corridor's casualties
Non-conformist-driven assault terrorizing hundred dollars fancy outfit
Remember us?
Did it ever occur you, throwing sarcastic smile right at our face, pseudo fascism 
behind Calvin Klein tight clays
Exclusive rich son of a bitch!
You better watch your step!
Stand hard never look back
Are you ready for the 'geek attack'?

Explanation (my translation):
A terrible shock for the think-they're-the-best-fundamentalists around us, 
especially in the places where we socialise, like on campus or other 
environments. Where they pay more attention to a person's 'skin' as the 'measure' 
of their superiority, and as the basis for forming an impression, like: 'where did 
you buy that shirt?', 'what kind of car to you drive?', 'do you have a handphone or 
not?', 'is their skin light or dark?', 'slim or fat?', etcetera.
These criteria can be regarded as a form of what Yasraf Amir Piliang calls 
'hyper-reality', or a 'conscious irrationality'. This can be regarded as a 
consequence of a commodified society where 'image' comes first, and is exalted, 
compared to reality or truth. As an example, the truth is that Indonesians, who 
are regarded as part of the Malayan Mongoloid race, with dark brown skin, are 
overcome by the notion that it is people with white skin who are 
beautiful/handsome. So they apply skin-lightening products of dubious origins—
due to the propaganda from advertisements that dramatically influence the 
people that see them. Why can't we just see people for what they are?!!!
'Labelling' seems to be a popular thing in this modern day society.

B9. Explanation accompanying 'Invasi Rokk n' Roll Garasi' by Rajasinga
(Rajasinga 2006; my translation)

These lyrics are just a medium to vent the resentment I feel when I look at all the 
people following the garage rock trend which has come to dominate Bandung. 
Suddenly, for no reason everybody's got an afro or curled hair, wearing faded 
jeans. At shows everyone acts all cool and grungy ['sok selengean'], selling their 
'I do what I like' ['seenaknya'] image. Really, who cares if garage rock 
dominates, it's really just a trend, so of course lots of people instantly have to get 
into it. Everything starts with a trend, right? And with these lyrics, we're not 
restricting anyone's freedom, OK? 'Cause if they wanna, they can go ahead and 
do a song like 'grindcore is a fuckin stupid idea so let's grind em all', or 
whatever. Feel free. This is just letting off some steam.
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B10. 'Budaya Timur Harus Mati' by Anjing Tanah
(Uglysmokers Tapes 2002; my translation)

Eat shit every day from birth 'till death
Stale etiquette and deference are forced down your throat
Sucking on this thing called 'Our National Culture'
Eastern culture treats me like shit
Eastern culture must die!
Why be nationalist if it just makes you fascist?
Justifying waging war 
Just so that you can kill
There is no culture that is 'ours'
Who made this culture?
Why be a person of culture
If it means you can't do anything.

B11. Explanation accompanying 'Zombi' by Rajasinga
(Rajasinga 2006; my translation)

And those who are dead still walk and breathe on the face of the Earth. Living 
corpses still need to eat and sleep. And yet, life isn't just a matter of eating and 
resting, but a matter of doing what we desire to do. To pursue our dreams. But 
sometimes circumstances force us to do something that we hate and plunge into 
the system that we don't like, just to keep on living. And most people die the first 
time that they sign an employment contract and surrender some of the time from 
their life, usually 8 hours or more. Really, in the end we all have to make 
compromises with the world of work, whether we want to or not. But 
compromise does not mean becoming passive and submitting to the situation. 
Keep questioning everything, including the purpose of your life: are you sure 
that you were born just to go through routines that you don't even enjoy? Do you 
really exist on Earth just to learn to be competitive and to destroy each other, 
behind the masks of 'loyalty' and 'professionalism'? Isn't it also true that 
'surviving here on planet Earth which is rich enough for everyone to share' is the 
natural way to live? Keep questioning everything.

B12. 'Setan Menyuruhku Untuk Membeli Produk 347' by Anjing Tanah
(Ibuku Diperkosa 2003a; my translation)

O, ye Prince of Darkness, do you like to play chess?
surfing in Batukaras? or watching rock music?
Hail Satan!
You can do it all for free
as long as you're willing to be a model in our ads
we'll take photos of you in hell,
surrounded by female models,
sitting atop your throne,
just right for the front cover of a cosmopolitan youth subculture magazine
all you need to do is sign right here...
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B13. 'Straight Edge' by Minor Threat (cover version by Freesoul)
(Asusila Records 2004; original in English)

I'm a person just like you
But I've got better things to do
Than sit around and fuck my head
Hang out with the living dead
Snort white shit up my nose
Pass out at the shows
I don't even think about speed
That's something I just don't need
I've got the straight edge

I'm a person just like you
But I've got better things to do
Than sit around and smoke dope
'Cause I know I can cope
Laugh at the thought of eating ludes
Laugh at the thought of sniffing glue
Always gonna keep in touch
Never want to use a crutch
I've got the straight edge 

B14. 'Konsumsi Siapa' by KxHx
(unpublished song lyrics; my translation)

All the fields have been levelled
Where we used to joke together
Steal some time to play together
And overcome all my shortcomings

Whose consumption.. whose consumption??

Now I'm sick of it
It's all been levelled
[By] ultra and mega developments
No longer any pride

Whose consumption.. whose consumption??

Is it all part of the times
Why must the times keep turning??
Why should we be glad?
We can't breathe the dust of development

Can that time be reclaimed?
But regret is useless
It's already happening
And what is being pawned!!!
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Explanation: Actually, I used to have an eye allergy and couldn't come into 
contact with too much dust or smoke, but that didn't matter as long as I could 
play ball, even if it was a little bit rough kicking it around in a vacant field until I 
was blue. But we could just find a field, we could go looking with our friends, 
returning home at sunset... Huh, so what if my eyes get puffy, my happiness 
won't be forgotten!!! Now maybe my antibodies are better, my eyes are cured... 
I've resisted the allergy... but now the vacant land that I used to use for playing is 
all gone!! 

B15. 'The Prank That Went Horribly Wrong' by Domestik Doktrin
(Parau 2002; original in English)

Purchased those freaking Prozacs out of your checking account
went to a psychiatrist to check my neuron count
gotta have it shaped like Calista Flockhart did on Ally McBeal
otherwise, I'll take those horse's pills
Just don't put your stakes too high
thus, expectation won't lead to a scar

Explanation: Orrin E. Klap once said that hero worship in the mass is frenzied 
and the cult of celebrities is so important in modern society (Collective Search 
Identity 1969) One devotee literally is nourished psychologically by his hero. 
Every moment of contact, every anecdote, every memento—even, perhaps a 
cigarette butt. Likewise, a touch is such precious memento to a hero worshipper, 
“I touched him…I touched him!” is the familiar cry that every celebrity hears 
when he is buffeted and bruised by crowds. Especially in Indonesia, moreover in 
any part of the world, this specific phenomenon has led people into a state of 
consumerism. Due to the impact of rapid advertising in mass media, more and 
more people identify themselves as slaves to celebrity's code of belief/dogma. 
They want to be just like those “hotties” whom they saw on popular Indonesian 
soap opera (Sinetron), and etc…
Even in hardcore/punk scenes, this phenomenon truly exists. Furthermore, a fan 
club, even when commercially inspired, is not a mere association but basically a 
cult. I pity those people who are in that precise situation. You can see how 
depressing their loves are… just kill your idols!!!

B16. 'Dorr Darr Gelapp – Communiqué' by Hark! It's A Crawling Tar-tar
(Thrashsteady Syndicate 2007; original in English)

As for the name, it's derived from the fact that the majority of Indonesian are 
impoverished in health education, due to the large amount of military budget 
spent by government, that they downplay and neglect people's awareness of 
health issues. One of them is dental health. Most of people below the poverty 
line here don't brush their teeth as often as they should, subsequently large 
number of population possess this chalklike hardened substance on their teeth 
(tar-tar, not to be confused with tar tar the sauce, hehe) and when they grow old, 
they gain severe teeth deterioration. Metaphorically, the name is a satirical 
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attempt to depict the malnourishment that Indonesian had to undergo during the 
Dutch imperialism here, and yet it lingers up until now. European colonialism 
has been replaced by military hegemony. Therefore, with our name, we sort of 
declaring the war with the hegemony that is perpetuated by government and 
social/moral institutions, by threatening them with our tar-tar infested teeth. We 
sort of like saying “Hark! This is what you all have done to us, and now feel the 
wrath of the living walking tar-tar ready to knock down the walls of your fancy 
offices, military camps and luxurious houses.” Basically we like the name cuz its 
hilarious too. Maybe when people hear our music, they commonly refer to the 
music that we play as derivative standard heavy crust hardcore and whatnot, and 
by that they see it as something that's solemn and sense-of-humour deficient, yet 
we're not like that at all. I mean, we're all serious with with what we're saying, 
but we want it to be comical in utilizing our music as our medium too. You 
know, we may have His Hero Is Gone meets Neurosis' tone, but we also have 
Domestik Doktrin meets Dead Kennedys meets Born Against's comical 
representation of the messages that we are trying to relay. Seek solace in tempe 
mendoan!3

B17. '...And This Is Supposed To Save Our Marriage, Kundang?' by Hark! It's A 
Crawling Tar-tar
(Thrashsteady Syndicate 2007; original in English)

The master's tool, can never dismantle the master's house

For every derogatory verbal signal transmission that you relay
you utterly diminishing empowerment
that could've been reinforced, by these intangible forces

The master's tool, can never dismantle the master's house

In a circular box that's equipped with automated false needs manufacturing 
machinery
you shall start cultivating boredom
cuz that's the only available full time job for you

The master's tool, can never dismantle the master's house

In a circular box that's equipped with automated false needs manufacturing 
machinery
unless, should you have faith in urology

The master's tool, can never dismantle the master's house

3 Tempe mendoan is a popular fried tempeh dish, which the band also sing about in their song 'Behold! 
Tempe Mendoan Governs Your Intellect!'.
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Appendix C: Articles and leaflets

C1. 'The Rules' from One Blood 2: The Struggle Continues festival brochure
(my translation)

WHAT IS A NON ALCOHOL EVENT?

A non-alcohol concert is a music performance that prohibits all kinds of drinks 
that contain alcohol and drugs. This is intended to eliminate the image that taints 
rock/underground concerts with violence. Rumours are going around that 
underground concerts are places for drunken parties so that police and 
government bureaucrats have become afraid of rioting and even killing at our 
shows. No exaggeration! They think we're an uncivilised mob who come from a 
brutal planet.

But those are the facts!

This is certainly a very disappointing situation, and we on the committee 
persuasively and actively convinced the bureaucrats that none of this would 
happen at underground shows, to convince them of that we had to sign a 
declaration including an agreement that we'd be prepared to accept prosecution if 
anything happened that was not to their liking and they will prohibit all 
underground shows in the future. Without any further consideration we signed 
the declaration because we really believe that we have to keep on supporting the 
independent movement without wrecking the scene that we love with violence.

We on the committee and the police will take firm action against the use of 
alcohol and drugs in the area of the One Blood show and will prosecute in 
accordance with the prevailing laws of Indonesia.

Please let us prove that we are really not a brutal group by appreciating music 
without alcohol or drugs.
Support your local non alcohol event campaign for the continuity of  
underground event in Indonesia

C2. Editorial statement from xxxBlack Linexxx #1: Straight Hardcore and Red 
(2000; my translation)

This newsletter is the product of all the loathing, hatred, and empty idealism that 
have ever crossed our minds and all the other garbage that has come into our 
brains. Time never stops, it just keeps going without any concern for what's 
going on around it, whether we're suffering, whether we're happy, it doesn't give 
a damn. Likewise, people who talk a lot about humanitarianism, the evolution of 
human thought, philosophy and other trivia, but never take part in the true 
struggle: organising, educating, raising awareness and taking action. The 
evolution of human thought doesn't make humanity any wiser or enrich us all, 
but just enriches a small segment of people.

Straight Edge (sXe) is a philosophy of life, not an excuse to ignore our social 
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environment. For those of you who claim to be sXe, but isolate yourselves from 
your social environment, you've made a fatal decision for yourself (that's not 
meant in the usual sense). How can you try to improve the situation (fulfilling 
the mission of sXe) if you isolate yourself from your social environment? 
Straight Edge is a philosophy of positive living, it should make you think more 
positively towards society. Smoking, using drugs, drinking alcohol and other 
non-positive activities shouldn't be opposed physically but rather conceptually. 
We can't ignore the rights of other people, how can we live in our social 
environment if we can't accept what really goes on in society. Remember, our 
real enemy is capitalism, they are to blame for building cigarette factories, they 
are to blame for the distribution of illegal drugs, they are to blame for building 
alcoholic drink factories, and surely they are to blame for the global economic 
inequality. With the strategy being prepared by capitalism, to make a 'lost 
generation', that is the drug addicts and users of illegal drugs, they are intending 
to produce a generation of people unable to think critically. Because if there is 
ever a generation who are critical in a real sense, then the anti-capitalist 
movement would get much stronger, and then a social revolution would quickly 
take place. This is what capitalism fears. Besides, the outcome of alcohol, illegal 
drugs and cigarettes is really material profit for the bourgeoisie and lets them 
leech money from society

With all this background thinking and such, we want to educate those who claim 
themselves to be sXe, to join together with us in starting to discuss, learn how to 
be critical and aware of our shared social situation. Because sXe is not a fashion, 
not a trend or what's even worse than that, sXe becoming fascism, no!!! sXe is a 
philosophy of positive living, including thinking positively for our social 
environment. Those of you who live in Bandung can contact us by telephone, 
and those of you who live outside the city or in other places, you can send us a 
letter or contact us by e-mail.

Bandung, February 2000
JQ That HedgehogXXX & Aria KamprinXXX
HARDCORE FOR THE PEOPLE!!!

C3. Editor's Note from Ripple #24
(Ucay 2004a; my translation)

Pogo-Pogo-Pogo!!!!! Motherf*kker!!!!!!!!!!

Grind!...bang...crash!!! Woah! It seems I was dreaming that I was at GOR 
Saparua Bandung in the decade of '95-'97 when moshing, stage diving, sing a 
long  were the prescribed diet every Sunday! I used to be someone who was 
scared of heavy music. It reminds me of when I was terrified of the punk/hc 'star' 
who was well-known in the scene, namely 'Them Fuck' (spell: Dempak). He was 
like a whirlwind who would pick me up and drop me to the ground. Hard, wild 
and savage!! Any time there was a problem in the crowd, he would always go 
straight down and boldly put an end to it. Eventually I became aware that he had 
constructed a 'special' image for the public, so that he would be highly respected 
and become the leader of the Jeruji fans. Jeruji? Yep! In this edition you'll be 
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poisoned by the standard-bearers of punk/hc, who have built a loyal following of 
die hard fans. Themfuck's success at forming his public image, is the kind of 
absolute success that bands rarely achieve today. In fact an image is a priceless 
asset. Image can change your way of thinking, image can change your character, 
that kind of image can change anything. Once you're aware of that, then you can 
spread the images that can make you rich. Thinking about local fashion? Yep! 
Have a look around, you'll see that people are now consuming and proudly 
making local product. It's not like before... when people were more inclined to 
wear foreign products that they'd say was supposed to give you an 'expensive' 
image. Now, these days? Not anymore! These days localers are no longer 
stagnating, they can support themselves in this country very comfortably, as far 
as being able to eat their favourite foods and buy phone credit. At lease we can 
have a little satisfied smile. Maybe in a little while what we've done so far will 
be a treasure-trove to save youth culture in Indonesia. Best wishes for all local 
heroes who have succeeded in fashioning an image! Viva la image!!!

Cheers and Beans,
Editor in Chief
N. Al Kautsar (Ucay)

C4. 'So you wanna be a rock superstar?' by Jean
(Benzine 2004; my translation)

The Underground can be regarded as an oppositional world, pushing away from 
the established everyday existence which is manipulated, engineered, until it is 
processed into the most logical, 'correct' form, a straight line which is the best 
path to follow for the purposes of achieving one's wishes, that is the desire which 
has been conjured up in such a form by the tendency to ownership, defined by 
the amount property which represents a 'higher' status. Everything that we do has 
to be processed through the scheme and structure of industry, which puts 
forward  products of nominal personal significance, and which are of no 
objective use. We will begin with a concept, with as much background 
information as possible in order to analyse the situation, to enable us to see some 
of the possibilities, which can already be predicted to be a problem. And 
wherever there's a particular problem there is also a solution. Even industry was 
initially established as a solution. However, what is there that can't become a 
problem in society? It's not hard to make an issue into a problem, and industry 
provides thousands of solutions.

We have never had a problem with the ritual activities associated with the 
consumption of food, but industry has succeeded in convincing us that time is 
money, and increasingly reducing the time that we have to engage in eating 
rituals, with increasingly effective and efficient ways to turn time into money. 
This is the reason for the establishment of McDonalds and other fast food 
restaurants, complete with home-delivery and a money-back guarantee if it takes 
more than one minute for the order to make it to the restaurant table. Or when 
many of our ancestors were healthy throughout their lives, while we are 
influenced to think that we require all kinds of health and hygiene products, they 
try to convince us that we are surrounded by bacteria which threaten our health 
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so that we will keep on consuming 'health' products throughout our lives. Or 
they simply spread a disease as well as selling the cure for it. Of course this can 
be regarded as a form of engineering. The smoke which is produced by industry 
means that we need an air cleaner product, and medicinal eye drops, and stuff 
like that which we can get by buying it using the money which we get from 
working in the exact same industry which caused the misfortune in the first 
place.

This is a very nauseating situation. Although wherever we are in the world, there 
is always opposition and forms of resistance. There are men, and there are also 
women, north and south, black and white, rage against the machine and 
Blink182. So all this nausea gives rise to the underground.

We, you and me, have the same interest and hobby: music. Automatically that 
activity becomes a terrain or zone of praxis, in the recreational process. Music as 
a medium, a canvas for inscribing form, colour, emotion and ideas. And as we 
know, there exists in society a beacon which always illuminates the commercial 
territory, shining directly on it, leaving them dazzled and incapable of turning 
away and paying attention to the terrain which is more obscure, or even in 
darkness. And now, the light of the beacon has become a pole, a barometer 
which you must visit, whether you want to or not, which makes whoever arrives 
there bright and shining. The public no longer has a choice, and it really seems 
they no longer care about the choice, because as we know radio and television 
are the accessible forms of media, so how can they want or care about having 
choices, when the people themselves don't even know that there really are 
choices here and there.

DIY is an alternative work ethic, a vehicle for journeying into the dark region 
which is not illuminated by the beacon. It can pose a threat to the foundations of 
the beacon, or possibly even demolish it. A threat? Fundamentally: yes. Although 
the answer is no, when the passengers on the boat are paddling in the opposite 
direction. How can they be a threat, if when they make a compilation project 
with a DIY framework, the participants, in this case the bands that are included, 
don't help out, making the record label wait far too long for the recording, or 
even, just to promote the profile of the band, the photos and lyrics take up 
months and months. Or the relationship with another distro is just done on a 
business basis, without wanting to know anything about their common 
circumstances, or even to the point where it has happened that a distro 
practically 'takes down their sign' all because of a situation of 'property 
definition'. Or is all of this really just me making assumptions? Have I already 
been misled as to the real situation, which is really just capitalism in miniature, 
which prioritises profit relationships, using the term 'underground' as another 
word for 'mini capitalism', which is not exposed? Is it not the case that this music 
is also a commodity? Although of course apparently it is a temporary harbour, a 
zone of praxis at the end of youth, which in the end will be left behind to sail on, 
maybe following the direction of the beacon's light. To some bright region, 
shining and promising. Rising up to become a rocksuperstar. Maybe.
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C5. Translation of 'Claiming Music' by Sarkasz
(Benzine 2004; my translation)

 
'Who controls the past, controls the future' – Rage Against The Machine

Discussion of generalisation, standardisation, and all forms of conformity is 
often lacking from the discourse on liberalism, which is supposedly a 
manifestation of freedom. Like what is spewed forth from all the pages written 
about The End of History and The Last Man Standing by Francis Fukuyama, 
who still argues that liberal democracy and capitalism have triumphed over 
historical contradiction. In this opinion, human freedom can be seen through the 
prism of consumption (or relations of production in Marxist terms), with the 
meaning that contemporary humans possess more freedom of consumption than 
any previous era. The key to identity flows from commodities, which in this 
mythology have the power to revolutionise, becoming a form of commodity 
fetishism.

A young person no longer needs to be embarrassed about wearing a pair of 
'trousers' because a trend has already created 'trousers' that are intended for 
young people, or the trend itself can even reverse the value so that the trousers 
that were meant just for old people can become representative of youth. This is 
an example of why commodities do not possess only use value. They possess a 
spirit that lends them a special aura, through which humans can feel or 
emphasise their humanity, or whatever they represent. Symbolic value, as 
Baudrillard refers to it, becomes a necessity which is most crucial for humans. 
Since they are alienated, humans are still accustomed to communicate through 
such symbols, identifying phenomena through signs and their representations, 
not defining them but projecting definitions.

To get a clearer picture, remembering that this problem is extremely broad in 
scope, I will narrow the problem down to music. Music is still trapped in fixed 
definitions, where the values of its categories can even be institutionalised. 
Starting with the institutions (music schools, institutes of musical art, etc) to all 
kinds of institutions that ascribe value (MTV Music Awards, Grammy Awards, 
etc), all of these strive for a universalisation of music as being meaningful as a 
manifestation of freedom, because that is a universal characteristic. Like the case 
which I related in the first paragraph, freedom here possesses the potential for 
compress and close down plurality into fixed categories which have already been 
defined.

There is nothing real outside these defined categories. So, to be able to value 
music, or to refuse to be put into those categories, necessitates locating and 
validating parallel categories. Who in the world can identify and validate these 
categories? The answer is the same as if you asked who is behind the domination 
of this global system, or who is it who owns the communication network and the 
current hot technology. For example, the top 40 list. This list is a sign which 
represents the taste in music of the general public. This means that this is the 
form of music which is affirmed by people who are representative of general 
human value (the democratic principle, that is the majority determines 
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everything). This is further reinforced by the data that the top 40 possesses 
significance, both specific and general, for so many genres, which move 
extremely quickly. In fact, genres are quickly left behind by the movement of 
information and technology, so that they don't have enough references to contain 
all of the definitions. The sound which was recently categorised easily, now 
requires all kinds of new categories or specifications. So the contradiction 
remains. This process of categorisation has become so important that people 
have specifications that are far more complex than in previous eras. It is the 
media's job to capture the movement of the phenomena so that it can be 
domesticated and then harnessed, aka categorised.

The power of the media (since its hegemonisation) is that they don't always need 
popular affirmation of everything that they capture. Take the example of Hai 
magazine. Its capacity as a representation of young people has succeeded in 
creating values without the need to follow the grass roots. Their capacity is 
based on their own affirmation. This is evidence for Foucault's ideas on relations 
of power. Power is not only a form of repression, but is also something 
productive. Power does not mean the army and police, but can also mean 
domination through television or advertising, for example. Through charismatic 
domination Hai remains a guide for people who feel represented by the values 
they create.

What I have examined is, that Hai is already able to provide a categories by 
feeling its way through previous categories. They don't need a philosophy or 
super-meticulous references when they're just pointing to phenomena for quietly 
taking hold of definitions, from alternative to Hip-Metal. They listen to it 
enough, then compare it with similar things which have come before, and give it 
significance. There is something pretty trivial about a trivial thing like this, but it 
becomes a problem that will slide into total domination of value when there is 
not a single person who can escape from it. Consciously or not, what Hai does is 
very similar to what is done by the the state in identifying criminals or 
prostitutes, for example. From all the identities that pass back and forth, they 
(even if in a chaotic fashion) have engaged in a kind of generalisation for 
overcoming the confusion of phenomena with or without the affirmation of the 
majority, whether they like it or not, this domination cannot be questioned.

Hai has succeeded in categorising music which is played by bands like Korn, 
Limp Bizkit, Deftones, Rage Against the Machine, etc as Hip-Metal music, or 
what they claim is a synthesis of Hip-Hop and Metal. It wasn't long before the 
definition of Neo-Metal emerged, following the emergence of bands like 
Slipknot. These two definitions (Hip-Metal and Neo-Metal) are not general 
definitions like the punk of the Sex Pistols or the rock and roll of the Rolling 
Stones. But they endure as long as most people acknowledge them as defining 
phenomena that are close enough. Every kind of music which has elements of 
hip-hop and metal is categorised as Hip-Metal, period, and every distorted guitar 
sound and booming drum which sounds like a motorcycle engine will be known 
by people as idealistic underground music.

Hai has become an institution of value like MUI [Indonesian Islamic Council] 
for teenagers who are searching for their 'real' self and freedom. Free to be 
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themselves and free to express their energy. What they are not conscious of is 
that freedom in these terms is a category. It's a paradigm that exists in the 
framework of choice, which doesn't leave room for any other choices to exist. 
And if they do exist, it is easy for them to claim them as part of their 
framework… and of course with their own version. Scott Ian once said that 
moshing is dead when moshing appears in a video clip (what's the connection?). 
Moshing can be regarded as a signifier for disorderliness, wildness, roguishness, 
etc, but now the great founders of value have succeeded in making the Sunsilk 
girls have the honour of having fun moshing at Fame Station when Virus played. 
The sensation is really a treasure trove of cooptation!

Case study: the claiming of autonomous definition ala Metal

There is a case which is a very interesting example of the means to overcome the 
forms of domination that result from this foolish claiming of definition.

There is a kind of habit (who knows whether it's a habit or a tradition, because I 
think this can be considered a single phenomenon) that is employed with music 
like Grindcore, Death Metal, Black Metal, etc, where they define the music 
freely and specifically, or at least free from the established stereotypical 
identifications of music. Free categories like Hyper-Blast-Bombastic-Death-
Metal or Satanical-Ultra-Grinding-Godless-Core can show how seriously the 
dominant system of definition oversimplifies music. This example, I think, can 
allow music to remain autonomous, and there is no one person who can define it 
except for the performers. These bands, it seems, always have their own personal 
definitions, which are different to when people just label them as being simply 
death metal or metal bands. This is something which always differentiates them 
from other people, not needing to adhere to the specific stereotype in playing 
their music, and what is most important, they have claimed the music for 
themselves.

A categorisation which isn't always pointed to in typical descriptions of sounds, 
this has made music into something personal where it is shifted from competing 
within dominant genre system. Why does it all have to stop at metal? or punk? 
Or rock'n'roll…so typical!! (look at the case of the 'scene'…mmmbbpphh...) 
When these stereotypical categories start to take the form of an image, then there 
will arise some reactions from some groups, whether they feel represented or 
not. Those who feel represented will feel proud of their music and will talk more 
through image. While as for those who don't, they will at least feel ambivalent. 
If, for example, a zine has an interview about that kind of band. This band will 
usually answer with the typical response such as '…we are not a hardcore band', 
or 'ah.. we are not an anarchist band', etc. And of course a value will change into 
a mass value when the majority win the conflict (doesn't democracy always 
applaud quantity without concern for quality?). Decay and cooptation always 
takes place here. How serious does this cooptation have to get until, for example, 
the underground is regarded as a genre… underground music??

The problem of common sense is directly opposed by personal sense, which 
hopes to intensify the contradiction. An example of this was when I make 
something labelled hip-hop music, which would be in an area where the value 
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that I'm making will collide with its stereotypical values. What would happen if I 
labelled it as not just hip-hop, but for example as the impish-morbid-bboy-
mephistopholous-catacomb-flow-on-apocalyptic-blasphemous composition???? 
Or not just simply calling it hardcore, but six-chord-regiciduous-lucifer-be-
lovin'-core or top-gear-tyrex-mince-core, for example? Categories which are not 
dominated by that sector, minimally developed. In the beginning, definitions like 
this maybe would not be paid any attention to, and the audience would just listen 
to the music and define it according to the pre-existing categories, but at least we 
would have offered some new choices and opened a path so that music could be 
made less narrow, and maybe more personal. 

Hai is unable to claim a genre of music if that music has already been freely 
defined previously. The more autonomous definitions there are, as people reject 
the need for that kind of medium to answer their questions any more. All 
phenomena will remain as trajectories that reject any established stability, they 
will keep changing until they will have escaped from the clutches of the 
hegemony  that poses a threat to the freedom of ideas. And what is more 
important is the publication and distribution of this idea to make it into a form of 
a threat by example.

-sarkasz

C6. Statement on piracy from Bandung Lautan Hardcore
 (Ibuku Diperkosa Rekordz 2003a; my translation)

Xstate-HATE-mentX:
We're not making this record out of mindless imitation [latah4] (though this 
accusation may have been made), although it's true that the UG [underground] 
world can be fertile ground for 'money-grubbing'. On the one hand that's 
alright... It's enough to release something, so long as you 'justify' it by saying 
that it's in order to support the something-or-other band hahaha... that's OK, 
right?!
We're very 'disturbed' by the idea that a release has to have a printed cover, etc. 
After all, you need to spend a lot of money, and that makes things complicated. 
We prefer to look at the 'substance' of a band rather than the packaging. To hell 
with professionalism! In fact, it isn't difficult to make a record, if you don't care 
about such standards. It's time to make your own record and release whatever 
you want. Simple, isn't it?! There are more and more releases, which will lead to 
overproduction. One of the consequences of this is a lot of piracy hehehe… 
Yeah, PIRACY WILL NEVER DIE!!!
As a record label, we're not scared of our releases being pirated. Although a lot 
of DIY labels don't agree, who knows why, maybe it ruins some of their 
commercial tricks, ha. Doesn't a record label release a band to distribute the 
band's media? So why are they scared of piracy? It's another thing if they are 
actually just a group who are concerned with the desire for 'money-grubbing'. 
That's not hypocritical, everyone needs to do it. But isn't it just a 'justification' if 
you say you need to spend a lot of funds on recording, rehearsing, for the cover, 
etc. Isn't that the risk of being in a band? (It might be better to just form an 

4 Latah refers to compulsive, involuntary imitative behaviour. 
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acapella band!). I'll tell you a secret, all the material on this album has been 
stolen. (Because our original intention was 'piracy'. However, if it is pirated with 
the permission of the band, what then?). Yep, you can just consider this release 
to be false/forbidden [palsu/haram]. After all, we failed to get the proper 
'permission' for it all. Although we were sure we'd get the blessing of the band 
members. (And as it happens they did give us their blessings!) Praise Satan… as 
quick as lightning this forbidden [haram] product becomes instantaneously 
permitted [halal]. So, Chandra Darusman5 can bite his own cock. But don't 
worry, we'll release whatever we want to release. Oh yeah,this release is for 
reallyextremelylimited release (hee hee… piracy with limits, right?). Yeah sure, 
we also know how to do it ourselves! Ok, that's clear enough, isn't it. Is there still 
anyone who doesn't get it? Raise your hands… and give us the three-fingered 
salute!!!

WE REMEMBER THAT EVERY HUMAN HAS THE SAME RIGHTS, THE 
SAME OPPORTUNITIES. WE WON'T BE TRICKED BY THE ALBUMS 
THAT THEY RELEASE WITHOUT PERMISSION TO PIRATE. BECAUSE 
THAT'S JUST LIKE PROVIDING THE OPPORTUNITY ONLY FOR THOSE 
WHO CAN AFFORD IT…DISCRIMINATION!

5 An Indonesian composer.
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Appendix D: Material from email discussion lists and webpages

D1. From: BlankFlag
Date: June 6, 2004
Subject: real punk! [punk sejati!]

PUNK IS DEAD ... PUNK IS DEAD ... PUNK IS DEAD ... PUNK IS DEAD !!!

That's what my friends said when they were watching TV a few days ago, there 
was a show on a commercial TV station on the theme of “PUNK”.

In fact I (almost) never watch television.
Yes, I've really been an 'enemy' of TV for a long time …

It's not because I hate the programs that they show
It's not because of my hatred of capitalism
It's not even because there aren't any more educational programs on TPI like 
there used be…
But because I choose not to watch it.

I don't want to be controlled .. I just want to enjoy what I want to enjoy, and the 
TV doesn't provide anything … and so I'd rather listen to Frank Sinatra MP3s on 
my computer in my room…

Yes, it's funny .. that there's a show investigating PUNK! What do they want to 
investigate? PUNK isn't “unclear”… PUNK is EXACT but it can't be defined…

In my opinion PUNK is within every living person.
PUNK is… what is it? (I wonder)

It's like this .. when there are people walking in a line and there is one person 
who walks out of line. They are PUNK!
And the reason why they are out of the line is extremely personal .. maybe if 
there are two people walking out of the line together, their reasons for creating 
this “action” differ. So, there are no rules in PUNK, that you have to like and 
hate the same things.

But it does go this far… PUNK opposes conformity.
In a universal sense, this is “oppression”…

But this oppression is also diverse.

Maybe there are those who are PUNK because they feel oppressed by the 
State ???

Or are they PUNK because they feel oppressed by themselves??????????

AHHH!!!
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I THINK PUNK HAS EXISTED SINCE THE CREATION OF THIS EARTH 
OF HUMANITY … PUNK WAS NOT BORN BECAUSE OF THE SEX 
PISTOLS !!?

It's just .. maybe it was the sex pistol who iconised ['meng-ikonisasi'] that 
“culture” and labelled it as PUNK !!!

A PUNK DRINKS BEER? Why not ??
But if they drink beer in the middle of a world that is already 
rotten/degenerated .. does this mean that they are starting a minority 
movement ??? Or are they really just following the mainstream ??

Oh how stupid!

TV has already presented a picture of PUNK to the public to the point that it can 
be regarded as a SPECTRE!!!

Ah ! Who cares about devils ??

If you are PUNK ! It's enough to prove it to yourself … If you consider yourself 
to be PUNK enough … C'MON MAKE HISTORY.
Make your life more meaningful …

MAKING PUNK A THREAT AGAIN !!!
A THREAT FOR WHO ???

D2. From: Ernesto MamaYukero
Date: June 11, 2004
Subject: Balkot and the Quest For the Re-Interpretation of Punk!

Balkot and the Quest For the Re-Interpretation of Punk!
Hark and Behold!

I long ago lost my conviction in the 'identified and visible' forms of this thing 
called Punk. I decided not to be trapped in the romanticism which later only 
empties into festishism and narrow stereotype, restricting the essence of punk 
itself! However this type of fetishism is no longer in 'possession' of Punk, which 
should be 'slippery', twisting from the grasping hands of the seekers of 'novelty' 
and 'news value', who want nothing more than to keep scooping up big profit 
margins from cultural phenomena, this so-called anti-establishment!
In the end, its essence is the important thing! *remember the previous reference 
in Tumbakerology6, SOB (Style Over Substance), must be destroyed to become: 
substance rather than 'surface', and so we will get pure fruit essence instead of 
merely a flood of sweet sugar water! To make an analogy between this concept 
and the process of making fruit 'juice'. 

However, I also don't reject Punk just like that. Of course, it's in keeping with 
my own interpretation, based on the personal system of value construction 

6 See Appendix D7.
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['sistem nilai konstruksi pribadi'] that I follow. Keep in mind that it's the essence 
that I mean, not the physical artefacts of this subculture, but its essence. That is, 
for me Punk assumes the form and deserves to be regarded as an 'opener of 
many doors' that previously were never or hardly able to be opened before I was 
introduced to Punk!

I would have become a racist/ethnicist, sexist, ultra-nationalist-patriotic, 
homophobic and holder of various other anti-humanist concepts IF at a certain 
phase in my life I had not been introduced to this mysterious creature named 
Punk! This is not romanticism, but optimism.

What are the current connotations of Punk, that is negative stereotypes or the 
opposite, successful musicians who carry along the 'alternative' stream, all this 
can be regarded as a product of the attack of Dominant Culture, in this case 
corporate media and agents of the culture industry!

In 'Base and Superstructure in Marxist Cultural Theory', Raymond Williams 
refers to two strategies of the Dominant Culture in confronting Oppositional 
Culture, and it is in this context that we present Punk, which in a sociological 
cultural sense can be considered to be a culture of resistance. The two forms of 
strategy mentioned above are the forms of 'reconciliation/accommodation' and 
'attack'.
Looking at Punk historically, from its origin in the first wave of Punk to the last 
wave (e.g. MTV Punk), it was all reacted to by the strategy of 'accommodation' 
from the Dominant Culture, and the serious commodification ['komodifikasi'] of 
Punk. In a real sense the symbolic signs that emanate from Punk such as: 
“anarchism”, “chaos”, “revolution”, “riot”, “revolt” have become the vital 
flavour for the “merchandise” of the agents of the culture industries! In the end 
Punk becomes a promising commodity! The dominant culture in this case gives 
permission for the continued existence of the forms of 'resistance' that are 
packaged as modern contemporary life-style, and which later on will be entirey 
lost, swallowed up by the next 'trend' that replaces the current cultural 
phenomenon!

Remember how the canonical icons of first wave Punk (e.g. Sex Pistols, The 
Clash, The Damned) ended up becoming merely ornamentations, contracts for 
international rock music when installed in the Rock N' Roll Hall of Fame as 
musicians who 'demolished' history! Indeed, Sir! Or that, in the end, when a 
gathering of musicians installed the bands as the bearers of the genre 'colleger  
punk', which transforms 'integrity' into promising commodities. (note: this 
'integrity' is frankly depicted in the primary orientation that they pursue: that is, a 
desire for a 'comfortable' material life, and which is fond of resisting its genre 
and working without any boundaries of rules and conditions, even from the 
culture of resistance. (See: Iskandar Zulkarnain, 'Mandiri atau Mati': Punk 
Sebagai Budaya Perlawanan di Indonesia7)  It is clear from bands like SUM 41, 
Blink 182, or in the Indonesian context Punk bands who have music videos 
shown on MTV. There are many other indications! So Punk is in this 
contradictory condition. An ambivalent form of resistance (Dick Hebdige). On 

7The title of this paper by Zulkarnain translates as 'Independence or Death': Punk as a culture of resistance 
in Indonesia.
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the one hand Punk can be regarded as a violation of the social order, but on the 
other hand (that is extreme enough), Punk displays its powerlessness when the 
Dominant Culture that should be resisted, is instead embraced as a 
'partner'/servant in the process of the commodification of Punk itself.
Punk is impotent resistance because it was born without concrete politics or a 
firm concept of resisting the dominant culture.

Punk is a powerless resistance that demonstrates its strength precisely with the 
assistance of the dominant culture that it resists. (Iskandar Zulkarnain. Mandiri 
Atau Mati: Punk Sebagai Budaya Perlawanan di Indonesia.2004)

For this reason, be on guard…! History repeats itself! History will repeat! Unless 
we refuse to fall headlong into this cycle of contamination and death…!
One concrete measure of this praxis is to consciously refuse to be trapped in the 
'visible' forms or fetishism of Punk, and instead take as our interpretation the 
essence and substance of the oppositional culture of Punk!

Another thing is to unashamedly play with the engineered terminologies that are 
felt to 'fit' with our own conceptions of the essential interpretation of Punk as 
oppositional culture! Destroy the technical terminology used in the Punk 
subculture the very instant it pops up! Then substitute the terminology that fits 
with our individual value systems, not those of other people or groups with all 
those attributes! On the basis of the main thesis: that the terminology that is now 
in use has already been distorted and is no longer the 'possession' of Punk, but 
has been transformed into 'property' which functions as a machine for the pursuit 
of the accumulation of capital and the quest for maximum profit, no matter  
what!
*So, play with terminology*

With the application of the above method of praxis, the true form of the 
application of the Greyhound-racing theory (as conceptualised in 
Tumbakerology) becomes concrete, no longer abstract. Greyhound-racing 
theory at its base is a methodological idea of 'evasion',  avoiding the traps of 
commodification, the impact of global capitalism, by avoiding an absolute 
appearance which will only end up enabling the process of identification as an 
oppositional culture by the agents of the culture industry, by 'marketing 
developers' for example.
This theory uses the 'valuable' analogy for the participants in oppositional culture 
as the bait in a Greyhound dog race (which is very popular in America as an 
arena for gambling) which will be the trigger for the dogs to keep on running as 
fast as they can, but they can never catch it because the bait is designed to keep 
'running' farther ahead of them! In this way the bait will never become the mass 
consumption of the Greyhound dogs in the race!
Like the 'bait' in the metaphor, the essence of Punk as an oppositional culture 
strives to keep 'evading' the final outcome of being hunted by the Greyhounds 
(read: agents of the culture industry as connected to the global expansion of 
capitalism) by continuing to baffle the agents of cultural capitalism, who want 
nothing more than a source of resources to exploit in the interest of achieving 
maximum efficiency and profit ['keuntungan/profit'], although the product that 
they will be selling is 'superficial'… not something like a well which is the 
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source of life for many people around it!
Hail the new dawn of Punk Re-interpretation...!

--Signed, A Tumbakeroist, period! 

D3. From: TheRealThing
Date: June 15, 2004
Subject: getting all steamed up over punk!

I don't know anything about whether punk is dead or alive, and to me that's 
pointless and doesn't influence me at all, because from the beginning of 
punk/hardcore in the West it was “entertainment”, entertainment for the “poor”, 
so yeah the essence of punk/hardcore is really just entertainment.
but maybe the meaning of this entertainment is not entertainment like what's in 
the mainstream which is always seeking to extract profit from a product (band) 
which is always turned into an “item” ['menjadikan si item'], that is a puppet 
or…

I don't care about people who wear punk accessories and go on TV and fuck 
VIVID/PLAYBOY model chicks everyday. punkers drink beer, yeah… no 
problem…, as long as they aren't drinking it to escape from reality, as long as 
they drink alcohol because thet really want to drink and not for some other 
reason…, like to escape from reality…, I don't give a shit, really, who am I to 
judge!

PUNKERS on TV are really just laughed at by “certain” people, the punkers are 
always shouting about anti-war, struggling against the system but they 
participate in the system, yeah aren't they just the same…, they're deeply in 
involved in it, entering into that evil environment, it's all in vain… they're 
shouting, they just keep on shouting, but no one cares or pays any attention…

punks on TV it's ok, it's not a real problem, who cares if “outsiders” wear punk 
accessories or not! (I don't consider punk to be what you wear or how many 
books you read…)
I do have some thoughts on this (although it's subjective), a protest has to stay 
anonymous, and really one of the essential bases of punk (although not the 
standard one) is about criticism and protest!

I'm not talking just about punk, pop bands or dangdut groups with “political” 
lyrics that shout about change or a positive message have also gone into the 
mainstream, yeah they've also become just a product and a tool for the 
profiteers…
the messages are conveyed to those people who really “care”, but it's also just 
regarded as meaningless entertainment.
really, in order to express our point of view or our political ideas, we don't have 
to become a punk or play punk music, POP or DANGDUT is also OK!
IWAN FALS doesn't play punk music and isn't a punk but he has “political” 
lyrics, LOUIS ARMSTRONG isn't either but some of the lyrics in his music 
reflect opposition to violence and war (I don't mean to lecture here).
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the question is what do we want to be, a product/puppet for the people who 
extract profit from us?
if someone wants to be a puppet, sure, good luck to them, it's their choice.

I agree with the quote from roti bakar [another poster]:
“making a change is not the duty of hcpunk, but something that everyone needs 
to do…”
yeah it's true, who are “we” (hcpunk) to claim to be heroes, to talk about change, 
claim to be messengers or whatever as if “we” carry all the responsibility for 
change?
I don't want to muse about whether PUNK/HARKOR is dead or not, there's a lot 
going on in my brain that I have to think about, still a lot going on in my mind 
that I have to consider about the debate on the definition of punk which in my 
opinion is totally absurd.
why are we stuck on this debate about the essential meaning of punk, which I 
think is really absurd, there's still a lot of othee things left to say about punk!
we Indonesians have really been left behind by people overseas, here we are still 
debating the problem of the definition of PUNK/HC but they (overseas) have 
already started thinking about how they can make a weapon of mass destruction 
to blow up all the stupid people like us!

enough of this useless debate!

ps : I'm not a punk or hc kids!

D4. From: Tremor
Date: June 16, 2004
Subject: Re: getting all steamed up over punk!

 
as far as I know, historically punk was definitely not entertainment..
as far as I know when the sex pistols first appeared they really weren't trying to 
entertain. the same goes for crass.

also as far as I know, punk came into music in the context of deconstructing 
music and making it meaningful again.

and as far as I'm concerned, the lyrics don't have to be political for me to include 
it in the punk category. if you wanna talk about eating bayam [a kind of 
vegetable] that's fine, as far as I'm concerned what can be said to be punk is: 
“whatever they do that's meaningful in their life”. if they they're just taking it 
easy, satisfied with everything, or following the discourse that the world sucks 
and regard it all as “fate”, for me that is totally not punk. although I would like 
some lyrics about throwing shit in wiranto's face.

surely everything becomes a product. from the ghost on TV and even to punk , it 
will all become a product. maybe the choice is just: do you want to keep on 
opposing this, or do you want to be a prostitute? we can just prostitute ourselves, 
play music and get on a major label (like international noise) [the band The 
(International) Noise Conspiracy] for example… the majors make a profit from 
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TINC, but TINC also gets money to travel, to go to Prague and join in the street 
blockade when there's the annual WTO and world bank conferences, for 
example. really, how else can they [get the chance to] travel?

as for me, I'll just do what I want, if I could get some cash from that I'd go to 
some other country where things are better than they are over here. and the 
important thing is, I'd get this money from prostituting myself, and wouldn't 
need to work 9-5. that looks pretty cool, right?

but isn't it just the same as working? what's the difference between join major  
label and working in an office? it's all prostituting ourselves, you know.

isn't the alternative to capitalism DIY and building [a] community. why are we 
punk, if we don't dream of making our own economic basis? yeah that's another 
choice.
[…]

D5. From: Heartsick
Date: June 22, 2004
Subject: Dear [Tremor]!

*) I'm not clear on your definition of prostitution, where you say working 9-5 is 
just like prostituting yourself, where do you get that conclusion from?

We live in a world where we have only two choices, the choices are: do you 
want to live or die, support your family with the earnings from your 9-5 job, or 
allow them to starve all day?

Isn't it true that there are people who work 9-5 to support their families, and they 
can't be said to be prostituting themselves!, isn't the problem that most people 
here hate going to the office just because of the hierarchical culture, the Boss 
sitting around with his feet up on the table, laughing away at the stupid 
employees who just want to be ordered around by the boss! the thing is, what if 
there was a boss who didn't implement this kind of hierarchical culture, who 
doesn't treat his employees like tools to be ordered around and abused, would it 
be fair for us to strike back at our boss who has been “good” to his underlings? 
Although there are bosses who are unfair towards their employees, and lord it 
over them, and there are employees who still keep on working there, but noone 
has the right to pass judgement on them and say that they are prostitutes just 
because they work in an office.

In this world there are always those who are called managers and underlings, 
there are bosses and workers, senior and junior, old and young, and so on.
the problem here is that there is always an imbalance between them all, what has 
to be done is to eliminate the inequality between them, the imbalance between 
bosses and workers, senior and junior, etc. all of us in this world are a team, we 
“cannot” live isolated on our own, the bosses “cannot” work without us, but we 
also “cannot” live without bosses, we are all interdependent and connected with 
each other, we all have our own jobs to do, the boss is a leader as well as a 
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partner for his workers, just like the workers must be partners for the boss. just 
like with a computer, a computer can't work without a processor and memory 
and other peripheral devices, the computer won't work without one of the 
peripheral devices which are connected to the system, has there ever been a case 
of a computer that worked without it's processor?

It is the system which must be “blamed” here, the system that makes them work 
from 9-5, the system that makes them not care about what's going on around 
them because they are exhausted from being “forced” to work by their boss, so 
that once they get home from work they just have a wash, eat dinner, work for a 
while on some work that they took home from the office, and then go straight to 
bed (and if they still have the energy maybe fuck with their partner!), the system 
that makes every day boring because of the office routine, the system that makes 
them like a useless robot, the system that makes them not care about anything 
around them at all, because they are too busy looking for money, money, and 
money… is it fair that we're wasting our lives just because of money? throwing 
our lives away? blame the system that views materialism as everything.
[…]

D6. From: Tremor
Date: June 22, 2004
Subject: Re: Dear [Tremor]!

thx for the responses! :)
first I want to discuss about “prostitution”. I never said that “prostitution” is 
something bad. I just used the words “prostitute yourself” as a metaphor for 
“compromise”, surely everyone has their own limits for the compromises they 
make.

if there is someone who does it willingly and is happy to get money through sex, 
and enjoys a life of sex work, there's no problem, OK? same with someone who 
is happy with working 9-5 or whatever. I guess that's not prostitution, but an 
enjoyable hobby. right? but there are also people who prostitute themselves 
because they have no other choice. isn't this a compromise, because they don't 
like it… but they have to compromise, whether they want to or not. because 
there is no other choice. it's just like, isn't it just the same as someone who has no 
choice other than to work, even if they don't like that kind of work. just like 
someone who doesn't like eating onions, but has to eat them to stay healthy. Oh 
yeah, I also didn't come to the conclusion that you SHOULDN'T be a prostitute, 
ok?

so, really there isn't anything wrong (and who has the right to say what is wrong 
and what is right?) with people who work 9-5 to support their families, although 
this could be because they are forced to do it or it could be voluntary. but if they 
are forced to do it, I ask you: is this the life that you want?

for me, work is not just a problem of hierarchy. rather, work alienates people's 
lives (I'm borrowing this from Mr Beardy Marx). 
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I don't pay homage to Marx, but I agree with these words of his. work makes 
people's lives alienated. alienated from what? from their existence ..you could 
say from the very marrow of existence, from their friends, from love, from all 
real experience of anything. it really depends on the person, the people who feel 
alienated. but if you feel fine, then I guess there's no problem, right?

really, it's the system that ought to be blamed. the wage system, the capitalist 
system, where humans are just capital and a set of office tools. turned into tools 
of production and entries in the expense account. not as humans.

so “prostitution” is how we do everything we can to get what we need, in a way 
that we don't like, compromise.
[…]

D7. The Tumbakeroist Manifesto 
(original in English)

From: Ernesto MamaYukero
Date: June 2, 2004
Subject: It's always darkest before everything goes completely black!

(TUMBAKEROIST MANIFESTO)
Hark and Behold!
Eradicate all your anxiety! 
Human have been fragmented, marginalized and socially constructed…
In order to live life passionately…
As creation comes from imperfection…
This imperfection travels through this Byzantine conduit
And Yes, so much have we perceived are based on either/or:
(SOB) STYLE OVER SUBSTANCE
(FOF) FASHION OVER FUNCTION
These carnivalesque capitalist fiends are restless 
No shocking value, indeed, while “distros” have been distorted
Essentially analogous to franchised chain restaurant
Branches here, branches there…
Therefore, I shall present you…
A vested interest, a considerable loss
Annihilating sub-atomic passive observers out of this consumerist commodified  
society
The original of non-originals
The ground-breaking tenet of breaking-ground ceremonies
The fundamental self-destructing non-competitive (ph)ilosophy
Questioning the most contemporary classical question of free-will and 
determined physical law…
Celebrating the dynamic human spirit that refuses to submit...
Thou art thy life to create…
I hand over you…
…TUMBAKEROLOGY…
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D8. From: Ernesto MamaYukero
Date: June 2, 2004
Subject: Re: What is Tumbakerology, anyway?

Hark and behold!

Tumbakerology is a critical theory based on 'foolishness' that refuses to be 
defined as a mere cycle in a terminological series which will ultimately restrain 
its essence and substance. However, there are several basic assumptions that 
elaborate this critical thought, although not yet fully conceptualised as coherent, 
or perhaps it is ultimately incoherent. Tumbakerology is contextual in 
nature,'conditionally interpreted' in synch with the pulse of homo sapiens' 
culture. It therefore rejects the existence of absolute truth.

Tumbakerology returns cultural artefacts to their function as complements and 
tools for life fulfillment, it does not consider them to be the final goal of the 
existential desire of homo sapiens a.k.a so-called humankind. Contemporary 
homo sapiens society is marked by taking every step in line with the motive 
FOF:Fashion Over Function and SOB:Style Over Substance. [We] agree with 
the general thesis of postmodernism that the gradual erosion of the individual or 
homo sapiens emerged with the appearance of capitalism and rationality, where 
non-personal aspects are eliminated and replaced with a reduction in the 
importance of personal relationships. Tumbakerology repositions personal 
relationships as a form of resistance to the gradual erosion of contemporary 
homo sapiens, who are always thinking of the excuse that “there is not enough 
time”. Since the appearance of capitalism with its logic of the blind pursuit of 
profit, homo sapiens have become, as an analogy, like sleep-walking while 
awake, conscious in their unconsciousness. In the postmodernist language of 
Jean Baudrillard, hyperreality. The conscious unconscious. When a brand new 
handphone model with features that are pretty much the same, not much 
different to the next model number down, becomes an indicator of 
culture/civilisation for homo sapiens. Hence, Fashion over Function is at the 
peak, ladies and gentleman! When a t-shirt with a Ku Klux Klan symbol is worn 
by a homo sapien that clearly is not a white supremacist proponent, but because 
“made in USA” has more value for wearing. Thus, Style over Substance is on the 
rise, brothers and sisters!
Tumbakerology fights all this “conscious unconsciousness” with a position that 
returns homo sapiens to control over what they utilise, not homo sapiens who are 
themselves utilised!

Tumbakerology encourages and arms homo-sapiens to restelessly look for new 
unoriginal terminologies and jargons to assault and remove the present  
existence of words that have completely played out!

Maybe that's it for now, to avoid being patronising!
Oh, one more thing, you can mend worn-out shoes (with holes in them) with 
some pieces of duct-tape, don't get high on the pursuit of social acceptance 
because then you must always “purchase, buy, consume” to replace cultural 
artefacts which are pronounced “broken and unfit to wear” when they are still 
wrapped in new plastic, this is one of the many forms to realise the concrete 
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praxis of Tumbakerology!

"if profit is the only thing that corporation trying to achieve, then General  
Motors might just sell "crack",... and C.I.A will get the market"
--Michael Moore, "Downsize This" Book Tour on "The Big One”.

Lo and Behold!
CombatWoundedVegetarian 

D9. Message from Ari Purnama to indoDIYtour mailing list

From: Ernesto MamaYukero
Date: November 15, 2005
Subject: [IndoDIYtour] Keep it up, friends!: The Consistency of 
IndoDIYtour as a Forum Mechanism for tours based on the DIY ethos

Hello everybody in the indoDIYtour mailing list.
I'm glad that in the end this mailing list has been able to function in terms of 
keeping friends in different places informed about all kinds of developments in 
terms of organising tours for foreign bands, or about when a band from this 
country is able to do a national tour (who knows when), hopefully soon the 
infrastructure for touring on a DIY basis will no longer be concentrated just in 
Java, but can include other regions outside of Java like Sumatra, Kalimantan and 
Sulawesi. For this, I invite friends from outside Java also, like from Balikpapan 
to also get involve in this mailing list. I think it's crucial that we share all sorts of 
information with everyone who has interest and 'passion'  for DIY culture and 
hardcore/punk as one of their outlets. This is also useful for us all so that we 
don't end up with management dominated by or concentrated on just one person 
or one collective, for handling the shows for the touring foreign bands, which 
will keep on increasing in frequency in coming years. It's true that initiatives like 
this are really expensive, but if we share it with other friends who have the same 
perspective and interests, I think that will also facilitate our work. Not divisions 
of labour, but voluntarily helping each other.

I don't want to act as a moderator in this mailing list, every person has the same 
right to contribute to this list. Anyone can invite friends of theirs who they feel 
are able to  help the process of  organising DIY shows. The more people who are 
involved, the stronger it will make the DIY network in Indonesia, and we can't 
do it on our own. Making a show or organising a tour isn't as easy as just 
thinking about it. As those who have done it before surely know. It's certainly 
true that sometimes “two heads are not better than one”, sometimes too many 
people can lead to chaos, but right now it doesn't seem like that's much of a 
problem for us, with just two or even less, and there's always the myth that 
“someone else will take care of it”. This is how it seems from my context or 
situation in Bandung. Maybe it's different in other cities. So let's invite everyone 
to get active, to take the initiative to help organise shows or other projects. In 
material terms, we all know, there's never enough, but beyond that, there's really 
a lot that we can do to make us rich in other ways. New friends, experiences, 
exchange of ideas, passion (if translated it's kind of strange, you see) and of 
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course political, philosophical and individual autonomy.
[…]
Keep it up, friends!

D10 Excerpts from the Domestik Doktrin webpage guestbook
(Accessed May 11, 2004; my translations)

Name - power fucking violence
From - BANDUNG!!

ari! If you want to make comments don't just rip them off from books!! Come up 
with your own ideas, don't be so uncreative!! and there's no need to separate 
yourself from the kids! So fuck you!  You're always showing off screaming 
about politics but you can't do anything! But you're all still living off your 
parents!  You don't need to enjoy rubbishing people through your songs! If you 
need to do it, do it face-to-face! because your band is crap!  your guitarist is 
clumsier than anyone! It's OK, you don't really need to be a decent band to play 
angklung [traditional Sundanese bamboo orchestra] with me! HAHAHAHA
xterrorx

Name - maling
From - bandung yeah!!

Hey, I heard that Domestik Doktrin kids are so against people who do carding 
that they threw shit and yapped about it on stage! hahahaha, why 'Ri? what's 
wrong with carding? don't you know that [another DoDo band member] is also 
into carding? do you think that we [carding people] disadvantage you guys? we 
don't, do we? or is it 'cuz you don't fucking know how to do it that you rant 
against people who can do it? hahahaha I feel sorry for you Ari! all you can do is 
to talk shit behind our back, aren't you brave enough to come forward to us and 
talk about this thing? you are a fuckin' chicken! your music is as fast as shit but 
you have zero guts! your courage is only transcribed in your nonsense 
writings!!!!! fuck you all!!! hahahahaha
[original in Sundanese]

Name - Ari Ernesto Purnama
From – [complete home address] Ciumbuleuit, Bandung

Finally, there are responses to what I proposed when Domestik Doktrin played 
the other day at the RAMBO show on 3 April 2004. I'm glad! Thenk yu, thenk yu 
! I've been waiting a long time for reactions from anyone who felt 'touched' by 
my own, Ari's, personal verbal expression. So please distinguish between 
personal opinions and collective band opinions, like Domestik, because who 
knows in Domestik itself there are differences of opinion, although so far I think 
my other comrades in Domestik have opinions with the same perspective on this 
issue.
However, unfortunately, the reactions in these guestbook postings are the same 
as usual, and I haven't yet felt moved to make a counter-argument, because just 
like before, these responses are more personal attacks rather than attempts to 
offer logical and rational argumentation that could make me reboot the operating 
system of my brain, which is really quite convinced in what I believe.
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There's just one thing, to wipe out a misinterpretation that happened. What I 
proposed the other day wasn't directed at attacking a particular group/clique who 
have the hobby of “carding”, I myself didn't know anyone at the show the other 
day who really has that hobby, or whose life is based in the world of credit card 
fraud or whatever. So, if there were any gentlemen, or ladies, who were 
offended, why didn't they try to talk with me directly on the day of the show?, 
maybe we could have had an interesting discussion at that time. Well then, 
whoever they really are, in the language of [the] gentlemen, [Sundanese]“all you 
can do is to talk shit behind our back, aren't you brave enough to come forward 
to us and talk about this thing? you are a fuckin' chicken”…
Oh, Thank you very much if I can really be called a chicken, because at least 
chickens can provide many benefits, not just their call that can wake us from 
sleep in the morning, but also their eggs that are very useful in providing us with 
protein, and without protein we can't grow and develop. If by chicken you mean 
its connotative definition 'coward', wow that's even more awesome! The thing is 
later on I'm gonna make a non-fiction book and film about the supression of 
cowardice in the world and the prioritisation of muscle-contests, machoism, 
masculinity vs bencong [transgender], sexism and so on, which I think are no 
longer relevant. These things are no longer necessary, instead I'm thinking more 
about how to [get] “equality” (this word is just a metaphor that refers to the 
motivation that emerges through people's commitment to DIY culture) 
individual/collective productivity on a DIY basis like Teriak Records, Time Up, 
Peniti Pink, Salah Paham and ProPiracy, TempEquality, Stop N Go, [personal 
names removed] and many others who make me feel more and more at home 
living in this independent alternative hardcore/punk community.
Secondly, if the gentlemen/ladies who were 'offended' had listened closely to 
what I said on the stage the other day, well I don't have a problem with carding 
on a macro scale. I mean, i don't give a f*** [asterisks in original] if you're 
doing carding here, carding there, because really I don't have the capacity to 
prohibit it, I mean who am I? Carding can be regarded as one one of the 
alternatives challenging the dominant power of capitalism, although capitalism 
would be very difficult to overthrow just because people in a poor country like 
Indonesia “steal” some merchandise! Honestly, and I don't want to be a 
hypocrite, I've also got a few items through carding like e-books or articles that 
you have to pay for. That's where I got my Antonio Gramsci's “Prison 
Notebooks”, thanx _______!
But the problem is if carding is done indiscriminately, to the point where they 
don't care if they rip-off small DIY labels or on-line stores, like from South 
America or Eastern Europe or even from Indonesia for example, where the 
money they get from sales will be used for subsequent band releases. Clearly 
this doesn't just harm the label themselves, but also harms individuals in 
Indonesia who are really concerned about the importance of communication, 
cooperation, and networking in the international DIY hc/punk community. There 
are a whole bunch of examples of incidents where DIY people/bands/labels 
overseas have a bad stigma about Indonesian scenesters, who generalise that all 
scenesters in Indonesia are rip-offs, just collection worshippers and apathetic. So 
when there is an individual who wants to develop a networking relationship with 
people/bands/others they're often blocked in the initial stages, because there is 
this stereotype. And if you listened well to what I was saying at the show the 
other day, I said that I salute RAMBO because they took the risk of coming to a 
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country that maybe is already often labelled as “dishonest” by the international 
scene. And they said that DIY activism in Indonesia is actually even more 
significant and inspiring for them because of this. So really we have to draw the 
line like that! Whatever the convictions of the gentlemen and ladies out there, 
the carding society…  please walk on full of happiness, don't allow the 'verbal  
assault' that I expressed the other day at the RAMBO show to become 
something to think about, something to reflect on, something that disturbs all the 
devotion and work of your whole night verifying false credit card numbers in 
order to get the latest 'rare' t-shirts that are maybe of a band that you haven't 
even heard yet, or maybe you want to get their shirts because people are talking 
about them a lot… for better or for worse, I'm not interested… period! Permios. 
“Your apathy makes this an institution, your apathy brings monopoly”---
R.A.M.B.O 

--At least I use my full name and clear address, not an anonymous fake: ARI 
PURNAMA—
ps: a major contrast, after the abusive post by mr 'carder' who doesn't want to 
use his identity, below there is a post by Bowkore with info about a new release, 
Jazzus! It's funny, other people have already taken action towards praxis with 
their productivity, while these people are still encased in a world of consume, 
consume, and consume some more through carding! Viva DIY activists!!!
ps2: my feelings have never been to deliberately separate myself from the kids, 
depending on how you define kids. if you mean the kids who hang out in the 
southern or central areas of the Bandung region, yes but that's just because I've 
moved to Ciumbuleuit [in northern Bandung], right, so it's hard for me to be able 
to regularly meet up with them! i'm sorry, pal! i'm guilty of being 
geographically wrong…!
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